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INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

THE many friends and correspondents of the gifted author

of the present volume will be grieved to hear that he died

on 9th September 1906, having nearly completed his

sixty-second year. Born at Llibeck in 1844, he after-

wards studied law, theology, and literature at the Univer-

sities of Leipzig, Tubingen, Gottingen, and Basel, after

which he resolved to devote himself entirely to literature

and historical research. At a later period he settled in

Edinburgh, assiduously carrying on his literary work and

partly supporting himself by teaching. He also travelled

a good deal in Scotland, England, and Ireland, winning
the hearts of many friends by his gentle, amiable, and

studious disposition, as well as by his outstanding musical

talents. His historical researches also took him repeatedly
to the Continent, and particularly to Northern Germany
and to Sweden. To the latter country he was enabled to

go, with the aid of a number of generous patrons and

friends, in the autumn of 1905 ;
and it is a pathetic and

interesting fact that, at the age of sixty, he studied

Swedish for the express purpose of making the needful

historical researches for the present volume, and that he

lived and travelled for several months in Sweden on the

meagre pittance of about 60. His earlier historical

works had earned him a high reputation for zeal and

accuracy, but no pecuniary reward, in spite of which he

entered enthusiastically upon his still more arduous task

of breaking fresh ground in an entirely new field. Readers
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will judge as to the measure of success the late author

has attained, but the present writer, who has edited the

volume with much care, has no hesitation in pronouncing
it to be highly interesting.

The author's baptismal name was Ernst Ludwig Fischer,

but his admiration for Carlyle and Tennyson led him to

adopt the nom de guerre of Thomas Alfred Fischer.

Besides his translations into German of the Life and

some of the works of Carlyle and Tennyson, and of Lord

Goschen's Life of his grandfather, G. J. Goschen, the

Leipzig bookseller, and various other literary and historical

volumes, he was the author of two interesting and original

works,
" The Scots in Germany

"
and " The Scots in

Eastern and Western Prussia/' published in 1902 and

1903 respectively, by Messrs Otto Schulze & Co., Edin-

burgh. To these valuable works, which throw much new

light on the history of Scottish settlers in Germany, the

present volume forms a fitting and crowning sequel. It is

only fair to the late author to state that he left his MS.
in such excellent condition as to be almost ready to go
direct to the printer. The editor's labour of love has

therefore consisted merely in removing a few slight

Germanisms, clearing up a few trifling obscurities, and

verifying and correcting some of the Swedish words and

names.

From the above slight sketch it is manifest that Mr
Fischer was admirably fitted to undertake to write a new
volume on "The Scots in Sweden." To his great learn-

ing and ability he added the most untiring and unselfish

zeal for historical research, with the result that he has

now contributed to Scottish history three volumes which

few if any Scots could have produced. Some three years

ago the gifted author requested his friend, the present

editor, to write an Introduction to this historical work, on
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the ground probably that his friend had travelled several

times in Sweden and had learned something of its language

and history. In consequence of the author's lamented

death, the author's sponsor has also become the editor of

the work
;

but he ventures to hope that its readers will

not be greatly prejudiced thereby.

It only remains to point out that, while " The Scots in

Sweden
"

is primarily a contribution to Scottish genealogy,

it also has an important bearing on Swedish history. It is

interesting to recall the fact that, with the exception of

England and Hungary, Sweden was the first European

country to adopt the principle of a limited or constitutional

form of government. The Landslag (or "law of the

land "), dating from the Middle Ages and revised in 1442,

prescribed a form of oath to be taken by the kings on

their election, while the royal power was further limited

by the control of a Council of Magnates. At length, in

1544, under the famous Gustavus Vasa, the kingship was

declared hereditary, and the Estates, hitherto provincial

councils only, became a permanent parliament under the

name of Riksdag, or " diet of the realm." A more definite

and complete constitution was afterwards drawn up by
order of Gustavus Adolphus, and, soon after his death in

1632, was elaborated and promulgated by his able and en-

lightened chancellor Oxenstjerna. During the greater part

of that stirring period, in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies, and also later, during the reign of Charles XII. at

the beginning of the eighteenth, and at a still later period

too, many a sturdy and enterprising Scot, in speaking of the

wonderfully dramatic and picturesque, though too often

tragic and blood-stained events of Swedish history, could

proudly and truly say : Quorwn magna pars fui ! Com-

ment on Mr Fischer's interesting pages is needless, as they

clearly and briefly tell their own story. Suffice it to say
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that Scotland is deeply indebted to him for showing her

what an honourable and important part many of her sons

have played in one of the most picturesque of all national

histories.

J. K.

1st August 1907.
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THE SCOTS IN SWEDEN.





THE SCOTS IN SWEDEN.

THE history of a nation is like the course of a mighty
river. Arising in the dark recesses of mountain solitude, it

does not reach the ocean on its own strength and fulness

alone, but receives new life, and a quickening of the old,

from numerous tributaries, partly national, partly foreign.

But whilst the tributaries of a river can be easily

ascertained, named, and measured in their width and power,
those tributaries that influence, colour, and direct the

course of a nation's history often remain unexplored or at

best unheeded. National vanity dislikes to confess to a

powerful and steady influence from abroad, and where this

cannot be denied, it has been the watchword and the

cherished purpose of many a political writer to minimise

its character and to ridicule its importance.

In many cases, this influence of other nations on our own

history is so outspoken, the powerful commingling with the

waters of our national life so visible as, for instance, in

the case of the German 1 Reformation or the French

Revolution that an attempt to deny it or even to weaken

it would be sheer ignorance.

But there are other cases where, as we said above, the

sources of the tributaries are unnoticed, losing themselves

underground, as it were. Here the task of ascertaining

their course and their power is very much more difficult.

An instance we had in the large emigration of the Scots

1
[It has only been discovered of late years that the great and true

authors of the English Reformation were John WyclifFe, at the close

of the XlVth century, and Dean Colet, Erasmus, and other " Oxford

Reformers" at the beginning of the XVIth." ED. J
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to Germany, especially to the North-Eastern parts of it,

during the XVth, XVIth, and XVIIth centuries. We
have tried 1 to elucidate this fact, which resulted in

the establishment of quite a number of Scottish colonies

throughout that country, and left its traces in the language,

in proverbs, on many a tomb and faded parchment, and

last, not least, in numerous public and charitable institu-

tions, which keep the memory of the foreign donor green,

long after his grave has been forgotten.

Already during the publication of our two volumes on

the Scots in Germany the fact became clear that the

influence of the Scot on the history of Sweden, once the

greatest Power of the North, has been, if different in its

character, quite as great and quite as deserving of special

study and research.

The Scottish emigration to Sweden was chiefly owing
to her military needs, and much less to the trading habits

of the Scots, though we likewise meet with the familiar

figure of the Scottish pedlar trudging along with his box

on his back, or dragged by his shaggy beast on rough
roads in the remote districts of a thinly populated country.

Only we do not now find the name of "Schott" or

"Schotte" given to the pedlar or enshrined in the

proverbs of the land, nor do any villages or suburbs in

the signification of their names commemorate the presence

and the settlements of the ubiquitous stranger.

A few instances which prove that the Scottish Kramer

and the edicts 2 issued against him were not quite unknown

1 Th. A. Fischer, The Scots in Germany. Edinburgh, Otto Schulze & Co.,

1902. Th. A. Fischer, The Scots in Eastern and Western Prussia.

Edinburgh, 1903.
2 It is a remarkable fact, though not quite connected with the subject

on hand, that the numerous edicts, specimens of which we have given in our

Scots in Germany, nowhere contain any really serious charges against the

Scots. They were mainly issued in deference to the popular demand of
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in Sweden may here be mentioned. The first of these is a

petition dated Ystad, 1534, "on Friday after St Martin's

day. In it the magistrates and council complain of the

many Scots who every year come and carry on their

trafficking to the great loss of all old-established

businesses, hawking about their ware all the country over,
" which is against our royal privileges." Not only that,

the document proceeds, but these Scottish traders try to

intrude among us in the towns, such as Lund, Christianstad,

and Aahus. For this reason the petitioners have agreed,

with the consent of the magistrates, after this day not to

admit any Scots into the town, and resolved that no old

Scots who have paid their taxes for a long time back to

His Majesty should take in or employ in their business any
other servants or apprentices except Germans or Danish

ones, on account of the u eternal injury" and illicit trade

these Scots have been carrying on of late. A number of

inhabitants of Ystad append their names and seals. 1

It will be seen that this petition of the u
many men "

in no way differs from other such documents which are

found among the records of German towns in very great

numbers. Nor does our second instance of the then

popular trade-policy show any deviation from the old, well-

trodden path of argument, except that it is a rather

elaborate and detailed literary production. It runs with

only short omissions as follows :

" As Your Majesty has asked us about the Scots, whom

prohibiting free trade. If there had been any really serious crimes of

which the immigrant Scot had been guilty, how readily these prohibitive

orders and the authorities flinging them forth would have taken advantage
of the fact ! As the matter stands, the edicts are far more remarkable for

what they do not say than for what they do say. Their silence does more

credit to the Scots than their assertions do them harm, even if one grants

their justification.
1

Rigs Arkivet i Ki^benhavn.
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we refused to accept as citizens on our roll, we draw

Y.M.'s attention to the fact, that we only did what other

cities of Y.M. did, which banished such people from

foreign lands, for instance Ystad, Engilholm. Roeskilde,

and several other commercial cities in Seeland as well as

in Schonen. This was done on account of their improper

way of trading and trafficking, carrying, either themselves

or through their servants, their ware as soon as the

autumn market is over from village to village, such as

clothing and earthenware
;

and in the country, also

among the peasants, they barter and sell so that no

peasant henceforward needs to carry his ware to any
of Y.M.'s towns

;
and on account of these pedlars and

traders, who in such a manner travel about, Y.M.'s

trading-places become impoverished and ruined. In the

like manner they single out among the numerous peasantry

clergymen and certain persons, and gather and buy up all

the saleable goods they can get : such as butter, skins,

tallow, and leather, and other such things. And although
such trade has been forbidden by the King, they in spite

of it blind (forblinda) Y.M.'s officials by means of pre-

sents and gifts./ They are therefore a nuisance and ruin to

Y.M. as well as to the trading-towns, and wherever the

said pedlars and Scots go, they give out that their home

was Malmo, which is not the case. . . . Moreover,
should Y.M. for the Kingdom's sake require a number of

soldiers from this district (which God prevent !),
be it on

land or on sea, we should not be powerful enough, nor be

able to persuade them with good words sufficient, to win

over one of them, but as soon as they notice [what is

going on] they collect their small ware and betake them-

selves to the country as far as Halland, Blekingen,

Sweden, and Norway, so that Y.M. or ourselves on behalf

of Y.M. have no help or assistance from them. In the
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same manner if Y.M. should send soldiers here to be

quartered for a time, and if we should ask the Scots to take

them in, they would refuse and say they could not afford

it, though they have both property and money. But they
will rather leave the town and go elsewhere, which has

happened and still does happen. To these aggrievements
we must add that the citizens in this town, both Danish

and German, grievously complain that the Scots outbid

poor citizens, that have paid their taxes regularly, when
there are houses in the market, offering the double or

triple sum in Joachims, taler, or Danish coin for them.

They also, when they have possession of a house, prevent
the poor burghers of the town from acquiring it for

honest money. On account of all this wrong, and for

many other matters which we cannot just now explain to

Y.M., the instant prayer of all of us is, that Y.M. will

prevent these stranger Scots, whenever they try to intrude

themselves into our towns, from wishing to acquire citizen's

rights, to the great loss of Y.M. 's trading-places."
1

As to the number of Scots in Malmo during the XVIth

century, we have no direct information. Scottish names

occur already in 1518 and 1519 in the account-books of

the town, amongst them a " Maxfell."

About a century later, in 1635, the magistrates of the

capital city of Stockholm also mention with great

indignation the Scottish "drang" or non-journeymen,
who "did oust all native competition." "All the best

trade they draw to themselves," they say.
2

In spite of these prohibitive measures the Scots in

Sweden increased in numbers.

Naturally the Scottish trade took the shortest route,

1 Malmo Stads Arkivet.
2 See Sobering Rosenhane, Relation qfver Stockholm, p. 84. Very

likely the following passage in the Sv. Riksradets Prot. (x. 366)
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and first selected those ports on the Western coast of

Sweden that seemed to offer the best chances.

Gothenburg, or, as the Swedes call
it, Goteborg, lies

in a wild, picturesque surrounding of rock and water

at the mouth of the Gota Elf
(river). The distance

between it and the nearest Scotch harbour of Leith would

only be a few hundred miles. Originally the town had

been founded on the neighbouring island of Hisingen in

1603, but it was destroyed by the Norwegians in 1612,
and rebuilt only seven years later by King Gustavus

Adolphus in its present situation. The hope of its rapid

development largely depended on the possibility of attract-

ing strangers of means and energy, and of persuading
them to settle in the new borough. With this end in

view, letters were written to Germany, France, Holland,

England, and Scotland, inviting immigration and promising
at the same time great advantages and privileges.

Goteborg's hope was not disappointed. The foreign
element so largely increased that, during the first half of

the XVIIth century, of twenty-five town-councillors

only thirteen were Swedes, the rest Dutchmen, Germans,
or Scots. 1

The earliest proof of the presence of Scots in or about

Goteborg, however, is contained in an old tombstone of

the Hospitalkyrka, the inscription of which tells us that

it was erected to the memory of Agneta Gipson,
u
sponsa

Jacobi Reid," and that she died " in die 15 mensis

also refers to the itinerant Scot :
" A hundred years ago the Dutch were

not allowed free *

segelation
'

(sailing) in the Baltic, but commerce lay

entirely in the hands of Liibeck or Danzig, except perhaps that a few

Dutchmen came to Finland and did what the Scots do now, a little

trade, selling here and there a cask of wine or a little spice." (1643.)
1
Samlingar till Goteborgs historia (Materials towards a history of

Goteborg), by W. Berg, Stockholm, 1886, f. i.
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Junii Anno Domini 1579, aetatis suae 34.
" x About

the same time, 1587, the name of Leslie (Lesle) occurs in

a list of house-owners in Goteborg. We are told in this

document that unless Leslie would pay the market-price

of thirty-six
" dalers

"
for his yard within the time pre-

scribed by law it would be publicly sold.

He must have found means to satisfy the law, for in

the year 1600 we again find him mentioned as the owner

of a "
jord," or plot of ground.

Other old Scottish names are Jacob Reid (Ridd), who
sues Andrew Atkinson for a partly unpaid purchase
of iron.

In the XVIIth century quite a little colony, not unlike the

one at Danzig in Germany, gathered together in Goteborg.
The members of it were as strongly attached to each other,

and as strongly attached to their church. But whilst at

Danzig it was the Presbyterian (Reformierte) church of SS.

Peter and Paul where they worshipped, they had to content

themselves with the Lutheran church of St Gertrud at

Goteborg, also called the Tyska Kyrka, the German church,

because the Germans formed the greater number of its

adherents. This at times led to no little inconvenience,

for the prejudice against the Presbyterians was strong in

Lutheran Sweden. It happened that people professing
the Presbyterian doctrine were buried without the usual

funeral sermon, and when in 1680 old Andrew Jack, a

Scottish merchant from Helsingor, is carried to his last

resting-place in St Gertrud's churchyard at Goteborg,
the church entry adds triumphantly:

u der sich zu unserer

Religion begeben," i.e. who had adopted our faith. 2 Even

. 22.

2 W. Berg, Samlingar, ftc. 9 iii. i, p. 486. Complete freedom of

worship was introduced into Sweden only in 1741 by Royal Decree

dated Aug. 27.
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as late as 1748 several clergymen of the town were

punished because they had used the rites of the Lutheran

Church at the funeral of "atskilliga (several) Engels-
man." 1

Under these circumstances it would appear very natural

that in 1747 Colin Campbell, a Scot of some influence who
had settled as a merchant in Goteborg, should petition the

Consistory for the loan of a large hall of the High School

in order to have a suitable place of worship for the

Presbyterians. The petition, however, was refused. 2

Barring these little frictions, the life of the Scots in

Goteborg seems to have been very peaceful. They married

among their " ain folk
"
as long as the supply lasted

; they
were unwearied in acting as godfathers or godmothers
at the christening of the " bairns

"
of their countrymen.

3

With all this characteristic clannishness, which, as we
noticed elsewhere, was also a feature in Danzig and

Konigsberg and wherever the Scots settled in larger

numbers in the North of Germany, the little colony at

Goteborg showed no lack of interest in the welfare of their

adopted country. In April 1697,
u
borgemaster

"
(mayor)

Andrew Spalding, at a meeting of the Town Council,

referred to the neglected and filthy condition of the streets.

1 W. Berg, Sam&gar, etc., iv. 1 54.
2
Berg adds :

" We need not say that this petition was negatived ; it

was more wonderful that it should have been sent"
(! ),

iii. 2, 697.
3 The church-books of the Christina Kyrka or the Tyska Kyrka, one

of the foremost sources of information regarding the Scots in Goteborg,

give numerous examples of this. For instance, in 1670 a son of John

Maglier is christened ; godfather and godmother : Capt. G. Maclier and

Catharine Gordon; in 1671 a daughter of the same father; godfather

and godmothers : Catharine Gordon, William Gordon, and Anne Senckler

(Sinclair) ; at the christening of Andrew, son of Dan. Croquet (Crocket),
President Maclier, Alex Kinnaird, and M. Thornton undertake the office,

and so forth. The entries in the church-books from 1624-1725 were

printed by Berg in his Samlingar.
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He proposed to employ regular gangs of workmen to

remove the filth, and at the same time to erect pillars

with a notice attached as a warning to those that should

hereafter commit the like nuisances. ("Att de voro

ammade at dem, som hedanefter lata komma sig till last at

kasta orenlighet pa gatorne.")
In July 1707, David Kinnaird informed the Town

Council that some nights previously a scuffle and a tumult

had taken place between some members of the fire-brigade

(brandvakt) and other people. He reminded the magis-
trates of a former resolution that the firemen should be

provided with some sort of weapon (kurtz gev'ahr) by
which they could be distinguished.

1

Likewise for church and schools these Scoto-Swedes

proved their interest by contributing to their support

according to their means, and when in the reign of Charles

XII. the glory of war had to be purchased by voluntary
contributions and forced loans, they were again forward in

assisting their foster-country in times of distress and

difficulty. These loans were called in Swedish by the

very mild name of " forskottar till kronan
"
(1710 and

1713), "forskottar till Pommerska Armeen "

(1716),
u forskottar till flottans utrusting

"

(1716) i.e. loan
(lit.

advance, Germ. Vorschuss) to the Crown, loan for the

purpose of paying the armies in Pomerania, loan for the

fitting out of a fleet, etc. but in sober truth they were

nothing else than forced loans. On one of these occasions

David Kinnaird excuses his small contribution with the

fact that he had some moneys in the bank which he

could not well command at present, but that he should

contribute according to his means as soon as these

untoward circumstances were removed. Everybody knew
him to be a well-to-do man, he adds.

iBerg, i. 115.
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But it is time that the reader should be made acquainted
with the names of these Scotch settlers in Goteborg. They

mostly occur in the books of St Christina's church, some

are found elsewhere. (Barclay [Berclei]) ; Anderson, J. (he
is called a visitor, and was married in 1670 to Joanna,

daughter of Robt. Murre) ;
Bethune

;

J
Burnet, Andr.,

fi773;
2 Chalmers (Chalmer, Kalmer, etc.); Chambers;

Clerck, Robt., f 1659 Craik
;
Duncam (Duncan) ;

Feif
;

3

Flint
; Forrester, W. (who was drowned whilst skating in

1730); Gordon, Catharinaand Arabella
; Gregor ; Magnus

Henry Hay, a Major (1727); Hamilton; Hunter, Ths.,

t 1673 >
Kennedi

;
Kinnaird

;

4 Krichton (married in 1628) ;

Krockat (Crocket) ; Lamb, J.,
6 1642 ; Lindsay, Magdalena;

Maclier; Sinclair; Spalding ;
Col. Stewart, who occurs

as godfather in 1687 ;
and Watson.

All of these were merchants with exception of the

following : Thomas Hunter, who was a clergyman at the

Christina church, married in 1624, died 1663, and left

son and grandson, who acted as u klockaren
"

(sextons) to

the same church
; James Kinnaird, who became master of

the mint, and his two sons
; Duncan, who was Major-

General
; Hugh Hamilton, who is called Colonel

;
and

Malcolm (?) Hamilton, who died as Major-General in 1698,

sixty-three years old.

Of the families named above, the Macliers (or Macleans),
the Sinclairs, and the Spaldings were the most prominent.
We shall not enter into the fabulous genealogy of the

1 Of the Balfour family. This was probably Charles Isaac, one of the

many officers of this name (1727-94).
2 In the Church Register of Deaths these two words are added after

Burnet's name :
" Erat pacificus."

3 We shall have more to say on this remarkable family further down.
4 The Seal of the Goteborg Kinnaird is given in Berg. It varies but

little from that used in Scotland.

5 He became the founder of the Ancarcreutz family in Sweden.
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Macleans, with their forty -two descents from some Irish

chieftain, who was part-owner of an ark at the time ofNoah.

Suffice it to say that one Hans (John) Maclier, son of

Hector Maclean, fifth Baron of Dowart, came to Goteborg
in 1620, settled in business, and succeeded so well that

he became a town councillor (1640-1650). The burial-

list of the Christina church says of him that a he was

ennobled by his Majesty of Sweden in 1649 as Lord

of Gasevadholm, Hageby, and Hammersoo, and by His

Majesty of England as Baronet of Dowart on account of

great good services rendered to both their Royal Majesties.
He lived till 1666." He also acted as Royal Banker. In

the year 1635 he advanced the sum of 1150 thalers to

Queen Christina at a time when the Exchequer was ex-

hausted and new armaments were urgently required. His

intimate business connection with Charles II., King of

England, appears from several Royal letters,
1 dated re-

spectively 24th Dec. 1650, 24th Feb. 1651, i9th March

1651, and 28th Dec. 1652. In the first of these the

King begs
" his trusted and well-beloved John Macklier

"

to hasten the sending of arms and ammunition, of which

he stood in great need u in this our sad condition of

Scotland." This Maclier had already done in 1649, anc^

again in 1650, but each time his ships, the Unicorn

with twelve guns bound for France, and the King David
with twenty-four, and the Mary with twelve iron

cannons, were taken by the "Usurping Power," and with

their cargoes confiscated by the sentence of the Admiralty.
The two latter ships had sailed, it appears, with a fleet

of Gothenburg ships which after strict examination were

set at liberty, whilst those of Maclier,
"
only because they

belonged to an enemy of the Commonwealth," were

1 See Biographica, Rikv. A. Maclier. These important letters are

given in the Supplement in extenso.
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retained as good and lawful prizes. This declaration is

given and duly witnessed by the two masters of the said

ships and two other captains of the Gothenburg vessels on

the 26th of August 1650 at "Gothenburg." In the

second letter King Charles recommends the bearer Captain
Frederick Cooke, referring at the same time to a former

Royal Messenger sent to Sweden " for some affaires."

The third letter announces to Maclier, who in the mean-

time has become Sir John Maclier, Bart., that James,
Viscount of Newbury, has received 150 cases of Pistols at

8 Dollars a pair, and 50 Carabines at 3 Riks-Dollars a

piece, and that the King owns himself to be indebted

to the sum of 1350 Riks-Dollars, which shall be paid

unto the said Sir John or his u
assignes"

u so soone

as it shall please God to enable us" (!).
In the

fourth and last Royal letter the King desires Maclier

to hand the remaining arms and ammunition to Major-
General Middleton,

u he being the person to whose

conduct we have entrusted the managing of the martial

affairs with reference to our Kingdom of Scotland and for

the freeing of our good subjects there from the dishonour

of slavery they are at present compelled to submit to."

Again in 1654, David Wemeys, merchant-burgess of

Dundee, is sent to Gothenburg. He has in the meantime

examined Maclier's accounts and found the sum due to

him since 1650,
u with an interest of 8 pro cento," to

amount to 16,030 rixdollars, or between fouf and five

thousand pounds.
" For this sum," he continues in his state-

ment,
" His Gracious Majesty and Estates of Parliament

could not give at present due contentment to the said

Sir John Maclier, as they willingly would have done, in case

that many inconveniences had not happened to the country ;

wherefore His Gracious Majesty and Estates of Parliament

authorized me to present the said Sir John an act of
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Parliament and public bond of the Kingdom of Scotland

for his assurance of thankful payment of the above-

mentioned sum, together with the due interest of 8

pro cento from the end of February until it be duly con-

tented and satisfied to the said Sir John Maclier, his Airs,

Executors, or his Assignes."
To his arrangement Maclier agreed, making only the one

condition that the bond should bear the Great Seal of Scot-

land. Wemyss on his part obliged himself to procure the

Act of Parliament under the Great Seal "within the space
of six months under the penalty of 5000 Riks-Dollars."

" An abridgement of Sir John Maclier's Pretensions

from His Gracious Majesty of England," and an " Account

of damages and losses
"

conclude this remarkable set of

papers. We rather fear His Gracious Majesty remained

a debtor to the end of his life. But John Maclier of

Gothenburg had at least the satisfaction of now being an

English Baronet, though the Usurping Powers had had

the audacity of seizing his war contraband.

Maclier's son John became President of the Court of

Justice in Goteborg (1639-1696) ;
but whilst the father's

name was one of the most respected in the town he

having been foremost in promoting public welfare and

liberally contributing towards the erection of church and

school buildings the son's circumstances do not seem

to have been equally favourable, for in 1697 we find one

Pollrath Tham offering for sale a diamond ring which he

held in pledge from him for some loan. 1 A later scion of

this race, David, a Colonel, was made a Swedish u Friherre
"

(baronet) and took the name of Maclean.

Of the German branch of the Spaldings enough has

been said in another place.
2 We are here concerned with

1
Berg, loc. cit. t Supplement, p. 49.

2 See Scots in Germany.
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the brother of the German Andrew Spalding who settled

at a small town of Plaue in Mecklenburg. His name
was Hans. Born in Scotland, he came to Goteborg in the

beginning of the XVIIth century, where he became

President of the Court of Justice in 1 658. Besides him two

other "
borgmastere

"
of the name are mentioned : Gabriel

(1683-1687), the son of the former, and Andrew, his

nephew (1696-1698). In the next century the Spaldings
left Goteborg, but we find them again in Stockholm l

and elsewhere in Sweden.

The Sinclairs appear in 1623 in the chronicles of

Goteborg, but the family was known in Sweden long
before that. As far back as 1379 a "Henricus de Sancto

Claro," a merchant at Marstrand, signs a reverse for 200

Rosenobles which he had borrowed from a certain

Hakan Jonsson. In Goteborg they occupied rather

humble positions : one, James, was a mason
;
whilst u Fru

Anna Sinclair owned one of the twenty-seven breweries

of which the small town boasted nearly three hundred

years ago.

In the transition period between the XVIIth and the

XVIIIth centuries we may mention Colin (or Collin)

Campbell
2

(1687-1757), who became a Director of the
" Svenska-Ostindiska

"

Company. He received the patent
of nobility in 1731. His valuable library was sold by
auction in I758.

3 Almost contemporaneous with him

there lived at Goteborg a painter and master of his guild,

John Ross (1695-1773). He was one of a widespread
1 John Spalding of Goteborg became the founder of the two Swedish

noble families of Spaldincreutz and Hjelmberg. Three Spaldings
were enrolled as citizens of Stockholm in 1703 (Johann S.), 1727

(Jacob), and 1737 (Johann). See Borgarc-Bok, Stadsarkivet, Stock-

holm.
2 See above.

8 See Svenska Bibl. och ex-libris.
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and talented family, which, though settled in Holstein,

originally hailed from the North of Scotland, and con-

tributed many a famous name to art and literature. 1

In the meantime the unfortunate risings of the Stuarts

in 1716 and 1745 became the cause of a new influx of

Scotsmen into Sweden. A curious proof of this is given
us in a lawsuit which, in 1716, was carried on by Lars

Gathenhielm against the captain (skeppare) of a French

vessel called La Paix de Calais. It had been ordered

to Scotland in order to embark and save several officers

who had served under the Pretender, and had on board

twenty Scotsmen, among them Lord DuiFus, who landed

in Sweden. The vessel was to return and take up other

fugitives in Scotland. A fate similar to that of these

officers overtook the founder of a large business concern

in Goteborg, which is flourishing to this day under the title

of Carnegie & Co., viz. George Carnegie. Like so many
others of the Pretender's adherents, he had to

fly after

the Battle of Culloden. He is said to have evaded his

pursuers by gaining the coast and rowing out in a frail

boat until he met with a sailing-vessel whose destination

was Goteborg.
2 Here he soon succeeded in building up

one of the foremost business firms. 3 After a strenuous

activity of twenty years, Carnegie returned to Scotland,

leaving the Goteborg business to his trusty friend and

book-keeper, Thomas Erskine, who in 1 803 handed over the

management of it to George Carnegie's son David. As a

proof of the strong position of the firm and of the

1 Karl Ross, the artist (1816-58), and Ross, the archaeologist and

classical scholar (1806-59). See Allg. Deutsche Biographic, xxix.

243 ff.

2 See " Frin v&r merkantila och industriela verld
"

( Andersson,

Fredberg), i., ii.

3 There was a Hans Carnegie in Goteborg in or about 1645, when

his name is mentioned in an action against Henry Sinclair. Riks A.
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absolute confidence placed in its management, it may here

be mentioned that when, in the early years of the XIX th

century, Swedish commerce had to pass through a severe

crisis, Mr Carnegie succeeded in obtaining a loan of

20,000 from the Earl of Kelly,
1 at a time when the

town itself could only raise a loan of 10,000 Riksdaler

by giving as security the building of the East India

Company. The great Carnegie breweries now give em-

ployment to about one thousand workmen, for whose

welfare in the way of housing and old-age pensions every

thing has been provided in the most liberal and philanthropic

spirit.

Some time later than Carnegie, but still in the XVIIlth

century, William Gibson from Arbroath came to Goteborg

(in 1797), and founded another large business. He com-

menced with a sail-cloth spinning-mill, but having been

joined by another clever Scot, Alexander Keiller,
2 an

engineer, he opened mechanical works and iron-foundries

at Jonsered, which soon grew in importance. Like

Carnegie, he showed the liveliest interest in public under-

takings and filled many a post of honour, such as Director

of the Savings Bank. He died in 1857, seventy-four

years old. The business was converted into a joint-

stock company.
But it was Robert Dickson and his family who obtained

1
Probably through the influence of Thomas Erskine, who was a

distant connection of the Earl's. Cf. * Fran vAr merkantila och in-

dustriela verld," i., ii.

2 Keiller was a very energetic and far-seeing man. He erected

spinning-mills, iron-works, etc. (1804-74). Gibson built a church

and eight schools for his working men, and was constantly aiming at

promoting order, sobriety, and morality among them. W. Gibson's

mother was Isabella Neish. She removed to Sweden to her only re-

maining son, together with her husband, old William Gibson (born in

1742 at Arbroath), to spend the remaining years of their lives with him.
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the greatest wealth, the highest honours, and a world-wide

reputation as patrons of art, science, and industry. Robert,

the elder, was born in Montrose in 1782, and came to

Goteborg in 1802. He commenced as a shipowner, but

he enlarged his sphere of activity by erecting iron-works,

saw-mills, etc., until his possessions had outgrown in size

many a small German principality. His brother James

worked in the same spirit, but being of a retiring disposi-

tion, and hating publicity, his charitable gifts cannot well

be estimated. Partly during his lifetime, and partly by his

last will, he set aside 320,000 Thaler for workmen's

buildings,
1 besides leaving 40,000 for scholarship to the

two Universities of Lund and Upsala. Robert's son

Charles, and James's son and grandson, followed in the

same path. James, the second, founded Frobel schools,

housekeeping schools, and elementary public schools,

whilst Oscar, his son, inclined more to the promotion of

science and art. His munificent gifts to Goteborg's

Museum, his fitting out Nordenskjold's expedition to

Spitzbergen in 1872, as well as his energetic furtherance

of Nansen's plans and of his voyage to the Arctic regions,

are too well known to need any repetition. He now re-

ceived his country's and his king's recognition : his coat-

of-arms as Baron Dickson hangs up in the Riddarhus,
next to that of Sven Hedin. 2

Thus the town of Goteborg offers a very interesting

example of Scottish energy, activity, success, and public

spirit during a period of nearly three hundred years.
1 Known as the " Dickson Stiftelse."

2 A few other benefactors of Goteborg we can only mention in a

note, as a history of the present times, in which praise and blame alike

appear only too often overcharged, out of proportion, and in bad taste,

does not lie within the scope of our book. The names are Kennedy,
Seaton, Chalmers, and William Chambers, though the latter is of English

parentage.
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But this energy was not confined to Goteborg. Turn-

ing to the capital, Stockholm, we again meet the ubiquitous
Scot in early times not in great numbers, to be sure

;

still he is there, and means his presence to be known. To

prove this we need not go back to Henning Tait, who is

said to have been a friend of Birger Jarl (Earl), the

founder of Stockholm in the Xlllth century, to have

joined him on his expedition to Finland, and to have become

the founder of the noble family of Sterncreutz. 1 We
1 The early presence of Tait in Finland seems to rest on something more

than tradition. In a description of the district of Perno in Finland, the

author, A. I. Hipping, mentions a document formerly preserved among the

Perno Church documents, which ran :
" Extract of a document the

original of which is in Maling&rd. A nobleman from Scotland named

Teet of Perni served Birger Jarl in his war against Tavasthus and Nylands
in Finland, conquering these countries for the Crown of Sweden in 1250.
Afterwards he became an influential person there

(i.e. Finland), built

Pern& Church, and called the district and the church after his own native

place of Pern in Scotland. His coat-of-arms was a "red St Andrew's

cross in a white field, one-third of the field over the cross red with three

silver stars. The crest above it consisted of a stag's head with a star be-

tween the antlers. His son was Jons Teet, who was Hakan's father in

Teetorn. Ex vidimato vidi George Lagus." This Lagus was Pastor

at Perno Church in 1756, and his report cannot be doubted, though both

copy and original of the document have since disappeared. Very likely,

however, it referred to a later time. There is no record of churches in

Finland having been built at so early a date. Abo Cathedral was finished

in 1300. Hattula Church in Tavastland is first mentioned in 1324, the

present church of Perno in 1351, unless we like to accept popular

tradition which points out an old stone foundation, discovered on the pro-

perty of Tait, as the remains and site of the old church, which was

afterwards removed to its present location, since it proved too far out of

the way for the peasants of the shore. About sixteen years ago C.

Carstens again discussed the question of Tait in an Almanac published

by friends of the Swedish primary schools at Helsingfors in 1891, where

he adduced the fact that, according to information received from the His-

torical Department of the General Register House, Edinburgh, one Tait

was granted the charter of Pirn or Pern or Pren near Innerleithen

by Robert III. (1390-1406). The armorial bearings of the Scottish
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prefer safer ground. Fortunately the old "Tankeboks"

and minute-books of the various Stockholm Archives are

full of the presence of the Scot.

Already in the year 1568 a Scot named Johan Macfassun

appeared before the Magistrates assembled in the Town
Hall of Stockholm and declared that he had sold his house

in Leith to a certain Richardson, a countryman of his.

The name of Leith is written Leicht. The house is

described as situated between that of William Foster or

Forster and that of Archibald Penicuik. The price paid

for it was three hundred German Thaler. 1

One of the names oftenest mentioned in the records of

the time is that of Blasius Dundee or Dundi.2

We first come across his name in 1575. At that time

he was already a well-to-do, enterprising, and energetic

merchant, and not merely the miserable owner of a

u
badstuga." He enjoyed the confidence of his fellow-

citizens. He also seems to have been a sort of purveyor
to the Court and the army. On the 2oth of December,
the king allows him several tuns of butter out of the

Royal Warehouse at Calmar as payment for certain goods
furnished. 3

Two years later, on a cold December day, there appeared
before the Borgmastare and the Magistrates assembled in

the Radhus (Town Hall) of Stockholm two Scotsmen

Blasius 2 Dundee and Hans Anderson, relating how last

Tait family is similar to the one given above, at least in the earliest occur-

rence of a seal of James Tait attached to a Peebles charter. This shows

a stag's head cabossed, on a chief three stars.

1
Tankebok) R. A. See letter in the Appendix.

2 That the part of Stockholm called Blasiholm should have been named

after Blasius Dundee may perhaps be doubted, for his eminence does not

after all seem to have been such as to warrant this name being given to it

more than fifty years after his death.

3 Riks A. Johanns III. Reg.
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autumn in Norkoping they had agreed with a skipper

from Rostock, whose name was Westphal, to freight his

ships and take the cargo, consisting of several tuns of

grain (spannmel) and other wares to Copenhagen. Now
it had happened on this same voyage that a Dutchman

with his ship sailed carelessly and ran down Westphal's

ship near the Falsterboo Riff, so that they had lost their

grain and wares, as well as the skipper his craft. Having
thus suffered considerable loss, both Blasius Dundee and

Hans Anderson were anxious to ascertain the cause of the

disaster, but as the latter had no opportunity of visiting

those places which the Dutchman had called at in common

with Blasius, they had agreed among themselves that

Anderson should cede his claim on the cargo to Blasius in

such a manner that neither he nor his heirs would or

ever should have any demands to make on the freight.

Anderson also declared before the Magistrates that he

was well content, and had been fully satisfied by his

partner. He now gave Blasius full power to deal with

the Dutchman according to law, do and leave undone

what seemed necessary to him, just as if Hans Anderson

himself had been present.
1

A further proof of Royal favour awaited Dundee in

1578, when he was granted by Royal Letter, dated

October 26th, exemption from all duties and customs for

his imported goods. This exemption was to be valid only

for the year, but for the two following years' his goods

were also to enjoy the same privilege if not exceeding

seven hundred Thaler in value.2 The same favour was

extended to other rich merchants, no doubt in acknowledg-

ment for loans advanced to the Crown, and not in conse-

quence of any enlightened trade principles.

In 1583 we meet with Dundee's name again. In that

i Tanktbok for 1583. R. A. -' Rika A. IKd.
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year he was enrolled as a citizen of Stockholm, and had

to swear the customary oath of allegiance. In the same

year he was granted a percentage on all the imported

ox-hides, whilst in 1585 he is to receive as payment for

certain goods delivered a quantity of bacon and butter. 1

In 1586 he brings an action against a certain Lehusen for

money due out of ship's freights,
2 whilst two years later 3

he appears as the accused, when another Lehusen charged
him with having unduly arrested certain moneys which

were to come to him out of the ship Star, taking God
to witness that to the best of his knowledge his brother

Zachseus, on whose behalf the arrest had been imposed,
had no part in the ship's freight,

u not so much as a nail

is worth." Thereupon the arrest is decreed "lost," i.e.

annulled. A further proof of the king's favour he

received in 1589, when a ship of his had stranded off the

coast of Curland. The king then sent him a present of

five hundred Thaler. 1

During the years 1589-99 Dundee's name is never

absent from the list of the forty-eight "good men" who
were annually elected to assist the Magistrates in their

deliberations.

In 1589 he and four other Scottish citizens of Stock-

holm "
ahrlige man," honest men appear as witnesses in

an action brought by Tomes Ogleby, citizen of Nykoping,

against a countryman of his, Andrew Concreor, "who is

said to be in Poland now." 4

Various other public functions were at other times

1 Riks A. Johanns III. Reg.
2 See Tdnkebok of 26th November 1586, and again of loth January

1588. Radhus Arkivet.

3 Riks A. Ibidem.

4 On the 2nd of May ; see Tankebok. The names of the other witnesses

are : William Davidson, Henrich Eller, Robbert Clemett, and Andreas

Lamiton.
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entrusted to him. We find that in the year 1597 he is

elected a member of a Commission appointed to fix the

duties on imported wines,
1 and in 1593 he is one of the

four prominent citizens who, in company of the nobles of

the kingdom and of the Magistrates of the town, received

King Sigismund and his young wife on their entrance into

Stockholm. 2 Sad to say, the end of his life was clouded.

Men of his position do not usually escape calumny, and

conspiracies were in the air. Did not the Liibeckers some

forty years previously conspire with some German settlers

to blow King Gustaf up by placing a cask of gunpowder
under the Royal seat in the church ?

"
Perhaps this man

also"- so his enemies argued; and the consequence was

that in 1599, on the i6th of July, there appeared before

the Magistrates one Erich Jorensoun, who accused Blasius

of secretly conspiring with the unruly element at home

and with the enemies of Sweden abroad. The charge

mainly rested on the contents of a certain slip of paper
enclosed in a letter. Blasius indignantly denied the

crime, and brought forward witnesses, who proved that

the whole letter-affair was concocted by four soldiers when

imprisoned in the tower of the castle in order to extort

money from him. 3

But the great trial of his life was not business-anxiety,

not the ill-will of his enemies, but the infidelity of his

wife, whom he accuses before the court of "
losaktighet,"

as the old minute-books call
it,

in other words of a loose

and adulterous life. 4 The trial must have been the

cause celebre of the day. It is intensely modern. But

as this book does not aim at interesting by its piquancy,

1 See Stad's Embetsbok.

2 Stad's Tankebok of that date. Radhus Arkivet.

8 Tankebok of 1 599, p. 59. R. A.
4 Ibid, and 1600, pp. 142-58.
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and as the trial moreover extends to over twenty closely

written folio-pages, it must suffice to state that in the

end Blasius invited Borgemaster and Councillors to his

house as his dinner-guests, and there certain incriminating

articles were in the presence of all committed to the

flames. Our surmise that his position as "Royal Merchant "

included that of Royal banker is proved by certain

accounts, where the Crown pays him annual interest on

loans advanced. 1

Once again, in the year 1616, his name appears in a

case against the heirs of a certain merchant named Leyel,

a case which was decided in his favour. 2 Then the

curtain drops, and we hear no more of him. About

twenty years later Blasius Dundee, the younger, is

mentioned, but the old man had gone to his well-earned

and probably much-longed-for rest.

This is the Dundee as we find him in the old records :

something less than what Marryat maintains him to have

been a burgomaster of Stockholm,
3 and a good deal

more than what the Swedish historians make him the

humble owner of a bathing-establishment (badstuga) !

Another Scotch family, of the name of Pfeif or FeiiF,

frequently appears in the old minute-books during the

next two or three generations in Stockholm. They
seem to have been two distinct families. The name Pfeif

also occurs in Greifswald in Pomerania, which, it must

be remembered, formed a province of Sweden until 1815.

There, as early as 1612, a Juris utriusque Doctor Johann

1 Kammer Arkivet (1614-16).
2 Radhus Arkivet.

3 Horace Marryat, One Tear in Sweden, vol. ii. One of Dundee's

daughters in 1604 married Peder Pedersson, afterwards ennobled as

Bergenfeldt ; and the Brita Blasiidotter mentioned in 1626 in the St

Nicolai Kyrkas Vigselbok, i.e. Marriage Register (i. 33, note), is very

probably another of his daughters.
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Pfeif l is mentioned, whose son afterwards became Bishop
of Revel, after he had for some time acted as pastor to

the German Church at Stockholm. The other Feiffs

settled in Sweden and took to commerce. Many a page
in the old minute-books of the Town Hall is filled with

their doings, the more so since they proved as litigious as

any Irishman can be supposed to be. There were three

brothers Jacob, David,
2 and Donald

;

3 the latter, con-

stantly called Donat, was a goldsmith and banker, and

acquired citizen's rights in 1633. They were well-to-do

and public-spirited men
;

for more than twenty years

Jacob's name is among the forty-eight town-councillors,

often together with his youngest brother. In 1629 he

is, together with two other Scotsmen,
4 a member of a

deputation which was to complain to the Riks-Rad of

the usury of a certain Wilshusen, who sold Hungarian
Gulden and Riks-dollars at an exorbitant profit. On that

occasion he urged the necessity of fixing the standard

value of the Thaler. A year later, as one of the

Directors of the Shipping Company,
5 he applies for a

1 Vita Pomeranorumy a most valuable collection of rare pamphlets,
vol. 152. A grandson of his was ennobled in Sweden, and his son

was raised to the rank of a baron. See Anrep, S*v. Attar Tatler.

2 David seems to have suffered losses. In the year 1647 he is

arrested for debt, and his "
stall

"
(Krambude) closed. Westin's Sam/.

Bibl. Upsala.
3 Donald was accused of adultery in 1654, but received a reprieve.
4 The other two were Jacob Forbus and George Gern, S. Sv. Riksrads

Protokoll. When, in 1640, the merchants of Stockholm were again

asked their opinion with regard to certain changes in the coinage, there

were, out of a deputation to the Riksr&d of twelve, no less than four

Scotsmen : Anders Boy, David Feif, Alb. Rind, and Jacob Maclier.
5 The Shipping Company was originally started by the Swedish towns

at their expense and rikl:. The ships of the Company were therefore

called Stadarnas Skepp
= Towns* Ships. See Sv. Riksrads Protoiwll,

1630.
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state subvention for seven of the company's ships lying

in harbour ready to sail for Spain and France. This

time he was accompanied by the famous Cablian, the

Director-General of the Trading Company.
In 1647 he is entrusted with the office of Inspector of

the Poor-House and the Children's Hospital ;

l he is an
" alderman

"
in the Guild of Brewers, and frequently has

to act as guardian. How much his services on such

occasions were valued is shown by the testimony of

Colonel Moritz Duval one of the many Macdougals we

shall have to notice in another part of this book who,
in a letter deposited with the Magistrates on the 4th of

November 1 650, writes :

"
I, Moritz Duval of Broby, make

it known herewith that both I and my wife have received

accounts and payments from our dear brother-in-law

Jacob Feiff, out of the patrimony of my wife, to our full

satisfaction. He has been her guardian, and we acknow-

ledge to him and his heirs for ever that we have got
the last penny as well as the first he has had in his hands

from him. We thank him in the heartiest manner for

his administration, and desire the Magistrates both to

approve of this receipt and to have it entered in the

minute-book. Our representative must also give our

brother-in-law '

handstrackning
'

(i.e. corroboration by a

shake of hands) according to the law, if he should demand

it. To show this to be true, we have both of us signed
this paper and put our seal to it." 2

Curiously enough, Jacob Feiff, like his fellow-country-
man Dundee, was not a happy married man. He also in

1649 had to come before the court and complain of the

infidelity of his wife, Elsa Grundell, whom, a fair widow

1 See Embetsbok, which contains the lists of men who held public

offices in the town of Stockholm.
2 Protokoll. R. A.
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as the church-books of St Nicolaus tell us, he had married

only three years before. By far the most quarrelsome of

the family was David. Sometimes he has as many as

three cases going on at the same time. Now he sues a

certain Robert Wood, a skipper from Scotland, complaining

that he had not delivered his shipment of iron in Leith

and Dundee, as he had been ordered by him, but in a

small place called Krijel (Creall), whereby he had suffered

damage to the extent of 555 Thaler. But Robert proves

from his bill-of-lading that no special port in Scotland was

mentioned
;
he also hinted that the present prosecution

was not so much undertaken to decide the justice or the

injustice of the cause, but to hinder him from continuing

his voyage until the sea was closed. Both parties were

finally informed that they must find sufficient security, after

which Wood was permitted to continue his voyage.
1 Or

David is aggravated at the delay of the law, and sends in a

libel to the Magistrates complaining that he could not

obtain his rights,
2
whereupon the bench with natural

indignation answers, that such reproaches were intolerable

for any honest man, much more for the Magistrates. The
law must have its course, but in the meantime Feif

must procure bail, or himself become bail, for future good
behaviour.

Sometimes the tables are turned, and Feif appears as the

defendant. Thus, on the 2jth of November 1635, he is

accused by the Treasury of attempting to cheat the

Crown out of seven hundred Thaler.

Old Jacob Feif died in or about 1657. Towards the

end of his life he was much broken down in spirits, having
sustained heavy losses in his shipping business. His friends

resolved to start him anew by offering him 4000-5000

1
Protokoll, R. A., 1645.

2 " Att ban sin ratt icke erlanga kan." Same year, November 22nd.
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"platar," i.e. koppar plates, which at that time took the

place of money. But the old man refused, returned the

proffered sum after he had considered the matter for

a week, and allowed his son Casten to care for him as long
as he lived. 1 The latter left four sons; Peter, William,

Johann, and Arvid (or Anders
?),

and one daughter, Anne,
who sues her brothers for her part of the patrimony.

2 But

there is a whole bevy of Feifs besides. 3
They were a

prolific race, like many of the Scots in foreign countries.

Well might old Alexander Fyfe of quiet Montrose, and

his wife, Jeaneta Rynd, have wondered, if they could have

come to life again, to see one of their descendants a friend

and councillor of the great Swedish King Charles XII.,

and two others the founders of two noble families in

Sweden, the Adlerstolpes and Ehrensparres.
4

Around these two names, Dundee and Feiff, are gathered
a number of other eminent Scots. There was Andrew

Boy later Boij who became "
Borgmastare

"
of Stock-

holm in 1663, and whose son Anton was ennobled in

1678 for having considerably increased the revenues of

the Crown by his able and intelligent management of the

Swedish mines at Falun. There was Andrew Gerner, son

of Albrecht (?) Gerner, a rich merchant, and Mary Watson,
who for six or seven years filled the highest civic office of

1
KgL Bibl. Stockholm ; Af Klercker's Geneal. Sam/.

tProtokoll, R. A., 1665.
3 The name of Alexander Feif occurs in 1670. Carl Feif was a

lawyer and a town-councillor in 1683 J- Feif was an architect; Elias

Feif, a wainwright. Cp. Schering-Rosenhane, Relation ofver Stockholm.

R. A.
4 Casten Feif, the right hand of Charles XII., descended from Jacob's

son Peter, a "
Krydd-kramer," i.e. druggist, who had his shop where

now the Hotel Rydberg stands. He died in 1739. The Adlerstolpe

and Ehrensparre families descended from Donat. They are both extinct

now, while the Pfeifs still continue to flourish in Sweden.
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the town
;
and about fifty years later David Leyel or

Leijel also had the honour of being Borgmastare in 1731.

Gerner's speech, long and laudatory, delivered on entering

upon his important office, may still be read in the old

minute-books. On the bench of the Rldm'an or Alder-

men we find Mathis de Na'af (1661), Carl Feif, Jacob

Clerck, a notary and founder of the noble family of

Clerck, W. Guthrie, and others, whilst the names of

Kraffert, Maclier, Eller, Reid, Lockhart, appear in the list

of the forty-eight town-councillors. 1 Another alderman of

Scottish parentage was Daniel Young, who established a

large weaving and cloth factory during the reign of

Charles X. (Gustavus). He was made a u Kommerzier&d
"

in 1682, after having been ennobled in 1666, under the

new name of Leijonancker. He was buried in the Maria

Church of Stockholm. By his three wives he left no less

than thirty-two children twenty-three sons and nine

daughters.

Quite a number of these Scotsmen in Stockholm, in the

XVIIth century, besides Feif, were ship-brokers and wealthy

men, e.g., Robert Rynd ;
W. Lindsay, who, when his name

was entered upon the roll of citizens in 1 648, paid a sum of

thirty Thaler; John Primrose, who was enrolled in 1650 ;

and Alexander Waddel or Waddal, who persuaded the

Magistrates, in 1673, to pen a petition to the king with

regard to several ships of his one of which, called

Diamanten, had been bought in Edinburgh that had been

taken off the coast of Holland by Scottish privateers. It

was indeed no easy matter in those days of political and

commercial insecurity to freight a ship, and numerous are

the complaints in consequence. Another Scotsman in

Stockholm, Thomas Tottie, hailing from Jedburgh, and

born in 1664, was a tobacco-manufacturer. He became the

1 See Embetsbok. R. A.
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ancestor of a number of well-to-do merchants in Stock-

holm and Gefle. His grandson, Carl, became Swedish

Consul-General in London, and was known for his

philanthropic efforts on behalf of the Swedish Church,

the Bible Society, and the Society of Friends of

Foreigners in Distress. In honour of his jubilee a gold

medal was struck at the expense of Swedes and Nor-

wegians in London. He died in 1870, at the ripe old age
of eighty-nine years.

1

Thomas Cunnigam was a silk-merchant
;
W. Strang

dealt in cloth. Quite a number of these settlers were

small " Kramers." Among the handicraftsmen were several

Scottish goldsmiths : two Clercks, A. Lockhart, H. Feif,

and his sons. David Chalmers was a tailor, one of the

many Macliers a wine-merchant (K'allarmastare), Robert

Turner a ship-builder (1674), and James Halliday a

brewer, who received permission in 1676 to brew a

certain quantity of malt. Of the Jordan family a number

were bakers and brewers, whilst two of the Mastertons

were rope-makers in Nykoping. Glovers seem to have

been wanted badly in Stockholm in the XVIIth century,

for in 1688 one Patrick Thompson laid quite an elaborate

plan before the Magistrates of bringing a number of

Scotch glovers "who worked well in lamb-skins." The
town treasury was to provide the means and pay for

each master-glover 100 Thaler, for each "pojke," i.e.

apprentice, 4 Thaler. I have tried in vain to discover

what became of the plan.

Most of these Scotch inhabitants and citizens of Stock-

holm owned house-property. In quite a number of cases

so-called " Fastebref
"

(charters of seizin) were given
them

;
for instance, in 1655, Alexander Buchan is granted

1 See Svenaka, Altartal, 1890, and for Jordan and Masterton, Af
Klercker's Geneal. Sam!., in the Royal Library, Stockholm.
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a fastebref on a " steenhus
"

(stone-house) in Skepper

Olafs-grand (lane) ;
Robert Smith, one of a feu in Rysse-

granden, for 282 Thaler. Jacob Feif, in 1658, acquires a

house at the back of the Castle, then the fashionable

part of the town
;
Adam Leyel buys a "

tompt
"

(a site)

for 2900 Thaler in 1681
; Jacob Mesterton, another

Scotch merchant, owned a house in the Nygrand in 1662,
whilst Thos. Gipson sold a wooden house in 1623;
Hinrich Feif 1

spends the large sum of 13,500 Thaler

Koppermynt on the purchase of a " steenhus." It was in

a cheaper way that Jacob Anderson became the owner of

a house : it was presented to his wife for "
long continued,

faithful services
"

in the family of the famous Chancellor

Oxenstierna (i657).
2

As to their domestic life, something has already been

said incidentally; though, of course, very little can be

gleaned out of public documents. The Stockholm Scots

were not in a position so favourable as that of their

countrymen at Danzig in Germany,
3 where they had the

splendid Calvinistic Church of St Peter and Paul peace-

fully to worship in, to have their children christened, to

get married, and finally to find their last resting-places.

In Sweden they seem to have attached themselves to the

Lutherans. Many of them were married in St Nicolai

or the Stor Kyrkan, among them Alexander Reid, a tailor,

in 1619 ; Jacob Feif and Thomas Glen, in 1626 and 1627 ;

W. Guthrie and Hans Primrose in 1644; Johannes

Laurinus, whose son was afterwards ennobled, and Count

1 He was a goldsmith and master of the guild (11696). His sons

were also goldsmiths. Cp. Af Klercker, Geneal. Sam/. Kg/. BibL

Stockholm.

2 For the whole paragraph see Ma%. Registratur volumes in the R. A.
3 Cf. The Scots in Germany and The Scots in Eastern and Western

Prussia.
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Robert Lichton in 1662
;
Robert Kininmund in 1679, and

others. 1 Among the children baptised in that church, we
mention two of Kahuns or Kahunds (Colquhoun) in 1617
and 1 620. 2 Other Scotsmen preferred the Tyskan Kyrka,
or the German Church, for functions of the kind. Jacob
Porteous is married there in 1642, also Lieut.-Colonel

Robert Douglas to the widow of Captain William Black-

hall, and foolish old " Doctor Jacobus Robertsonius a

Struan," a few years before his death at the age of eighty-

four, led to the altar the daughter of Major Alexander

Seitserf, a young girl of seventeen! Here also with

unfailing annual regularity Albrecht Gerner has his many
children baptised, whilst we find that John Maclean (now

changed from Maclier to Maclin), a wine merchant, on a

similar festive occasion, had asked for godfathers Town-
Councillor Charles Feif and the Countess Hedvig Horn

(3rd October i695).
3

The characteristic trait of the Scot abroad of "
sticking

closely together," which, as we have seen elsewhere,
became quite a reproach in the eyes of the offended

German tradespeople, reveals itself in Sweden as well.

As wives, godfathers, witnesses, or bailsmen, they prefer
their own people. Gradually, of course, this feeling died

out; the little Davids, Roberts, and Alexanders became

Erics, Gustafs, and Olafs. The surnames were also changed
to accommodate themselves to the Swedish ear and

spelling, and soon their Scottish blood was but a recollec-

tion. They became good Swedes, paid their taxes, served

in the town-militia,
4 and filled other public functions. They

1 See Wrangel, Figselbok of St Nicolai Kyrka.
2 One of these children is probably the Kahun who died in Batavia in

1672, and whose inheritance caused such troublesome correspondence
between the magistrates and the Swedish claimants.

3 See Deutsches Kirchenbuch <uon Stockholm.

4 In 1 66 1 and 1674 we find Jacob Leyel, Walker, Guthrie, Buchan,
c
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never forgot the poor. There are in the Ridhus Archives

two very interesting volumes, dating from 1639 to 1649,
in which the donors with their own hand entered their

contributions towards the poor of Stockholm. Among many
names famous in Swedish history we also find those of

Scottish settlers.
" Of what God has granted me," writes

Robert Rind on the 28th of June 1639, "I shall give to

the Poor eight hundred Thaler." In later years the sum

becomes less and the hand more shaky ;
he contributes

50 Thaler in 1642, and 20 in 1649. Then follow many
of our old acquaintances : Hans Kininmund, Patrick

Ogilvie (1640, July 2nd), Magister Johan Jacob Pfeif,
1

Halliday, Robert Smith, Jacob Maclear,
1

Jacob Feif,

Donat Feif, Sander Clerck, the goldsmith, Johannes
Laurinus (Maclaurin), Walter Guthrie, and others.

Of their fondness of going to law, which was perhaps
not owing so much to their own inclination as to the un-

certain condition trade and commerce were in, I have

already spoken. The cases mostly arose out of last wills,
2

debts, ship's freights, and very often out of pupillary

moneys.
Now and then cases of violence of temper are recorded,

as in 1620, on the i3th of December, when Peter

Ugleby, Ogilvie, an officer, stands accused of having

suddenly attacked some students in u Abel Brokikare's

house," and of having murderously assulted one of His

and Pfeif as officers and sergeants in the town militia. William

Barclay was the Town Colonel. As such he had a salary of 750 Thaler.

We are told that he was not satisfied with this, but demanded a free

house as well. The magistrates very properly refused (Protokoll of

1660).
1 Both these entries are made in the German language.
2 So in 1657, on the 8th of July, when Alexander Frazer from

Dundee puts forth his claims on the inheritance of Robert Rynd, deceased.

His wife's mother had been Robert's sister. Protokoll. R. A.
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Majesty's servants. 1 At another time Jacob Gerner accuses

a certain Salomon Castens of having abused the Scottish

soldiers who then were in town, and consequently got
into a row with the military patrol ;

to which Castens

answers that the whole fault and cause of the riot lay

with an ensign who had refused to listen to the Scottish

captain, and, being full with drink, ran amuck. 2

In 1631 occurs a different kind of case. Jacob

Warden, authorised by Colonel Lumsden, demands that

the two bonds of 1000 Thaler which James Simson, a

citizen of Dundee, had given to the children of the late

Rutherford, should now be called in, as they had hitherto

not been paid in specie.

It was a more serious affair when Jacob Ross, sus-

pected of being a Polish spy, was subjected to a most

rigorous examination before the Riks-Rad (Senate).
3 But

it was easy in those days to get implicated in political in-

trigues in Sweden
;

for so much incredibly cruel, under-

hand work went on among the rulers of the land and the

aristocracy that the miracle is how any one that raised his

head a little above the multitude could have escaped the

infection.

Very curious is another rather trumped-up case in

1643, when the English Ambassador at the Court of

Sweden prosecuted a ship's captain of the name of

Hermann Backer for having called the King of England a

Roman Catholic. As witnesses appear Thomas Hutto and

H. Leyel.
4

To this list of crimes there must be added the national

besetting sin of the Scots, that of smuggling. Thus we
find inter alia in 1636, on the 22nd of June, a resolution

1 Protokoll. R.A. 2 /^ year
3 Sv. Riks-Radets Protokol, loth December 1628.
4 Criminal' Protokoll. R. A.
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passed in the Riks-Rad, according to which those goods
for which certain " Skottars

" had not paid duty should be

confiscated, and the would-be smugglers moreover mulcted

in the sum of 200 Thaler, payable to the Church of St

Jacob.
1

In the eighteenth century the name of George Seton

comes before us. He had been born in Scotland in 1696,
and came to Sweden shortly after the death of Charles

XII. There he commenced as a poor man, but, like so

many of his countrymen, soon acquired great wealth.

Many anecdotes are told of his peculiarities. Though
one of the merchant-princes of Stockholm, he continued

to dress as he did in the days of his poverty. Once he

walked to the quay to inspect one of his ships after a

stormy voyage. When the vessel was made fast a sailor

jumped ashore, rushed up to Seton, and put some money
into his hand. " Why do you give it to me ?

"
asked the

merchant. "Because," answered the sailor,
"

I promised,
when in sore distress on the broad seas, to give my little

all to the first poor man I should meet on landing, if

God would save me." Seton kept the money, but asked

the sailor to accompany him home. There, being pleased

with the man's character, he told him the truth and made

him captain of a vessel that was just putting off to sea.

Another time he was sitting solitary in his counting-
office when a young man entered, who, after some time of

lively conversation, suddenly put a pistol to' his breast,

saying :

" Lend me 20,000 Thaler at once, or taste this."

When the old merchant had fetched the money and given
it to him, the latter put down the pistol and ran away.
When Seton took up the weapon, calling to the young man
to bring back the money at once or answer for it with his

life, he was met with a laugh and with the words :
" The

1 Riks-Radets Protokoll, ri. 322.
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pistol is unloaded !

" With this forced loan the visitor,

formerly a poor officer, equipped himself, and thus succeeded

in overcoming the prejudice of his rich father-in-law and

winning his bride. The money was returned with interest,

and Seton became the intimate friend of the family. He
also acted as banker to the king. He died in 1786,!

one year after his having received the patent of nobility.

Turning now to eminent Scottish merchants in other

parts of Sweden, we first come across the name of

Magnus Dublar or Dunbar, a Scot who carried on busi-

ness at Ronneby. He became the father of a rather

famous man, the clergyman Casten Ronnow so called

1
Stranger still are the adventures of one of his heirs, Alexander.

He and his brother Patrick (later a Doctor of Medicine) were sons of

Alexander Seton of Preston, a nephew of George. Alexander became,

like a second Don Carlos, desperately enamoured of his stepmother, so

much so that his mind seemed to be unhinged. The father therefore

took him to England and put him into Bedlam. After a time the

medical men pronounced him cured, but all his efforts to regain his liberty

were baffled by the Governor. Only when a new one came in his place

he obtained money and his freedom. But no sooner had he made his

appearance on the road, when an unknown man took him to a remote

vicarage, where he was again kept a prisoner until the priest died. Then

he wandered about for some time, avoiding the abodes of men, pacifying

his hunger with the flour ground by the miller, which he kneaded into

dough with rain-water and dried in the sun. At last he reached a small

harbour whence a ship took him to Sweden. After an imprisonment of

eighteen years, he arrived in Stockholm in the year 1826, now sixty-two

years old. His first care was to procure an advocate to urge his claims

as the co-heir of old Seton. In this he succeeded after his identity had

been established by Count de la Gardie, but the lawsuit outlasted his

life. He died in 1828. During his short stay in Stockholm he greatly

exerted himself for the edition of the Svenska Diplomatarium ; he also

published some poems. Gentle and melancholy his mind remained.

The noble family became extinct in the direct line with his brother

Patrick, who died in 1837. The family seat, Ekolsund, passed into the

hands of Gen. C. Adlercreutz, who had married a daughter of Patrick

Seton (Biog. Diet.).
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after his native place, according to the fashion among the

learned in those days. Once, so the story goes, he saved

Charles XL's life by hiding him up in a chimney at

Ahus during a sudden incursion of the Danes. We are

told that Ronnow was promoted to Orebro, and Ahus

became a "majorat
"

in the Ronnow family.
1

Next to Dunbar we find John Innes or Ennes, as he is

called. He was born about the year 1600, had to fly

from Emden on account of religious persecution, and

finally settled in the Swedish town of Helsingborg, where

he gained great wealth and honour. In 1662 a memorial

was erected to his memory in the church there, behind

the pulpit.
2 It consists of a large painting by a Dutch

master, and represents the donor and his family, and above

it Christ on the Mount of Olives. One of his sons

became a merchant in Malmo, the other in Gefle, where

he obtained an influential position on account of his

wealth.

Other Scottish merchants were Arvid Young, in Boras

(t in 1708). From him the noble family of the Ceder-

sparres derive their descent. John Hython (Hutton?)

from Berwick settled as a kopman in Norkoping, Bengtson
in Westerwiik. The latter became the founder of the

now extinct family of Westenhjelm. Besides these we

must not forget four other borgmaster (mayors) : Richard

Lichton in Ystad about the year 1620, Thomas

Clerck in Orebro, and two Lesles, Christian 'and David,

father and son, the former Mayor of Landskrona, the

latter of Westerwik (1684-1743). In Norkoping we

find Jacob Spalding settled as a merchant (1668), and

much later about 1850 Gustav Magnus Stuart; in

Falun, one of the numerous Guthries (or Giithries).

It now remains to glance at the commercial relations

i See H. Marryat, One Tear in Sweden, i. 83.
2 Ibid.
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between Scotland and Sweden during the XVIIth century,

that is the century in which most of the above-named

trading Scots appear in the annals of Swedish ports.

In the earlier centuries there hardly was any commercial

intercourse between the two countries. Nor are the

reasons far to seek. Continual wars of Sweden, either

with Denmark or the mighty Hanseatic city of Liibeck,

made the passage through the Sound a most hazardous

venture. Large cities in Sweden there were none
;
duties

on all imported goods were of the heaviest
;
and piracy,

the curse of the Middle Ages, was rife. A royal letter

of marque was issued by the King of Sweden on the 6th of

October in 1544 against the Scots,
1
apparently without

much success, for in 1548 we read that the Scotch

pirates are always ready to take what they can,
2 and in

the same year
" that terribly great damage is done to

Swedish trade by the Scots and English, who have taken

five or six ships from Lodose (Goteborg) last year."
2

These complaints continue till late in the XVIIth century.
3

Nor are the Scots always the aggressors and the Swedes

the sufferers. Often the case was reversed. Swedish

piracy is mentioned for instance in 1506, when the Scots

are particularly named as the victims. 4
During the reign

of King John III. two Scottish merchants, William Smith

and Hans Blackatt (or Blackan?), complain of Swedish

pirates, and seek to recover 3600 Thaler for a ship taken

by a certain u
Antonius,"

5 and so on. No wonder that in

1 See Gustaf's Registratur, 1544.
2
Ibid., year 1548, pp. 167, 171.

3 In 1673 Alexander Waddal sends a petition to the king for redress

of damage done to three of his ships by a Scottish pirate, though they

had been provided with proper Swedish passports. Mag. Registratur.

R. A.
4 C. G. Styffe, Bidrag till Skand. Historia, v. 82.

* Riks A. (Kaperier).
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earlier times we only now and then hear of a Swedish

ship going to Scotland, or of a Scottish ship appearing at

Kalmar. 1 No wonder that curious ideas prevailed con-

cerning the Scottish merchants. Gustaf I. writes in

1 550 that he had heard the Scottish merchants had a great
deal of gold which they desired to get rid of. It would

therefore be desirable, thinks the king, to send Skipper

Oloff, Gerlef van Emden, or others, to trade with them so

that the gold may change hands. Give them whatever

they like best for it, and retain them in the country till we
see what manner of men they be, adds the writer. 2 Great

admiration is expressed for the Scottish ships. Let our

shipbuilders carefully examine the Scottish vessel so that

we may build one after its
"
shape and fashion." 3 This

reminds us of the fact that till then most of the Swedish

trade was carried on by means of vessels belonging to

Liibeck, and that Sweden only late in the XVIth century
commenced to build her own merchants' fleet. Gradually,

however, trade matters improved. In 1636 no fewer than

sixteen Scottish ships import salt and pay a considerable

duty to the State. The names of the skippers are Joran

(George) Alexander, Robert Law, Thomas Bossveld

(Bothwell), William Roberts, Will. Steinson, Thomas

Wadson, Jas. Zidon (Seton), W. Greig, Andrew Bayndt,

Jacob Brun, Robt. Bonnert (?), Andrew Derseing (?), W.

Halliburtt, W. Gray, and G. Bunker (Duncan).
4 In 1660

several Scottish ship-captains have made Stock-holm their

home
;
two of them, Joren Adam and John Masterton, from

Dundee. Comparing their number twelve with that of

1
Cp. Silen, Sv. Handelns Historia, iv. 175.

2 Gustai's Registratur of the year 1550, p. 275. Also in 1544, when

the king wishes a fine and "very powerfully
"

built Scottish ship to be

bought.
3

Ibid., p. 242.
4
Rakenskajss Bok (1636-37). Stads Arkivet.
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Liibeck (twenty) or of Holland (twenty-eight), this is not

a bad account for Scotland. 1

The chief exports to Scotland consisted of iron, copper,

and tar, the chief imports of salt, cloth, wool, leather, and

manufactured goods. Pearls also were in great demand :

we even read of a recommendation given to pearl-fishers

that they should engage expert people in Scotland and bring

them to Sweden, where they were to enjoy the privilege of

free fishing in the rivers of the Crown. 2 Prominent among
these was a certain Robert Buchan, "de Portlethin"

(Leith ?),
as he signs himself. His letters to the Swedish

Chancellor Axell Oxenstierna show him to have been a

man of great mechanical skill, not without knowledge in

physics, botany, mineralogy, and alchemy, and of a very

singular character besides.3

Thus we see a commercial intercourse taking place

between the two countries which was neither insignificant

nor unimportant in its political aspect, especially when we
consider the small size and the undeveloped state of trade

of Sweden and Scotland.

1 See Schering-Rosenhane, Relation qfvcr Stockholm, in the R. A.
2 Riks-Rads Protokoll, ix. 449.
3 Letters in the Riks A., Stockholm, dated about 1643. Once he

writes :
" Send me above all a man that will not talk."
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MILITARIA.

I.

THE TIME BEFORE GUSTAVUS II. (ADOLPHUS).

FAR back in those remote days when the giant forms of

Northern Mythology loomed out of the mist in unlovely

grandeur, when Ossian sang and runic stones were raised

in memory of battles, there is a legend of a host of Scots

or "Skottarna" sailing across the seas on a roving and

plundering expedition to Sweden and landing at Janum in

the Bohus district. Their king was called Valbred, and

his chief adviser Kuse. The frightened peasants, collected

round their chiefs, found time to ensconce themselves in

the Langevallspass, and awaited the enemy's arrival.

Stubbornly the pass was defended. At last the Scots

gave way, but before they could reach the shore a battle

took place in the neighbourhood of Nafversdal Church

and Ostad, where seventy huge stone pillars bear witness

to their defeat. The remaining Scots were cut down

before they gained their ships at a place where now Janum
Church stands. 1

As the centuries rolled on, the ships of other Scottish

pirates, with the much dreaded Earl of Orkney at their

head, troubled the Baltic seas, and for a long time prevented
1 The legend has been poetically treated by Birger Strom in a little

epic called Skottarna i Janum, Grebbestad, 1900. There are about 120

of these stone pillars at Janum. Kuse reached the shore but was killed.

His grave is pointed out near Kuserod, which was called after him

(
ode = fate, destiny).

45
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the development of a peaceful traffic between the two

countries.

Putting aside the question whether these so-called

Scots at Janum were not in reality Irish, we come to the

time when the true Scots redeemed all their hostile

actions of long ago by their faithful services under the ban-

ner of Sweden, from the time of Eric XIV., or the end of

the sixteenth century, until the beginning of the nine-

teenth, when Swedish troops for the last time took the

field to oppose the great disturber of European peace.
This assistance was sought for.

When a small nation hardly numbering three millions of

souls is bold enough to engage in war against powerful

neighbours of three times the size and resources, it is

driven by necessity to alliances on the one hand and to

recruiting in foreign countries on the other. Sweden has

tried both. She has had allies to-day whom she met on

the battle-field to-morrow. As for recruiting, in the reign
of Gustavus Vasa German legionaries were employed.
It was Denmark then that made Scotland her recruiting

ground. Sweden was highly indignant at this. It

appears, moreover, from various documents, that the most

extraordinary notions, mixed with no little apprehension,

prevailed about these Scots. u The King of Denmark

expects a powerfully efficient force from Scotland," writes

Hemming Gad l from Kalmar on the 9th of January 1 507,

and in a report addressed by Sture Jonsson to the Riks-Rld,
on the 2oth of January 1511, he calls the Scots the

"ocristelige," the " unchristian
"

Scots. 2 Of the same

import is a third reference to these auxiliaries in a letter

1 Doctor Hemming Gad was Bishop of Linkoping, and, during the

reign of Sten and Svante Sture (1504-72), one of the leading men in

Sweden.
2
Bidrag to Skandinavias Historta, C. G. Styffe, v. 189, 434.
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of Sture, written in 1507. where he says that the King of

Denmark had hired " swart tall folck," a very great

number of men of Scotland, who were to arrive at

Copenhagen about the time of Mid-Lent (" Midfasta").
1

The earliest Scottish legionaries fighting for Sweden

were hitherto assumed to be those that the great Gus-

tavus engaged at the time of the Thirty Years' War on

the Continent (1618-48). This is a mistake. Scottish

soldiers formed part of the army of Sweden as early as

1563. On the 3oth of July King Eric XIV. writes to

Master Marten to raise 2000 men in Scotland. 2 A certain

officer, David Schotus, is repeatedly mentioned, and in a

letter of October 8th of the same year unfortunately

much defaced the Scots Skottare are mentioned. Nor
were these levies restricted to foot and horsemen. Eric

also tried to enlist Scottish sailors. We find a certain docu-

ment, dated i2th September 1565, issued to a mysterious

Captain N. N. Schotus, which contains full powers to

engage one hundred " Scotos rei nauticse peritos in

regnum Suecias adducturos." 3

Remembering that to sketch the lives of those at the head

of great political or military movements only is doing but

a small part of a historian's work, and that the historian

must descend a step lower and inquire after the fate of the

many, we have tried to arrange our material so as to be able

not only to give the reader the names of the leaders of these

1

Handlingar rorande. SL Historia, xx. 1 68.

2 Eric's Registratur, Riks A. In the same letter ships and mariners

were mentioned.

3
Already in 1534 Gustavus Vasa writes with regard to a Scottish

sea-captain, who had offered his services to one Severin Kiil, and commands

him with all eagerness to accept the offer, also to be prepared to pay
down a certain sum to him in case he might be willing

" to enlist any men

on our behoof," adding that the dangers of war were always threatening.

Gustav's Registratur, ix. 148.
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early levies, but also to let them have a glimpse of the

life of the common Scottish soldier in the service of an alien

power, a life upon which at that time no political enthu-

siam, no religious sympathy could shed a friendly light.

It was a life that shocks us in its sad and repulsive reality.

The foreign legionaries were to be employed in what is

called the Northern Seven Year's War (1563-70).
Denmark had concluded an alliance with Poland and

Liibeck, so that Sweden was on all sides, by land and on

the sea, surrounded by enemies. The war did not end

very gloriously for the latter country. In the peace of

Stettin (1570) Sweden had to renounce all claim upon
Danish or Norwegian provinces, or upon the island of

Gotland, pay a fine of 150,000 Thaler, and retire utterly

exhausted and crippled in its resources. We lay stress

upon this, because it explains the difficulty the country had

in paying the foreign troops.

As officers of this first levy of Scottish legionaries

are mentioned : William Kahun, Jacob Henderson,
William Ruthven (Redwin), Thomas Buchan, and Robert

Crichton. Of these Kahun was made a prisoner by the

Danes in 1568. Colonel William Ruthven is the same that

was sent into Abo Castle in 1563 to treat about its

surrender, and was brother to that Alexander Ruthven of

whom we have to speak further on. 1

Both Kahun and Buchan address a German petition to

the king in 1567,2 explaining how they had become

security for a Scotsman who had promised to raise and

bring over into this kingdom a number of his countrymen,
but had failed to do so. The king had advanced him

1200 Thaler for this purpose, and had now ordered this

sum to be deducted from their pay as captains of horse.

But the money, they continue, has been stopped at

1 Both are sons of Patrick Ruthven. 2 Riks. A.
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Mecheln, where it had been deposited with the magistrates.

Would the king please write to Mecheln? 1 Now the

name of this unsuccessful Scotsman is illegible, but there is

the draft of an old letter to the king, likewise written in

German, which may have been penned by him. It is so

thoroughly characteristic of the period that a translation

of its main contents will not be deemed out of place.
"

I

cannot withhold from your Majesty," says the writer,
u that

I still want a letter to my most gracious sovereign the

Queen of Scotland, in order to accomplish my purpose.
For your Majesty will know very well out of his highly
favoured knowledge

2 that to raise such a number of

soldiers without the gracious permission of the Queen is

impossible. I therefore pray your Majesty to send me
such a letter. Moreover, I submit to your Majesty
whether I should not have power, in case I do not succeed

in raising the sufficient number, to complement it to its

full strength by other strong and efficient men." Finally

the writer craves his expenses for living,
" he having had

to incur great outlay and being in debt to the amount of

100 Thaler." The letter is written from Stockholm, but

neither dated nor signed.

But whoever it was that brought them across, there

they are. We even know some of their names. In an

old pay-list probably dating from the year 1564
William Brun mentions the following as having received

amounts due for their services in Livland : Matth.

Johnston, Jacob Wynne, Hans Renton, Ths. Krugshang,

Jacob Paton, Andr. Seton, and Hans Liddell.

This matter of pay was (for reasons that we have

alluded to) the one great difficulty with the ruling powers.

The treasury was exhausted
;
the iron-mines were mort-

1 Riks A.
2 " Aus hochbegnadem Verstande." Riks A. King Eric's Reg.

D
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gaged ; and promises, nay, base money had to be resorted

to. No wonder that the grievances and petitions of the

Scots on this account are very numerous. As a model of

all the rest let us take the following complaint contained

in a letter of Scottish troopers to King Eric XIV. in

the year 1566, on the 24th of May.
1 "Most gracious

Lord and King. We, Scottish troopers, complain of the

great wrong done to us in not paying us for the horses

that were killed in the late battles and leaving us without

our pay for the last three months." They then proceed to

say that they had to borrow horses. A messenger had

arrived commanding them to wear armour. They were

willing to do so, but must have the armour free of ex-

pense. To explain all these matters to the king they
send their Colonel, W. Ruthven, to his Majesty. This

letter is signed by James Stuart, Wallace, Ths.

Larbon
(?), Ch. Fullerton, Alex. Murray, Will. Monraff

(Monroe?), Gilbert Young, Andrew Greig, David

Bisset, John Lockhart, John Galloway, and David

Kerr. 2

In another similar petition they maintain that all their

poverty and misery arose from the base and miserable

coin in which King John had paid them. 3

Somewhat later in a letter of supplication sent by
"
poor strangers, troopers under Col. Ruthven," they

ask for their discharge and for their full pay as they had

been promised. Their captain, they continue, had already

advanced the pay to some of them, others had gone with

Henry Leyel.
" But we others have nothing but hunger

1
Handlingar angftende Nordiska Sjuarskrig. Rika A. A trooper

rrceired a monthly pay of nine Thaler. The Scottish officers repeatedly

received land as a security for their pay. Thus Wallace and Lyell, in

SmAland and Ostergotland in 1578. See Riks A.
2 Riks A.
8 Riks A. Militaria, King John's time.
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and nakedness." The signatures of the following men

are added : Alexander Trompatt, Carl Leitch, W. Wilson,

David Johnston, Thos. King, Sander Chapman, Nicoll

Rod
(?),

Hans Scharff (Sharp or Shairp), Bartel Long-

borough, Hans Waterston, Jacob Lesly, Jacob Konnigham,
and Jacob Gad. 1

Whilst the Swedish fleet triumphed over the combined

Danish-Liibeck fleet near Bornholm, almost the only

success the Swedes could boast of on land was the taking

of the fortress of Varberg in 1564. On this occasion the

Danish Governor and his Scottish troops alone escaped
the fate of being slain like the rest. The latter were

taken prisoners and took service under King Eric or the

Dukes. It was on this occasion that Colonel Hans (or

John) Stuart, who had exchanged the service of King
Erik for that of Duke Charles, was carried to Upsala as a

prisoner, deprived of a large sum of money, and only set

free at the intercession of other Scottish officers. It had

been his second imprisonment, for, when returning from

Edinburgh to Danzig in that year, his ship was seized,

and the Danes had shut him up at Varberg on suspicion of

entering the Swedish army.
2

The inglorious Northern Seven Years' War ended, as

we have seen, with the Peace of Stettin in 1570, and now
the question arose what to do with the foreign legion-

aries? King John king since 1568 who had always

1 This letter is not addressed to the king, but probably to Duke

Charles, his brother.

2 Stuart belonged to the Ochiltree branch of the family. He after-

wards became Colonel of a Scottish regiment and General Muster-

master of all foreign troops (1609). He died in 1618, and lies buried

in Wadsbro Church. After having procured two certificates of birth,

one proving his nobility on the father'i, the other on the mother's side

(both issued from Edinburgh in the years 1579 and 1585), he was

ennobled.
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shown a warm feeling for the sufferings of the peasantry
l

during the war, and who had been overwhelmed with

complaints regarding these foreigners, who "cut down

the corn before it was ripe," and otherwise oppressed the

country-people on whom they were billeted, seemed only

too glad to disband them. On the 2ist of December

1570 the king writes to Anders Keith, his trusted friend,

that the foreign troops are to receive a couple of months'

pay and be discharged. Letters to the same effect are

addressed to Will. Cahun and William Moncrieff. 2 We
doubt, however, whether all the Scots really went home

;

for Russia was again on the war-path. Czar Iwan IV.,

King Erik's friend, but a bitter enemy of the reigning

King Johann, sent hosts of irregular troops to inundate

Estland, and a war of thirteen years, mostly consisting of

plundering expeditions and sieges, followed. New levies

were necessary, and it is not at all improbable that some

of the disbanded Scots were re-enlisted at all events

we meet with the same names of officers in and after 1573
that came before us in the previous years.

The levy of Scottish soldiers in 1573 was Perhaps the

largest that ever took place. It has a close connection

with a very remarkable event that occurred in 1574, and

is known as the Scottish Conspiracy against the life of

King John. With the aid of a very excellent book

dealing specially with this subject,
2 we have now to con-

sider it more closely.

Ever since the imprisonment of King Eric XIV., on

1 Most admirable is the justice of the king, when having to decide on

these matters. The Scottish trooper must certainly be enabled to buy his

horses, but he must pay for them, and must not demand more pay than

what is necessary. The poor
"
bonder," i.e. peasant proprietor, must be

protected.
2 F. Odberg, om Stamplingerna mot Konung Johann III.; Aren

1572-75. Stockholm, 1897.
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account of his tyranny and his suspected madness, plots

to release him from prison and to dethrone Johann had

been concocted, plots whose meshes extended to France

and Venice and can be met with in almost all the secret

archives of Europe.
The chief actors in this drama were Charles de

Mornay, Archibald Ruthven, and Gilbert Balfour or

Baphur, as he is frequently called. Let us see what kind

of men they were. Mornay has been called a Scotsman

by various Swedish writers, but he was by birth, educa-

tion, and character French. He signs himself Baron of

Varennes, came to Sweden in 1557, and rose high and

rapidly in the favour of the king. His services were

repeatedly made use of in diplomatic missions to Copen-

hagen and London, in which latter place he was to promote
Eric's matrimonial suit with the Virgin Queen ;

but neither

there nor with Mary, Queen of Scotland, to whose court

he now styled
u
eques aureatus et cubicularius noster"

together with Peter Brahe and Martinus Helsingius,

betook himself on a like errand, could he boast of any
success. Still more unlucky was he in his capacity as

Swedish General in the war against the Danes. True,
he took Varberg in 1564, but was shamefully beaten

immediately afterwards by the Danish leader GUnter von

Schwarzburg. In July 1566 he was captured by the

Danes, and was kept a prisoner at Elfsborg for close on

five years, till peace was restored between the belligerents.

His great passion was to instigate conspiracies in favour

of the imprisoned Eric. Had it only been this it might
have been excused on the score of his being Eric's friend

and of his being bound to him by ties of gratitude, but

he did not scruple at the same time to aim at taking

King Johann's life. A more double-faced character can

hardly be imagined. Whilst almost daily receiving proofs
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of the reigning king's favour, who, it must be granted,

showed a most deplorable want of insight into human

nature, and of firmness and courage during all this plotting,

he had his secret spies and fellow-conspirators at almost

every court of Europe. Already, during 1571-72, he

worked, together with Dancay, the French ambassador at

Copenhagen, at his deep-laid scheme of putting Henri of

Anjou on the throne of Sweden, a scheme which only

failed because Henri was elected King of Poland.

Having then been baulked, he now, in 1573, tried to

inveigle the newly levied Scottish officers, and to talk them

over into a plot that was to end with his own downfall.

Archibald Ruthven, the other of the chief actors in

the drama, was the son of Patrick Ruthven so well

known to every reader of Scottish history in connection

with the murder of Rizzio and Jeanet Douglas. Of his

early life not much is known, except that he was inured to

scenes of terror and plotting. When his brother William

became High Treasurer he was already in Sweden, and is

spoken of as the "
young Colonel

"
or as " Archibaldus."

Gilbert Balfour (or
"
Baphur "), another Scottish officer

whose name fills the Swedish minute-books of the famous

trial of conspiracy, was brother to Sir James Balfour

(t 1583) of infamous memory. With him and his other

brother David he had partaken in the plot against

Cardinal Beaton.

Around these three men there are grouped a weak,

vacillating, timid king ;
the energetic, prudent, diplomatic

Duke Charles, his brother
;
Scottish officers

; Jean Allard,

King Eric's gardener and trusted friend, who first gave out

the story of the king's hidden treasure-trove of five tuns

of gold, which played so important and mysterious a part

in the trial
;
Pontus de la Gardie, another French ad-

venturer, incapable General of the Swedish forces, and a
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liar from his birth
;
and Anders Keith,

1 who was rapidly

rising in King John's favour, and had just been made

Governor of Vadstena Castle (1574).
The conspiracy originated with Mornay, who, shortly

after the arrival of the Scots in June 1573, taunted them

with having sought the services of a king who was so poor
that he would not be able to pay them one month's wages.
He would send them out of the way to a place where

they would die of hunger and cold. Mornay advised

them not to allow themselves to be separated, but to

remain together until their claims should be satisfied. 2

Having thus prepared the soil by sowing the seed of

discontent and arousing the perfervidum ingenium of the

Scottish officers, he ventured a step further. In the

month of August, when both Ruthven and Balfour were

in Stockholm, more definite proposals were made. Jean

Allard promised them 100,000 Thaler each, and three

months' pay for their men, if they would liberate King

Eric, and Mornay settled other details. According to

Messenius, the Swedish historian,
3
King John was to be

slain at the Royal Palace during a performance of the

Highland sword-dance, which was new to the Swedish

1 Anders (Andrew) Keith of Dingwall came to Sweden about 1569.

The king used him on a number of diplomatic missions, for instance to

England and Queen Elizabeth in 1583. In Oxenstjerna's letter of intro-

duction he is called "
eques aureatus

"
and " affinis meus." He was

married to Elizabeth Grip. The wedding took place at the king's own

expense, the bride being a grand-daughter of Margaretta Vasa. He con-

tinued to be one of the king's most trusted counsellors. His house in

Stockholm in the Vitra Langgatan, behind the Palace, is still to be seen

with his crest and motto, "Auxilium meum in Domino." It was

afterwards bought by King Sigismund, who wanted to make a Roman

Catholic chapel of it.

2 Gilbert Balfour's statements in Mornay's Rdttegangsacter. Riks A
See also, Odberg, I.e., p. 57.

3 Messenius, Scandia illustrate vii. 24.
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Court
;
but either Mornay seized by an inward scruple

failed to give the sign agreed upon, or else the

king retired before the dance, or even prohibited it

altogether, since it did not seem safe to admit the Scots

"with bare swords" into his presence.
1 Another report

has it that Ruthven, Balfour, David and James Murray,

Michell, and other Scottish officers were to crave a

private audience and murder the king in his bed-chamber.

However this may be, the murder did not take place,

though the sword-dance was actually performed at a

brilliant banquet which the king gave at the Palace of

Stockholm on the fourth of October, and at which he

himself, the Court, the members of the Riks-Rld and of

the nobility with their ladies, as well as the Scottish officers,

were present. In examining the voluminous record of

the conspiracy trial, nothing strikes the reader more than

the incomprehensible conduct of the king. Did he really

not suspect the Scots ? why, then, did he hasten their de-

parture? Did he suspect them, then why did he admit

them into his presence with or without " bare swords
"

?

Why did he continue to give them proofs of his favour.2

Soon, however, all doubts should be set at rest. There

was a traitor in the camp. One Hugh (or Peter) Cahun,
who bore Ruthven an ill-will, and had accused him of

having appropriated some part of the pay due to the

soldiers, disclosed the secret plotting of Mornay and the

Scottish officers to the king. When this became known
a perfect storm of indignation arose. Mornay especially

demanded the immediate arrest and punishment of Cahun,

1 Sven Eupfsson, Paralipomcna in Handlingar angaende Skand. Hist.,

xii. 193.
2 On the 8th of September 1573, Ruthven received a gold chain worth

1 60 gold crowns, and Balfour, on the 3Oth of the same month, a silver-

gilt cup, embossed, weighing fourteen ounces.
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and Ruthven declared he would go to the king with all

the other Scottish officers and crave a strict inquiry into

the matter. The poor king did not wish to take Cahun's l

life,
"
though he had sinned against him and against his

own countrymen," but he had to give way to the urgent

requests of his nobles and the Scots. Cahun was be-

headed on the 2oth of October; but a sting remained.

In the meantime the Scottish regiments had been sent to

Reval. Here also were Ruthven and the rest of the

captains. Balfour, who foresaw further trouble, tried to

escape to the sea and on board a vessel, but was captured,

and confessed. Captains Lauder and Jacob Hume also

told of the treacherous designs of Mornay. Concerning

Ruthven, Pontus de la Gardie wrote to the king that

he thought him innocent, and Ruthven himself, writing

to the king on the i3th of January, tried to exculpate

himself by screening himself behind Balfour and exposing
the secret conspiring of the gardener, the Venetian

ambassador, and others. Not before the month of April

did the king demand the seizure of Ruthven, Balfour, and

Moncrieff. With a strong escort they were to be sent to

Stockholm, after having undergone a preliminary trial at

Reval. Mornay, the chief plotter, to escape a similar fate

had fled to Duke Charles, and leaving repeated royal

summonses unnoticed or excusing himself on account of

illness, he accompanied his protector on his journeys.

During his imprisonment in the spring of 1574, Ruthven

sent a petition to the king promising to communicate

1 Cahun had been one of the first officers who had declared for John

after the deposition of Eric in 1 568 ; he had frequently since received

proofs of the king's favour. Cahun's Christian name is also given as

Peter. It is said that Johann repented of his execution and provided for

his widow by marrying her to his friend Magister Andrew Anhiep in

Upsala, who was assisting the king in his liturgical projects

(Palmskioldska Samml. Upsala Bit!.].
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important political secrets, which he had come to know

through his brother William, High Treasurer in Scot-

land, and among others the proposed mission of an extra-

ordinary envoy to Sweden. Months passed again before

De la Gardie could make up his mind to send the prisoners
off to Stockholm. Well did he know the fate that

threatened him, and he pledged his word that they should

not be put to death on Swedish soil. The trial com-

menced on the 1 6th of July, before eight senators of the

kingdom and fifteen members of the nobility. Charles de

Mornay, who had also been sent to Stockholm after an un-

successful attempt to escape, was the first to be condemned

to death (August 2ist). His guilt was admitted
;
and his

cock-and-bull story of the hidden treasure which was to

serve as a dowry for King Eric's daughter, and last, not

least, for the payment of the Scottish legionaries, did not

avail him. On the fourth of September he was executed

on the " Great Market in Stockholm." His last words

were,
"
To-day Carolus shall die, he by whose leniency

King John lives." Balfour who had been condemned

likewise " to the loss of life, goods, and honour," was

retained in prison whilst the trial of Ruthven proceeded.
Numerous are the petitions the latter sent to the king,

the queen, De la Gardie, and others. He protests his

innocence, and begs to be punished most severely if he had

in word or deed offended against the Sovereign. Attach-

ment to King John had made him mortgage his estates in

Scotland. He did not yet know, he maintained, the reason

of his imprisonment. His friends and kinsmen were dead,

his soldiers miserably shot. He himself, being wounded

and a prisoner, had no other hope but the king and his

well-known leniency. When asked why he had intro-

duced more Scottish soldiers into the country than had

been agreed upon, he referred to Keith's letter of the year
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1572. The king, to whom he had offered to ship those

of them that could be spared to Holland for service under

the Prince of Orange, had refused the proposal. For

this he was not to be blamed. As to the conspiracy, his

answer was rather evasive. He still adhered to his former

statement that he first heard of it at Reval through

Balfour, and called Cahun's fate well merited, because he

had said all Scots were traitors, and it would never do for

the sake of one scoundrel to make the whole army suffer.

Asked if he had written to the Scottish Regent and de-

famed King John, he strongly denied the fact, reiterating

that if he was guilty he was ready to suffer death, for

honour was dearer to him than life.

In the meantime the Government in Scotland warmly

pleaded the cause of the prisoners, of whose sad fate it

had at last been informed. 1 On the 2oth of August 1574
the Earl of Morton, in the name of King James VI.,

then a boy of eight, wrote to the Swedish king. He
even resolved to send a special Envoy, Magister Patricius

Whytlace, to Sweden. When the king was informed of

his arrival at Elfsborg on the 5th of October, he was

greatly afraid it might be a herald carrying a declaration

of war in his pocket. He therefore gave strict orders to

ascertain first who the messenger was, and to close the

gates of Stockholm against him if he was a u herald."

This embassy seems to have had this effect at least, that

the lives of the two prisoners were spared, and that they
were to be kept in separate places in Sweden until an

agreement between Sweden and Scotland could be

arrived at. Unfortunately this agreement never took

place. It was of no avail that the Scottish Government

1 On the 1 8th of July 1574 Walsingham writes to the English
Government concerning the news of the conspiracy in Sweden. (See
Calendar of State Papers.)
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wrote again
l on behalf of the prisoners. Ruthven was

kept in close custody at the Castle Fort of Vesteras for

nearly four years. He was allowed two or three servants,

could walk about in the town,
u
especially to church," and

had sufficient food provided for him, though he repeatedly

complained on that score. But after the month of March

1 576, when his fellow-prisoner, Balfour, had made an un-

successful attempt to escape, prison rules were enforced

more rigidly, of which he complains bitterly in a letter

to his secretary, Hart. On the loth of March 1577 he

received a royal gift of thirty Thaler. The last five

months and a half he did not live in the castle, but stayed
with a citizen of the town. Towards the end of his

unhappy, restless life he was denuded of means to such

an extent that on his death-bed he had to pawn his

clothes for fifty Thaler to his host. Thus he died in

February 1578. His faithful servant Gilbert at once

brought the news to the king and to Andrew Keith.

The former authorised him to redeem his clothes, but

Gilbert only succeeded in doing so toward the end of

September. There was not even money to pay the

sexton for ringing the bell at Ruthven's funeral. A
certain Philip Kern ordered him to receive four " lasts

"

of corn out of the castle's storehouse for that service.

On the 1 7th of July 1574 the still more remarkable

trial of Balfour commenced. It was remarkable chiefly

in respect that it showed the almost incredible vacilla-

tion of the king. At first he intended to spare his life,

but after the attempted flight he became so irritated, and

the terror of new conspiracies so grew upon him, that he

ordered him to be beheaded before Easter (1576). This

sentence is again repeated on the 8th of May when he is

1 To the king on 6th June 1575 ; to Duke Charles on the I9th of

November of that year.
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to be "halshuggen" (executed) in Soderkoping's great

market-place. But the idea of the hidden treasure which

Balfour promised to reveal so tormented him that he had

the prisoner removed from the Castle of Stegeborg to

Stockholm. On the 6th of June he writes to the

Governor of the Castle,
"
Though We rather think that

what the traitor Baphur says of King Eric's treasure-trove

be nothing but lies and deceit, yet after he has given his

word to reveal its hiding-place, within 24 hours, We
desire you to examine him again and let Us know the

result." l Balfour to gain time did not fully satisfy the

examiners, but said he would only tell the whole of the

truth to one of the king's trusty messengers. So

Andrew Keith was sent to pump him, but failed likewise

to elicit anything.
2 He returned, however, with the

news that the prisoner had offered eight hundred Rose-

nobles for his life and freedom. It is scarcely creditable

to the king that, in a cynical letter of July iQth, he

commanded the Governor of Stockholm Palace to demand
one thousand. Thereupon Balfour, who could not in

time dispose of so great a sum, was executed in the

month of August 1576. Two of his utterances during
the trial deserve our special attention. He solemnly
declared that after having partly at least been satisfied

as to the payment of his soldiers, he refused to have

anything more to do with Mornay's treasonable plans, and

secondly he asked why did he allow all his men to be

drafted out of the country, if he had any treason in

his mind ?

Remarkable also is a Latin petition to the king in

favour of Balfour, written on the loth of September and

1 Riks A.
2
^i^ging8 f r the treasure were actually proceeded with " between a

withered and a green tree
"

in the king's Tradgird.
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signed by twenty-three Scottish officers. 1 After having

pointed out the prisoner's faithful services to the Crown
in the war, and having referred to De la Gardie's pledged

word, they add that Gilbert had actually opposed the

execution of Mornay's plans. Be this as it may ;
for the

king it sufficed that the two Scotsmen were implicated in

the matter; only their death could rid him of the fear

that they would place themselves at the head of the

disaffected.

True it is that both Ruthven and Balfour came of a

bad stock, and that they were early made familiar with

treason and murder. But to infer from it an incredible

moral corruption of Scotland in general, and the inherent

tendency of the Scots to plotting, seems to me going a

little too far. 2

Surely other countries in the XVIth century
were as full of political intrigues, and Sweden suffered

from them above all from the time of the House of

Vasa to Gustavus III., and his murder in the Opera-House
of Stockholm.

But it is time to return to the Scottish levies. They
were sent in hot haste by the timid king, who does not

seem to have felt safe in their presence, to Liviand and

Esthland. To supply them with two months' pay John
III. had pawned a silver-gilt bowl valued at 26,000 Thaler,

he had even made arrangements with a rich English

merchant, William Brown, to buy the remaining claims of

the Scots for half the amount and set him free. 3 Ruthven

had had hard work to satisfy his men, who were stirred

1 The names of the officers were : .Jacobus Stewart, John Maxwell,

John Cockburn, James Strang (signifer), Ed. Methven, John Muir
?

John Kurck, Henry Leyell, W. Patterson, George Sunderland, Thos.

Michell, Andrew Stark, W. Marshall ; for the rest, who could not

write, a public notary named Patrick Creich signed the petition. Riks A.
2 Cf. Odberg, I.e.

8
Odberg, I.e., pp. 73 ff.
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up against him by Cahun. They suspected the Colonel

of having retained part of their pay, as we have seen,

and their discontent grew to such a pitch that they

threatened to kill him in the inn where he lay.

This was only prevented through the timely aid of

Jacob Naf, another Scot in the service of the king.

At last everything clothes and pay
l were ready,

and towards the end of September 1573 the whole of

the Scottish force, about five thousand men, were at Reval,

where they stayed till November. Then the Swedish

Commander-in-Chief, Pontus de la Gardie, resolved first

to attack the important Russian fortress of Wesenberg.
To this the Scots objected unless they were paid one

month in advance
; they refused to march until De la

Gardie satisfied them with the proceeds of the sale of his

bracelets and rings.
2 The troops suffered greatly from

hunger and exposure. Twice Wesenberg was assailed,

Klas Akeson Tott, leading the Swedish forces
;
twice the

assault was repulsed. On the 2nd of March 1574 the

third assault took place; it ended with the repulse of

the Swedes, who suffered a loss of about 1000 men,
besides many wounded. According to Ruthven the loss

of the Scots alone amounted to 1 100. During all this time

there were bickerings between the German and the

Scottish legionaries, the former reproaching the Scots for

failing to support them sufficiently. During an expedi-
tion of De la Gardie's with part of the troops against

Tolsberg and Dorpat, the irritation grew ;
the march was

unsuccessful
;
and owing to dissension which every day

1 With the exception of the not inconsiderable sum of 2000 Thaler.
2 This is according to De la Gardie's own account. Riissow, in his

Chronica der Provinz Livland, says the Scots had to be forced to march by
the Swedes ; but Riissow, a Lutheran clergyman in Reval, is not an

objectionable witness. He also says that the Scots all belonged "to
that dangerous creed : Calvinism."
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threatened to break into open mutiny, the leaders had

to return to the main army.
This fear was realised on the i5th of March, when a

sanguinary conflict between German and Scottish soldiers

occurred, which ended in the unparalleled and inexcusable

slaughter of 1500 Scots within the space of one hour in

the face of the enemy. A quarrel about some unpaid ale

in the canteen was the ostensible cause. A German
officer was called in to restore peace ;

but it was too late.

The altercation ended in a free fight in which several

Scottish soldiers were killed. In vain also was the inter-

position of De la Gardie, Ruthven, and Tott, who at this

time came upon the scene. They barely escaped with

their lives. Ruthven was wounded severely. Then the

Scots seized the guns and threatened to fire. Upon this

the whole of the German horsemen charged, and so

furious was their onset, so much did they outnumber their

enemies, that within the short space of one hour they only
lost about thirty men, whilst their opponents, unsupported

by their own cavalry, were practically annihilated. 1 The

Scottish camp was nearest to the fortress
;

first came

Michell's regiment, then David Spalding's, and lastly

Gilbert Wauchope's. Behind them, parallel to each

other, were the German and Swedish camps. During
the fight a number of Scottish officers lost their lives,

amongst them David and Jacob Murray and George
Michell. Thomas Michell, his brother, seems to have

escaped death, for we find him amongst the Scottish officers

1 It is said that the Scottish horsemen had been ready to mount, but

that the melee would have spread to the Swedish and the remaining

German troops if they had assisted their countrymen ; and so they

refrained. Only MoncriefPs regiment seems to have afforded help. De
la Gardie mentions 2000 as the number of Scots slain, but he possibly

means the loss of the Scots during the whole unfortunate campaign.
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and men who were afterwards sent to Stockholm as

prisoners to give an account of the affair. Only 70, or,

according to Riissow, 700 (!)
Scots fled into Wesenberg,

and were received into the fortress with open arms, but

afterwards were sent to Moscow, since when nothing more

is heard of them.

Two facts impress themselves most strongly upon every

impartial reader of this sad tragedy : the utter incapacity

of the Swedish military leaders, and the cynical indifference

of the king. There was a sort of a trial held, but only

to incriminate the Scots. We read of no lists of the

killed and wounded being forwarded to Stockholm; we

read of no punishment dealt out to the Germans. The

great anxiety of the Government was apparently to keep
the awful truth to themselves.

After this sad end of the levy of 1573 we hear no

more of Scottish legionaries until we come to the year

1591. In the meantime the war against Russia had,

after an armistice, during which Sweden remained in

possession of her conquests, broken out afresh. Great

preparations were made during the summer of that year
to meet the country's emergencies in the field. A certain

unwillingness, however, to levy new troops in Scotland

seems to have prevailed. In the letter which authorises

Duke Charles to raise 4000 foreign soldiers, the sig-

nificant addition occurs preferably in the Netherlands

(" eljest ") ;
so that we are left in doubt how many Scots, if

any, were among the number. It is certain, nevertheless,
that Captain Henry Lyell received orders to levy one

regiment of horse for service in Livland. He was to see

particularly to their horse material and to their equipment.
1

The following Scottish officers are named in 1595 as

receiving their remaining pay: David Johnston, W.
1
Eighth of June. Riks A. Registr.
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Williamson, Hans Johnston, Thomas King, Jacob

Kunnigam, Charles Leitch, William Allan, Jacob Luschi (?),

Hans Wetterson, Hans Kunnigam, and W. Robinson. 1

Towards the close of the century it is satisfactory to

notice that with the accession of King Charles IX. (1599)
a change took place in the estimate of the Scots and their

services. On the 2nd of October of that year, in a letter

which exhibits all the brevity and energy of this the

most gifted son of the great Vasa king, the Scots at

Narva are again taken into favour. What has happened
in the past shall be forgotten, and if the Germans do not

want to keep the peace, especially their leader Otto

Yxkull,
u arrest him and send him to Stockholm." "But

you yourselves must be loyal," the letter continues
;

" if

not, I shall spare none of you." In a later letter, dated

November 6th, the king thanks the Scots at Narva for

their fidelity ;
he approves of their acting in unison with

the town authorities, as well as of their having taken

Otto Yxkull and other traitors "by the neck," that

is executed them. 2

The last years of the century are filled up with the

war between Duke Charles and Sigismund, who was then

King of Poland and King of Sweden as well. He was a

Roman Catholic, and had by his faithlessness and by his

continued residence in Poland forfeited the esteem of the

greater number of his subjects. The war was one of

momentous issue. It was to decide whether Sweden was

to become a Roman Catholic country or continue to be a

Protestant one. When Sigismund, in 1598, brought his

army across, a great number of Scots were found in it.

1 Riks A. As Governor of Wyborg, a Scot, Thomas Ebbernet

(of Abernethy), is mentioned. He is sent to Narva in 1591 with some

message to the Scots.

2 Riks A. Rcg'utr.
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At first fortune seemed to favour him, but in the Battle of

Stangebro he was completely beaten by Charles, who took

advantage of the bad position of the enemy. Sigismund
went back to Poland, he and his son were declared to

have forfeited the right to govern Sweden, and Charles

ascended the throne as Charles IX. (1599).

Among those who adhered to Sigismund as their law-

ful king were Andrew Keith and Jacob Naf. The

former was banished the country and went to Poland or

to Scotland. 1 On the I4th of May 1599, King Charles

writes to King James of Scotland that he had no doubt

Andrew Keith, "that traitor," had instigated Sigismund
to all his breaches of faith, and that he hoped his

Majesty of Scotland would not suffer him or "men of

his feather
"

to stay in Scotland. 2

A still sadder end awaited his countryman, Jacob Naf.

He was properly called Jacob Neafve, Baron of Methie,

in Scotland. The Nevoys or Neways were an ancient

family of Forfar, now extinct in the direct line. Their

property lay in the parish of Methie-Loune. The Barony
of Methie did not belong to them, but they were Barons

of Nevoy. All the Swedish sources give the date of

his arrival in Sweden as 1579; they add that he brought
1
Probably to Poland, to King Sigismund.

2 " Quum autem dubium non sit, sceleratum ilium nebulonem, Andream

Keith, quemadmodum Reg. Majesem. una cum aliis proditoribus ad ea

omnia stimulaverat, quas Reg. illius Maj. contra fidem datam ac jura-

mentum susceperat, ita et Vestram R. M. in hanc de nobis sententiam

calumniis suis pertraxisse, idcirco Regiam Vm. Mm. mirum in modum

rogamus, ne ejus maledicta justa nostra excusatione quam R. V. M. ex

variis nostris scriptis abunde cognovit, ut praesentes liters ostendunt, apud
se valere sinat, sed sibi ab illo ejusdemque farniae aliis cavendum ducat

qui Pontificam religionem in pectore fovent."

Keith must have died shortly afterwards, though the date of his death

cannot be accurately fixed. In several petitions of Elizabeth Grip, his

wife, she prays for the restitution of his and her property.
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with him a highly commendatory letter from the Scottish

king, printed at length in Messenius. But this Latin

letter is plainly dated 1615, i.e. almost twenty years after

Jacob N'af's death, and was written "ex amore in posteros

et successores ejus," on account of his love towards his

children and heirs. True there is a reference of the

writer to two other letters, dated respectively 1579 and

1580, but this is no conclusive evidence of the date of

NaPs arrival in Sweden. They may have been sent after

him, as was often done. Moreover, we have abundant

evidence of N'af's presence in Sweden long before that

time. In 1571 he is mentioned, together with William

Ruthven, as one of King Johann's
u
smasvenner," i.e. pages.

In 1574 he saved Archibald Ruthven's life, as we have

seen above, and in 1576 he appears before the Magistrates

and Council of Stockholm and declares himself willing,

with the consent of his beloved wife, Karin Jacobsdotter

(Jacob Hampe's daughter), to effect an exchange of a cer-

tain building-site belonging to him for another piece of

ground which the town authorities were to give him for

it.
1

Anyhow, Naf was well received at the Court of

Sweden, and rose rapidly to posts of great responsibility.

In 1583 he was made Governor of Westmanland and

Dalarne. Estates in town and country were given to him

by the king. At first he got on well with the peasantry

of that district, but when his hostile feelings towards

Duke Charles became known, and perhaps also on account

of some harshness on his part against the poor,
2 he in-

curred the wrath of the u dalesmen." Already in 1596

1 Date : 21 at of March. Ridhus A. See alio Hofrakenskapar,

Johann's III. Riks A.
2 See "

Ihre, Dissert, de tumultu Dalecarl." " Sed cum immitior

insimul et erga viduas, orphanos et alios severior existeret, gentis animos

penitus alienavit."
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they had tried to murder him, and he had escaped death

only by the courageous act of a priest called Engelbertus

Elai, who shielded him with his body. Not mindful of

this danger, he went again into Dalarne in 1598 or,

according to others, accompanied a king's messenger of

the name of Bat,
1 to carry the news of Duke Charles's

banishment to the peasantry. Then the storm burst.

The peasants held a meeting at Fahlun; express messengers
were sent in all directions to carry the alarm

;
the tocsin

was sounded. In Tuna, Naf and the four envoys were

imprisoned and asked if Sigismund, the king, lived. On
their answering in the affirmative, the peasants shrieked :

"
It is a lie

;
the Poles have sent a journeyman tailor

(skreddaregesell) in his stead to mock the Swedes."

Naf was bound to a pig-sty and exposed to the most

atrocious acts of mad violence. Finally he was cast into

prison. In vain did he offer 2000 Thaler for his life,

and when he expressed a hope they would at least allow

him a barber to bind his wounds, if he were yet to

recover, a young Dalecarlian drew his sword and clove his

head with the words,
" Take that for a plaster." The body

was thrown into a ditch, but afterwards buried in Juna

Churchyard. On the tombstone erected by his son-in-

law
(?), Skytte, in 1634, there is sculptured the figure of a

knight in full armour, with gauntlet and helmet at his feet.

On either side are the armorial shields of Neff, Baron of

Methie
;
Lord de Gray ; Leslie, Earl of Rothes

; Lindsay,
Earl of Crawford, on the left

;
on the right : Wishart,

Baron of Pitarro
;

D. Lindsay ;
Lord Ogilvie ;

and

Ramsay, Lord of Auchterhouse. The inscription reads :

1 Ihre adds to this : he did so,
"

spe nixus officii recipiendi quod reg-

nante Johanne tertio apud eos judicis nomine administraverat." This

would mean that he had lost the appointment during the Regency of

Duke Charles.
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" Jakob Naf, en Skottskcr man

Af grefvelig att och horde,

I dalom war och vistades han,

Och hofdinge walde forde.

Pa Oknoon var hans timelig hem,

Thet unte honom Svea Konung ;

Har under hvilar han sin ben

Och vantar en himmelsk boning."
l

The new century did not bring Sweden what it wanted

most for its moral and commercial development peace.

The resolution of the Swedish Senate, that henceforth

Sigismund and his heirs should be excluded from succeed-

ing as kings on the throne of Sweden, called forth a long

war, called the War of Succession, between Poland

and Sweden. Of course new troops were wanted, and

foreign countries were drained of their available forces.

On the 2nd of July 1602, King Charles writes to Colonel

Thomas Uggleby (Ogilvie) in Scotland, that he should

send two ships and his captain Cornelius, also the money

expended in raising the levies, as soon as possible. If

he should not be able to complete the whole force, let

him only engage foot-soldiers.2

Towards the close of Charles IX. 's reign the scene of

the war against Poland had shifted from Livland to

Russia. The latter empire was then torn by rebellion

against Czar Vasilij Schuiskij, who in his turn had asked

the assistance of Sweden. Auxiliary troops to the

number of 5000 were promised in return for the cession

of the fortress of Kexholm and district. To raise these

troops, which were to be under command of Jacob de la

1 In English :
" Jacob Naf, a Scot, of baronial rank and birth, was

settled here in Dalecarlia and held office as governor. In Oknoon

while he lived was his abode, that the King of Sweden gave him.

Here below his bones are at rest and wait for a heavenly home/'
2 Riks A. Charles IX. Reg'utr.
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Gardie, extraordinary efforts were made. Already early

in 1607 letters of recommendation to the Marquis of

Huntle (sic)
were issued to Robert Kinnart, who was by

his permission to raise a force of two hundred horse-

soldiers,
1 for which purpose he is to receive the sum of

3630 Thaler. A few days later (January 26th) the king

writes to Jacobus Spens (Spentz)
2 in Scotland that he

hopes he and his levied Scots will be in Sweden in

eight or ten vessels at the beginning of spring. But

when no Spens appeared by the end of May another

letter is despatched intimating the number of troops

required sixteen hundred foot and six hundred horse.

Jacob Wallace, a Scotch merchant, is to defray the

expense. Other similar letters are written to Thomas

Karr (July i7th) and to William Stewart (November i7th).

In most of these cases the offer to raise a body of

legionaries was made by the officers, the king only

accepting their offer and adding not unfrequently that

the levies must be raised at their own expense,
" there

being no money in the treasury." But he could appoint

them Colonels or Captains of the soldiers they were to

bring over to the assistance of Sweden, and this he did

in the so-called " Litterse Stipendii." Kinnaird, for

instance, is appointed captain, on condition that he raise

at his own expense (
u suis sumptibus ") three hundred

foot-soldiers (i8th of November) ;
William Stewart receives

1 Latin Letters of Charles IX. in Riks A.
2 James Spens is called Baron of " Wolmerstoun

"
; he was the son

of David Spens of Wormiston, who captured the Regent Lennox at

Stirling in 1571. His life was strange and adventurous. After having

been Provost of Crail in Fifeshire, and after having tried to civilise the

Lewes, he entered the service of Charles IX. of Sweden, but was

recalled by King James. In 1612 he was sent to Gustavus Adolphus to

promote the peace between Denmark and Sweden. In this he was

unsuccessful.
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his appointment on 8th January 1608, on similar terms;
l

Jacob Spens is made colonel of all the English and

Scottish troops, on condition that he bring across 1000

foot and 500 horse-soldiers by the beginning of spring

1609.
Great is the disappointment of the king when all these

promises proved futile. " If I had known," he writes

on the 28th of June 1608,
" that Dominus Jacobus Spentz

was not able to fulfil his promise and levy those troops,

as he and William Stuart and several others had said

they would, I should have sent an ambassador long ago."
2

In the meantime he writes to the King of England on

this subject, and having thus prepared him, sends Jacob

Spens to him as a special messenger on the iyth of

December. In his company travelled Samuel Cobron,

Joannes Wacop, Hugo Cochrane, Georgius Duglasius,
Daniel Rogerus, Robertus Kinnaird, Gulielmus Home,
and Patricius Ruthven Scottish officers all bent on the

same errand. Merchants were pressed into advancing a

loan of 4500 Thaler, for which they were to receive as

security the produce of certain copper and iron-mines.

In the following year the efforts for recruiting were

continued. The present number of Scots in Sweden
was so exceedingly small that it had to be supplemented.
Colonel Rutherford's adjutant, Robert Sim, is selected for

this purpose. On the ist of February he received power
to levy 200. About three weeks later on the 26th

of the month William Stuart is despatched to Scotland to

raise five hundred horsemen
;
but when he does not arrive

with them by September the 6th the king countermands

1 At the same time letters were sent to the Earl of Orkney, who,

together with the Duke of Lennox, had recommended William Stuart,

his brother.

2 Latin Letters, 1606-25. Riks A.
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his order, saying that,
u as the summer had passed," he

was not to bring the recruits to Sweden, especially as

u the war was nearly over by this time." He warns him

in the same letter not to enlist Irishmen, because most

of them were " infected Pontifica Religione."
l

To make King James a brother-in-law of the King
of Denmark more willing to listen to his military

requests and needs, Charles IX. sent him, in the month

of August, a pair of well-trained falcons with a polite and

cunningly worded letter
;

and King James, not to be

behindhand, returns the compliment by forwarding

through his trusty servant, Andrew Keith,
2 a book,

possibly one of his famous religious treatises, for which

the Swedish king expresses his hearty thanks in a letter

written on the 22nd of September 1609.

The whole result of these great efforts and machinations

was a paltry three hundred men, with whom William

Stewart landed in Sweden towards the middle of January
1610. The king is rather angry at his having arrived

so late. "Your arrival would have been more gratifying

to us if it had happened last summer," he writes.

Now, what was the reason of this falling off in the

number of recruits from Scotland ? No doubt, first, the

very plausible one of want of material, secondly the

1 Ibid.

2 Not the Keith mentioned above, who was Baron of Dingwall, but

a relation of his. In another letter the king mentioned that Keith was

going to Sweden to claim his Dingwall cousin's inheritance. There are

many Keiths in Swedish history: John Keith, who writes in 1562
from Elfsborg ; Alexander Keith, who writes a Latin poem entitled :

" Primatus seu Papae impenum
"

;
and old Major James Keith, who

recalls his services to the Crown of Sweden during about forty years of

war, imprisonment, ransom, and suffering from wounds. Queen Christina

grants him the situation as town-major with an annual salary of 400
Thaler (1643). Riks A. Biogr.
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inability of the Swedish ruler to provide the necessary

means, and thirdly if we mistake not a growing dislike

on the part of King James to allow these levies to go

on, directed as they were against a near relation of his.

But be this as it may, the failure of procuring levies just

at that time was very acutely felt. Jacob de la Gardie,

the Swedish General, had not been fortunate in his war

against Poland; in the Battle of Clusina the Russians

deserted him, and the foreign legionaries long discon-

tented on account of their being without wages for many
months went over to the enemy.

Moreover, war with Denmark had broken out again

(1611). But King Charles IX., in a long and restless

career, had seen enough of the welfare of this life. He
died at Nykoping on the 3oth of October 1611, and left

the Government to his greater son, Gustavus Adolphus.

II.

THE PERIOD OF GUSTAVUS II. (ADOLPHUS).

When Gustavus Adolphus ascended the Swedish throne

in 1611, he was barely seventeen years old; but he

enjoyed the advice of his wise Chancellor, Axel Oxenstierna.

His first efforts were directed towards the restoration of

peace with Denmark. But in spite of his declaring

himself willing to surrender the title of King of the

Lapps, which had proved so obnoxious to the Danish

king that it had become one of the principal causes of

the Calmar War, the peaceful offer was refused, no media-

tion was allowed, and the war was continued with great

vigour. On the part of Sweden, however, a great want

of troops made itself felt. Whilst the Danish army con-

tained more than 18,000 mercenaries, Gustavus Adolphus
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only possessed one regiment of Scots, including the officers

Colonel Rutherford, Captain Learmonth, Wauchope, and

Greig, who commanded the artillery. Urged then by

necessity, the king applied to Sir James Spens (or Spentz),
in a letter dated November 1611, in which, after having
referred to the promises made by Spens to his father, and

to the services which the latter had required of him, he

urges him to hasten his return from Scotland with the
"
promised three thousand soldiers of proved faithfulness

and bravery." He added that he wished them to be

infantry. With these Spens was to sail for Elfsborg by
the month of April 1612. He was to be paid 20,000

Imperiales at Hamburg, and promised that any further

expense should be carefully considered. Gustavus

Adolphus continues: "
Furthermore, we thought it right

to let you know that we have arranged with our general,

Joh. Moenighovius, that he is to transport his 1000

infantry from Holland to Elfsborg in the beginning of

spring, so that if you could combine your fleet and

army with the ships of the aforesaid Moenighovius, we
should be extremely glad."

From the following it will appear that Spens took no

active part in these levies himself; the organiser was

Colonel Andrew Ramsay, a favourite with King James L,

who calls him the u chief of the business." His brother

John, as one of the royal pages, had saved the king's life in

the Gowrie conspiracy. Now, while Moenighovius's ex-

pedition landed not far from Trondhjem on the i9th of

August with four Dutch ships, and succeeded in reach-

ing Stockholm in safety after having suffered great

hardships on the road, the Scottish levies were doomed

to a more terrible fate. From the first, great difficulties

had presented themselves to the recruiting officers. The
Court of Denmark had, through "secret channels,
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ascertained that certain companies of men were levying
in Scotland and ready to embark under the leadership of

Ramsay, Stewart, and others"; "that 1000 men had

already embarked at Caithness to fall upon Norway" (then,

as it will be remembered, subject to Denmark).
1 This

offence was all the more inexcusable as it was only a

few months since the same ambassador had to write

to Scotland about a certain Earl of Orkney (Robert

Douglas), who had made a piratical descent on Norway,
but was suspected of having a commission for levying and

transporting troops for the service of Sweden. Strong

representations were made in Edinburgh, whilst the ex-

planations of Sir Robert at Copenhagen, to the effect

that his king did not know anything about it, that the levies

consisted only of voluntary men " of whom the country
was full for want of employment, now that the general

peace between England and Scotland had been restored,

and that at the same time great distress had arisen from

the excess of population (!)," appear to have found but

little credence. The consequence was that King James
at last awoke from his inactivity. He pleaded absolute

ignorance. Up till then he had been under the im-

pression, he said, that the levies were intended against

Russia (3ist of July 1612). The matter was im-

mediately submitted to the Privy Council, and not many
days afterwards two Proclamations were issued against

the transport of soldiers and their enlistment for Sweden

(August 4th), whilst two acts were passed, one u
charging

and accusing Captains Hay, Ker, and Sinclair with having
enlisted men for the wars in Sweden, and ordering them

1 See letters of the English ambassador, Sir R. Anstruther, to King
James on the 9th and loth of August, in Mitchell, History of the Scottirh

Expedition to Norway in 1612 (Christiania), 1 882, an excellent little book,

full of trustworthy information.
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to desist
"

;
the other summoning Colonel Andrew Ramsay

to appear before the Council "to hear and see His

Majesty's will in respect to the men of war enlisted under

his pay." Next day the Lords of the Council ordered
" officers of arms to pass command and charge the master-

owners of shippes and mariners of vessels freighted for

the transport of soldiers to Sweden, that they bring in

their ships to the harbour of Leith and there suffer them

to lie." On the fifteenth of August, two other acts were

promulgated, ordering
" that the companies of men lately

enlisted under Ramsay and others should be broken up
and in no wise be transported to Sweden," and that u the

companies under Col. Ramsay should be disbanded and

landed, one half at Leith, the other at Burntisland." 1

These acts give us a very important insight into the

method of recruiting then practised, although, since they
are not unbiassed, the necessary allowance for high

colouring must be made. They state, amongst other

matters, that Sir Robert Ker had apprehended in the

middle shires (i.e. the Border counties) a number of

malefactors whom he intended for the service of Sweden
;

secondly, that the officers had violently pressed and taken

a great many honest men's sons and carried them to their

ships against their will
(!),

so that there is such a fear

and dread arising among the people that none of them

dare travel unless they be able to resist their violence, and

divers young fellows who were resolved to come to these

parts,
u to have waited upon the harvest and cut down

the corn," are afraid to come. In the charge against

Ker and Sinclair it is further alleged
u that honest men's

bairns are detained on board ship as slaves and captives (!)

"

Anybody disobeying these acts of the Council was

threatened with the penalty of death. The levies were

1 The documents are printed in MichelPs book.
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to be stopped immediately, the ships seized, their sails

taken from the yards, and the men on board set at liberty.

The remainder of the companies were not to travel home
in groups of more than two, to obviate the possibility of

their committing any acts of violence on the road.

Curiously enough, no mention is made of disarming them.

The natural conclusion that they had no arms is

strengthened by an order given to General Moenighofen
to provide arms and ammunition for the whole corps.

All these apparently vigorous measures came too late.

A small body of Scottish recruits, led by Alexander

Ramsay, Sinclair, and others, had escaped the vigilance of

the authorities and embarked for Sweden at Caithness.

What happened to them is best described in the words

of the Danish " Stadthalter
"

(Governor) of Norway,
Kruse, and in the reports of Sir R. Anstruther to the

Scottish king. On the iyth of September 1612 Kruse an-

nounced to the Danish Government the arrival of two

ships off the coast of Romsdal, between the igth and

the 2oth of August, and the destruction of the force at

the Pass of Kringelen on the 26th. " We cannot omit

to communicate to the Chancellor somewhat at length,"
he says,

" on account of the nature of the matter, how on

or about the igih of August two Scottish ships arrived

off Romsdalen in the province of Bergenhuus with a

number of soldiers. What part those ships- came from

and by whom they were fitted out, as also who it was

that procured them, is to be ascertained from their own

report and deposition here annexed. And straightway
the next day after their arrival they betook themselves

inland and proceeded along the country-road, over a field

called Maerotoppen, whereupon they entered the valley

of Gudbrandsdal, which is to the southward of this

mountain-range and in the province of Aggershuus, and
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they had taken with them two Bonder (peasant proprietors)

of Romsdalen as guides. But when one of his R. Maj.

lensmen in the parish of Vaage, which is situated in the

above-named bailiewick of Gudbrandsdal, by name Lauritz

Hage, perceived this, he at once roused the peasantry and

went forth against the said Scots. And when he per-

ceived that they were too strong for him, he advanced

for two or three days and kept before them along the

road without, however, engaging in any skirmish and

fight.
Meanwhile he sent messengers to the peasantry

in the two adjoining parishes, who quickly came to his

assistance, and when they were in this manner gathered,

they were four or five hundred men strong. Thus he

advanced before them until he saw his advantage at a

field called Kringelen which they were obliged to pass.

Thus he turned them in between the rock on one side

and a large river close by on the other side, in which

advantageous position he encamped in the woods and

there lay with his men until the foreign soldiers arrived

there, without, however, supposing or knowing aught but

that the Norwegian troops were still withdrawing along
the road before them.

u The above-named Lauritz Hage having made his

arrangements and perceived his advantage, attacked,

together with another lensman Peter Rankleffof Ringeboe,
and with all their men together they fired upon the foreign

troops and shot them to death during an hour and a half.

Those who were not shot jumped into the river to save

themselves but were all drowned, and those of them who

got alive over the river were quickly killed by the Bonders

on that side, all of which happened and occurred on the

26th of August last.

" From the Bonders who were themselves present at

the battle, and who buried and counted the dead and the
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defeated, we learn that the foreign soldiers must no doubt

have numbered at the least five hundred and fifty men,

although the Scots who remained alive, and of whom there

are altogether eighteen, will not admit that they were more

than 350 men strong at the utmost.

"On the day the battle took place 134 Scots were

taken prisoners who were straightway the next day killed

and shot by the Bonders with the exception of eighteen,

the Bonders saying to each other that His Royal Majesty
had enough to feed in those same eighteen. Some of

them were, however, wounded, and some had bullets in

their bodies when they arrived here. Of the above-

named eighteen we now send you the three principal ones,

who are a captain of the name of Alexander Ramsay and

his lieutenant Jacob Mongepenny, who has previously
been in Denmark and Sweden, and who on this their

expedition served as interpreter ;
and a third, called Herrich

Bryssz (Henry Bruce), who according to his own state-

ment has served as a soldier in Holland, Spain, and

Hungary.
1 As regards the remaining fifteen persons some

of them have straightway taken service among good folk

here in the country, some of them who will willingly serve

your R. M. in Jorgen Lunge's regiment I sent at once to

Elfsborg. What has further occurred in this matter is, as

already stated, all to be ascertained from their own state-

ments, which are written down. As to what knowledge
can be obtained from the letters that were found on them,

we can say nothing this time, for when the Scots were

taken prisoners, the Bonders took all the letters to them-

selves, from which we now have our certain knowledge (?).

What can be ascertained from them
[i.e. letters], so soon

as we receive them, shall be straightway sent to the

Chancellor, and if we on our part can serve the Chancellor

1 No mention is made of James Scott, who was one of the prisoners.
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to his honour, advantage, and command, he shall always
find us willing. The Chancellor is hereby commended to

God Almighty. Done at Aggershuus, lyth Sept. 1612.

"ENWOLD KausszE." 1

A second report from the same to the same adds but

little new information. It contains, however, one signifi-

cant passage which does away with the tales of ravages
and cruelties of the Scots current in Norwegian tradition

and poetry. "We have also since ascertained," Kruse

writes,
" that those Scots who were defeated and captured

on their march through this country have absolutely

neither burned, murdered, nor destroyed anything either in

Gudbrandsdalen or in Romsdalen, excepting only one Danish

man, who lives in the Romsdal, Soffram Settnes. From him

they have taken a box filled with various kinds of silver,

both tankards, belts and other such wrought silver. . . .

It was the plan of the aforesaid Scots to have made their

way into Sweden through Gudbrandsdalen over a mountain

called Osterdalsfjeld in the parish of Jonset, which they
could have done easily in a five days' march at the utmost,

had not God, the most Almighty, destroyed them "

(October 3).

We now come to Sir Robert Anstruther's report to

King James, dated 26th October, 1612 : "Doubtless Your
M. hath heard," he writes,

" of that unfortunate accident 2

that happened unto three hundred of Your M.'s subjects
which landed in Norway under command of Alexander

Ramsay, lieutenant-colonel to Colonel Ramsay, and Captains

Hay and Sinclair. After they had marched six days within

the country, pressing to go through to Sweden, they were

overcharged by the inhabitants and all killed except a few.

1 See Michell, I.e., pp. 180 fF.

2 Notice how Kruse calls it the work of God, Anstruther an accident.

It was an atrocious crime.
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The said Ramsay, Captain Bruce, James Monipenny, whom

they used as an interpreter, and James Scott were sent to

Denmark.
" After their coming hither a Council of War was held

to examine them and afterwards to give judgment. After

I had spoken with them and found that their journey was

enterprised rashly, and rather simple than well advised, for

not one of them had any kind of commission or warrant to

show, neither from the late King Charles, neither from

Gustavus, neither from Col. Ramsay."
The Latin deposition of Alex. Ramsay is to the follow-

ing effect : he had been appointed Lieut.-Colonel by
Andrew Ramsay, who had declared that he held the office

of Colonel by a letter from King Charles IX.
;
he had told

him the levies were carried on with the knowledge and

approval of the King of Great Britain
;
that an agreement

had been made between himself and others, George
Sinclair and G. Hay, each commanding a regiment. He
had embarked at Dundee, but the two others at Caithness.

The Scottish Privy Council was unacquainted with the

matter, etc., etc.

Good Sir Robert Anstruther, who rather wanted the

prisoners to be treated leniently, had them privily examined

again, and then sent with their depositions to King James,

"hoping," as he wrote, "it shall be far better for them

to come into the hands of Your R. M. who ever has used

grace and clemency unto those that offend of
simplicity,

not of wilfulness."

In this hope he was not mistaken
;
the captive officers

were dismissed by King James, who refused to " act as

jailer to the King of Denmark."

As to Andrew Ramsay, he failed to obey the summons of

the Scottish Privy Council, and was denounced a rebel after

the due three " blasts of the horn." He was afterwards
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apprehended in England, whither he went to seek a

quarrel with Sir Robert Carr of Ancrum, Viscount

Rochester, whom he accused of having divulged to the

king the gathering of the men in Scotland. 1 After due trial

he was banished the country,
u next unto death the highest

punishment we could inflict," the king writes to his

Danish brother-in-law.

The above are the plain, authentic facts of the fatal

expedition. How tradition, always busiest it seems in

mountainous regions, wove a fanciful fabric around
it,

telling of 800 Scots who committed the most barbarous

cruelties on their march, telling of Sinclair's wife and bairn,

of his dog Vildtyrk, of his being invulnerable and therefore

only to be killed by a silver bullet, of the Mermaid's

warning, the heroism of the Bonders, the tune the

pipes played in the mountains, the so-called Sinclair march,
and much else may be read in the little book we have

quoted so often. Poetry and painting have contributed

to immortalise this feat of the Norwegian peasantry.
2 A

large stone slab now marks the spot where Sinclair was

buried. The inscription runs :

" Here was the leader of

the Scots, George Sinclair, buried after he had fallen at

Kringelen, on the 26th of August i6i2." 3

1 See Michell, pp. 44 if.

2 Two Norwegian artists, Gude and Tidemann, have produced a very
fanciful picture of the landing ofthe Scots, in the foreground of which a

Scottish clergyman tries to carry off a Norwegian maiden (!). The
celebrated Sinclair Ballad, written by E. Storm (11744), commences

" Herr Sinclair sailed across the sea

And steered his course to Norway's strand:

'Mid Gudbrand's rocks his grave found he,

There were broken crowns in Sinclair's bands."

It has several times been done into English. Even dramatically the

event has been treated. To all this and to the remaining relics of the

Scots found in the country Michell devotes the second half of his book.
3
Formerly a post was raised on the spot with the inscription :

" Here
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It would seem as if the disastrous end of this expedition

put an end to all desire on the part of the Scots of enlisting in

the service of Sweden
;
but this is not so. Besides Robert

Stuart, the Earl of Orkney, concerning whom the Danish

Government was not far wrong when it suspected him, under

the guise of a pirate, easily enough assumed, we should say
of having shipped troops to Sweden,

1 the Scottish regi-

ments were always replenished as soon as their numbers

showed any diminution. This, thanks to hunger, cold, and

disease, was only too frequently the case. In Livland and

Finland especially the situation of the Scots was lamentable.

Ignorant of the language, exposed to the rigours of the

climate, frequently unpaid for months together, the

miracle is that there was any discipline left at all. Some-

times, when driven to extremes, these raw recruits, who
were no heroes and had no heroic cause to fight for, took

justice into their own hands. An amusing case of the

kind occurred in Samuel Catron's regiment before Narva,
towards the end of the year 1615. In their exasperation
the Scots carried the head of the commissariat out of his

lodgings, dragged him into the open country, and there

did not kill him. But we will let the soldiers themselves

speak. In a Latin letter to the king they explain their

case. 2 " We, the soldiers of Captain Cobson," they say,
"
humbly beseech your Majesty by the love of God to have

below rests Mr Coronel Jorgen Sinkler, who fell at Kringlene in the year

1612 with a force of 900 Scots, who were crushed like earthen pots by a

small number of 300 Bonders of Lesso, Wage, etc."

1 On 29th October, 1612, Gustarus Adolphus writes that the Earl on his

own responsibility had brought
" een trop krigsfolk

"
into the kingdom ;

though we have now no opportunity for so many, he adds, yet let him be

atisfied as to the rest of his claims with 200 "
skippund

"
(each, 350 Ibs.

Engl.) of copper. Riks. A.
2 " Milites Schoti exponunt quo animo magistrum annonge extra civitatem

Narvensis traxerint." Riks. A.
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pity on us and to remember how great hardships we have

suffered during these nine or ten years' service under Your

Majesty's father of pious memory and in the days of Your

Majesty himself. That we have kidnapped the master of

the commissariat [" magistrum annonas "] this our great

crime we confess. But we take God to witness that we

did so from ignorance rather than from any contempt of the

law. For we were afraid of the anger of our captain who

slept in the next house, and we did not think it worth while

to confer with him inside his own dwelling, being in fear

of exciting a tumult in the town, but we accompanied him

without inflicting any injury on his person or his possessions

out of the township to ask him if any of our officers had

received our pay, and what were the causes why it was

not distributed, especially since Your R. M. had told us,

that care would be taken that the moneys should be paid

out to our Colonel. Had we known that this our deed

would be interpreted in a way so malicious we would in

no wise have committed it. For they say we should fare

as the Scots did before Wesenberg some time ago, but God
knows without our fault. For we have during these many
years suffered so much for the sake of the Crown of Sweden
that we would never think of offence except when driven

to it by extreme necessity. Since Y. M. departure we
have received now a couple of marks, now half a dollar, nay
sometimes only half a mark, and thus we have led a miserable

life, so much so that very many have on the very streets

exchanged death for life. We therefore beseech Y. M.
most earnestly to pay us something for our long services or

give us leave to go ;
a greater reward we do not wish. . . .

Expecting Y. M.'s good and favourable reply, we pray for

a long and happy reign and for a complete and glorious

yictory over all Y. M.'s foes." 1

1 Riks. A.
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Was there ever a more naive and a more curious

petition penned ? We are glad to say the king pardoned

them, though not without adding words of fatherly
rebuke. 1

It is true the Scots always remained touchy. Another

proof of this is afforded us in a more serious case of

mutiny which occurred in 1628. About this the king
writes from Dirschau on the i6th of July to the General

commanding in Livland :

"We have heard that the Scots in Livland, when on the

march from Diinaborg, laid down their arms all of them
and caused a serious mutiny at the time when they
should have been led against the enemy ;

and this for the

only reason that the overseer 2 whom you caused to be

shot since, ordered one of their nation and regiment to

be hung. As we have not received any more information

about the matter, which seems grave enough to us, we

request you to let us know as speedily as possible the true

reasons which led to the mutiny of these Scots, and

wherefore the overseer was shot
;
so that we may give our

orders preventing the same thing from occurring again."
3

In the mean time the recruiting and completing the

number of men in the regiment went languidly on. King
James of England, after enlarging eloquently on the great
crime of Andrew Ramsay, especially as it was directed

against the u sacred person of our brother, the King of

Denmark," ends by pardoning the perpetrator at the

intercession of the Swedes, and permits Swedish levies

1 Riks A. Registr. Letters dated 1 5th January 1616 and 8th

February.
2 The word used in the original is Gewaldiger, i.e. one who has the

Gewalt (power). It corresponds, perhaps, to the German Profoss,

or police-constable.
8 Riks A. Registr., 1628, p. 446.
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within his kingdom, if directed " in Muscovites tantum
"

(25th November I6I4).
1 The winter in Livland and Fin-

land caused much suffering. Sad news reach the king
from the camp before Mitau, where death and disease had

been busy : Captain J. CrafFert shot by the enemies,

Captain Seton wounded, Captain Robert Lamb sick,

Lieut. Rutherfurd sick. These three officers, the report

adds, have not received any pay during the last year

(3oth July 1622). In July 1624 Gustavus Adolphus
enumerates only eight Scottish regiments complete and

ready to be shipped to Germany ;
one other regiment is

to go to Riga as garrison, but only
" if the Scots have

sufficiently warm clothes to stand the cold." 2 Colonel J.

Duvall's (Macdougal) regiments, which mustered 2351

strong in 1625, only numbered 1216 in 1626; 1052 had

died, 83 were sick.

In the meantime the resolution to come to the aid of

the Protestant princes of Germany gradually fixed itself

in the mind of Gustavus Adolphus. It is the fashion

nowadays to search for underlying motives and not to

rest satisfied with those that offer themselves naturally.

If our greatest heroes can be made less heroic by that

process, the discovery is immediately hailed as worthy of

an historian of the new school :

" The world loves to

blacken what is bright and to drag into the dust what is

sublime," in the words of the great German poet.

Fortunately we have not to decide here whether Gustavus

ultimately swerved aside from the straight course, or how
far he got entangled in the meshes of an ever-busy and

unscrupulous diplomacy. We can only say that a man
who gave the most solemn assurances as to his reasons for

1
Ramsay is called the brother of the " vicecomes

"
of Haddington.

Spens recommends him in a letter dated 25th November 1614.
2 Letter to Colonel Ramsay of 28th December 1625.
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taking up arms, a man who took leave of his subjects
in Sweden with the memorable words :

" And as it

happens that the pitcher goes to the well till it breaks, so

will it also be with me, that I, who in many dangers

willingly would have shed my blood but have hitherto

been spared, yet at last must spill it
;
therefore I shall re-

commend all of you to the protection of God, hoping that

we may one day meet again before God in a heavenly and

eternal life
"

a king who went into his tent before the

Battle of Liitzen and dictated words to his secretary which

have in poetical form found their way since into many of

the German hymn-books we cannot believe this man to

have been insincere or a hypocrite.
1 It was religion

primarily, the great cause of Protestantism, then trampled

upon and well-nigh stifled by an overpowering enemy,
that filled his heart, a cause in the service of which he

did not spare his own life.

Neither do we believe that the many hundreds of

Scottish officers that we meet in the ranks of the Swedish

army during the Thirty Years' War were induced by

mercenary purposes only, or attracted only by the thirst

for adventure. No doubt with many of them booty took

the place of honour, and little it mattered which side they

fought on as long as they fought for him that paid best
;

but there were more who had a very high sense of duty,
who were bound to the king by honest attachment.

How could it have been otherwise unless all feeling of

loyalty had utterly died in old Scotland,
" the land of the

leal ?
" Was not the queen of the unfortunate King of

Bohemia, on whose account the war arose, a Scottish

Princess, Elizabeth, born in the old castle of Falkirk and

educated in West Lothian among her own people ?

1 See Gustav Adolf's Prayer after the landing in Germany in the

Supplement.
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Gustavus Adolphus himself preferred Scottish officers to

others. Even at a time when he was fairly overrun

with them he tries to make shift by splitting one regiment
into two, in order to make room for them. The ensigns

and lieutenants still remaining without a charge were to

receive officers' pay in the meantime, until ways and

means could be found to appoint them. 1 He sometimes,

it is true, complained of their hot temper, but then, he

added,
"
they have to bear with me likewise." He

gratefully acknowledged their services above all others,

and never ceased to reward them with a lavish hand.

He distrusted only one of his Scottish officers, and that

was the Marquis of Hamilton. The almost regal state

with which the latter surrounded himself, the utter

collapse of his mission, and his incapacity as a commander

and diplomatist, go far to explain this feeling.

I have followed the fortunes of the King of Sweden's

most prominent Scottish officers from the time of their

landing in Germany in my book on the Scots in

Germany. It will therefore only be necessary to supple-

ment the story given there. The greatest efforts had of

course to be made to raise the numerical strength of the

Swedish army so as to be able not only to compete with

the enemy but to garrison and protect the conquered

territory. Large numbers of Scottish recruits were again

brought over in 1627. According to Mankel 2
they

numbered about 2400 men. These numbers are, however,

deceptive ; they very often represent the required total

on paper only, not the active strength of the regiments.
In the present case the force arrived offKalmar on the

1
Oxenstierna, Skrifter och Brefvexling, i. 608. In the same letter

two Hamiltons of Prestfield and of Reda (?) are mentioned: 29th

May 1630.
2

Uppgifter rorande.
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fourth of July, and the Pfalzgraf John Casimir writes to

Oxenstierna about having despatched them. 1 Towards

the end of May in the next year Captains Bothwell and

Ballantyne arrive with 90 Scotsmen off Gothenburg to fill

up the regiments. No money being available for their

expedition, the Count advanced three hundred Thaler out

of his own pocket and sent the men forward by boat. In

short, hardly a year passed in which we do not read of

some recruiting business done in Scotland. In 1627, for

instance, James Bannatyne receives a passport issued at

Elbing for his voyage there in order to fill up the gaps in

his regiment.
2 In 1629 Gustavus writes with regard to

the new levies in Scotland, that he trusted there would

be no difficulty for them now to pass through the Sound

in safety. It was this letter in which he expresses his

determination not to dismiss any of his Scottish officers

but rather try and " courtisiren
"
(humour) them. These

were Duwall's levies, concerning whom General Wrangel
writes to the Chancellor that he feared, if their pay was

not forthcoming soon, they would all run away and go
to Danzig, where they received five ducats as handsel.

During the time of the plague at Stralsund in the summer

of 1629, a great many officers died, and the Scottish

regiments were decimated.

Other officers as well were employed to levy troops in

Scotland at about the same time. How dangerous such

an errand was has been graphically told us in a Latin

letter of Arfvid Forbes to Axell Oxenstierna, dated

Frankfort-on-the-Main, November 1633. How he was

shipwrecked and imprisoned and ransomed, how through
the negligence and dishonesty of others he lost all his

1 Oxenstierna's Scr. och Brefocxling, x. 536.
2

Ibid., iii. 678. A letter of his is extant praying for the refunding of

his expenses. Riks A.
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money, pawned his property, and was left penniless after

having provided his 2600 men with food and clothing for

several months all this the reader will find in that docu-

ment, which moreover details the pecuniary claims the

writer now had on the Swedish Government, amounting
to the large sum of 369,400

"
Imperiales." Spens (in

the meantime), who had been sent by the King of Sweden

to urge Charles of England to support him in the Thirty
Years' War, was to superintend the levies in England.
A Colonel John Gordon offered to levy at his own ex-

pense twelve companies of foot-soldiers in 1630, towards

whose monthly pay the merchants of Danzig were to

contribute. 1 In the letter to Oxenstierna, which conveys
this news, the king adds,

" Such levies are very necessary
at the present time."

The largest contingent of soldiers, however, was to be

brought across from England and Scotland by James,
third Marquis of Hamilton. Already in 1629 he had

offered his services to the Lion of the North, and these

had been accepted on condition of his bringing 6000
men with him. Alexander Leslie was to accompany the

Marquis to London likewise for the purpose of levying.

Gustavus Adolphus landed in Germany in June 1630. In

the same month Hamilton went to Scotland, but could only
collect 400. Finding hardly any volunteers in England

either, he had recourse to official pressure. Other circum-

stances delayed his departure. We know that his recruit-

1
Ibid., i. 676. It is, however, only fair to state that in the case

mentioned above, Scottish troops are not especially mentioned, though
Gordon was Scotch. Extreme care is necessary if one wishes to arrive

at a just estimate of the Scottish levies. There was a large admixture

of Irish and English in late years ; and Scottish officers often had to raise

troops in Germany or elsewhere. We believe that at no time the number

of Scots available in the field during the Thirty Years' War exceeded

6000 or 8000.
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ing was looked upon with suspicion, and this is confirmed

by a letter of Leslie's to Oxenstierna, dated 29th June

163 1, in which he writes that certain ill-conditioned people,

notably one Baron Ochiltree, had caused the rumour to be

spread that it was not the Marquis's intention to sail to

Germany with his force at all but to raise rebellion in

Scotland. Once during Hamilton's absence Ochiltree had

suddenly demanded access to the king, and told him that

he as well as the queen would be in deadly peril as soon

as the Marquis returned. The latter intended to murder

the king, Earl of Roxburghe (?),
the queen, and the Earl

of Dorset, the Prince. But the king remained calm.

Hamilton was graciously received after his return from

Scotland, informed of his accuser's tales, and, as a token of

confidence, ordered to sleep in the royal bed-chamber.

Ochiltree was seized and confessed that all was false,
1 that

some misunderstood utterances of Colonel Mackay had

caused the mischief. As to the recruiting business,

Hamilton at last, on the i6th of July, sailed with six

thousand English, by no means of the best quality. The
number of Scots by this time amounted to one thousand.

On the 3rd of August he landed with his force near the

mouth of the Oder. There he was ordered to guard the

Oder fortresses whilst the king fought Tilly at Bretten-

bach. Famine and plague soon swept away iiis troops.

He was then attached to the king's entourage, but left

the scene of war in 1632. In later years he made himself

useful to Queen Christina by pleading the cause of Sweden

at the Court of the King of England and by assisting

the Swedish ambassador, Skytte. For this the queen

presented him with several cannons for his castle

His future career at home, known to the reader of

1 See Oxenstierna's Sir. 2 Riks A Registr., 1635.
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English history, abundantly proves that the King of

Sweden had not been mistaken in his judgment of him.

A man of many shifts, a lover of intrigues, without either

courage or manliness or skill, unsuccessful in everything
he attempted, he only deserves our pity when he put his

head on the block.

Having brought the story of the Scottish levies down
to the time of Gustavus Adolphus' death, we may now
consider the lives of the chief Scottish actors before and

during the Thirty Years' War a little more closely. This

becomes all the more necessary, since the dates in

English biographical memoirs are mostly compiled without

the Swedish or German sources having been fully con-

sulted. They are therefore decidedly incomplete and

inaccurate in many places. It is easy, for instance, to

stigmatise James Spens as an adventurer or the prototype
of such. Looking through the printed correspondence
of the great Swedish king and his equally great chancellor,

Axell Oxenstierna, and examining above all the numerous

manuscript letters written by Spens or addressed to him,

our judgment of him must necessarily be corrected. Or
take the scanty news given in English biographical

notices of Field-Marshal Alexander Leslie's activity during
his service in Sweden. We are told how he was present

at such a battle, how he was promoted on such a date,

but we receive no picture of the man. And so with the

Generals King, Macdougall (Duval), James Ramsay, and

the other Scottish military leaders. 1

I have already in former books of mine tried to inspire

those dry dates with some life, especially as to the heroic

defender of Hanau
;
now that Swedish sources have

become accessible, more can be done. Thus, whilst

1 The only exception is Patrick Ruthven, whose correspondence with

Oxenstierna has been admirably edited and published.
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referring the reader who is anxious to know the part

played by Scottish officers in Germany during the Thirty
Years' War to these books in order to avoid repetition,

1

the sketch may now be filled in by the use of letters and

other papers scattered here and there in the archives and

libraries of Sweden.

No Scottish name during the time of Charles IX. and

Gustavus Adolphus is more frequently named in court or

camp than that of Sir James Spens of Wormiston. He
served many kings, and succeeded in winning the favour of

all of them
;
he was an intimate friend of Oxenstierna, and

attached to Gustavus Adolphus with feelings of sincere

veneration. About his early career we have already

spoken. The date of his entering the service of the

King of Sweden is variously given. It must have been

before 1606, for in the month of April of that year

King Charles IX. writes to him concerning the levying of

troops, 600 horsemen and 1600 foot-soldiers. 2 Other

letters on the same subject followed in 1607. Two

years later, on the 4th of January, he gives a receipt for

two bills of exchange, one to the amount of 1000 Thaler,

the other of 9000 "Imperiales," for levying purposes, to

be paid by a merchant and banker, Coote, in London.

Not long afterwards we find him in the English

metropolis. A very rambling letter, written in the worst

possible German, and dated Griinwitz (!) Greenwich

26th May, 1609, has come down to us. 3 In it he tells his

master, the King of Sweden, of the English king's new

book against the Pope, which was to be sent to the

Protestant German princes in order to bring about a

1 The Scots in Germany, Part II.

2 Riks A. Dipl. Angl. Spens Correspondence.
8 Ibid. In a letter of King Charles to Spens, copper and iron is

promised to him in case the money ihould not suffice (4th January, 1609).
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closer union among them. He also asks that no other

levies might be raised till after his return, and signs

himself " Y. M. faithful servant,"
" who does all that is in

his power to serve you." In 1611 he is again in

England on diplomatic business.1 In the same year
Gustavus writes the two letters to him that have been

mentioned above, and which brought about the disastrous

expedition known by the name of the Sinclair expedition.

The last of these two letters, dated i6th November, also

orders him to complain to the King of Scotland about

some of his soldiers having deserted to join the Russian

foe.

Of the same year two letters of Spens to Gustavus

Adolphus, of the 4th of April and the 3Oth of May
respectively, have come down to us, in the first of

which he recommends an ensign of Captain Wauchope,
named John Campbell, for the post of captain. He is

not only, the writer says, the most experienced in drilling

recruits among all Colonel Rutherford's officers, but he also

understands the language sufficiently well. This appa-

rently refers to the Gaelic of the Highlanders, and is the

only instance I have come across where this most vital

question of the language of military command is referred

to. The other letter expresses a hope to have the force

of levied troops ready as soon as the necessary moneys
were forthcoming. Relying on the king's promise to re-

fund him within three months, Spens concludes by saying
that he will arrange about the outfit himself.

From this time onward Spens was flying like a shuttle-

1 His services were claimed also for purposes rather extraneous to his

character as diplomatic representative of Sweden. Duke John of

Ostrogotland begs him to remember his promise and send him eight men
able to sing and to play, also a noble youth who could " bene saltare et

dimicare." Spens Corr. Dipl. Angl. Riks A.
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cock from one court to the other. We find him now at

London or Edinburgh, now at Copenhagen, now at

Stockholm. His first diplomatic errand from King James
was to mediate between Denmark and Sweden in 1612

;

in this business he failed. In the Danish capital the

hostile feeling ran high, and the English messenger

barely escaped ill-treatment, though he received from the

King of Denmark a letter of safe-conduct couched in the

highest terms of praise. In October 1612 Spens is taken

formally over by Gustavus Adolphus, and a certain salary

for his diplomatic services is promised to him as long as

he lived. His official appointment to be Sweden's am-

bassador to England took place in 1613, on the i7th of

December. The official document calls him: "Spens
who at all times proved his fidelity and his promptitude."

1

For the next four or five years he stayed in London, keep-

ing his Swedish master regularly informed about matters

of political importance. Interspersed are other notices of

private interest thus, when he writes about sending

pictures of the king, the queen, and the Royal Family

(4th January, 1614), or when he recommends Andrew

Ramsay, probably the same that we met above in the fatal

organisation of the Norwegian expedition, for a commission

in the army. In 1615 he similarly commends Thomas

Hamilton, of noble birth, ready with his hand and an ex-

perienced officer,
" who had seen service in Holland, and

now wanted to enter the Swedish ranks, being ashamed to

waste away in shameful idleness." 2
Very frequently in

1 "
Spentzius qui per omne tempus fidem ac promptitudinem probavit."

2 "
. . . Thomas Hamilthonus, vir honesto et generoso loco natus, manu

promptus et in rei militaris peritia complurium annorum assuetudine apud
Batavos. . . . Sed cum apud eos omnia pacata videret, pigeretque cum in

otio et ignavia torpescere egit mecum per amicos quosdam, ut per me
commendari possit Majesti. Vai., apud quam viros reimilitaris amantes in

pretio esse audiebat. . . ." Spens Papers. Riks A.
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these early letters the complaint occurs that no salary has

been paid him, nor did the promised seventy
"
skippund

"

(about 1 1 tons) of copper arrive (Oct. 1615). As to guns
and ammunition he fears that English merchants will not run

the risk of exporting them (1617). His own health has

been bad
;
he is a martyr to gout, and begs the king to

excuse the tenor of his writings. In 1619 he is sent by

King Charles to Stockholm with a long letter of instruc-

tions, dated 30th July. In it he is first told to congratulate

the Swedish king on his coronation, and to express

brotherly, affection for him
;
he is, secondly, also to con-

gratulate him on the happy conclusion of the war between

Denmark and Sweden. Thirdly, the British sovereign
offers his further good services to make the alliance between

these two countries firm. Fourthly: "If you shall be

asked what is your opinion concerning the King's marriage,

you shall answer, that we would refer that to his own
consideration both in respect to the liking of the parties,

as also to his own particular benefit. In a general way
we wish he would ally himself to some prince near his

own dominions." Fifthly, as to the Polish war, the king

ought to consider what means he has and strength to

continue, what advantages the war has for him, what

strength the King of Poland has, etc. In conclusion, the

letter intercedes for a merchant of Edinburgh, Ths.

Lothian, and expresses a hope that the King of Sweden

will take the Scottish merchants under his protection.

We next hear of Spens, who had since been made a

baronet (1622), in the year 1623, when he is sent to

England to request permission of the Privy Council to

raise troops to repel a threatened Polish invasion. His

son James was authorised to levy 1200 men. 1 This was

done at the request of the King of Sweden himself, who
1
Reg. of Privy Council., xiii. 364, 478, 500.
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wished the elder Spens to remain in the Aula Regis and

not to travel to Scotland. For the levies were to be Scotch

only ;
their destination Gotheborg.

1 In the same year he

was sent to Sweden on diplomatic business, that is to say
to bring Gustavus Adolphus into an alliance then planned

by England and France against the Emperor. In

January 1624 he returned, bearing the king's demands,
but these were thought extravagant, and the more

moderate ones of Denmark found acceptance. From 1624
to 29 Spens lived in London, though not uninterruptedly.

In 1627 he was sent to invest Gustavus Adolphus with the

Garter,
2 and at the same time to visit Danzig and the

Churftirst of Brandenburg, to concert means how best to

unite forces against the common enemy. After his return

to England the King of Sweden warns him against the

plans of the Danzigers, who were anxious to buy ships and

ammunition in Scotland in order to close the Baltic

against the Swedes. 3 The second last letter from his

Swedish master reached him in 1629, when he is informed

of the Earl of Crawford's wish to raise a few regiments
at his own expense (" suo sere"). Knowing that Spens
himself was at that time engaged in levying troops, the

king considerately leaves the whole matter to him. In

May 1629 the last letter urges him to bring the soldiers

across as quickly as possible. After that time he seems to

have followed Gustavus Adolphus, in his German campaign,
in his military capacity as General over the Scottish and

English forces. He died, however, in Stockholm in 1632,
from the shock which the news of the king's death pro-

duced on his already enfeebled constitution.

Spens was a busy man
;
he was also a much enduring

1 Letter dated 2jrd April in Spens Corresp. Riks A.
2 CaL of State Papers, Dom., pp. 62, 119, 180.

3 Riks A.
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man. It is to this latter quality that the King of Sweden
alluded gracefully and gratefully in one of his donation-

letters It is stated there that he most unselfishly during
our time of need waited for what was due to him. Spens
left two sons, James and Axell, the former of whom be-

came the ancestor of the now flourishing line of the Counts

Spens in Sweden. 1
They were educated at the expense

of Queen Christina, who set aside six hundred Thaler

annually for that purpose, until they should have come of

age. During that time the widow was to enjoy the

revenues of the landed property (9th September, 1637).
More famous, and endowed with greater qualities as a

military leader, was Alexander Leslie, the Field-Marshal.

He also served two countries, Sweden and Scotland. Of
his coming to Sweden and his achievements generally

during the Thirty Years' War in Germany we have

spoken in another place.
2 We need only add here what

more immediately concerns his relations to the Swedish

king and his chancellor, and affords at the same time a

glimpse into the details of a busy life. For this purpose
his letters to Oxenstierna form the soundest basis. They
commence in the year 1626, when Leslie was com-

mandant of the town and fortress of Pillau in Eastern

1
Spens's widow, Margaret Forath, petitioned the Riks-R&d, claim-

ing salary due to her late husband. Instead of the 10,000 thus

demanded she received 500 Thaler as a pension for two years. Riks-

Radets Protokoll (1634). Queen Christina gave her moreover the

church tithes of Harkirberga Socken for three years (Registr. Riks-

Ark.) ;
but she would not allow the sale of the estate of Orrholmen, as

directly opposed to the terms of the Donation Deed. In a letter, dated

9th July 1635, she expresses as much to the Marquis of Hamilton, who
had interceded for Spens's son William (?) and his widow. We doubt not,

the queen continues, that " Dominus Spens
"

will have sufficient oppor-

tunity to raise money on the estate wherewith to satisfy his father's

creditors.

2 See Scots in Germany, Part II.
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Prussia. His great business was then to strengthen
the place. New sconces and redoubts were being built,

under the supervision of an engineer called Thomse, for

which he afterwards received in donation the rents of all

the farms, freehold properties, and estates in the district of

the small town of Mehlsack. Leslie's next anxiety was

the victualling. He caused a mill driven by horses to be

erected, and complains of the magistrates of Konigsberg,
who refuse to let him have the necessary timber for

the purpose. As a great relief there comes the timely
offer of a merchant called Morenberg, who not only

promised to take the whole business of food-supply for

the garrison upon himself, but also advanced large sums of

money. In a letter from Dirschau, King Gustavus writes

about the wisdom of courting this man's friendship,

who might buy a Danish ship laden with some hundred

tons of grain then lying in the harbour of Pillau, to make

malt and brew beer for the troops (6th August, 1626). In

one of the following letters in which Leslie reports on the

progress of the fortification-works and on the probable
intentions of the Brandenburgers, he defends himself

against the charge of levying ten Thaler of duty from

every incoming ship, whilst he only received half a Thaler.

On the i6th of January, 1628, he pronounces the mill

completed, but now another grave anxiety arises : signs of

a terribly infectious disease, called the plague. Very

wisely he removes his sick men out of the town to a place

called Tiegenhoff, together with Lieutenant Johnson, an

ensign, a "Predikant" (clergyman), a barber (surgeon),

and some non-commissioned officers (2nd May, 1628).

But the frightful havoc of the disease would not be

stayed ;
it raged especially in Stralsund during the follow-

ing year, where the Burgomaster, together with many
officers, succumbed. Of the newly levied troops which
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Colonel J. Duwall had brought across, few remained alive.

Leslie now dates his letters from Stralsund, where he had

been appointed Governor. They are written in a rather

despondent tone : the citizens refuse to take Swedish

copper as payment ;
officers and men clamour for their

pay. He and Duwall have exerted themselves to the

utmost, but what next? (29th May, 1629). He fears his

men will desert,
1 as the soldiers from the Imperial army

do, who come to the town where nobody wants them.

His own salary as Governor is ridiculously low. " Since I

see," he writes in a moment of irritation,
" that I am cut

short and that my services are counted for naught, I beg of

Your Excellency to give me leave to go. Let a man be

appointed here who has a better political head than I

have." It was a year of trouble. The difficulties

between the military commander and the civil authorities

of the town increased. All plans of attacking Rligen must

be set aside because of the insufficient number of troops

and the unwillingness of the magistrates to furnish new
recruits to fill up the ranks. A convoy is taken by the

enemy, who swarm about the country in strong numbers.

The plague is not diminishing,
u so that the soldiers

on the ships off Wismar cannot be relieved for fear

of carrying the infection there." "
I have attempted in

vain," he writes on the i6th and 2oth of August,
" to

persuade the magistrates to let me have the necessary
timber to build barracks on the ramparts of the town,
for those of my soldiers that are still well

;
on the

contrary, they have provided some of Duwall's new

companies as well as the Swedes with such wretched

quarters that of necessity the plague must get in amongst

1 "Some of the Scots," General Bandissin writes in 1630, ran away
from Braunsberg to Danzig, where they are given five ducats " auff die

Hand "
(as a bounty).
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them. 1 Few of my soldiers will remain alive." It must

have been a relief for Leslie when in 1630 he could report

some victorious skirmishes with the enemy. In the follow-

ing year he was attached to the Marquis of Hamilton and

assisted him in his levying of troops in England. He was

back in 1631. The death of the King of Sweden moved

him also, though constitutionally a reticent man, to ex-

pressions of the greatest grief.

Leslie's son-in-law was General Sir Patrick Ruthven.

He is the type of what the Germans call a "Haudegen,"
a hard drinker,

2
illiterate, brave, unscrupulous, but faithful

to his duties as they were then understood. During Gus-

tavus's reign he was Governor of Memel and afterwards

of Ulm. Many of his letters to Axell Oxenstierna have

been printed ; they commence with the beginning of the

year 1629, wnen he defends himself against the charge
of having delayed General Wrangel's departure by not

furnishing horses and conveyances in due time. "I did

command the magistrates
"

(of Marienburg)
" two days

previous to be ready with their horses and carts, but what

they furnished was of such miserable description that I

put the Mayor into prison and sent him home after a time

to provide better horse-material." From Memel there are

eleven letters all proving his anxiety to render the town

safe against any attacks of the enemy. He advises the

sending of a master of ordnance who would have the

armoury under him, as well as of a customs-officer, to

prevent ships leaving the harbour without paying duty.
He tells how one night fire broke out just above his

sleeping-room, but it only consumed the top of a tower.

1 ... u class ohnumbgengklich (with absolute necessity) die seuch

(contagion) der pest unter sie gerathen muss."
2 See Scots in Germany, Part II. His nickname was General

' Rotwein "
(red wine).
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In another letter he thanks the chancellor for letting him

have the rights of fishing in a neighbouring district. But

the main burden of all his letters is the pressing necessity

of money to pay his men. "
Already," he writes in May

1630, "the horsemen steal and plunder where they can
;

the peasants also, who have nothing more to lose, band

themselves together, fall upon the men and murder them
;

item the horsemen retaliate," and all this because u
they

do not have in the least whereof to live." l

Even among the foot-soldiers a spirit of lawlessness

begins to show itself, whilst the inhabitants, whenever they
think themselves in the least aggrieved, fly to the chancellor.

God knows I do not want to wrong them, but strict order

must be maintained. The German horsemen seem to have

conducted themselves worst of all.
u
They cut the corn

of the poor people," Ruthven writes on the 26th of July

1630, "before it is ripe or when it is ripe, thrash it and

sell it as they please without granting the poor people

anything of the money, although many relied upon it.

Seeing their hope in vain, the poor must die of hunger,

1 Ruthven writes in German, like most of the Scotch commanders.

His language in very ungrammatical, but terse and picturesque. Here he

says,
" Sie haben semptlichen im geringsten nicht wovon zue leben."

Patrick Ruthven was born in 1583. He did not come to Sweden with

Monnichhofen in 1612, but served already from 1609-11 in the war

against Russia. He then joined Cobson's regiment, became Colonel of

the Ostergotland Horse Regiment (1616), Colonel of the Kronsberg

Regiment; followed the king to Germany in 1626; encamped near

Marienburg in 1629, was put at the head of the Scotch troops newly
raised in 1630 (garrison, Elbing and Memel) ; joined Gustavus Adolphus
in the summer of that year in his fortified camp at Werben ; was present

at the Battle of Leipzig ; went to the Rhine with the king in 1632, and

to Niirnberg ; was made Major-General and Governor of Ulm, 1632-33 ;

joined Baner in 1633 ; beat the Saxons at Domitz on the 22nd of

October ; took an active part in many skirmishes ; returned to Werben ;

was sent to London in 1634 on recruiting business.
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beg, or run away so that the whole district will be a desert

soon."

u If I," he continues a month later,
"

if I was to exhort

the citizens to help the soldiers a little with some small

entertainment, I obtain nothing, because they always refer

and appeal to your Lordship's written letters. I and my
captains have ever and anon pawned our store of clothes

and other things to content the men, but now the well is

exhausted and I know of no other means."

Enough has been quoted to show the enormous

difficulties the Scottish officers had to contend with,

enough also to prove their devotion to duty, their fore-

sight, and their love ot discipline. They all took their

great king as their model. After the Battle of Breitenfeld

on the yth of September 1631, the magistrates of the

ancient Imperial city of Ulm desired an offensive and

defensive alliance with Sweden. It was concluded at

Frankfort on the i3th of February 1632, and on the

following day the writer of these letters, Sir Patrick

Ruthven, now Major-General, rode into Ulm as the

Swedish Governor. He at once devoted himself to put-

ting the fortress, for such it was, into proper order. New
fortifications were erected, the old ones strengthened, and

1 200 recruits levied, who had to swear their oath of

allegiance both to the city and to the King, of Sweden.

The chronicles of Ulm relate many of the deeds of wanton

cruelty of these men, but since they were Germans, the

Scots cannot be blamed for it, nor can Ruthven, who

according to the testimony of the same chronicles tried to

uphold discipline and punish malefactors with an iron

hand. But Ruthven was no favourite with the towns-

people. The rigour with which he set about forcing

the monasteries and small princes of the neighbourhood
into submission, his greed, of which I am afraid he is not
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quite free, his dissatisfaction with the 400 Thaler he

received monthly from the town : all this contributed to

make his presence hated. In 1633 his rule was ended;

he left the town, as some say, with six baggage-waggons
loaded with booty, whilst he had entered it on a couple of

miserable nags, (Kleppern) the "Geigwanst."
l The

revenues of the county of Kilchberg were assigned to

him by Gustavus Adolphus, to which Christina afterwards

added those of the monastery of Roggenburg.
But before he left Ulm in 1633 the fatal November

day of 1632 had closed on the battlefield of Liitzen. The

body of the Defender of Protestantism, of the Golden

King of the North, covered with gore from many wounds

and trampled upon almost beyond recognition, had been

sorrowfully removed. Whatever of earthly dross there

may have adhered to his soul, it had been burned away,
and the pure gold appeared refined in the fiery trial of

battle. His loss seemed irreparable to those high in

command as well as to the commonest " Trossknecht."

Among the documents referring to the Thirty Years'

War in the Royal State Archives in Stockholm is pre-

served a short description of the Battle of Liitzen, written

in German by a common soldier, an eye-witness. It

contains these words :
" When His Royal Majesty was

dead, the sun lost its brightness and did not shine any
more till well into the fourth week, and the thick fog
remained also for several weeks." 2

1 See article on Ruthven in Ulm in the Wurtcmlcrgische Fierteljahrschrtft

fur Landeskundc, 1888, Heft. ii. pp. 142 ff. The author does not

know what became of Ruthven afterwards
; thinks it probable that it was

a certain Lieut.-Col. Ruthven who was buried at Ulm in 1647. He con-

fuses the Marquis of Hamilton with one of the many other Hamiltons, etc.

2 Handl. Tysku Kriget ; Jons Mdnsson's diary. Riks A. :
" Indem

Ihre Majestat war geblieben, verier die Sonne ihren Schein und schien
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III.

THE TIME AFTER GUSTAVUS II. (ADOLPHUS).

"The sun had lost its brightness, and a thick fog did!

not leave us for four weeks." So it was. For a moment

there was the blackness of consternation on one side,,

fiendish triumph upon the other. For was not the king
dead whom even his enemies called great, and was not his

only daughter a child ? Oxenstierna's peace-overtures

remained unanswered. Sweden had to gird her loins for

the continuation of a war which had lost its character
;

it

had become simply a war of conquest or the defence of

conquered provinces, like other wars
;

there was no-

religious element now
;
the inspiring influence of a noble

cause had disappeared or was present only with a very
few. The discipline of the Swedish troops, gathered as

they were from the four corners of the earth, grew from

bad to worse, and bickerings between the high Scottish

commanders and their German confederates increased in

bitterness. And again the insolence of the Imperialists,

especially after the victorious Battle of Nordlingen in

1634, knew no bounds. They already saw the Swedes-

driven out of Pomerania into the Baltic Sea.

But the sun lost its glory for four weeks only. It is

most interesting to note how Oxenstierna, after the first

shock was over, never for a moment lost his self-control,

guiding the unfortunate country with great wisdom and

astonishing energy through all the fogs of uncertainty and

impending doom. He was felt to be a tower of strength
and safety ;

field-marshals and statesmen bowed to his

decision.

nicht mehr bis in die vierte Woche und der dicke Nebel blieb aucli

etliche Wochen bestehen."
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Neither was Sweden without her great generals.

Baner, a skilful leader, though unscrupulous, succeeded in

at last driving the Imperialists out of Pomerania : he

penetrated into Saxony, beat the enemy at Chemnitz

(1639), and left the command, after his death in 1641,

to the no less skilful and more humane Lennart

Torstenson.

We have stated before that a certain violence of

temper was a characteristic trait of many of the Scottish

officers. A curious proof of this occurs in 1628, when,

according to annotations in the Archives of De la Gardie,
1

a complaint was raised against them for having demanded

of each recruit a tax of five marks, the so-called "Drille-

skatte
"

;
for ill-treating and beating to death the young

levy, and lastly for accepting not a little money from

the peasants for exempting their sons from military

service. The discontent went so far that the newly
raised force threatened to desert en bloc unless they
were put under Swedish or German command.

But now it was not only this inborn violence but a

certain irritableness arising from outward causes which

begins to manifest itself among the Scotsmen in the

service of Sweden.

Take Leslie's later letters to Oxenstierna. He writes

in 1635 on the 3rd of October, that he finds the minds of

the inhabitants of Stralsund despondent and very much

set against him, so that he has to take the utmost pains to

rouse them and to make it clear to them that only with

Sweden's help can they with certainty expect peace.
2

According to him the garrison is too weak. Again, in a

1 De la Gardiska Archivci, xi. pp. 119 f.

2 " Dahcr ich umb so viel mehr alien miiglichen Fleiss ankehre sic

wiederumb zu animiren, dass sie n*r mit Hiilfe Schwedens auf sichern

Fried rechnen konnen." Oxenst. Skr. och Brefv.
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letter of the year 1637, where he reports the arrival of

Cunningham's newly raised five Scottish companies, he

adds :
u No preparation did the town make against their

arrival and provision except that I, with the assistance of

the Town-treasurer, got together some pieces of cloth for

some of the soldiers who landed here after their long

voyage of nine weeks' duration, and much suffering, almost

bare and without clothing."
l

The same irritation appears in the letters of Jacob

Duwall, who held a high command in Silesia. He was an

officer, this Macdougal, as his name really was, of long

standing and proved fidelity. His service as a military

leader in the Polish and Russian wars, and as recruiting

officer, had been gratefully acknowledged by Gustavus

Adolphus. The difficult task had now been given him,

jointly with the troops of Chursachsen, to prevent the

enemy from crossing the river Oder. Not that the task

itself would have been difficult for a sufficient number of

soldiers, but his own men only consisted of two thousand,

and the alliance with the Germans was of the loosest pos-

sible character, threatening every moment to break into

open hostility. Now that their king was dead, the

Swedes were no longer considered of much account.-

Duwall concentrated his troops near Steinau, there to

await further orders from the chancellor, a plan not much
favoured by the German generals. In consequence of

this disunion and, it appears, of some treachery, the

Imperialists succeeded in taking the Swedes by surprise.

1 General Wrangel also complains of the poor clothing of the English

and Scots ; they are so badly off in this respect that one can hardly allow

them out on the streets. People prefer Swedes in their houses. From

Ebling, 1632.
2 See Chemnitz, Der von den Schweden in Teutschland gefuhrte

Kricg, ii. 1 1 2.
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Colonel Craford, Tobias Duwall,
1 and General Duwall

were taken prisoners. But the latter soon escaped, and

wrote immediately to Sweden to crave a court-martial,
u as this loss at Steinau not only touched worldly posses-

sions but his reputation as a soldier, which he had gained

during a service of no less than thirty years. He begs
to have all the officers present at the battle summoned,

including Lieut.-Colonel Lindsay, who had now gone over

to the Churbrandenburgers, and whose conduct was not

above suspicion. In the meantime Duwall went to

Breslau, but here also he encountered the same half-

heartedness. The magistrates refused to allow him the

means for raising new levies. Vexation and disappointment

brought about an illness in March 1634, and Duwall died

not long afterwards.

Ruthven, who had been sent to London on recruiting

business in 1634, was not behindhand in his complaints.

He writes from the Hague on the 2nd of March to the

chancellor, how greatly disappointed he had been at

1 Tobias was Jacob's brother. He also was an unfortunate man.

There is a scrap of paper preserved in which he relates that his wife had

been captured with all her baggage during a sudden attack of the enemy.
The paymaster is to pay her fifty Thalers. The General's wife had died

in 1633 when he asks for leave to go to Pomerania to see her decently
buried (Chemnitz, I.e.). Many of the Scottish officers were accom-

panied by their wives, Ruthven, King, Leslie, and others. In 1642
Tobias receives 300 Thaler on account of his great poverty. From 1648
to 1650, he writes several letters from Gardelegen, a small fortified place

between Hanover and Berlin, to the General issimus of the Swedish troops,

Prince Karl Gustaf, describing the want of guns and ammunition, and

interceding for the family of his brother-in-law, who lived near him on a

small estate in Mecklenburg, to be freed from quartered soldiers should the

army march in that direction (Riks A. Letters to Karl Gustaf).

Comp. also Riksradets Pro/., vii. 41 where Arnheim, the German
General of the Chursachsen troops, is accused of treason and of having
been to blame for the ruin of Duwall's soldiers in Silesia.
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not finding certain moneys there. " All the other officers

have received their pay," he continues,
u but not I. Add

to it the shameful treatment of my regiments. The
General Field Marshal has not only given away my
infantry regiment, but also for the greater part dismissed my
regiment of dragoons. I should never have thought that

such disrespect would be shown to one that has served

the Crown so long ;
1 rather thought I deserved better

treatment. And if they had wished to do as they did, they

might have told me when I was with the army. Then I

should not have hesitated in the presence of the regiment
to lay down my command and take my leave like an

honest cavalier. To have my honest name in such a way
diffamed ! But for all that I shall not neglect to execute

faithfully my commission for the Crown of Sweden, and

because I see I am not treated as I ought to be I shall ask

my leave, nolens volens, on my return, and nobody will

blame me for it."

And again in 1636 (ijth June) he accuses Baner of

having given to another the quarters which Oxenstierna

himself had assigned to him. " When the Chancellor's own

writing and signet is so little respected, there is little hope
that what has been promised to me and other officers will

be fulfilled. I say there is no faith to be found in this

world." i

Who was to blame for this state of things it would

be difficult to decide now. The repeated absence of the

Scottish officers at a time when their own country was

slowly drifting into war, and perhaps Baner's inability to

understand Scottish susceptibilities, may have contributed

to it. Certain it is that Oxenstierna was free from

blame. He rather favoured the Scots, and wrote to the

Queen :

" All foreign officers, especially those of the

1 See Oxenst. Skrtfv. och Br.
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Scottish nation, are found willing and unwearied." 1 But

the fact remains that the position of the Scottish officers

in high command after the death of the great king was

one beset with uncommon difficulties.

The case of Major-General King seems to have been

somewhat different. He must have been a man who not

only valued his own merits and station, but constantly

overrated them
;
he is irritated at others having commands

by his side
;
he does not want to obey Baner, and General

Kratzenstein does not want to obey him. The differences

between the latter and himself became more acute in

consequence of Kratzenstein's doubtful conduct with

regard to the ransom paid by imprisoned Imperial officers.

"As for me/' King writes in 1639, "the whole of the
* soldatesca

'

here pays me the compliment that I never took

any ransom-money of the prisoners for myself, but left it

to the other officers and soldiers, in order to encourage
them in their further service to the Crown." Whilst

King was apparently right in this respect, and also in his

requesting Baner to send some official person to inquire

and superintend the receipt and use of ransom-moneys,
he had at the same time the knack of representing mat-

ters in a most unpleasant and dictatorial way. He is un-

wearied in memorialising the Government, asking for a

written order that all officers should unconditionally obey
him

(!);
that he should be responsible to the Crown of

Sweden only, a trust to which his long services entitled

him more than others
;

that no officer under him should

receive a donation in the province which he occupied
without his previous assent, lest a " worse officer should

be preferred." In one word, King did not know his place ;

1 28th of Sept. 1635. See Nya Handlmgar ror. Skand. Hut.
xxvii. 386. The Riks-R&d expressed its conviction that it would be well

to keep the Scottish officers in good humour (2nd November, 1637).
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and as he moreover, on his own responsibility, entered

into diplomatic relations with the German Princes of the

Pfalz and Hessen, matters soon reached a point. The Riks-

Rad at home sent him peremptory orders to obey Baner or

return to Sweden. 1 "
I have," Baner writes,

"
left General

King his choice, to set out for Sweden or to continue in

his place ;
but as I suppose he will choose the first, which,

I think, would be the best for certain considerations (the
other officers not obeying his orders in the very least, and

much confusion and dangerous complications arising

from
it),

I have eventually chosen another Colonel in his

place."
2 " If men are thus minded," the writer continues,

"
it is not to be wondered at that everything is left on

our shoulders." For the moment, however, matters were

smoothed over, but in 1639 King definitely obtained his

leave and left the Swedish army. His wife stayed behind,

rather grieved that the Westphalian authorities refused

to pay for his servants and horses any longer. Baner

refers to this in another letter with rather spiteful irony.
u

I am very sorry for Mrs King," he says,
" but I have

ordered nothing in the matter. But because Herr King dis-

missed himself, so to speak, I do not see with what right he

can demand the maintenance of his Court from a state

which has without that very heavy burdens to bear." 3

Add to this the news from Scotland, where the clouds

of Civil War were gathering fast, and the call of the

mother-country to those of her children that served in

foreign countries, and no further explanation will be

needed of the wholesale exodus of Scottish officers. In

fact this period may justly be called that of discharge and

donation.

1 Riks-Rad. Protokoll, vii. 345.
2 Oxenstierna's B. o. Skr. Baners Bref, p. 617.
3 Baners Bref till Oxenstierna, p. 650.
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It was not always quite so easy to leave the Swedish

service as it was to enter it. Take for instance General

Leslie's case. He was known to the Swedish Riks-Rad

as an ardent supporter of the Covenant, that is to say

an enemy of his own king.
1 How was the Riks-Rad to

act? What was it to say more especially to Leslie's

wish to take Swedish artillery with him to Scotland?

These were grave questions, questions that might lead to

international complications ;
but after much debate they

were finally settled in a manner that appears rather to

lack straightforwardness. Leslie's desire had been only

temporarily to take his leave. But to this the Riks-Rad

objected, arguing that by taking his discharge for all time

he ceased to be a Swedish subject, and no responsibility

could attach to the Government. Secondly, as to artillery,

guns, and ammunition, it might be given to him as it were

in reward for his past services. He was to receive two

thousand muskets with all appurtenances, and, if he chose,

to take the risk of the passage through the Sound,
with ammunition and guns also, all free of duty, through

Jacob Maclier,
2 a Scotch merchant in Stockholm.

In mitigation of this, as it would appear, flagrant breach

of international law, it must be remembered that similar

gifts, consisting of arms, were not unfrequent in those

days. Colonel Lumsden receives two hundred muskets

and two hundred cuirasses in 1 640.3

General King, who left the Swedish service in 1639,
raised difficulties in another quarter. In a letter full of

1 " Contra suum regem." See Rtks-Radets Protokoll, vii. 274.

Cp. also vii. 279, 324.
2 Seven years later, in 1645, we again read that Leslie received 2000

muskets and 400 loads of lead (about 60 tons). Riks A.
3 Lumsden received besides a "

gold chain with the picture of Her

Majesty." Riks-Rddets Protokoll, vii. 587. Indeed, this seems to have
been the usual parting gift to a Colonel.

H
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his usual bitterness, he writes to the Riks-Rid that his

pay was still due for several years, that he had served

twenty-five years and not twenty, as stated in his pass-

port, and that the word "
eques auratus

"
should have

been omitted, as he had never seen any profits accruing
from it. Thereupon it was resolved to let him have

for his travelling expenses one thousand Thaler, and

later in Hamburg another thousand, this "allena (only)

par courtoisie." l

Besides Leslie, Ruthven, King, and Sir James Lumsden,
2

the following officers went back to Scotland : Col.

Lindsay, who received his discharge together with a gift

of three hundred Thaler in 1639; Lieut.-Col. King in

1640; in the same year Major Guthrie, Col. R. Clerck,

Francis Tinsdale, Hugh Peter, David Leslie, George

Munroe, and the Captains David Stuart, Grier, James

Turner, W. Mure; in 1642, among others, Col. Robert

Douglas, Lieut.-Col. W. Barclay, Jacob Douglas, and

Major Alex. Bell. All of these were given a suitable

sum as a viaticum. No wonder that Leslie on his arrival

in Newcastle met no fewer than twenty-six of his former

companions-in-arms in the Swedish wars. Lumsden's

letters to Axell Oxenstierna make it plain that the home

authorities desired the return of Scottish officers. He
writes in February 1639: "I have further to let Your

Excellency know that I have received from the Scottish

Estates, the authority placed by God and Nature over me,
a peremptory call home, which I cannot disobey as a

cavalier who loves his honour. I therefore request you
to let me have a pass and leave to return to my country ;

1 Riks R. Protokotl, viii., 529.
2 He was Governor of Osnabruck, and one of the famous three brothers

Lumsden, about whom Munroe, in his Expedition (ii., 33), goes into

such ecstasies.
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and I shall hold myself bound to return to the service of

the Crown of Sweden as soon as the disagreement between

the two nations shall be terminated."

If we add to these voluntary cases of quitting the

Swedish service those involuntary ones where protracted

wars claimed their victims, we can understand why the
"
personnel

"
of the Scottish officers was so entirely different

after the Thirty Years' War from what it was as long as

it lasted or previous to it. The famous and heroic

defender of Hanau dead, having at last, a lion at bay,
succumbed to treachery ;

dead after terrible agonies from

wounds and imprisonment, and buried secretly and igno-

miniously, so that to this day his grave is unknown
;

l

General Major Ker or Karr, dead (1637) after having been

severely wounded near Munich and again in the Battle of

Leipzig;
2 General King also dead (1652), after having for

the last time penned his letters of complaint to the Queen
or the Government, not even his dying wish to be

buried quietly and inexpensively having been fulfilled
;

3

1 See Scots in Germany, Part II. The fate of this " Son of Mars and

the Muses," as Grotius calls him, one of the most attractive figures in the

whole list of Scottish officers during that time, is particularly tragic. To
what has been said in the book quoted a short letter of Grotius may here be

added :
" Je prends," he writes from Paris on the goth of October 1637,

"
je prends part a tout ce qui sert a votre honneur tant a cause de Fobliga-

tion que je vous ay, depuis que j'ay eu le bonheur de vous cognoistre, que

pour ce que cela redonde a 1'honneur de la Sude qui vous a donne ce bel

employ duquel les histoires ne se tairont jamais. . . ." (Histor.

Handlmgar, xiii. 2, p. 45).
2 There is a kind letter of Baner on his behalf to Oxenstierna, asking

to find some other suitable employment for Ker, should he recover

(BaneVs Bref. till 0., p. 372).
3 The expenses of his funeral amounted to more than 1500 Riks

Thaler. For the painting of " hufvud-banners
"

(hatchments) alone

200 Thaler were paid. At the desire of Queen Christina, King was

interred in the Riddarholme Kyrka (1652). His debts in Sweden
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and around these the hundreds that succumbed and found

their last resting-places in the wilds of Livland or Poland,
and in Germany from the shores of the Lake of Constance

to those of the Baltic, to whom all donations came too

late!

Leslie and Ruthven kept up their correspondence with

Oxenstierna to the end of their lives. Both men are

anxious to receive their pensions regularly, which

in some cases were due for three years. It is interesting

to see from one of Leslie's letters, dated Newcastle

1645, that he is still busy levying men for Sweden,
this time "efficient naval officers." The difficulty

of selling his estates in Sweden troubled his last years.

His last letter is dated from the Tower, 27th of October

1651. In it he again urges the payment of his salary,

now outstanding since 1648. Ruthven's letters from

1639 to 48 tell of the warlike preparations in Scotland, and

beg Oxenstierna's assistance in the matter of selling his

Swedish property
u of which he drew no profit." In

spite of his decrepitude for his old drinking habits began
to tell on him he stuck to his post, was made an

English General, and raised to the peerage as Earl of

Bramford. But, in spite of these honours, his end was

clouded. In a letter dated December 1647, he describes

how the king and himself had lost all. All his Scottish

property had been confiscated
;

this being so, he most

urgently claims the sum of 4000 Thaler still outstanding,

through General King or Jacob Maclier in Stockholm.

This prayer he repeats in the last of the printed letters

(4th September, 1648), in which he proposes that the sum

might be taken out of the custom-revenues of Lifland.

alone amounted to 25,000 Thaler. No wonder that his heirs lived in

great distress and poverty, enjoying only a small annuity from the Crown.

Kammer A.
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There is certainly a touch of greed in the man
;
he leaves no

stone unturned where a chance offers of obtaining money.
On the 4th of July 1 649 he writes to the Pfalzgraf Karl

Gustaf, cousin of Queen Christina, and begs not to be

forgotten when the German war-indemnity came to be

discussed. Later in the year we find him in Stockholm,
where he was not only gratified by receiving his pension,

but also got his hotel expenses paid by the good-natured

Queen, and a letter of recommendation to King Charles as

well, which latter favour does seem rather supererogatory.
1

Ruthven died at Dundee on the 2nd of February 1651,

leaving two women, his late son's wife and his own

widow, to fight his last will in a lawsuit of the usual length.
2

Christina's age was also the age of donations. What-
ever may be the final judgment of the historian, the

queen certainly never forgot the services rendered by her

Scotch officers to the Crown of Sweden during her great
father's time and her own. These donations were mostly

given in land, not in money. It would be wrong, however,
to think of rich and well-appointed English estates in

connection with it. There were no mansions or castles

given away with the land. The donee simply received the

rents of so many
u
hemmans," as they were called, that

is small farms. Now of course the value of these
" hemmans" varied according to their being situated in

Finland or Lifland, or the uncultivated regions of Sweden,
or in the rich districts of Southern Sweden or Pomerania.

Sometimes the value of these donations expressed in

money only reached the modest sum of four or five

hundred Thaler; nay, the cases were frequent where no
rents at all were forthcoming, and where these so-called

properties became a burden to the owner, which he was

1 See Riks A. Registr, 1649.
2 Riks A. Biogr.
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most anxious to get rid of. One example may suffice.

Towards the end of the XVIIth century Captain Peter

Zinckler (Sinclair) sends a petition to the Crown referring
to his two u hemmans" bestowed upon him for his

"faithful services." He had been in the Polish war of

1655, had suffered much distress, and had been wounded
in the engagements with the enemy. When he returned

from his campaigns he found that the peasants of the

district in which his property lay had suffered likewise

from bad harvests, fire, and such like, so that they had

hardly been able to pay the fourth part of the rent, which

always went to the Crown,
1 when it had been exacted of

them. Petitioner now asks that at least this fourth part

might be returned to him, so that he may have at least

some profit for his u
wearied, lacerated, and torn body."

2

Frequently, however, these proofs of royal favour were

really of great value. Ramsay was given two large estates

in Mecklenburg. Ruthven received estates in Sweden as

well as in Russia, the rents of a whole principality, the

receipts of iron-works in Smdland for four years, and other

gifts ; Irving was granted the rents of many farms in

Wermland and elsewhere
;

Col. Gordon's (of Clunie)

estate of Hammerss " was sold for ten thousand Thaler to

Hans Maclier in 1652." Besides these gifts in land there

were the pensions, Alexander Leslie drawing for instance

1 200 Thaler, his son 800 as long as he -lived, Ruthven

1 200 Thaler, King 1200, David Leslie 1000, Col. Lumsden

1000 for life, Col. Gun 1000 Thaler until the end of the

queen's minority.
8 This liberality was extended to

1 About this fourth and other conditions these donations were subject to,

ee Supplement.
2 Kammer-Ark. :

" Hvarmedh jagt kunne niuta nigon wederkannelse

for min wedermoda, sargkade och sondersliten kropp."
8
Rcgistr., 20th April, 1638. Riks-A.
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widows and children of officers fallen in the wars.

Christina especially had a very warm heart for her soldiers.

If the widows appealed to her for the remission of certain

Crown rents, payable by them in consequence of the so-

called "Norrkoping Beslut." 1

(Norrkoping Act), they
seldom appealed to a deaf ear. The children often

received free education. 2 Even to the common soldier

she stretched out a helping hand. No entry in the old

documents more frequently meets our eyes than "for en

fattige soldat," for a poor soldier; "for en gammal
soldat att bekomma 6 Thaler," for an old soldier to

receive 6 Thalers, or "for en soldate-ankia," fora soldier's

widow, so much. These latter gifts often took the form

of an annual tax of corn or flour imposed on certain hides

of land.

It is pleasant to be able to state this of a queen who
has not found great favour in the eyes of the historians.

Her successors too continued in the path of liberality.

We shall adduce one instance. Donations had been given
in the usual form of farm-rents to Major Henry Primrose,
both in 1645 and 1651. After his death, on the petition

of his widow, the following reply was sent :

" That she

should be permitted to sell these rents to any other free-

man, either to pay her husband's funeral with, or his out-

standing debts" (i673).
3

Among donations in a wider sense of the word must

also be counted the patents of nobility which were bestowed

1 See about it in the Supplement.
! The son of Alexander Cunnigham received i 50 Thaler for six years

for his studies.

3 Kammer-Ark. Such cases of utter poverty of Scottish officers

are often met with. Col. Patrick Kinnemund, for example, applies for

assistance, he and his five sisters having been left in great distress after his

father's death. Here also the funeral-expenses had to be paid by the

Government (Riks A. Registr., i6th Dec. 1661).
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upon a very large number of Gustavus Adolphus's Scot-

tish officers. 1 A great many of them settled in Sweden,
held the highest rank in the army as well as in the

Council of State, and became the progenitors of a long race

of military sons. Thus for instance the Douglases of

Whittinghame were made Counts of Skenninge and

Barons of Sk'alby. Wadstena Church contains their

mortuary chapel,
" the walls of which are adorned with

banners taken by members of the family in the wars of

Gustavus Adolphus and the Charles's, as also with their

richly emblazoned i hufvud-banners
'

(hatchments), which

used to be carried at the funeral procession veiled in

black crape." How rapidly the Scots had risen in distinc-

tion could be seen very plainly at the funeral of King
Charles X. (Gustaf) in 1660. On that occasion Baron

Forbes led Princess Maria Euphrosyna ;
Colonel Hamilton

was one of the bearers
;

in the procession walked the

Barons Lichtone, John Clerck, and Jacob Spens. John A.

Stuart bore the banner of Ravenstein, Forbes that of

Holland, Duwall that of Gotland. Among the forty
u cavaliers

"
of the second class are mentioned W. Philipp,

Richard Clerck, Spens, and Ludovic Hamilton (Marryat,

One Tear in Sweden). This honour of being ennobled

was eagerly coveted by the Scots
;
Anderssons and Bel-

frages and Bourdons and Lumsdanes all procuring by
some means or other birth-briefs from home that proved
their <c

gammal" (old), or "
urgammal

"
(very old) Scottish

nobility. No doubt the Swedish authorities were im-

mensely impressed by the title
" Chief of the Clan,'' or

"
Laird," and thus many of them took their seats in the

Swedish Riddarhus that were not of true baronial lineage.

Some very ridiculous cases and examples of the eager-

ness with which the Scots tried to rank as Swedish nobles

1 For a detailed list, see Supplement.
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have come down to us. One is that of Lieut.-Colonel

Alexander Irving of Tulloch, who, on the 1 9th of October

1643, petitioned the Senate to have his son ennobled, on

the strength of a letter from the " Vice-Comes
"

of

Aberdung in Scotland. The Senate declared very

properly that they were quite willing to acknowledge

Irving's own claim, as he had deserved well of the

Crown of Sweden, but for his son other proofs of noble

descent would be required, either from the king or from

the highest parliament of Scotland. 1 Another case is that

of Captain Thet, who tried to prove his noble descent

from the Tait mentioned above in Birger Jarl's time.

The Rikrad characterised the document as somewhat
14 abstruse." 2

Of new Scottish levies, after those of 1636-38,
which were raised by Francis Ruthven,

3 Herbert Glad-

steen,
4 Mathew Forbes, and Captain Blair,

5
little or nothing

is heard for a number of years, and this for the very good
reason that Scotland in her times of trouble needed all her

young warriors herself.6 The Swedish Riks-Rad seems

1 Sv. Riksradets-Protok., 1643, p. 309. Son Alexander was not

worth his father's trouble. Having married the widow of Governor

Kinimund, his wife obtained a separation on account of his misconduct,

and he was afterwards killed in a duel.

2
1642. See Riksradets-Protok.y ii. 308.

3 See Ruthven's letter to A. Oxenstierna, i ith September, 1636:
** Francis Ruthven hat . . . eine Schwadron zu Wege gebracht," i.e.

has managed to get together a squadron of horsemen.
4 See Riks-A. Registr.
5

Ibid., and Oxenstiernas Skr. och Brefv., ix. 914.
6 It appears from a letter in the Oxenstierna Collection that Capt. J. B.

Munro was also engaged in raising troops in Scotland in the spring of

1637. He writes hopefully that the Duke of Argyll and the Marquis of

Huntly had both promised their assistance " si modo nervi," he adds

significantly. William Dick in Edinburgh is his agent. Riks-A.
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to have been of a divided opinion. After having ex-

pressed the desirability of keeping the Scottish officers " in

good humour" (2nd November, 1637), levies were recom-

mended in November of the year following, but their

discontinuance was thought advisable on the 5th of March

1 639.* Meanwhile the Thirty Years' War ran its course

till all parties were bled almost to death. Long delibera-

tions followed, and when at last peace was signed, Sweden

had gained large territories in Germany, and the undisputed

supremacy of the Baltic.

Scarcely, however, had she recalled her troops or

garrisoned them in the newly acquired provinces, when
war again broke out against the Danes and Poles. New
efforts had to be made to put an army into the field able

to cope with a powerful enemy. On the 29th of May
1655, Karl X. (Gustaf), who, being the first king of the

house of Pfalz-Zweibrlicken and a nephew of the great

Gustavus, had succeeded Queen Christina, in 1654 issued

an order in which Colonel Jacob Sinclair was authorised

to raise one regiment of Scottish infantry, ten companies
at one hundred men each, not counting officers, and com-

plete the levy with the utmost despatch, so as to be ready
within three months. At the same time he promised for

each soldier (Knecht), as recruiting-money, the sum of

12 Thaler.2
Again, in April 1656, Colonel Cranstoun

brings over a regiment of Scottish soldiers, consisting of

six companies, another to follow in the month of August.*

They were afterwards garrisoned in Stade, a small town

of Northern Germany ;
when there the King addressed a

very high-sounding Latin letter to them, exhorting them

to be loyal and prove their courage against the " insult"

1 R'tks Radcts-Protok.

2 Riks-A. Registr.
3

Anteckningar om Svenska och Finska Fanor y by T. J. Petrelli.

Stockholm, 1892, pp. 1O f.
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of the Danes. He promises them in the same letter to

do his utmost to hasten to the relief of the town.1

But if the supply of Scottish troops ceased, after having

flowed freely for over a hundred years, there were still

Scotsmen enough in the army of Sweden, sons and grand-

sons of the old warriors who first made the Swedish cause

their own, and now had left the defence of their adopted

country, to the gratitude of which they owed their worldly

possessions and their rank in life, to their descendants.

It would be dry work indeed, besides unduly increasing the

size of the book, to give a detailed list of all the Swedish

officers of Scottish name during the years that lay between

Gustavus Adolphus and Charles XII. Let us rather try

to direct the reader's attention to a few of the most

prominent military men during that period.

The first name that occurs to us is that of Major-
General Arfvidius Forbes, or rather "Forbus," as he signs

himself. His Christian name shows that he must have

been born in Sweden. His father was Ernald Forbes,

who came to Sweden towards the end of the XVIth

century, as his ancestors, the Forbes's of Corsindae, are

mentioned.2 Forbes was an honest and lovable man, an

expert officer, and a good royalist. He possessed little

education, and his letters teem with the most ridiculous

mistakes in spelling. Thus he writes : Leittenampt for

lieutenant, monsier for monsieur, Exolenz for Excellency.
But this illiteracy he shares with many of his brother

officers. Account must also be taken of the Babylonic
confusion of tongues that must have reigned in the

Swedish army. During the years 1635-38, Forbes

fought under the Duke Bernhard of Weimar. Whilst

1 " Ex castris nostris in pago Duzo unum miliare a Ratzeburg."
Riks-A. Registr^ 1657. See also Kgl. Concepts, 1657, Juli.

2 See Anrcp, Svenska Adelns Attartaflor.
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campaigning in Lorraine and the Rhine district, his regi-

ments suffered much from want of food and forage.

Still he was victorious in three engagements against the

Imperialists and their general, De Werth. In the begin-

ning of 1638 the Duke removed into winter-quarters near

the Swiss frontier. Being hard pressed by the enemy, he

recalled Forbus, who had been besieging the small fortress

of Rheinfelden. When the troops were united a council

of war was held, in which Forbus, nothing daunted,

advised a bold policy. "Trust in God and advance" was

his motto
;

u advance whilst the enemies are carousing
within the town and think themselves safe." Duke Bern-

hard adopted this advice and gained a brilliant victory.

After the battle he made Forbus a present of 1000 ducats,

and appointed him governor of the conquered fortress.

Forbes kept a sort of diary which is preserved in the

so-called De la Gardiska Arkivet at Lund, and parts of

which have been printed. He also wrote a number of

letters to the chancellor, Axell Oxenstierna. From these

sources we learn some facts about the man which are not

without interest. On the i6th of September 1641, he

enters: "I removed with my dear wife 1 and little son

to Stralsund, arrived there on the jth of October. Gott

lasse es gltickliche ausgehen !

" 2 From another entry we
see that he sent his stepsons to study at Strassburg, for

which purpose he gave them 300 Thaler. In his letters

to Oxenstierna, comprising the time from 1643 till 1646,
he mostly informs him of political news which he had

received either by way of Leipzig or Hamburg. Now
and then, however, he touches upon less serious matters

;

thus when he tells the chancellor that his beautiful

Hungarian mare had been sick with "
worms," that he

1 General Forbes had married a widow named Horn.
2 " God give His blessings to it."
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had received the Polish princess with a royal salute when

she passed through Demmin in Pomerania, and that he

and the nobles of the country had accompanied her on

the following day half-a-mile out of town
;
that a wonder-

working mineral spring had suddenly appeared in Hors-

hausen, about half-a-mile from Aschersleben, the water of

which had already cured thousands, including lame, blind,

and deaf and dumb people.
1

Every New Year he sends

a very friendly letter of congratulation. Only seldom a

note of complaint makes itself heard. Once only he ex-

presses his vexation that so many officers younger than

himself are promoted before him, which he attributes to

the machinations of some ill-meaning persons ;
but this is

only a passing note, and when in answer to it Oxenstierna

sends him his patent as General (or
a
Generalmajor ") his

gratitude finds no words. In 1650 he enters as a

memorandum that he sent home to his estate in

Finland two long guns fixed on pivots,
" so that

they can be turned in any direction," for the shooting
of wild geese. When, after the war was over, means had

to be taken to reduce the strength of the army, his idea

is to get rid of the married soldiers and the Roman
Catholics first. To his stepson at Strasburg he continues

to send good advice. " Be diligent in your studies," he

writes in 1651, for the military career now is counted

nothing. "I again beg you to work industriously,

especially in the Latin language, in order that you may
soon be able to serve God and your country, for the pen
is now in these times of peace valued more than the gun."
To this he adds a short time later: "Be saving. My

1 Forbes encloses a medical description of the miraculous spring ;
its

efficacy being specially noticeable in "gibbosis, calculosis, paralyticis,

epilepticis, hydropicis, podagricis, et hypochondriacis (!)." Riks-A.

Oxenst. Corresp., i6th July, 1646.
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means are no longer what they were. The war is over,

and there is no opportunity left of gaining money."
1

Forbes rapidly obtained all the great offices of State as

well. In 1650 he was made Krigsr&d, i.e. Member of

the War Ministry; in 1653, Riksrid, Member of the

Senate
;
whilst he was ennobled as Baron of Kumo, Lord

of Artsjo, etc. His only son, Jacob, died long before his

own death, which took place at Stettin in Pomerania in

1665. His excellent and pious wife, who, it is related,

found great comfort in spiritual songs and old national

tunes during the troublous times in which her lot had

been cast, followed him in 1668.

A cousin of Arfvid, Col. W. Forbes, also left a short

account of his life,
2 from which we see that he left

Scotland, in the month of July 1634, with his elder

brother, Lord Alexander Forbes,
" the chief of the Clan

and the first Lord of the whole of Scotland," who had

already served in Sweden and commanded two regiments
of Scotch soldiers, 2600 head strong.

" We first went

to Stade, in Germany," Forbes continues, "then to Minden,
and lastly to Osnabriick, where Matthew Forbes was

governor. In 1635 I was .enrolled in Col. Leslie's regi-

ment in Bremen. We joined Baner, took Llineburg, and

were present at the Battles of Wittstock and of Leipzig

against an enemy who was four times as strong as our-

selves." He then describes various other encounters with

the enemy ; lastly, those with the Danes and their ally,

the Imperial General Gallas. In the Battle of Jankow, in

1 In 1640, on the 3Oth of September, Forbes enters in the Donation

Book which I mentioned before,
" Hafver jagh forahrat till de fattige

fempton Daler Kopper mynt," i.e. I have given to the poor 15

Thaler.

2 Extracts are printed in De la Gardiska Arkivct, vol. ix. pp. 60 fF.

Letters to him, see in the Appendix.
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1645, he hac^ a narrow escape. In the presence of

Forstensson, he writes, "I had to advance over an open

piece of ground, and having no horsemen with me I was

attacked in the flank by two troops of Cuirassiers, in con-

sequence of which I lost several officers and men, who
were either killed or taken prisoners. I myself was made

a prisoner, but ransomed towards evening by our victorious

men." Several times Forbes was wounded. In 1647 he

was made colonel,
"
publicly before the whole regiment,"

though he had done a colonel's service long previously.

Once when he lay at Olmiitz, in Silesia, he commanded

the watch at the Mottethor. Suddenly the colonel came

out riding, on a turn of inspection of the guards, followed

by some of his dogs, which chased some deer in the open
field. A fine stag was seeking his refuge in the town-

moat,
" and I had it shot by one of my musketeers, which

I took for a good omen." The writer then tells about his

brother Alexander, who spent twenty-one months in

captivity at Minden, until he was finally exchanged. His

second brother, John,
" de Pittachie," came to Sweden in

1633, was wounded at Nordlingen, and killed in the skir-

mish near Hageburg. He lies buried at Minden. Other

two of his brothers, Arthur and Jacob, both captains, he

lost in the service of Sweden, as well as a step-brother,

John, who was major in Colonel Pottley's infantry regiment.
"

I had likewise to witness many of my nearest blood-

relations and friends fall for the honour of their adopted

country, holding mostly higher commands, and having

gained for themselves an honourable name by their faith-

ful and long services
;
such were John Forbes de Corse,

who commanded a regiment, and was for a long time a

prisoner at Lindau in Bavaria
;

Alexander Forbes de

Ardmurdo, who levied a regiment in Thuringia and died

at Eisenach; Matthew Forbes, the above-named Governor
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of Osnabriick
;
and his brother Arfvid Forbes, the General

and Governor of Pomerania
;
Arthur Forbes de Corse, a

Lieut.-Colonel, who died at Buxtehude
; John Forbes de

Tulloch,who fell at Nordlingen, and so on. Altogether there

were about forty Forbeses, officers in the Swedish army.
1

The colonel concludes his short sketch with the following
verse :

" die so viel Gutt verschossen

Und so viel tapferes Blut vergossen,

Doch bis dato kein recompens genossen."
2

On the last page of the Memorial is written in the

same hand :

"This memorial the late Colonel William Forbes

composed shortly before his death. In it he has con-

cisely and prettily told about his military services during

twenty years. By all the officers, high and low, he has

been much praised and loved in all this time. In the

fortieth year of his life he died in the unfortunate and

miserable hole of Burgk ;
he that had been present at so

many famous battles, skirmishes and mighty attacks and

earned so much undying honour and glory therein. His

loss has been grievously felt by all, and he has been wept
over by two kings."

3

1 One of them, Jonas Forbus, a captain, was made captive in 1637,
and had to pay 200 ducats for his own ransom (Palmskioldska Samml.

Upsala Bibl.).
2 "Who have fired away so much of their property, spilt so much

brave blood, but have up to date received no recompense." The latter

fact he attributes to the ill-fortune that had hitherto followed him.

3 The original in Lund, from which the above account has been com-

pleted, is written in German, and apparently dictated by the colonel.

The Library at Lund is particularly rich in Forbesiana. There is for

instance Christina's patent of nobility for Peter Forbes on parchment,

richly emblazoned (1651) ;
Charles I.'s letter of nobility for Jacob and

Patrick Forbes de Thainstoun (Edinburgh, 1629) ; Arfvid Forbes's

baronial patent, etc., besides numerous letters to the latter.
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Another prominent officer during this period was

Robert Douglas, afterwards Count Douglas. He had

been born in Scotland on the i7th of March, 1611, his

parents being Patrick Douglas and Christina Lesslie, his

wife. Not many officers can boast of having served three

Swedish sovereigns in succession like Douglas. When

young he came to the Court of Gustavus Adolphus as a

page, but soon entered the army. As a colonel he took

part in the events of the Thirty Years' War during its

closing years. It was in the year 1642 that he, being of

a hot temper, like so many other of his Scotch brother-

officers, became engaged in a violent altercation with an

Austrian colonel of the name of Spiegel, during a con-

ference with the Imperialists at which the exchange of

Swedish prisoners of war was being debated. Spiegel
raised his pistol and wounded Douglas, but was himself

cut down immediately by the Swedish officers present.

In the following year (1643) Douglas wrote one of those

precatory letters to Oxenstierna that are preserved for

us in such astonishingly large numbers in the archives

of Sweden. He was deeply in debt, and could not satisfy

his creditors
;

his pay had not been forthcoming ;
a sum

of 1300 Thaler is remaining due to him. Three of my
brothers, he continues, have lost their lives in the service

of the Crown
;
and then he adds with singular modesty :

U
I can in return as little promise any great deeds as I am

able to boast until this date of very great performances,
but I can assure her Majesty and the Government

that they have in me a servant faithful in his duties and

of an unfeigned mind." 1 The Polish War gave the

writer more occasion for "
great performances."

1
Very charming in the German of the original :

" Kann zwar

dahingegen so wenig grosse Thaten versprechen, als ich mich bis dato

grosser Streich zu beriihmen weiss, ausserdem dass Ihre Majestat und
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His dashing courage, which had led to the decisive

attack in the Battle of Jankow or Jankowitz, near Prag,
also showed itself in the fierce Battle of Warsaw, that

lasted for three days, and at which Charles X. of Sweden

led the Swedish wing, the Great Elector of Brandenburg
the Brandenburg one, and Robert Douglas the centre.

When the King after the battle left the small Swedish

army under Douglas's command, whilst he himself brought
his main body over to Denmark, the leader's skilful and

victorious resistance against a superior force was no less

remarkable. Very pretty is the tradition, which is still

current in the neighbourhood, that when the two Generals,

Douglas and Lilje, returned from the war, they wanted

to live near one another, and therefore had their castles

built so close that they were able to exchange signals.
1

As a Field-Marshal (1657), Douglas went to Livland,

took the town of Wollmar, and made the garrison, con-

sisting of 923 men, prisoners. Then he turned his steps

towards Kurland, where he took by surprise the town and

fortress of Mitau, brought away the Duke and his wife

as captives to Riga, and conquered the Lithuanian General

Komorowsky in 1659. When peace was concluded, he

returned to Stockholm, where he died in i66i. 2

The third on our list is Robert Lichtone (or Lichton).

der hochloblichen Regierung eines treueiffrigen Knechtes und dessen

ohngefarbtcn Gemiiths zu versichern." See Oxenstiernas Corresp.

in Riks-A.
1 From private information kindly given by Grefve Douglas, The

Castle, Linkoping. The above-mentioned tradition has been made the

subject of a poem called "
Vapenbroderna," by the Swedish poet

Snoilsky.
2 In the Tdnkebok of 1650 we find, sub dato July 19, that

General Douglas brought an action for libel against a certain Thomas

Berckmann from Hamburg. The latter was mulcted in the sum of

100 Thaler. Stads-A., Stockholm.
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He was the son of Colonel John Lichton, who fell in the

Battle of Wittstock in the year 1636, and of Catharina

Guthrie. When only fifteen he took service in the

Swedish army as a private (1646), and was present at the

German, Danish, and Polish campaigns. In 1665 he

became Lieut.-Colonel in Wrangel's cavalry-regiment, and

ten years later Colonel in the new Regiment of Nobles

(Adelsfana). To his rank as Major-General were added

the important posts of Governor of Esthland (1681), and

of President of the Chamber of Justice at Abo (1687).
Lichtone died in 1692, on his estate of Rorstrand, and

was buried in Ulrica Elleonora's church at Stockholm in

presence of the King.

He was brave almost to foolhardiness. In the Battle

of Lund (1676) he was hit by several bullets which were

never extracted. His violent temper was as well known
and feared as was his great bodily strength. Thus he

once killed a regimental surgeon of the name of Gruk,
and had to leave the country, but got pardoned in 1664,
on condition of his paying a considerable fine. But no

punishment could change his temper. In 1667, on tne

1 2th of June, he again shocked the good people of

Stockholm by committing an assault on Colonel Bine with
<c sword in one hand and pistol in the other." He was

arrested, but after a time allowed " to slip away."
When in the Diet of 1682 the question of raising the

scale of duties was discussed, Lichton commenced to abuse

the citizens, calling them
u skinnare

"
and "

skafvare," i.e.

shavers and scrapers,
" who took four or five Thaler for

their table-beer which only cost them six Marks, as he

himself had experienced in the restaurants to his loss."

Upon this some citizens accused him of slander
;
but the

matter was smoothed over by reference to the Minutes,
when the words of the speaker, according to the Secretary,
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turned out to have been '''-some of the citizens
;
not the

citizens !'

Around these officers others are grouped whose deeds

were equally valorous, if the reward for them was not

equally brilliant : among them Andrew Sinclair,
1

who, as

Lieut-Colonel, defended his post during the siege of

Thorn, in 1658, with such obstinacy that the storming

party was eight times repulsed, and he himself hit by four

bullets; David Sinclair, who came to Sweden in 1651,
was Colonel of a cavalry-regiment, and shot by a cannon-

ball in the sight of the King at the Battle of Warsaw in

1656 ;

2 Colonel Stuart, who is frequently mentioned by
the historians of the time, and the two sons of General

Jacob Duwall (Macdougall), Jacob and Gustaf. Jacob
was first an officer, and was afterwards sent along with

Nils Brahe as ambassador to Frankfort-on-Main. On his

journey home to Sweden he was captured by the

Brandenburgers between Hamburg and Lubeck, and could

only regain his liberty by paying for his own ransom.

He then became a Lieut.-Colonel, and finally Lord-

Lieutenant of Osterbotten (1669). A similar career, half

military half diplomatic, is that of Gustav Duwall. In

1659 he was sent with Chr. Bonde to England, ostensibly

to condole for the death of Oliver Cromwell, but in

reality in order to procure the assistance of the British

fleet. In this he was successful, and returned with

thirty ships. But near Helsingor the whole fleet was

compelled by the ice and terrific storms to return. After

the peace with Denmark he remained at Copenhagen in

1 He was born in Scotland in 1614, came to Sweden as a common

musketeer in the regiment of Robert Stewart, rose to be Governor

of Marstrand and Calmar (1660), was ennobled and made a Colonel in

1680. He died in 1689.
2 He it was who changed his coat-of-arms by adopting the white,

five-leaved rose as a symbol of his Royalist opinions.
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the very difficult position of Swedish ambassador, until

he received in 1662 the Lord-Lieutenancy of Kopparberg,
in Sweden. 1

Two other Duwalls are mentioned at the close of the

XVIIth century : Edward Duwall, who was made a Captain
in 1673, and Albrecht Duwall, Captain in Uplands infantry

regiment, who was tried for the murder of a peasant,

found guilty, and executed in 1682, on the 28th of June.

Space forbids to do much more than mention a few

more names of Scottish officers in Sweden towards the end

of the XVIIth century. There was Captain Andrew

Frizell,
2 son of Thomas Frizell, who came across from

Scotland as page to Jacob Spens, the elder
;

Patrick

Kinnimund, who fell during the siege of Hetsin in 1661
;

John Laurin, who died as Governor of Marstrand in 1698 ;

Colonel Thos. Livingsteen,
3 whose noble birth is attested

by George Fleetwood in 1666; John Orcharton, who
had levied Scottish troops with Baron Cranston, but saw

them quickly melting away during the terrible siege of

Thorn in 1658, and who afterwards, through the inter-

cession of General Forbus, got the appointment of

Krigsrad ;

4
Jacob Cahun or Caun, who did excellent

1
Palmskjolds Coll. in the University Library of Upsala. Added to

the above notes written by Gustaf Duwall himself, are English letters

of Will. Macdougall (Edinburgh, 29th March, 1656, and Henry

Macdougall of Mackerstoun, i6th January, 1656), mostly on genealogical

matters. The latter sends a birth-brief from Edinburgh. It appears
that the estate of Mackerstoun was bought by the Earl of Roxburghe.

Comp. also copy of patent of baronetcy (1676) bestowed upon Gustaf

Duwall and his brother in the same Library.
2 His noble descent is attested by Hugo Hamilton, Thos. Hamilton,

and Jacob Spens, at Stockholm on 1st December, 1663.
3 He also was testified as of noble family by W. Barclay and Orcharton,

who append their seals, and state that Livingstone had been a relation of

the Earl of Calendel (?) (see Palmskjold's Geneal. Samml. Upsala BibL).
4 De la Gardiska Arkivet^ x. 20 f.
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service as Major in the artillery;
l

Major Henry Primrose

(Primroos), son of Hans Primrose of Stockholm, who was

ennobled in 1653 on the loth of August, and died as

Governor of Johannsborg, near Norrkoping, in i668. 2

IV.

THE PERIOD OF CHARLES XII.

No two other nations can boast of so large an element

of romance in their history as the Scottish and the

Swedish nations. The reader often forgets that he has

facts before him, and not the most poetically fanciful or

barbarously frightful imaginations of an overwrought
brain. Think of the amount of mystery that enters into

the life of Mary Queen of Scots
;

of the death-feuds

of the Highland clans
;
of the wanderings of the Pre-

tender. In Swedish history what can be more romantic

than the adventurous youth of Gustavus Vasa, and the

imprisonment, madness, and poisoning of King Erik XIV. ?

Whole periods in the life of Gustavus Adolphus I here

especially allude to his "Brautfahrt" ("search for a bride ")

in Germany are still shrouded in mystery, and now we
come to the most romantic King of all, the stubbornly

brave, fiery, and thoughtless Charles XII. not a man

who would have been, like Gustavus Adolphus, equally

great in the tranquil times of peace, had he ever known

them
;
not a lovable, wise man like Gustavus Vasa, whom

the cruel persecutions of his youth did not render bitter

and revengeful ;
but a remarkable man all the same, with

something of meteoric rapidity and demoniac splendour in

1 Ennobled in 1692 as Canonhjelm. Many of the Cahuns are con-

nected with the great Swedish gun-foundry at Falun.

2 His coat-of-arms shows three red roses on a shield quartered by
a blue fesse.
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him or rather in his career. For he himself was plain

almost to shabbiness, plain in speech, in his food, and in

his dress. No strong drink ever passed his lips after the

follies of his youth. But his great characteristic was his

uncurbed love of war.

Great indeed was the glory he earned for himself as

a military leader, but great also were the sufferings of

his people, exasperated by exorbitant war-contributions

and never-ending levies. Loud indeed was the martial

music of drums and pipes, but behind it there sounded

the dull groan of a population whom ruin stared in the

face.

When Charles XII. ascended the throne of Sweden in

1697, he was but a youth of fifteen, who showed no great

inclination for the serious task of governing a kingdom.
But the designs of his jealous neighbours soon showed

what stuff he was made of. Now or never the right

opportunity seemed to have arisen of humbling the proud
and domineering Power of the North. Frederick IV.

of Denmark concluded an alliance with King Augustus

(the Strong) of Poland and Czar Peter of Russia, and the

so-called Northern War followed. Of these three

powerful enemies Charles singled out Denmark first. In

his campaign he was well advised by General G. M.
Stuart. This remarkable officer had commenced his

military life in the navy, where he served as a common
sailor. Afterwards he applied himself to the art of

fortification, and rose rapidly from a lieutenant to a

captain. In 1680 he put his knowledge to the test in

improving the fortifications of Carlskrona and Waxholm.
A journey which he took in 1685 at the expense of the

King enabled him to study the works of the famous

Vauban on the Continent, when he visited more than

eighty of the most important fortresses, besides witnessing
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many of the events in the war of the Emperor of Germany
against the Turks. After his return he taught Charles

XII. geometry, who thought so much of his teacher that

he appointed him to the honour of carrying his mantle at

the Coronation.

When the war against the Danes broke out, it was

Stuart who with great skill planned and effected the

landing in Seeland (1700). Protected by the fire from

the ships' guns, five thousand men stood on Danish soil

within a few hours, and took the weak positions of the

enemy without much trouble. Unfortunately, Stuart was

wounded so severely in the thigh during the engagement
that he could not follow his King in his campaign against
Russia and Poland, but was appointed Governor of Curland,
in which position he skilfully defended the country

against its hostile neighbours.
1

In the meantime the sudden appearance of the Swedes

in Denmark and their threat of laying siege to Copen-

hagen had compelled the Danish Government to submit

to the terms of the peace of Travendahl, on the 8th of

August 1700, by which the Duke of Holstein-Gottorp,
who had been wantonly attacked by the Danes, was rein-

stated in all his rights.

Now, having shaken off one of his enemies, Charles

XII. was free to turn to the others and invade Finland,

where King Augustus was besieging Riga and the Czar

Narwa. Charles was well informed of the plans of the

two allied monarchs. We are told that a Scottish

nobleman in his train offered to procure him news

about the conference of the two rulers held at Birsen.

He went there under the pretence of being a Branden-

1 We read that he presented an image of St Nicholas, taken from

the Russians in 1703, to the Nicholas or Storkyrka in Stockholm (Det i

Flor Stacnde Stockholm, ii. 67).
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burger and wishing to enlist among the squadron
^

of

Saxon cavalry which formed the body-guard of King

Augustus. Having succeeded in this, he contrived to

obtain valuable information about the points raised and

discussed at the conference. It clearly appeared from

these that the King of Poland was Sweden's most danger-

ous enemy. He it was that unfolded the plan of pur-

suing and harassing Charles until he no longer owned a

province near the Baltic. Czar Peter was to get an

army of 200,000 men ready by the month of June, of

which number Augustus was to enlist 50,000 men out

of his own German possessions. Moreover, the Czar

was to guarantee
the sum of 200,000 Thaler for two

months for the payment and maintenance of the Saxon

army. War-operations were to begin in Livland and

Finland simultaneously, whilst Prince Menzikoff was to

unite his forces with those of the Lithuanian Prince

Sapicha near the frontier of Lithuania. 1

There is no doubt that the knowledge thus gamed of

his enemies' intentions goes far to explain the almost

implacable hatred of Charles XII. against King Augustus.

How he won his signal victory at Narwa on the 3oth

of November 1700; how he pursued Augustus during

four years with an almost cruel obstinacy until he had

deprived him of his crown and made Stanislas Leczinski

King of Poland in his place ;
how he then turned against

the Czar, and, owing to a combination of unlucky circum-

stances, suffered the terrible defeat at Poltawa in 1709:

all this is a matter of history.

The King was accompanied on his campaigns by a

large number of Scottish officers, scions mostly of families

whose members had served his father and grandfather,

or even won laurels at the time of the great Gustavus.

1 See Von Saraw, Die Feldzugc Karh XII., p.
62 f.
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Here we meet with the Douglases, Hamiltons, Duwalls,

Ramsays, Spenses, and Sinclairs again. Many of them

were killed in battles, still more were imprisoned after

Poltawa. Of the thirty thousand men of the army of

the Swedish King, including Cossacks and Poles under

Mazeppa and Poniatowski, close upon three thousand

were killed or taken at this terrible struggle against

overpowering numbers, whilst other fourteen thousand

were made prisoners during the unsuccessful attempt to

cross the river Dnieper. Only fifteen hundred followed

the King on his hasty flight to Bender.

We cannot, of course, give detailed biographies of

all the fifty or sixty officers of Scottish extraction during
the war of 1700-1709 ;

but we shall single out those of

them whose position of trust or whose deeds of valour

were exceptional, or whose sufferings and adventures

were remarkable, and let them, where possible, tell their

story in their own words.

To begin at the top, the name of Hugo Hamilton occurs

to us. He was Lieut.-Colonel at the Battle of Narwa, and

Colonel of the Ostgota cavalry regiment at Kleissow in

1702. In 1705 he was sent to escort the Queen of King
Stanislas of Poland to Stettin with three hundred horse-

men. Like so many others, Hamilton, then Major-

General, was made a prisoner of war at Poltawa, brought
to Moscow, and thence sent to Kasan in Eastern Russia.

During his absence the news of his death spread so

positively that his son entered into possession of his father's

estate. When he at last did return, King Frederick over-

whelmed him with tokens of his favour. He was made

General and Field-Marshal. In 1746 he took his dis-

charge, and died two years later on his estate of Tuna.

Of high rank also were the two Counts Douglas,.

William and Otto, who fought in the Northern War.
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The career of the former had been a very chequered one.

He first served in the French army, whence he took his

leave in 1703 as "Capitaine." Having returned to the

Swedish ranks as a volunteer, he was present at the siege
of Thorn, and when some time later the town of Reusch-

Lemberg was taken by storm, he with the well-known

Douglas impetuosity was one of the first to enter its

gates. In 1705 he was made Captain; 1706, Adjutant
to Field-Marshal Count Rehuskjold. As such he was

severely wounded at the Battle of Frauenstadt. After

Poltawa his fate was that of all prisoners : he was carried

to Siberia. But he had the consolation of finding in

Wologda the daughter of a Dutch merchant, Maria

Houtmann, who took his fancy and whom he married.

After his return he advanced from Colonel to Major-

General, and died at the good old age of eighty on his

estate of Stjenarp in Ostergotland.

Count Otto was one of the very few Swedish officers

of Charles XII. who after Poltawa entered the Russian

service. He was made Governor of the whole of Finland

with residence in Abo
;
but he made himself disliked by

the uncompromising rigour with which he collected the

taxes, and the little sympathy he showed for Finnish

feeling. Even the tutelary saint of the Finns, St Henry,
was not safe in his grave. Douglas removed his bones

from the church of Abo and sent them to St Petersburg.

His violent temper at last brought him into disgrace.

During a dinner given by him in 1719 to a number of

Russian officers, he had an altercation with a Russian

General
;

carried away by his passion, he ran his blade

through him and killed him on the spot ; whereupon he

himself was sent by Prince Gallitzin as a prisoner to

St Petersburg, tried, and condemned by Czar Peter to

forced labour. Once, however, the latter saw him
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wheeling away his barrow in the fortress, sent for him,

released him, and not only reinstated him in all his former

offices, but made him some time after a Lieutenant-General

and a Knight of the Alexander Newski Order. But

Douglas remained what he was, a tyrant. Having con-

demned a nobleman of Livland to corporal punishment, he

was deposed, and received his discharge in 1751. He was

still alive, though very old, in 1763.
Another name famous from of old meets us in General

Axel Spens. He was the great-grandson of the first

James or Jacobus Spens, of whom we had to say so much

during the time of the great Gustavus. In 1681 he

was Lieut.-Colonel in Colonel Kruse's cavalry regiment.
Taken captive, he was banished to Siberia, and did not

return till 1722, when he was made Colonel over the

Vestgota cavalry regiment. When later the Russian War
broke out, he held the command over a corps of observa-

tion to the north of Stockholm. He died as Lieutenant-

General and chief in command in the province of Skane

in 1745, after having been exposed to many dangers in

the rising of the Dalekarlian peasantry in I74J.
1

Among the other officers of Scottish extraction in the

army of Charles XII., William Bennet deserves mention.

Having commenced his military career as a Cornet (Ensign)
in the regiment of Colonel Albedyll,he had the good fortune

of saving Charles's life, who in his impetuosity had ventured

too far and suddenly saw himself surrounded by the

enemy, when Bennet with a small number of followers cut

a way through the overwhelming force and allowed the

King to retreat uninjured. He was present later at all the

great battles of Charles XII., at Klissow, Turm, etc. In

1704 he was promoted to be Captain and Commander of

1 His horse was shot under him. Cp. Handlingcr rorande Skand. Hist.

iii. 239. Lieutenant Ramsay was wounded on the same occasion.
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Dirschau, a strongly fortified place near Danzig. Of his

bravery many stories are told in the annals of the war :

how he and three others chased forty Polish irregulars

under the leadership of Glinsky, burned his village, and

enforced contribution from the whole surrounding district
;

how he subdued the refractory nobles of Cassubia and

pursued the Danzig troops to the very gates of their town.

In 1706 he was leader of the advance-guard of General

Meyerfeld. As such he by stealth took the fortress of

Nessewitz, surprised the garrison of two thousand

Russians, and slew the Commander with his own hand.

Immediately after the defeat of Poltawa he and General

Meycofeldt were sent by Charles XII. to Czar Peter,
from whose court he returned after an absence of four

weeks. The King of Sweden then ordered him back to

Sweden to assist in the war against the Danes, who in

the meantime had invaded Skdne. Men of his temper
were wanted at the front, and he very soon showed his

mettle. In the Battle of Helsingborg in 1710 he com-

manded the left wing of the Swedish army, and drove

back the right wing of the Danes. Wherever the danger
was greatest Bennet found his place, and his appointment
as Major-General and Director u af Avantgarde

"
(1717),

as the Swedes call it, was certainly well deserved. Hav-

ing witnessed the fatal siege of Fredrikshall, he was

despatched to the Queen with the news of the King's
death. He peacefully concluded a stormy life in 1740
as chief commander of Malmo and Governor of Halland.

His descendants were so numerous that in 1857 no less

than thirty Barons Bennet were counted in Sweden. 1

Among the Swedish officers of Scotch extraction in

the army of Charles XII. who have left us memoirs or

notes is Robert Petre, whose diary has since been
1 See Biographiskt Lexicon.
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published.
1 His great-grandfather was George Petre,

Provost of Montrose, who died in 1627, whose son and

grandson went to Sweden, the latter to Arboga, where he
was town-councillor in 1658. Young Robert was born

about 1682, in the same little town. Having entered the

army as a volunteer in the Halsinge Regiment, he witnessed

Charles XII. 's Russian campaign from 1702 till 1709, and

has given us a very interesting and apparently trustworthy
account of his exploits. He graphically describes the

marches, skirmishes, and battles near Mitau under General

Lewenhaupt, who had succeeded General Stuart
;
how

his regiment once arrived in the small town of Kielmen,
where he met many German and Scottish inhabitants, and

found a Scottish Presbyterian Church
;
how the fortress

of Selzburg was taken and razed to the ground, and what

befell after the surrender of Mitau to the superior force

of the Russians : all this and much more he notes down.

On the latter occasion he had entered the town to fetch

his horse when he was offered by a Russian official the

rank of a Lieutenant with the dragoons, a "handful" of

ducats, and six months' pay in advance if he would enter

the Russian service. We let him tell the rest in his own
words : "I answered that I had sworn the oath of allegi-

ance to my King (of Sweden), and that I should keep it as

long as I lived. People ought not to be so 'foolish as to

think I would barter away my soul's salvation for a

miserable sum of money."
2 Petre then goes on to relate

his experiences as his Colonel's clerk in Riga, his pro-

motion to the charge of Ensign, and the ceremonies in

1 The Provost of Montrose traces his descent to Lord Petre of Writtle

in Essex.
2 The diary is carefully published by Quennersted, in his Karlollnska

Krigares Dag-Bocker, Lund, 1903. See vol. i. 86 f. The author has

convincingly proved the identity of Robert with the Arboga family. The

Krigs-drkroct also gives Arboga as his birthplace.
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connection with it. Very amusing is the description of

his embassy to the Russian prince Witsnowitzky in his

camp about seventeen miles outside Mitau. He carried a

letter from his Colonel in which great complaints against

the conduct of the Polish soldiery were raised and redress

demanded. Accompanied by a non-commissioned officer

and four men, he arrived in the camp, where he was most

hospitably received. The prince even treated him to

champagne (" wijn de Schampanie "), drank to the health

of his General, and then offered him the post of a

Captain in a German regiment of dragoons ! Terrible

sufferings awaited the writer in 1708. This is how he

describes the march against the Russians at Poltawa :

4 'For ten days we marched through a deserted country
without seeing a human being, passing through forests

and morasses which, I think, no foot ever trod before or

after us. We tasted neither bread nor meat for nearly a

fortnight, living on roots, turnips, and raw cabbage-stalks.

Not even our generals had bread or salt. Eatables which

we formerly would have refused with horror we now
swallowed with delight, as if they had been the finest

almond cake ("Marzipan"); the hours during which we
had encamped under the open sky in rain or snow now

appeared to us like hours spent in a soft, downy bed. If

any one had seen us in our then state, I doubt not but

that he would have shed tears of pity. And yet, God be

praised, we were saved from these as from so many other

dangers and sufferings. Having at last arrived at a small

village called Sewerin, we tasted what horseflesh was

like." 1

Petre then tells of the extraordinary cold during the

winter of 1 708-1 709. Even the customary Sunday sermon

at Christmas was countermanded by the King on its account.

1
Quennersted, loc. cit. 9 i. 178 ff.
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The diary abruptly closes on the twenty-second of June.
The author was captured on the 28th, and carried to

Siberia after the Poltawa defeat. But of his further fate

we possess no account. All we know is that he died after

his return, in 1725, on the I3th of April.
1

Let us pass in review the military exploits of some

other officers. There is first Henry Wright, the son of

George Wright, who had fled in the Cromwellian troubles

and settled as a merchant in Narwa. Henry, or Henric as

he is called, was born in 1685. When nearly nineteen

he was made a prisoner by the Russians and sold as a

slave for five Rubel, but he succeeded in escaping during
the dark New Year's night of 1703 to the Finnish army
near Viborg. Imprisoned a second time in 1708 near

Kalkonpo, his treatment was much more severe. Put in

irons, he had to go about St Petersburg and Noteborg

begging for his bread. In the year following his chains

were removed, and he was attached to the Russian

General Bruce,
2 who offered him his liberty and a large

reward if he would enter the Russian service and disclose

all about the fortifications of Viborg. Wright refused,

but made another attempt at flight, together with eight
other officers, on the loth of May 1710. After having
killed their guard, they marched for a month through
dense forests and deserted wildernesses, starvation staring

them in the face. At last they reached Nyslott and

Sweden, and, nothing daunted, Wright took service again
under Generals Steenbock and Armfelt. In 1732 he

1
Krigs-drkivet, Stockholm.

2 There were two General Bruces, both of Scotch extraction, in the

Russian army at that period. Old General Bruce invited his nephew,
Peter Henry Bruce of Detring Castle, born in 1692, to come to Russia.

This he did in 1711. He has left us a most interesting account of his

life and adventures, written in German, but translated into English in

1755, and retranslated into German in 1784.
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threw up his commission as Lieut.-Colonel, but when the

Russian War broke out afresh he joined the ranks again
at the express desire of General Lewenhaupt (1741).
As a special envoy of the King to the Russian General

Lascy, he did valuable service. It was not till 1762 that

he finally took his leave. Four years later he died,

having reached the great age of eighty-one years.

We next come to Albrekt Gerner,
1 who was the son of

Andrew Gerner and Elizabeth Pfeif, the daughter of

the Bishop of Reval. Andrew had been used in the

diplomatic service by the Riksmarshall de la Gardie,

who sent him to Vienna as envoy. He died on the 23rd
of February 1683. One, or, according to others, two years
before his death, his son Albrekt was born. He first

studied at the University of Upsala before he entered the

army. When King Charles XII. in 1705 defeated the

Russian army near Holofzin, he noticed Ensign Gerner

after the battle saluting him at the head of his regiment
with the splintered stump of a flag which had been

saved by him. Upon inquiry the King learned that both

the captains, both the lieutenants, and the whole of the

men had been either killed or wounded except thirteen.

Gerner also was wounded, and had two horses shot under

him. His bravery excited the King's admiration, who

promised him speedy promotion. But the terrible mis-

fortune of Poltawa overtook him before he could fulfil

his promise. Gerner was made captive and carried to

Moskow. Thence he was sent to a small town called

Solimanskoj in Siberia, where he suffered much distress.

He succeeded, however, in gaining the favour of the

Governor, who even permitted him to go outside the

boundaries for the purpose of hunting. Gerner used

his liberty to persuade two peasants who were well

1 Andrew's parents were Albrekt Gerner and Maria Watson.
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acquainted with the surrounding country to assist him in

his escape. He paid them fifty Rubels each there and

then, and deposited another hundred with a friend, which

they were to receive after the safe accomplishment of

their journey. With great industry Gerner had previously

learned Russian, especially the dialect of his district.

This knowledge, as well as a map and a compass, the gifts

of the Lutheran clergyman of Moskow, made him start on

his journey to Archangel in good spirits. Dressed as a

peasant, he and his two guides started on their perilous

expedition on the i3th of July, 1716. They carried a

small boat with them, and avoided all human habitations.

After a fatiguing march of four weeks the Russians grew
tired. Once when they thought Gerner was asleep they
deliberated whether it would not be advisable to kill him

and return to Solimanskoj ;
but Gerner succeeded by his

presence of mind and new promises of pecuniary reward in

persuading them to continue their march. At last, after

six weeks of great dangers and privations, they reached

their goal. The Russian guides received another hundred

Rubels and departed, whilst Gerner himself hid in the

house of a Dutch merchant, who had taken pity on him.

Dressed in sailor's costume, he left it the next morning and

went on board a Portuguese ship, which was just about

to set sail. After a fortnight's voyage- he reached

Lisbon, where his sufferings came to an end. With the

assistance of the Swedish Consul there he took passage

to Gothenburg, met the King at Ystad, and after having
related his adventures, was made Captain in the same

regiment whose colours he had so well defended. During
the campaign against Russia he rose from a Major to a

Lieut.-Colonel (1747). In 1752 he took his leave as

Colonel, and died three years later in 1755, and was

buried at Sigtuna. He was a man of very lively temper.
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To his good looks was joined an uncommon strength of

body, which he retained to his old age.
1

Another brilliant and romantic career was that of

Ensign Barthold Ennis. 2 He has left us some short

notices of his banishment to Siberia after the disaster of

Poltawa. We learn from them that he started from

Moscow, where he had to assist at the Czar's triumphal

entry on the 22nd of December, 1709, on the i2th of

January in the next year, and did not reach Tobolsk until

the 1 4th of February, 1711, having accomplished the

journey partly on board small vessels. His prison-life

turned out to be more endurable than that of others, as he

possessed great mechanical skill. He was able to turn

out good work at the lathe, to weave and to crochet, after

having procured the necessary implements. Prince

Gagarin, who had seen some of his products, commissioned

him to weave Gobelins for his castle of silk embroidered

with silver and gold flowers, for which he received one

Rubel a yard. Ennis had now not only enough for

himself, but he also procured work for three of his

comrades, whom he taught as his apprentices the art of

weaving ;
their names were George Mallin, Gustaf Horn,

and John Barry. With the help of these three he soon

earned enough to treat twelve of his poorest fellow-

prisoners to a good dinner on every Sunday of the year.
On 2ist November, 1721, the glad tidings reached

Tobolsk that peace had been concluded between Sweden
and Russia, and two months afterwards thirty-three

1 It is a remarkable fact that most of the Scottish officers who had
been imprisoned in Siberia reached a great age. Many accounts tell of

their extraordinary
"
Kroppstarke," "bodily strength." With Gerner's

son, Colonel Jacob (1722-99) the Swedish noble family of Gerner
became extinct.

2 Of the Ennis of Helsingfoss, see Part I.
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officers and two ladies commenced their home-journey
after an imprisonment of more than twelve years. They
reached Petersburg in March, and Stockholm on the

22nd of June. In 1742 he received his discharge, to

which was added a double pension. Ennis then bought a

small farm, employed himself in gardening and agriculture,

and lived to the patriarchal age of ninety-four. He had

never been ill in his life, performed long journeys on

horseback when eighty, and died of weakness in 1713,

leaving a family of thirteen children. He was buried

in Wedby Church, in the province of Skine. 1

Perhaps the most terrible fate of all was that of Captain

Magnus Henrik Hay, who returned from Tobolsk, two

years later than the other prisoners, in 1724. According
to family papers he and a certain Lieutenant Seulenberg
entered into a conspiracy during his stay in Siberia with

the Governor of the Province, Prince Gagarin, for the pur-

pose of making the latter King of Siberia and White

Russia, with the assistance of the Swedish prisoners of war.

But the bold plan was betrayed ; Gagarin was carried to

Moscow, tried, and executed, whilst Seulenberg and Hay
were condemned to be hungup by the iron-hooks project-

ing out of one of the portico-walls. But the sentence was

commuted by the Czar to solitary imprisonment for life in

two miserable caves. Here Seulenberg died in 1716, but

Hay lived on until he was rescued from his grave through
the mediation of the Swedish Ministry in 1724. He was

made Lieut.-Colonel in I734.
2

To this long roll of Scottish bravery and endurance we
shall add the name of Maurice William Nisbeth, who

1
Ennis, loc. cit., ii.

2 Ennis, Konung Carl XII.'s Krigares Minnen, i. 297, Note. Accord-

ing to the Russian history of Abbe Perin, Gagarin was executed for

peculation.
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entered the Swedish service in 1695 and rose from the

ranks to be Lieut.-Colonel and Knight of the Order of the

Sword. He was wounded no less than four or five times dur-

ing the Northern War, the last time at Poltawa. There he

was treated with special severity because he had purposely

misled a Russian General by his answers when interrogated

about the Swedish army, and had by the delay enabled part

of the Swedish troops, including the baggage, to escape.
1

In 1722 he returned from his Siberian prison, and died

in 1767 at the ripe old age of eighty-six. Like his

father,
2 he was a man of violent temper. Three years

after his return from Siberia he is sentenced to a fortnight's

imprisonment and a penalty of 50 Thaler for having caused

a private soldier of the name of Nordberg to be whipped
almost to death. 3

Considering the period now in question independently

of biographical detail, we must, in conclusion, draw the

reader's attention to two interesting characteristics. The

first is the revival on a small scale of Scottish immigration

during the time of the Pretender's rising at home, and the

second the completed amalgamation of the Scottish element

with the Swedish people, especially in its nobility.

Sweden's policy during the last years of Charles XII.

decidedly favoured the rising of the Stuarts. The King's

ministers even thought of invading Scotland and attacking
from there King George of England, who was now his

1 See " Karolinska Officerares Tjansteforteckningar
"

in Historiska

Handlmgar^ xviii. 3, p. 48 f.

2 In 1 68 1 we find him (William) accused by the Directors of the

tobacco-manufactory at Upsala of stealing and secretly selling tobacco

through the wife of the sexton. When the myrmidons of the law came

to arrest him, he ran his sword through the body of one of them, took

horse and pistols from him, and galloped off (Upsala Lands-Arkivet.).
3 See Westin, Saml. Btogr., Upsala Library. The collection also

contains two letters of Nisbeth from Wologda.
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enemy.
1 This and the old traditions of Scottish warriors

under Gustavus Adolphus led many of the Pretender's

adherents to seek refuge in Sweden.

An example of this is told us in the history of Goteborg.
It there appears from a lawsuit in 1716, between one Lars

Gathenhielm and the Captain of a French ship, called La
Paix de Calais, that this ship had orders to sail to Scotland

and there to take on board a number of officers who had

served the Pretender against the King of England, and

who were now, after the failure of their rising, compelled
to save their lives at whatever cost. The vessel had

twenty Scotsmen on board, among them " Lord Duffus,"

who landed here, whilst the ship was to return to Scotland

to take up other fugitives who in " woods and mountains
"

waited for the opportunity of escaping.
2 The news is

confirmed by John Norcross, the famous pirate-chief of

England, who tells us in his autobiography that he found

in Goteborg a great number of unfortunate men who all

had fled from Scotland after the defeat of the Pretender. 3

It was common in those days to fit out privateers, and by
their prizes to fill the exhausted Royal exchequer.

After what we have said of the adventure-loving
1 France made overtures to persuade Sweden to support the Jacobites ;

five or six thousand men were to land in Scotland under command of

General Hamilton, whilst a sea-expedition under Captain Christophe was

to assist at the landing. Large sums of money were collected by the

Jacobites and handed over to Baron Gortz, the Swedish representative, in

order to pay for the levies, ships, ammunition, etc. But the King of

Sweden himself was only partly let into the secret. The whole matter

seems to have been overrated by the English Government. See F. F.

Carlsson, Om Frcdensundcrhandlingarnc 1709-1718, Stockholm, 1857;

Fryxell, Berattclscr, xxix. pp. 42-64.
2 See Berg, Samlingar till Goteborgs Hist. ii. i 54. Lars Gathenhielm

was a notorious privateers-man, son of a skipper, ennobled afterwards by
Charles XII.

3 See Berg, The Days of Great Disturbances, Goteborg, 1900, pp. 7 ff.
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nature of the Scots it need not astonish us that we meet

Scottish names in expeditions of the kind. Jacob Galbraith

was a Lieutenant on the privateer Stofvare-, Andrew Whit-

locke, Serjeant on the Svenska Vapnet ;
and Jonas Styfvart,

Captain of a third vessel (1710).
l

In the meantime the large number of Scottish officers,

and in a lesser degree of Scottish merchants, who had

been gifted with estates during the time of Gustavus

Adolphus and Christina, had settled in the country of their

adoption. With a lavish hand patents of nobility had

been dealt out to them, even to those that hardly would

have been considered to rank among the gentry at home.

They had married in Sweden at first frequently their own

countrywomen they had founded families that soon only

through their names told of Scottish origin. They had

been buried in many a proud church or quiet country

churchyard throughout Sweden. An examination of the

list of Swedish noble families in the XVIIth century

proves that a very large number were of Scottish

extraction,
2 and even now many of the old Scottish

family names meet the eye in the Swedish Peerage and

Baronetage. The foreign branches had become in-

grafted, nourished by, and grown into one with the

native tree. The adopted country had in every sense of

the word become their "Fosterland."

1 See Berg, Samlingar till Goteborgs Hist. ii. 336.
2 See Supplement. A list of Scottish family names among the

Swedish nobility has been given before, by Marryat, in his One Tear in

Sweden, and by Professor Donner of Helsingfors in his little book written

for the Tercentenary of the University of Edinburgh. The former

author, if reliable, is very prolix, and includes many English families ;
the

latter does not claim any completeness. It seemed to me to be especially

desirable to let the reader see at a glance which families are extinct and

which not ;
I have therefore, at the risk of unnecessarily increasing the

size of the book, added the new list in the Appendix.
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V.

THE PERIOD AFTER CHARLES XII.

When on that other fatal November day the bullet

pierced Charles the Twelfth's head as he stood in the

trenches before Fredrikshald, watching his men at work,
it put an end not only to a young heroic life but also to

Sweden's position as one of the Great Powers. The

Conqueror King left his own country on the verge of ruin.

Considering the state of its utter exhaustion, distress, and

discontent, the marvel is that such a country as Sweden
does at the present day exist at all. Then or never, one

would think, the opportunity presented itself to her numer-

ous enemies to annihilate their troublesome neighbour.
It would be unjust, however, to blame Charles XII.

alone for the rapid decline of Sweden's power. His head-

strong policy only accelerated a process which in any case

had become inevitable. Provinces which had been vio-

lently torn from their mother-country, like Bremen, Pome-

rania, and Finland, naturally gravitated towards the whole

to which they historically and geographically belonged.
Even now a strong and wise king might have done

much, but Charles XII. 's successor was neither the one nor

the other, neither strong enough to subdue his foreign

enemies without, nor wise enough to break the power of

an ambitious nobility within.

Frederik of Hessen-Kassel, the husband of Charles's

younger sister Ulrika Eleonora, who had assumed the

government in 1720, was a tool in the hand of the parties,

which, under the influence of Russia, France, and England,
disturbed and polluted the political life of the country.

The two chief parties were called the " Hats
"
and the

1
Liitzen, 6th November, 1632; Fredrikshald, 3Oth November, 1718.
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"Caps." Of these the "
Caps

"
represented what we

should now call the "Chauvinists." Of the origin of

these names we are told that the King once, being

annoyed at Horn's, his minister's, and his friends' inability

to carry out his plans, called them "
Nachtmiitzen," night-

caps. The " Hats
"

again took the hat as a symbol of

freedom from France
; they favoured a bold attitude

towards Russia. The wish to win back the provinces

ceded to the latter country by the Peace of Nystad in 1721
was largely occupying the minds of the people ;

it was

especially powerful in the Secret Committee of the Riks-

dag, in the hands of which the foreign policy of Sweden

then lay. The old idea of Charles XII. of an alliance with

Turkey against Russia and Austria was eagerly taken up,

and day after day the public temper grew more excited.

It only needed a spark to bring about the explosion.

This spark was the cruel murder of a Scotsman who by
his death gave the signal to an unprecedented popular out-

burst, hastening thereby an unwise and inglorious war.

Malkolm (or Malcom) Sinclair, one of the many Sinclairs

who had held military commands in the Swedish army from

the time of Gustavus the Great, was a Major in the so-

called Uplands Regiment, and a son of Major-General
Wilhelm Sinclair, the Governor of Malmo. Born in

1691, he first served as an Ensign in the Royal Bodyguard

(Lifgardet). Having been made a prisoner as Poltawa,

he was sent to Kasan in Siberia, whence he returned in

1722. In 1738 he was sent by the Secret Committee to

Turkey, ostensibly in order to redeem Charles XII. 's obli-

gatory bills, but in reality to bring about an alliance with

that country against Russia.

After he had successfully accomplished his errand,

Sinclair left Constantinople on the i5th of April 1739, in

company with a French merchant named Couturier. On
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the 1 2th of May the obligatory bills were put into his

hands at Adrianople, and he continued his journey. This

time he was accompanied by a Tartar, two Pashas, and a

German servant, Johann Ernst Biineck, who by trade was a

wheelwright in Breslau. By way of Tassi, which was

reached on i May, they arrived at Chozin after a journey
of three days. Here the Pasha showed the Major a

letter written in Polish, and promising a rich reward to

any one that would arrest him. According to other

information, a Greek at Lemberg was lying in wait for

Sinclair, eager to earn the hundred Ducats promised for

any news concerning him. Acting upon this news,

Sinclair took another way through Poland. Furnished

with the Pasha's recommendation, they reached Stanislas,

the residence of a certain General or Grand-General

Potocki, where an officer led them to a small inn kept by
a Jew. The house next to it was occupied by a Russian

Colonel of the name of Darewski. Not long after their

arrival the servant of the latter appeared and tried to

discover any news he could concerning the travellers

under pretence of buying brandy. An Adjutant also sent

for them to ask for their passports and inquire into their

business. The Lieutenant who acted as their guide then

treated them to free drinks, to ferret out the secret of

their errand, but it so happened that he drank too much

himself and left them free from his importunities.

From this point of their journey onward they were

tracked by two people, the one a servant in a white dress,

the other in a Colonel's uniform. They had noticed both

at Stanislas.

On the ^ they came to Lugensko, where Potocki had

desired the Governor to furnish them with an escort as

far as the Polish frontier. During their stay at this

place a Jew approached the servant and inquired of
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him which road his master was going to take, as he was

anxious to travel the same way under the protection of

the escort. In Lublimitz their passports were again

examined, ostensibly to make certain they did not come

from any plague-stricken town or district. At last they

arrived at Breslau on the 1 3th of June, and took their

lodging in the " Goldnes Schwert," in one of the suburbs.

Here Sinclair intended to wait until the i5th for the

ordinary mail-coach, as the safer way of conveyance, but

when he found that it did not leave till the lyth he

reluctantly resolved to travel post. Briinneck in the mean-

time took his leave, and another servant was engaged, of

the name of Scholz
; whereupon the President of the

High Court of Justice, Count Schaffgotsch, gave orders to

seize the former and cast him into prison because he had

ventured to return from Constantinople without giving

notice of this fact to the police. The prisoner was then

subjected to a severe examination, not so much with regard
to his own person and mode of travelling, but to that of

Sinclair. The passports, letters, and luggage of the party

were then carried to Schaffgotsch again under the con-

venient pretence of the plague. At length, on the i6th

of June, the journey was continued after many excuses on

the part of the Count.

On that same day, at six o'clock in the morning, two

strangers arrived at Breslau together with four attend-

ants. They put up at the " Blaue Hirsch," and said they
were Russian officers. Their names were Klittler and

Levitzky, two of the attendants non-commissioned officers

were Germans, the other two Russians. Of Kiittler

it is said that he was of Irish extraction
;

it is certain

that he had studied in the Jesuits' College at Breslau.

Levitzky was a Pole of noble family from Lemberg.
The two immediately betook themselves to Schaffgotsch,
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to whom they delivered a letter, saying that they had

orders to pursue Sinclair, who harboured designs dangerous
to the whole Christian world. Schaffgotsch replied that

if they arrested Sinclair he should keep him in safe but

respectable custody ;
in the meantime he had taken

notice of the addresses and contents of his letters. The
Russians left the town towards twelve o'clock in the night
on fresh horses, after having bought two sabres, and after

having given out everywhere that Sinclair was a spy.

Near Griinberg, only about three miles from the Saxon

frontier, they came up with the travellers, and commanded
the postilion to stop. Having ascertained the names of

those inside, they announced to them that they had

orders to carry them back to Breslau. The coach was

turned, but not in the direction of that city. On a little

eminence, sparsely overgrown with underwood, a halt was

made, and whilst some of the pursuers ransacked the

portmanteaus and the other luggage, Sinclair was decoyed
to a lonely spot a little way off the road. Couturier

heard a shot, saw Sinclair give a jump among the bushes,

crying, "Mon Dieu, Jesus, mon Dieu." Then all was

still. The murderers then tried to calm the trembling

Frenchman, who was begging them to spare his life, telling

him in Latin * to fear nothing, for it would be a pity to

hurt him u
probum virum sicut te." But the other, they

continued, had been punished justly, for he was an enemy
of the u Master of the Order." u Those who are enemies

of the Order are enemies of God." Then they took their

seats in the coach and drove rapidly off in the direction of

Dresden, with Couturier as a prisoner. It was the i7th
of June, 1739. On the road they advised Couturier for

1 "Ne timeas ! Peccatum esget contra Spiritum sanctum male facere viro

probo sicut te (!). Iste habuit quod merebat, erat inimicus Magistri, ini-

micus Magistri est inimicus Dei et puto me non peccasse interficiendo eum."
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his own safety's sake not to say a word about the matter.

In Dresden they divided the booty, dressed themselves in

Sinclair's clothes, and disappeared, whilst Couturier was

examined by the Russian ambassador, and allowed to

continue his journey after having been paid 500 Ducats.

For five days the murder remained undiscovered. At last

a clergyman of the small neighbouring town of Naumburg
in Silesia found the corpse, already much decomposed,

lying on its face with arm outstretched. A bullet had <

pierced the body, and there was a sword-cut on the head.

Excepting a gold ring on his finger and a snuff-box, every-

thing else had been taken from the dead man. These relics,

as well as a broken sword-blade and the officer's dress, were

preserved in the Castle of Naumburg, whilst the body it-

self was conveyed to Stralsund, where it was buried at the

expense of the Swedish King in the Church of St Nicolas.

The news of the murder caused an unprecedented

commotion in Stockholm, and in fact all over the world.

Letters from the Swedish Government were at once

despatched to St Petersburg and Vienna. The Russian

ambassador at Stockholm, Bestucheff, solemnly protested

his sovereign's innocence and ignorance of the whole

matter; but he was not believed, the less so since it

turned out that a tradesman painter had by his order

painted a portrait of Sinclair, which, he was made to

believe, was a present for a very handsome young lady.

Towards the end of 1739 the opened letters and docu-

ments of Sinclair, the murdered man, carefully wrapped
in waxcloth, reached the Swedish post-office at Hamburg.
The parcel bore the address,

" An das Schwedische

Postamt, Hamburg," but no trace of the place it came from,

or of the person who delivered
it,

could be discovered. 1

1
Omstandelig Berattelse om thet pa Majoren Malkolm Sinclair then 17

Junli Ar i*j $y Jorofoade grymme mord
( 1741 ),

i.e.
" Accurate Account
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The excitement grew when poetry seized the subject.
The first who wrote a ballad on the murder of Sinclair

was Axel D. Leenberg, but his poetical effusion was soon

ousted by the famous "
Sinclair-Visan," a ballad of

enormous length, describing the meeting of Charles XII.,

King of Sweden, and Major Sinclair in heaven, or rather

in the Elysian Fields. 1 The last verse of it

" Derfbr I hjeltar, som ha'n mod
Och hjerta uti broste',

Ack, hamnen Malkolm Sinclair* blod

Som Kiittler mordisk oste !

"

" Therefore ye brave ones, in whose breast a courageous
heart beats, avenge the blood of Malkolm Sinclair, who
was cruelly murdered by Kiittler," found an echo in a

of the Cruel Murder of Major Sinclair on the lyth of June in the Year

'739-"
1 Both these literary productions have very little poetical merit, the

latter often bordering on the absurd. Thus when the King says to Sinclair,
*' I do not know you. Who may you be ?

"
and Sinclair answers,

"
I am a

Swedish major," etc. But the public temper was excited, the memory of

the great Soldier-King roused, and the hatred of Russia inflamed anew.

The tune also contributed much to the popularity of the ballad. The

title of the first piece is: " Minnesrunor ofver K. Maj. af Sveriges Tro

Tjenare och Major Malkolm Sinclair som den 17 Junii 1739 i Schlesien

genom ett forsatligt och grymt mord blef afdaga tagens nar han uti K.M.

hoga arende var stadd pa hemresan ifran Constantinopel." The second

is entitled :
"
Hjeltarnas Samtal med den tapre . . . men forradeligen

mordade. . . . Herr Malcom Sinclair uppa de Gufva Eliseiska Fallen . . .

beratade af Herden Celadon," i.e.
" The Conversation of Heroes with the

Brave but foully murdered M. S. in the Elysian Fields, related

by Pastor Celadon." The latter name is a pseudonym for A. Odel,

a minor Swedish poet. A third poem on the subject was written

by one Anders Hesselius. Here the call for revenge is less loud and

given in a more indirect way, the poet asking,
" Will tears suffice to

avenge the hero's blood?
" See about these and a fourth poem by an

anonymous (" Amicus militaris") Karl Warburg, illustrated. Svensk

Littcraturhistoria, ii. I pp. 48-51.
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u thousand hearts." Already on the eleventh day of the

following month it was resolved to conclude an alliance

with Turkey, and on 6th August to convey an

army across to Finland. The war, which was formally

declared on the 28th of July, 1741, was commenced

with vainglorious ideas of the speedy taking of St

Petersburg, and which ended with the inglorious sur-

render of 11,000 Swedes near Helsingfors on 24th

August, 1742. An utter want of discipline, an insuffi-

cient commissariat, bad leadership, illness, and the revolu-

tionary ideas of fraternity and equality fermenting in

the heads of many officers, combined to bring about

this sad conclusion.

This of course does not mean that brilliant examples of

individual bravery were wanting. Thus, for instance,

Lieutenant Alexander Hercules, though wounded himself,

saved the colours of his regiment on the retreat after

the Battle of Vilmanstrand in Finland (1741). The same

remark holds good for the suppression of the rebellious

peasantry of Dalekarlia in 1743, when Lieutenant Ramsay
was wounded, and Major-General Axel Spens had his

horse shot under him.

It was a great misfortune for Sweden that, owing to

the imprudent and bellicose notions of the " Hat "
party,

the country was a little later plunged into war against

Prussia, which was then engaged in the Seven Years'

struggle against Austria. It was again a campaign com-

menced with insufficient means. The supreme command

changed from Ungern-Sternberg to Rosen, from Rosen,
to Hamilton, from Hamilton to Lantingshausen. The
old Gustavian, martial spirit had to such a degree

evaporated that more than two hundred officers,
" to

whom military service had become irksome, succeeded in

procuring for themselves, under all kinds of pretences,
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the permission to return home." 1 On the other hand,
here also proofs were given that personal bravery was
not extinct in the Swedish ranks. Prominent above the

rest was Count Fred Charles Sinclair,
2 who assisted in

the successful siege of Peenemtinde, in 1758, and was
five times wounded in the skirmish at Lockenitz.

Hamilton's position was one beset with difficulties.

He was no Fabius Cunctator, but a man of action, and to

see his movements thwarted by home authorities, who
of course knew better, must have been particularly galling
to him. After the Swedes under Ehrensvard had taken

Peenemtinde, he was for blowing the fortifications up as

they could be of no use to them. But the Government

at home would not admit the necessity of it. The conse-

quence being that, out of an army already small, a garrison
for the place had to be furnished. And when he was

eager to engage the Prussians, even after they had beaten

the Russians at Zorndorf, especially
" since his soldiers

wished for nothing better than to come to blows with

the enemy," he was again delayed and thwarted by the

miserable condition of the train : of one hundred horses

ninety were useless, the waggons were continually out

of gear, the pontoons had to be left behind because the

wheels and axles were rotten, and the baking establish-

ment for the army was altogether insufficient. Again
his great plan to join hands with the Austrians in Saxony
was ruined by the great Frederick's victory over General

Daun, by which he was driven back towards the frontier

of Bohemia. Thus Hamilton found himself and his little

army in a hostile country without the support of allies,

and cut off from his own, especially from Stralsund. For

1
Sverigcs Historia, v. 157.

2 He had previously served with distinction in the French army.

Born 1732, died 1776, at Carlskrona.
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these reasons, to which had to be added the necessity of

leaving his more than two thousand invalids at the

hospitals, as well as of providing the rest with shoes and

stockings, he commenced the retreat. The news of it

caused a profound sensation in Stockholm. Instead of

taking possession of Berlin a retreat ! Immediately the

War Office wrote a very sharp letter to Hamilton, blaming
him for the want of success. The General's answer was

dignified ;
at the same time he did not choose to submit to

a rule of imbecility any longer : he asked for his discharge,
and it was granted on the 24th of November of the same

year, 1758.
In the meantime the hostilities between the Hats and

the Caps continued and increased in bitterness. It was

an internecine war fought with despicable weapons. The
Hats especially treated their political opponents with

unworthy suspicion, and little was needed in those days
to stamp a man as a traitor. Thus a citizen named

Springer, who was said to belong to the Russian party as

represented by the Russian Ambassador, Von Korff, was

accused, imprisoned, and brought before the Secret Com-

mittee (Utskottet). He was doomed to death, but re-

prieved and sentenced to imprisonment for life. Another

of Korff's agents, Hedman, was also tried by the High
Court of Justice, but acquitted. A third, whose guilt

appears still more doubtful, was A. Blackwell, a Scot.

To mention him in this part of our book, which exclusively

deals with military matters, may be open to objection;

but both he and his fate are so typical of the period we

speak of, when all laws of fairness were made subservient

to political rancour and ambition, that we have thought
it best to introduce him here in his chronological place.

There are a good many discrepancies in BlackwelPs

early history. According to his own statement he was the

L
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son of Principal Blackwell of Marischal College in

Aberdeen, and was born in that city in or about the year

lyoo.
1 His early training seems to have been careful.

Already in his fifteenth year he could boast of a fair

knowledge of Greek and Latin. When sixteen he

entered the University of Edinburgh or Aberdeen, but

how he spent his time there, and with what object in

view, we are not told. We only know that about 1722
he left the city secretly,

"
urged by ambition and restless-

ness
"
to see the world and to seek his fortune elsewhere.

It is said that he first went to London and learned printing
in the printing-office of one Wilkin. In London also we
find him married. But who this Elizabeth Blackwell was,
whether the daughter of a small shopkeeper and stock-

ing-merchant in Aberdeen 2 with whom he eloped, or the

daughter of a well-to-do London citizen, is not known.

Certain it is that she was a lady of much intelligence and

unselfish devotion. She was to have occasion soon to

prove the latter, for Blackwell, after having travelled

on the Continent, studied at Leyden, and taken his medical

degree at Aberdeen,
3 founded a printing-establishment of

his own at London, an undertaking which, through the

trade jealousy of other printers, led to his ruin. He
became a bankrupt and inmate of the Debtors' Prison.

1 There is uncertainty almost in every step of BlackwelPs life. The

Dictionary of National Biography inclines to the view that his father

was a learned Scotch minister and Professor of Divinity at Aberdeen,

called Thomas Blackwell (1661-1728), who married a sister of Dr
Johnston. Other sources, inspired by the opposite party, maintain that

hii father was a petty shopkeeper (and stocking-merchant) in Aberdeen.

Even the date of his birth is uncertain.

2 See Em. Bruce, Eminent men of Aberdeen.

3 That he took a medical degree has also been denied. But during

his long trial, when everything was ferreted out that could injure the

accused, no doubt was expressed as to this, and even in his sentence the

title of Doctor of Medicine was retained.
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His wife, who had cultivated her talent for flower-painting,
then resolved to put it to practical use. She took lodgings
in the neighbourhood of Chelsea, and painted medicinal

plants from nature. In this occupation she was encouraged

by Dr Hans Sloane, Dr Mead, and Dr Rand, the Curator

of the Botanical Gardens at Chelsea. After some time

she had gained sufficient money to effect the liberation

of her husband, who now co-operated with her in writing
the scientific nomenclature, with descriptions from Miller's

Botanicum qfficinale, for the botanical drawings, which

she had in the meantime engraved on copper herself and

coloured by hand. The work appeared in 1737, in two

volumes folio, under the title, A Curious Herbal, con-

taining Five Hundred Cuts of the Most Useful Plants. A
German translation of it, called Auserlesenes Krauter-

buch, was printed some years later. This dabbling in

botany seems to have led Blackwell to the study of medicine,
and also to that of agriculture, in good earnest. The Duke
of Chandos took notice of him and made him director of

his parks and improvements at Cannons
;
and the Swedish

Minister at London, Wasenberg. who had probably read

Blackwell's treatise on A New Method of improving Cold,

Wet, and Clayey Grounds (1741), persuaded him to go
to Sweden on what seemed most advantageous terms,

but proved in the end nothing but illusive promises.

However, to Sweden he went, and there can be no doubt

that he soon acquired a certain fame among the nobility

and the influential citizens. He was even appointed one

of the king's body-physicians (Lif-Medicus), and had

as such access to his Majesty. But otherwise Stockholm

was a dangerous place for a man of Blackwell's temper. It

was ruled over by a weak king and torn by the two hostile

factions, the Hats and the Caps, and political intrigue had

undermined all principles of morality. There was no
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slander, no bribery, no crime from which the adherents of

one party would shrink, if the calumniation and destruc-

tion of the other could thereby be promoted ; or, to use

the words of the sympathetic historian of the famous

Blackwell Case l-
"
Ambition, imprudence, and a certain impetuousness of

temper caused him Blackwell to be swallowed up in

the vortex of party strife. More led than leading, he

was finally sacrificed, less for minor political offences

which he had actually committed than for his own insouci-

ance, and the machiavellian designs of a person or

persons whose interest imperatively required that his

loose and somewhat flippant tongue should be silenced for

ever. His trial proves that the unfortunate man was

already doomed when arrested, and the hypocrisy of

pedantically adhering to the letter of the law whilst its

spirit was everywhere broken makes this trial an instruc-

tive if also a very dismal page in our history."
2

Count Tessin was then at the height of his power and

influence. He was the head of the Hat party, which

now ruled after the disastrous war against Russia. In its

hands the weak king was but a tool.

At first, indeed, everything seemed to thrive with

Blackwell. He was appointed Director of the Royal
Model Farm at Aliestad in the district of Elfsborg ;

his

medical practice increased, and he made his name known

by publishing an Essay on the Improvement of Swedish

Agriculture. Then on a fatal day in the month of March,

1
Arfvidsson, in the periodical

"
Frey

"
of the year 1846. He was

the first to use the voluminous acts of the trial, and with great fairness to

lay open its glaring travesty of the law. The title of his essay is

Blackivcttska Ratteganyen. See also Diet, of National Biogr. and

the Swedish Biographisk Lexicon.

2 Black'welhka R.
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he received an anonymous letter, purporting to come from

the Queen of Denmark, Louisa, daughter of George II., or

from the English Minister at Copenhagen, in which it was

vaguely hinted that the queen would supply ,100,000
to the Court of Sweden if the king would adopt a more

friendly attitude towards England and Denmark. On
the next morning after the receipt of this letter Blackwell

requested an audience of the king and told him of its

contents. According to the king's statement, he also

at this interview dropped some words about altering the

succession
;
but this Blackwell stoutly denied. At first his

Majesty seemed to take the matter lightly, but on the

following day he opened his mind to Tessin and requested

him to bring the matter before the Privy Council. Here

quite a different opinion prevailed : the case was treated as

most serious from the first. A Committee of eight members

was appointed, with Tessin, Blackwell's only accuser, as

President. It was at once resolved to arrest Blackwell,

but secretly, and without causing a sensation. For this

purpose a deputation, headed by one Lowenhielm, was to

wait on him on pretext of wishing to hear his opinion on

certain agricultural matters. Having thus gained access

to his house and rooms, he caused the unfortunate man to

be removed by the guards and brought before the Com-

mittee, whilst a strict search was made among the letters

and papers left at his house. At the same time a message
was sent to the Swedish Ambassador at Copenhagen ex-

plaining that Blackwell had been arrested on account of
"
knavery, unfulfilled promises, and improper behaviour."

At the first trial the accused denied having touched the

question of succession at all
;
but on the strength of the

king's statement who, however, only said that there had

been some utterances on the "
possible or eventual change

of the succession to the Swedish throne
"

and other
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statements equally vague, a capital charge was brought

against him, and Blackwell's life was now at stake. If the

Council did not succeed in proving a conspiracy, a con-

spiracy had to be concocted artificially.

Another proof of the unfairness of the whole proceed-

ings was the refusal of letting the defendant have his

own counsel. Blackwell had chosen a lawyer named

Springer, the only one whom he knew, and who had

previously done some business for him at Stockholm. He
was declared unfit, because his brother had once been

accused of high treason. In his stead another lawyer, who
seldom or never opened his mouth during the trial, was

appointed, on the understanding that he was neither to

interfere with the course of the proceedings nor speak for

his client, but only to watch the proper observance of

legal formalities. In the meantime nothing was found

in spite of all ransacking : no conspiracy was brought ta

light. A letter from the English Minister at Copenhagen
to Blackwell, and another which reached the Committee

after the commencement of the trial, contained some

veiled expressions with regard to imminent political

upheavals, but these were at worst nothing else but

intrigues of the then common kind among the opposing

parties. Neither did Blackwell's admission that plans

had been discussed to procure a greater influence for

England and Denmark in Sweden, to send a more

influential person to Copenhagen as representative of the

latter country, to fit out a Swedish regiment com-

manded by scions of the Swedish nobility for service in

England, and so forth, satisfy the enemies of the accused.

Tessin had no intention to rest content with such small

results. He now hoped that by subjecting the prisoner

to torture, confessions concerning a change in the reigning

dynasty might be extorted. Now this was against the
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Swedish law, which only in certain cases admitted of

what was called u a severer imprisonment," but so clever

were the interpreters of that law that Blackwell's future

cruel torture was understood to fall under this category.
The letter of Titley, the anonymous letter, and the

touching upon the succession question were the three

points upon which the final charge was founded. The

place chosen for Blackwell's imprisonment was the "
Tjuf-

kallare" thieves'-hole an underground, dark room under

a house on the Stor Market, where now the Exchange
stands. The beadle received orders to let the prisoner
remain there as long as he could stand

it, and frequently
to look in upon him, an order which sufficiently showed

that the Committee were well aware that no one could

endure the confinement for weeks or months, but only for

hours. Blackwell was of small stature, weakly, and had
" soft limbs," according to the beadle no wonder that he

could hold out no longer than three-quarters of a day.
On the first of April, the day of his incarceration, towards

eleven o'clock at night, he suffered terrible agonies,

calling aloud for his warder, since he was prepared to

confess. But first he begged to be placed before the

Council, not before the Court, for he wanted to crave for

mercy,
"
wishing to die a hundred times rather than to

suffer the like again." Then he was going to tell some-

thing about Sweden's political relation to Russia. This

was considered irrelevant, and the unfortunate man had to

return to his subterranean hole, where the beadle found

him on the next morning, half dead. For a week more

there followed daily examinations. On the third of

April the prisoner, threatened with torture if he did not

confess about the succession question and the 100,000,

assured the Court again with many tears that he had

nothing to confess, and that he would much rather
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die a hundred times for truth's sake. His sufferings and

his despair seemed at last to make some impression upon
his judges; they allowed him to write his own prescrip-

tions for his racked and tortured body ;
and when the

question of torture was at last brought to the vote,

three out of eight voted against it, three proposed a

middle course, and only two, the implacable Tessin and

Klinckowstrom, were for the most rigorous application of

the law. In their eyes the mere fact of having touched

in conversation upon the succession to the throne was a

capital crime, aggravated by what they called the obstinacy
of the prisoner. It was on the nth of April that these

two votes decided the business. Blackwell was carried

back to his prison, and on the i3th, early in the morning,
he was undressed, and chained naked to the wall. A
little straw to lie upon had been refused. Interrogated
if he had nothing to say, he assured the warder " that he

was a reasonable being, and that if he had anything to

confess he would confess it instead of going to prison

again. As he did not stir till eleven o'clock in the

evening, the warder, getting alarmed, went to Tessin and

asked him how long Blackwell was to remain chained.

The answer was, "As long as he can talk." Towards

three o'clock in the morning, after having endured the

torture for twenty hours, Blackwell's body began to grow
cold, and the physician who was called declared that he

would not answer for his life. So the chains were

removed
;

but even now the prisoner remained firm.

" He had a body and a soul," he said
;

" for the latter

he was responsible to God with his body, and if he had

fourteen they might do as they liked." In the forenoon

of the same day the unfortunate man was again dragged
before his judges. An anonymous letter had arrived

concerning his private life in Allestad, and he was
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examined and cross-examined about it. Not being able

to collect his thoughts for pain, the prisoner asked for a

day's respite, vowing at the same time that qn the next

day he would confess all about the 100,000 and the

machinations of bringing about the overthrow of the

French party. When the day appeared, Blackwell, though
confined to his bed, was interrogated by the prosecuting

counsel, and declared that Titley had only inquired about

the relative strength of the party, and had mentioned

certain sums which were circulating for party purposes.
Pressed to say whether the 100,000 were destined

for the king or meant for a political party, he again gave
an evasive answer, and only when he was threatened with

the second stage of the torture, the so-called "Rosen-

kammer," he confessed amidst tears that the money was
or would be sent from England to certain persons to buy
votes.

On the i5th of April a division took place. Tessin

declared the votes to be so equal that an appeal to the

king was advisable. In reality only four of the mem-
bers of the Court had directly voted for the application

of the new torture, five against, and one had advocated

delay.
1

On the 6th of May Blackwell, after the king had given
his decision in favour of Tessin, was removed to the

Rosenkammer. This was an oblong room through which

there ran a cold well
;
under the ceiling irons were fastened

in which the prisoner was hung up by the hands at a

height allowing him just to touch the ground with one

foot. Some had been known to stand this torture for

six hours, others again for two hours only. Then at last

the strength of Blackwell broke down. He confessed

that the letter which he was said to have received never

1 Blackwellska R. in "
Frey," p. 426.
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existed; but that the whole proposal originated with Titley,

whom he had asked for employment in Denmark. Titley

had replied that the queen accepted his services if he

could gain and give some information about the Danish

party in Stockholm and furnish the names of persons favour-

able to the Danes. As to a change in the succession

to the throne, he now admitted the possibility of having
said something concerning it. To this he added on the

following day that he had heard of an English spy at

Goteborg named Fitzgerald. In the course of other trials,

however, the prisoner said Denmark did as little think of

really changing the existing order of succession in Sweden

as he himself, and when threatened again with a renewal of

the torture, he called out in desperation that " he would

confess anything they wished, even should it be the poison-

ing of the king, the Royal Family, or his Excellency, the

President of the Court, himself." l This rather startled

the judges, who were afraid Blackwell might say too much
about the machinations and plottings of the party. So

the trial was hurriedly concluded, and the formal and

final charge read on the 23rd of May. Blackwell wiote the

defence himself. In it he showed great clearness of

thought and a skill of expressing himself, which was the

more wonderful since he had only settled in Sweden a few

years before. He tried to explain that his
,
crime was a

" crimen ignorantias
"

rather than a u crimen prasmedita-

tivum." He pointed out the freedom of speech in England,
where the Hanoverian succession was frequently and

openly discussed, adding,
"

I should not have thought
there was so little freedom of thought and so much torture

in a Protestant country." His plan had been a closer

union between Denmark, Sweden, and England, and for

1 This cry of despair has given rise to the rumour that Blackwell had

attempted to poison the king and the Royal Family.
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that reason he had commenced a correspondence with

Titley. On the ninth of June the prisoner was again

promised the intercession of the Court if he had anything to

add
;
but he refused.

Then on the following day, the loth of June, sentence

was pronounced in a document u which will for ever be

remarkable to all those that followed the proceedings on

account of the unheard-of audacity with which the truth

was trampled under foot. 1 It is stated that Blackwell's

guilt was established from other sources as well as from

his own words
;
that he had expressed himself in the

most criminal fashion concerning the change in the order

of succession obtaining in Sweden
;

that he had allowed

himself to be used as a spy, and that he had been suborned

for the overthrow of the Constitution.

In the meantime Blackwell had added something con-

cerning the Swedish regiments in the pay of England;

nevertheless, the promised intercession of the Court was

not forthcoming, nor was his own petition for mercy
listened to. The king confirmed the judgment of the

Court on the i5th of July.

Shortly before the execution of the sentence, Tessin had

several interviews with the prisoner at the latter's request,

but he never disclosed their nature. In a last supplication
" in the sight of death," Blackwell most solemnly revoked

all he had said in the agonies of torture
;
he acknowledged

only the offer of a large sum of money to the king, and

his own correspondence with Titley. In various parts of

this document he alludes to a certain "noble person" whose

name he did not dare to mention
;
he further laid stress

upon the fact that he had unbosomed himself to two of hi&

ministers, and finally, in moving words, he begged for his

life and requested to be sent to the East Indies as ship's*

1 Blackwellska R., p. 435.
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doctor on one of the East India Company's boats, adding
that he trusted in the Court's promise to intercede for him.

He waited in vain. The only thing he was allowed to

do was to write to his wife in England. Even his wish to

have a clergyman of his own Calvinistic persuasion, of the

name of Dartis, near him, met with opposition, and he had

to be content with a Lutheran priest. Until the last

moments the fear that Blackwell might divulge something

possessed Tessin. He gave strict orders that the priest

was not to speak to the prisoner alone, and if the latter

should make any attempts to speak from the scaffold the

drums were to be beaten.

On the 5th of August, 1747, Blackwell's head fell.

We cannot but admit the truth of Arfvidsson's words in

"Frey" when he says:
u This judicial murder must be

lamented, for the chief instigators of the conspiracy were

to be found elsewhere. A Venetian policy must be de-

tested which desired to obliterate the traces of party

intrigues by means of it, and tried in vain to seal a

reconciliation of the parties, which at best could only be

of short duration, through the cruel and abominable

sacrifice of a submissive tool."

All the acts of the trial were put into one bundle, sealed

by Tessin, and handed to the Royal Archives, to be kept
in their secret department. There they lay for fifteen

years ;
the seals were then broken by order of the king,

and access was at last gained to the proceedings.

In the meantime Blackwell's person had not slipped

out of the memory of men. Numerous were the legends
told about him. Grisly facts of his having been an

atheist, of his having poisoned two women, of a skeleton

found in Tessin's house, which was somehow made to have

something to do with the mysterious bearer of the letter,

were hawked about in a book professing to be a biography,
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but in reality nothing but a libel.
1

Such, then, was the

fate of the unfortunate Scot, Alexander Blackwell, who

may have been an adventurer, but who certainly was

more sinned against than sinning, and on that account de-

serves our pitying remembrance. 2

An instructive example of how far the intensity of

party prejudice may destroy all fairness of judgment, even

in men of a liberal education and learning, is given us in

the verdict of Ahlstrom, formerly Swedish Consul in

London, a man of great wealth chiefly known as having
been the first who introduced the potato into Sweden.

According to him, Blackwell was the " demoniac incarnation

of England's envy of the newly flourishing Swedish in-

dustry, which must be put down at all risks
"

a view

which seems to have been shared by his friend, the great
Linne.

One might have thought that Sweden, torn as it was by

party strife, would have kept aloof from complications with

foreign powers, and certainly the Swedish population as a

whole yearned for peace after this. But such was the

cruelty of fate that, scarcely fifty years after the events

related above, treasonable conspiracies with Russia for

gaining the independence of Finland dragged Sweden

again into war, a war for which it was at that time

particularly ill-prepared, for,
" besides the forgetfulness of

one's duty and the censoriousness which are generated by

party strife, a moral cowardice had spread which considered

a resistance against a gigantic country like Russia an

1 Published in 1763 at Norrkoping.
2 Blackwell wrote in Swedish, Ron om Humlegards plantering och

bruk samt atfordrifva Mullvadar (Experiences in the laying out of Hop
Gardens, and how to extirpate Moles), Stockholm, n.d. ; 2. Forsok till

Landbruketsforbattring i Sverige (An Attempt to improve the Agriculture
of Sweden), ridiculed by Linne.
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impossibility.
"

* The conspiracy in which several Swedish

officers were implicated, is known as the Anjala Conspiracy.

A Scottish name also occurs among the conspirators, that

of Robert Montgomery. He had formerly served with

distinction in the French army. On the first of August,

1788, he and two other officers were charged with the

crime of treason
;
but he escaped the fate of Captain

Hasteske, the chief culprit, who was hanged, though his

own punishment was severe enough : he was cashiered,

deprived of his decorations, and sent as a captive to

St Barthelemy, whence he was released only in 1793.

The war ended, as one might have predicted, disastrously

for Sweden. Curiously enough, another Montgomery,
David Robert, saved the life of Gustavus III., King of

Sweden, in this Finnish campaign, when the latter, during
an inspection of guards, was murderously attacked by three

runaway Cossacks (ist June 1789). As a reward for

this piece of bravery he was made a Knight of the Order

of the Sword. In later years he fought in Pomerania,
and was made a prisoner of war in 1806 by the French at

Lubeck.

The war which led to the final loss of Finland was the

war of i 808-9 against Russia. It was a war of defence,

and was caused by Napoleon's hostility to the King of

Sweden, who adhered to his friendly policy towards

England. Here also the inability of the leaders rendered

the martial spirit of the troops ineffective. Old General

af Klercker,
2 a man of seventy-three, endowed with the

1 See Inrc Orsalter till For/usten af Finland (Interior Causes of the

Loss of Finland) (1902), p. 27. This is a reprint from the History of
the War of 1808-9, by the Historical Committee of the Staff. Part III.

2 For the third time Swedish poetry sang of Scottish names.

Runeberg (1804-1877) published his most famous collection of poems,
called Fanrik Stahls tagner (The Tales of Ensign Stahl), in 1860.

One of the poems in it is the above-named "
Framlingens syn." The
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courage of a youth, who was just going to take the offen-

sive, was superseded by the incapable and spiritless

Klingspor, who allowed the country to fall into the hands

of the enemy. It was in this war that the two brothers

Ramsay fell. Their untimely death afforded to the

Swedish poet Runeberg the subject for his poem entitled :

"
Framlingens syn,"

x
i.e. the sight presented to a stranger,

or "what a stranger saw." In it the poet relates how

one night, in travelling past a lordly estate, he saw a light

in a room of the hall, and an old, white-haired lady accom-

panied by a servant stopping in silent prayer before two

pictures which hung close to each other upon the wall.

This was Lady Ramsay, who to the end of her life, in 1 8 1 6,

every day used to "bid good night" to her two sons.

The elder one, Anders Vilhelm, had been a very promising

young officer. Born on the 28th of October, 1777, he

finished his studies at the military academy of Karlberg.
He then served in a Neapolitan regiment from 1798-1801,
where he took Major's rank. After his return to Sweden

he was appointed, in 1805, Captain in the Tavastehus

regiment, and gained in the same year the highest prize of

the Academy for his treatise on "the most advantageous

posting of infantry." In the Finnish war he was killed

by a bullet in the skirmish of Lemo, on the 2oth of June.

His brother Karl Gustav fell about a month later, on

the 1 4th of July, at the skirmish of Lappo. He had been

Adjutant to Generals Adlercreutz and Von Dobeln. The
mother caused the bodies to be brought to Sweden,
where they were interred in Borgi, and had a medal

.struck in their memory.

Swedish poet Gejer also wrote a "Death-offering for the Brothers

Ramsay." It has been set to music by the Swedish composer Berwald.
1
Runeberg has another poem in which he sings of the grave of the two

Hamsays. It is called Fard fran Abo "
(A Sail from Abo).
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One other Scottish name deserves mention, General

Pontus Gahn (of the Cahuns or Colquhouns), who was

present in nine engagements during this war, and was
at last taken prisoner in Norway. Not less distinguished
were the services of Gustav Adolf Montgomery, who
commenced as a simple drummer-boy and ended as

Commander of the Order of the Northern Star, member
of the Military Academy, officer of the Legion d'Honneur,
Colonel and Governor of the province of Westbotten.

During the war of 1808 he was several times wounded,
and received the medal for bravery in the field.

Of the war during the years 1812-14 against Napoleon
the last war Sweden was engaged in little need be

added. The same old names meet us again, and scions

of families whose members had served the Great

Gustavus nearly two hundred years before, now fought
for the honour of their country and the integrity of

Europe under a Bernadotte, showing all the martial

qualities for which their race is celebrated.

Our historical survey would, however, be incomplete

without finally casting a glance at the Swedish fleet. 1 To
the long and glorious list of its victories the Scoto-Swede

has contributed not a little. The XVIIth century is

particularly rich in Scottish names. There is first Will.

Rudven, who commenced his career as Captain of the

Horse in the service of King Sigismund, went over to

Duke Charles as Captain of a Scottish regiment (1600),

turned shipbuilder in 1609, and died in the following year

as Warf-Admiral. About the same time the name of

Anders Styfert (Stewart), son of Colonel John Stuart,

occurs. He was chamberlain of Duke Charles, became

Captain in 1598 and Vice-Admiral in 1621, after having

been Stadtholder of Dorysat and ambassador to Russia.

1 Sec Zettersten, Svenska Flottant Historia.
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He died in 1640. Another Stewart, who writes his

name in the usual way, and whose Christian name was

Simon, son of Robert Stewart of Touccars
(?), was born

in 1580, rose to be Captain of the fleet in 1629, when he

went to Pillau with Admiral Horn, and concluded his

career as Admiral (1646), after having been ennobled

in 1634.
Of the Clerck or Klerck family we find no less than

three mentioned in the history of the Swedish fleet.

Richard (or Jacob), who was born in Scotland in 1606,
became a shipbuilder in Sweden, had the command of

five ships before Riga in 1610, and advanced to the

rank of Vice-Admiral in 1612. In the years following
he had to superintend the provisioning and fitting out

of the whole Swedish fleet at Stockholm. He died as

"Holm" Admiral in 1625.

A nephew of his, Richard Klerck, son of a Captain
William Klerck, who in 1607 came to Sweden with

Scottish recruits, was likewise born in Scotland (1604).
He commanded the ship Sivardet, and showed great prowess
in naval engagements. He was ennobled in 1648, and

died as "Holm" Admiral at Stockholm, in 1668. His

brother Hans, captain of the ship Jupiter, sailed to

Germany with the king in 1620. He also died as
u Holm" Admiral in 1644. Besides these we find in

the Swedish navy two Foraths, of whom Alexander com-

menced as Captain in 1611, commanded a fleet of six

pinnaces and thirty-six transport vessels which carried

troops from Stockholm to Narva (1614), and twice accom-

panied the king to Germany, in 1618 and 1620.

In the year 1621 an event occurred which very nearly

put an end to this Forath's career. He was accused

of murder, together with his friend Captain Jacob Myr
(Muir). The complainant was the widow of the victim,

M
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Jacob Logan. Two other Scotsmen, J. Jerner (Gerner)
and Joren (George) Logan, represented her at the trial,

which took place on the 4th of May 1621. The witnesses

agreed that Forath, who had been the guest of Hans

Clerck, the Admiral, at dinner, commenced a quarrel

with Jacob Logan, who had also at a late hour come

to the house of his host. He provoked him by ironically

asking him if he would give him back the money he

had lent him, now that he had taken service as Ensign or

Lieutenant, or if he was too proud for it now? Logan
answered that he had nothing to do with the Captain,

and with that they left the Admiral's house and went

to Gerdt Specht's house, where they freely partook of

beer, till they were both somewhat the worse for drink.

Beer after a dinner in an Admiral's house is said to have

this effect. In short, the quarrel waxed hotter until

Forath hurled his tin u
stoop

"
at Logan,

" so that it

bent,"
l and caused an ugly wound from which the blood

freely flowed. Anger now gave way to fury. Logan
closed with his enemy, and having thrown him on the

bench, knelt on him and threatened him with a knife.

The row became general. Clerck tried to separate the

combatants, and Myr snatched a sword from one of the

Admiral's servants, and in the drunken heat he ran Logan

through the body. The latter fell prostrate. When his

widow came upon the scene he was already dead. The

consternation of Forath and Myr, now suddenly sobered,

was great.
" Two cannot die for the murder,

"
said the

former to his lamenting friend. " If one must die I shall

take the matter upon me, being the first who laid hand

on him." Both culprits were condemned to death.

Forath, however, was immediately pardoned by the king,

and sentenced u ad poenam arbitrarium," whilst poor
1 " S& that stoopet bAgnade."
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Myr, who had no such powerful patron, seems to have

suffered the extreme penalty.
1

Forath was appointed captain of the ship Solen (The

Sun), and ordered to proceed to the Danzig roads.

Here, on i8th November, he was surprised by a sudden

attack of the Danzigers and their ten men-of-war.

Outnumbered and unable to escape, he blew himself and

his ship up rather than fall into the hands of the enemy
(1627). His widow, a Miss Rutherford, received several

estates as a donation from Gustavus Adolphus,
2 with all

the privileges of nobility attached to it. His brother,
Hans Forath, ennobled in 1 650, lived variously employed
as a Captain till 1660.

The feat of A. Forath is said to have been repeated
in the Finnish war of 1700, when Thomas Bennet, a

Lieutenant in the Navy, blew himself up in the Peipus
Lake (1704), to escape the terrific fire from the Russian

batteries.

Of the Pfeifs a great many have excelled as military

men in modern times: Gustaf Pfeif received the gold
medal for bravery in the naval battle of Svensksund, on

the gth of July 1790, whilst Daniel Pfeif received the

same distinction after the war of i8i3-i4.
3 Nor must

we forget Captain Michael Spalding, who was Governor

of Karlskona. He commanded the Frigate Pelikan in

the naval battle of Moen in 1712, on the 24th of August,
when he took a Danish galliote. He was also successful

against the Danes in 1715. He died in 1741.

But enough has been said of wars and rumours of

t 1621. R.A.
2 See Kammer-Arkwet, Stockholm. F.'s daughter married a Captain

Seton, another example of the clannishness of the Scot abroad.

3 A member of the Klerck family, Carl U. af Klercker, a naval officer

who died in 1828, likewise received the medal for bravery.
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wars. When the Scots levies poured across into Swedenr

they were given the place of honour in battle by one

who knew and esteemed their qualities ;
when afterwards

the levies had ceased, and the residue of officers had

mingled with the best blood of Sweden, the Scots

again came to the front. Their adopted country had

become their native country ;
but they were animated

still by that same martial spirit which brooks no insult,

and has not without good reason the Thistle for its

emblem.
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IT is but natural that the chief laurels were earned by the

Scots in Sweden in the military service. And yet we
have seen that in the peaceful ways of trade and commerce

also, in the service of philanthropy and social amelioration,

the Scots have gained a most honourable position and a

name among the world's great benefactors and Maecenases.

We have now to consider what part the Scots in Sweden

have played in the Republic of Letters, taking the word

in its widest sense. The sons of the merchants who had

settled in the Swedish commercial centres very often

preferred the life of a scholar to that offered to them in

the paternal counting-house.
The mania for education, which to this day is proverbial

for the Scot, was then conspicuous even in Sweden; and the

fact that the greater part of Northern Germany, with its

famous seats of learning at Rostock, Greifswald, and

Konigsberg, was for a long time, if not Swedish, yet within

the sphere of Swedish influence, powerfully contributed

to this desire for further mental culture. Neither had

the influence of the memory of the Reformation, with its

world-renowned centre in Wittenberg, wholly died out.

For many a young scholar Wittenberg was the Palestine

to which a pilgrimage must be made, that city to which

Sweden owed her freedom of thought, nay, her very

existence, and her glory in the annals of history.

Let us be courteous, like the English Table of Pre-

cedence, and give the first place in our review of Scoto-

Swedish scholars to the theologians.
183
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Of these we find two Bishops of Scottish extraction in

Swedish ecclesiastical history, Jacobus Pfeif and Gustaf

Murray. The former was a grandson of George Pfeif,

who in the time of Cromwell emigrated from Scotland to

Germany and settled in the small town of Gollnow in

Pomerania. His son Dr Johannes Pfeif commenced as an

advocate, and soon rose to distinction as a member of the

lower Court of Appeal
1 in Stettin. There his son Johannes

Jacobus was born in 1613. After having studied at

Wittenberg (1635), Leipzig (1636), and Konigsberg

(1638), he came to Sweden as second pastor at the German
Church in Stockholm. His name occurs both in the

Acts of the Town Magistrates, where he is mentioned as

buying a " stone
"
house at the back of the Castle, and in

the lists of contributors towards the Poor Fund. 2 In

Stockholm he remained until he was called to Reval as

Bishop in 1665. Here he died on the i3th of February,

1676.

Fortunately we are in a position to fill up these meagre
outlines of his life. Among the biographical documents

in the Riks-Arkivet in Stockholm, a letter of the Bishop
has been preserved, which, being characteristic of the

writer as well as of the period, we gladly insert here. It

is undated, but from its contents we gather that it was

written in 1672.
"
Wishing your Majesty," it runs,

" health and a long
life from God the Almighty, prosperity and success in all

the matters of government, and all that one may most

earnestly desire for Y. M.'s welfare, I humbly thank Your
M. for having graciously entrusted me with the episcopal

functions in the diocese of Estland, and for having

graciously received and fulfilled all
c desideria

'

arising from

this office, such as presenting the Cathedral at Reval with

1 Vitae Pomcr. 2 See Part I.
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30 loads (94 cwt.) of copper, so that with the legacy of

the late Lars Pedersson for that purpose, it might be

covered with copper, not to mention that for this legacy

the customary duty was remitted, and for having in other

matters at all times graciously assisted me. All which the

bountiful God may reward with His richest blessing and

gladden the heart of Y. M. with perpetual welfare. . . .

u Y. Royal M. had entrusted me six years ago, together

with my episcopal functions, with the German pastorate

at Reval likewise, in such a manner that I should appoint

and pay a vicar for the proper discharge of this duty.

This has been done hitherto with God's help, and the

office has been jointly discharged for the edification of

God's people in Christian unity, the deacon or vicar,

Mathew Fischer, who is at the same time secretary and

member of the Consistory, having done his part with great

faithfulness and conscientiousness. But because the weak-

ness of old age carries with it disabilities of all kinds in

the discharge of my work, and the said vicar is anxious

lest his office, which has been called into existence by my
ordination only, should expire whenever it pleases God to

call me home, I hereby pray Y. M. in all humility, to

allow me to transfer the German pastorate connected with

the Cathedral of Reval to him entirely, and to graciously

confirm him in this office in consideration of the good

qualities by which he has as a preacher endeared

himself to his congregation. I am sure he will con-

tinue to fulfil his duties by my side with all loyalty

and obedience.
" Some years ago I was obliged to inform Y. M. how

my late grandfather Georg Pfeiff had deposited with the

Magistrates of Alt-Stettin a certain sum of money for his

heirs-male, which for my part amounts to 3333 Gulden

and eight Shillings, with this condition that it should
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remain with that town for all time as long as the

Magistrates should pay the annual interest of 6 per cent.,

and that the capital, if the male line became extinct, should

devolve upon the town of Stettin. Though this gift

should have rendered the Magistrates the more willing to

pay the interest promptly and justly, there have constantly

arisen difficulties concerning this matter, so that my late

father forty years ago was compelled to sue for security,

which he received, and was protected during the whole

time of his life.

"
Now, although I have tried to get what is due to me

with all forbearance, still I have laboured in vain, with

ever less hope, since the said Magistrates not only wish

to reduce the annual interest to five per cent., but have also

made my attorney frequently and for the most part in vain

appear before them with his requests. But as my duty

requires me to adhere firmly to the terms of the legacy, as

well as to leave it intact to my heirs, lest I should be

accused of negligence, and since moreover my sons have

attained the age when they need the means left to them

by their forefathers in order to continue their military

education or their other well-commenced studies in foreign

lands, and to make themselves more perfect and ready
in languages and exercises for the services of Y. M.,
I most humbly petition Your R. M. to enjoin the

Magistrates of Alt-Stettin to grant me, as to my late

father, a certain mortgage, so that I may draw out of it

what is due to me without molestation, and use it for

the benefit of my family.
"
Finally, I beg to thank Y. M. with all due humility for

having graciously granted to me the same stipend as to

my predecessors ;
but I cannot conceal that I received

only two-thirds of it during the years 1667 and 1668, and

that one part of it as also was the case in 1669 con-
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sisted of grain, reckoning the ton at nine-marks silver money.
This I was obliged to sell to the Reval citizens, since we
are not allowed to sell it to strangers or to export it by

sea, and so it happens, the citizens of Reval fixing the

price of grain at their pleasure, that people receive only

half of what Y. R. M. in his grace have ordained.

To bring this before Y. M. I have been all the more

compelled, since in the year just past (1671) two hundred

Thaler have been taken off my stipend.
ct

I therefore pray Y. M. most humbly to consider my
case, and to graciously promote the due payment of the

means of my living, and 1 shall always consider myself

bound, and willingly bound, to serve Y. M. with my
sincerest prayer and my most loyal obedience.

Y. R. M.'s most humble and obedient servant,

"J. JAKOB PFEIFF."

The Murray families partly hailing from Perth, partly

from Montrose have had a most interesting history in

Sweden as well as in Germany. They descended from

merchants, and the members mostly devoted themselves

to the civil professions. The first learned Murray wha
came to Sweden was Andreas, son of J. Murray of

Memel in the north-east of Prussia, where, as we have

showed in our former books on the subject, the colonies

of Scottish merchants were particularly numerous. He
was born on the Qth of August 1695,* and went to the

University of Konigsberg when fifteen. Here he occupied

himself with philosophical and theological studies, with an

energy and precocity which characterised all the Murrays.

Having taken part in several public
"
disputationes,"

he removed to Jena in 1715, took his degree of Master of

1 See Strodtmann, Geschichte der jezt lebenden Gelehrten (scholars)

xii. 316 ff.
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Arts in 1717, when he publicly defended his thesis u de

Kinaeis," i.e. the Kenites. In 1718 he set out on a visit

to foreign countries (Hamburg, England), everywhere

seeking the acquaintance of famous men and study-

ing in the libraries. After his return he settled at

Kiel, where he lectured at the University and published
his treatise,

" de Deo ex Voce Animalium demon-

strando." l

This essay aroused some hostile criticism, and its author

was accused of being an adversary of Wolff and his

philosophy, and denying that the soul of man was necessary
for the formation of words. Some years later Murray
went to Haddeby

2 in Schleswig as pastor, whence he

removed in 1735, having been called to fill the office of

second pastor to the German congregation of Stockholm.

Here he wrought continuously and with much acceptance
until his death in 1771. He had been made pastor

primarius in 1739, and Doctor of Divinity (Upsala) in

1752.3

The spirit in which he lived and educated his children

is best seen in one of his numerous letters, written either

in German or in Latin as the humour took him, and

addressed to his four sons, who all became famous in

their various professions.

He writes on the 7th of August, 1750, to his eldest son,

1 " How a God can be proved from the Voice of the Animals," a

sufficiently curious title.

2 Not Haddeburg, as in the Sv. Biogr. Lexikon. The church of

Haddeby is one of the moit ancient in the north of Germany.
3 Andreas Murray was not a prolific

writer. Besides several academical

essays and a number of sermons, he wrote Die JVahrheit und Gottlichkcit

dfs christliehcn Glaubcns (The Truth and Divineness of Christian Faith),

i.-vi., Hamburg, 1733-35 ; Erkldrung des Galatcrbriefcs, Leipzig, 1739;
.and an Instruction for the Proper Use of the Catechism, Stockholm,

1737-
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Johann Philip, who was then studying philosophy at

Gottingen, as follows :

"DEAR SON, Your last letter is diffuse, but it has in

so far been pleasant to me, as I could learn from it your
state of mind and your opinions more clearly than before.

My clerical duties prevent me to-day from answering all your

points with this mail
;

at the same time I should not like

to leave you without an answer at all. I am satisfied that

you should remain at Gottingen, since I see that you have

not lost your credit there, as people wished me to believe,

but rather gained many friends and patrons, besides being

already in a position with God's help, not only to gain

your living provided you do show good management
but also to expect still greater advantages from the future.

I wish you to acknowledge this good fortune in all humility,
and not to ascribe it to your own powers, but to the

unmerited goodness of God. Above all, I pray that you

may sanctify your gifts, eradicate all vain worldliness, and

implant in your heart the humility of Christ, without which

one cannot please God. Ah, may the merciful Father, to

whom I did consecrate you, hear me, so that I may find in

you not a proud philosopher and worldly orator, but an

honest and true theologian who seeks the glory of Christ

only and the benefit of the orthodox Church, and may
hereafter embrace my firstborn in heaven with gladness.
When I read of your intended method of preaching,
of which you boast, I sorrowfully called to mind the

words of St Paul :
' My word and my preaching con-

sisted not of the reasonable speech of human wisdom, but

of the demonstration of the Spirit and the Power, so that

your faith might be grounded not on the wisdom of men
but on the Power of God.' Either you must say that

God's word is useless and the power of the Divine Spirit
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superfluous, or you must learn through repentance and
faith that you and all men are but weak and corrupted

creatures, and that therefore human skill and art are not

sufficient to effect a change of heart, but that grace from

above must be the soul of your sermons if you wish to

convert the souls of men. I do not know what kind of

achievement it may be in Germany whereby you think of

attaining (
4

erjagen ')
a special fame. Let me hope you

do not meddle with politics, which have broken many a

man's neck, and much less do anything contrary to the

faith you have learned, being grounded on Holy Writ.

You must therefore take heed in your intercourse lest your
mind

(
c Gemiith

')
be carried away with follies which bring

you no fame but shame, and your father and all honest

souls nothing but grief. Pray to God earnestly to guide

you on the path which leads to peace and eternal glory.

Can you imagine me begging for the situation of a

Court Chaplain, though the salary attached to it be ever

so l fat
'

(
4 fett

')
? You have heard out of my mouth,

and seen by my example, that we must remain passive in

our good fortune, i.e. do good and leave the reward

submissively to the Highest. If we carefully attend to

this, God will provide for us in a miraculous manner, and we
shall find rest for our souls.

"To your lectures and other work may God give His

blessing ! To study ancient history might perhaps take

up too much of your time, considering your other studies.

How voluminous are the writings of Prideaux, Ussher,

Schlezer, and others ! But I must conclude. Mother,
sisters and brothers, and all friends send their best regards,

and I remain in true love your faithful father,
u ANDREAS MURRAY." l

1 Letter kindly lent to me by a descendant of the writer, Prof. Robt.

Murray, in Stockholm.
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Truly this is the letter of a pious man. We feel the

heart of an anxious father beating in every line of it.

And then the unconcealed fear of a new rationalistic

theology in Germany, and the moral indignation at being
considered a place-hunter !

The son to whom the above letter was addressed

became Professor of Philosophy at Gottingen.

The writer's third son, Gustav, was the only one that

went into the Church. He also, like his brothers, proved
a boy of excellent gifts. Born on the 23rd of March,

1747, he was ready in 1760 to commence his studies at

Upsala. In 1 766 he went to Gottingen, where, under the

presidency of his brother, he afterwards publicly defended

his thesis,
" De fontibus historias terrarum septentriona-

lium domesticis." The same year, 1768, he took his degree
of M.A., but had to interrupt his further studies owing
to the weak health of his father, whom he had to assist

at Stockholm in his ministerial functions. From this time

onward he remained in Sweden. What the father so

indignantly refused, the son, less sensitive, obtained : he

became Court Preacher to the Duke of Sodermanland,

whose trusted spiritual guide he remained to the end of

his life. In 1780 he was chosen pastor of St Jakob's

Church, a charge which he filled for twenty-one years.

During that time he showed a warm interest in the

improvement of the Catechism and the "Psalmbok,"
whilst the favours of the Court were showered

upon him. In 1801, after having accepted the call as

pastor primarius of the Stor Kyrka (the Great Church)
he was raised to the dignity of first Court Preacher,

Commander of the Order of the Northern Star, and

Bishop of the Order, honours which were followed

by his being ennobled in 1810, and appointed Bishop
of Vesteras in the following year. He was a member
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of the Swedish Diet during many years, and died on

the 4th of May, 1825.

The judgments of his character were rather at variance.

He was accused of being a fortune-hunter, but his long

stay with the congregation of St Jakob seems to disprove

this. As to scholarly attainments, he did not equal his

brothers, but he possessed a good head and great industry.

As a clergyman he shone more in the paths of practical

Christian work than in the pulpit, where his grating voice

produced a disagreeable effect. With great zeal and energy
he devoted himself to the better teaching of children and

to the better care of the paupers. The school for poor
children at Stockholm, when he commenced his parish

work there, could only accommodate ten children
;
when he

left Stockholm the number provided for was one hundred

and twenty. The duties of his office were sacred to him,

and he discharged them without regard of rank or persons,

without fear of giving political offence. As an enthusiastic

Mason he was a friend of all sound progress, though he

was often accused of being the contrary. His long

connection with the Royal Court made it natural that in

dress and manners he should maintain a certain stiff

dignity,
1 and that he should take a particular delight in the

solemn ceremonies of his episcopal functions.

Besides speeches and sermons, a children's book, which he

wrote for the use of the Crown Prince, has been printed.
2

Around these two dignitaries of the Swedish Church

there are grouped quite a number of other clergymen

bearing Scottish names. As the first on our list let

us mention Jacobus Guthrie, or Giithrie, as the name is

often written. He had been born at Montrose in

1 We are told that he used to wear a long wig, long after this ornament

had been discarded by others.

2
Cp. Sv. Biogr. Lexlkon ; Muncksell's Vesteras

St'tfts Hcrdaminnc.
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Scotland on the nth of October, 1602, his parents being
Walter Guthrie and Agneta Greig or Grieg. The father

set out with his family for Sweden and arrived in 1614
at Stockholm where a brother of his, Walter, had settled

as a merchant. There the boy was taken care of by a rich

Scottish merchant named Findeloo (Findlay ?),
who lived

childless at Hedemora, and who tried to teach his young

countryman the rudiments of business. But owing to

the unbearable extortion of the old man, Jacobus left his

master
; and, expressing a great predilection for the life of

a scholar, he was fortunate enough to find friends who
enabled him to indulge it. He first went to Orebro,
where the famous Rudbeckius became his teacher; after-

wards he visited the High School at Vesteras. Having
finished his theological studies at Upsala, he took his

M.A. degree in 1630, but declined the head-mastership
of Hedemora School. After a visit to his relations

in Scotland, he was on his return offered the head-master-

ship of Vesteris, his Lutheran orthodoxy having in

the meantime been demanded and ascertained. In 1638
he was appointed clergyman at Sala, in 1648 at Juna.

He died on the 2oth of June, I66I. 1

Another Guthrie, Johannes, who was born at Arbroath

on the 1 3th of February, 1662, came to Stockholm in

1680, studied at Wittenberg, where he took his degree,

publicly adopted the Lutheran doctrine, and became first

clergyman at Clara Church, then minister of Elfkarleby,
and lastly clergyman of the Ulrika Eleonoras Church

of Stockholm (1716). He died in 1724.2

1 He married in 1633 the daughter of the Dean of Gefle. Some of

his sermons and academical "
disputationes

"
have been printed (Definitw

virtutis mora/is, 1631). See Munektell, /.<:., ii. 395.
2 Of his writings two rather interesting essays deserve to be men-

tioned : De Britannia Magna speciatim Anglia et Scotia gessis et moribus

N
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Like the Guthries, the Strangs (or Strangh) a Scottish

family likewise have produced a series of Swedish theo-

logians. The first of them was Jacob Strangh, who was

born in Nyhammar's Bruk on the 7th of February, 1697.
His father had settled there as a manufacturer in the time

of King Johann III. When fifteen, Jacob went to Upsala,
was diligent in his studies, and obtained his M.A. degree
in 1722. Six years later he was appointed Assistant

Head-master at Vesterds School, and, after his return from

a journey through Germany, Head-master. In the same

year, 1730, he was ordained, and rose to be Dean in 1745.
Loved by all for his honesty, praised for the faithful

discharge of his duties, and admired for his scholarship,
he died in 1756, on the 7th of December. Two of his

sons, Peter Olof and Jacob, rose to some eminence as

well; the former, a Doctor of Divinity, died in 1809
as the pastor of Skerike

;
the second became Dean

of Erkoping in 1786, and chaplain to the Duke of

Ostergothland.
We have already spoken of Casten Ronnow, pastor

of Ahus. 1 The story of the chimney reads very much
like a legend, but the fact remains that he stood in high
favour with the king, who lay for some time sick at the

Vicarage, and was nursed with great care and assiduity.

After his recovery he promised his host the next vacant

bishopric ;
but the promise remained unfulfilled, though

(Wittem. 1682) and Informatio tenuissima de lecttone et pronuntiatione

lingua Anglic* (Upsala 16
?).

A third Guthrie, Andreas, was pastor at

Reval at the beginning of the XVIIIth century ;
a fourth, Olof, born at

Falun in 1694, where his father was a merchant, studied at Upsala (1712),
went to Stockholm to his relations, and became a clergyman at the Clara

Church. He died in 1738. Cp. Riidlig, Del i Flor stAcnde Stockholm,

(i. 132, ii. 159).
i See Part I.
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Ronnow rose to the dignity of a " Probst" (1683). He
died in 1691 or 1692.

l

Not to make our list too long, we shall only add the

names of two Ennises, father and son. Caspar Ennis, born

about 1671, was military chaplain, went with the army,
was imprisoned, and, together with General Stentock,

carried to Copenhagen, where he shared his captivity for

several years. After the death of Charles XII. he

returned to Skane and died in 1730 or 1731. His son,

Claud Ludwig, lived from 1727-79, and was Royal

Chaplain, and Rector, i.e. Head-master, of Malmo High
School.

The most eminent, however, of all the Swedish

theologians of Scottish origin was Dr Thomas Ihre, who
was born in the year 1659, on the 3rd of September,
at the ancient town of Visby in the island of Gotland,
where his father had settled as a merchant. The family
name was originally Eyre. After having studied at

Copenhagen and at German Universities, he came to

Upsala in 1685, where he became Magister Artium.

During the following years he travelled with two young
noblemen as their tutor through Germany, France, and

Holland. The chair of Professor of Philology at Upsala,
which he accepted shortly after his return in 1692, he

only filled for a year, when he exchanged it for that of

the sister university at Lund. Here he remained until

1717, when he was appointed Dean of the Cathedral

at Linkoping. As such he died in 1720. He was a man
of great brilliancy and of ready wit.

1
Comp. Skarstedt, Goteborgs Stiffs Minne (p. 410). One of his sons,

Carl Castensson Ronnow, a clergyman also, was known for his dissolute

life. In his early days he had a fall from a horse, and was afterwards

temporarily deprived of his reason. Matters came to a crisis in 1721,

when he was suspended because he taught the Catechism sitting before

his beer-jug with a pipe in his mouth. He died 1741, in obscurity.
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When Charles XII. had arrived at Ystad, he conceived

the idea of recruiting his officers from the students at

Lund. For this purpose he sent an officer there with

the order that on a given day an examination of all

the students should be held by the Professor in the

presence of this Royal messenger, and all who did not

show the necessary aptitude for studies should at once

be enlisted. When the appointed day came everybody

appeared with the exception of the students, who,

following an advice privately given by Professor Ihre,

considered it their bounden duty to stay away.
Besides being a good classical scholar, Ihre spoke French,

Italian, German, English, and Dutch. He was compared
to St Chrysostom as a preacher, and to Luther in his out-

ward appearance.
1 His son, Johann Ihre, who was pro-

bably Sweden's most brilliant linguist, was the first to

apply strictly critical methods to the study of languages.
He was born at Lund, on the i8th of March, 1707. A
terrible "

camp fever," which followed upon the invasion

of the Danes in 1710, carried off his mother and two

sisters in one week, so that the mourning father was left

with one little boy only, whom he educated himself, and

whose taste for languages he by all possible means

encouraged. In his twelfth year John was able to read

Homer in the original. A sad interruption of his studies

seemed to threaten, when, in 1720, his father died; but

under the fostering care of his mother's father, the

Archbishop of Upsala, Steuchius, the youth continued

to make excellent progress. In 1730, according to the

custom of the time, he commenced a journey of three

years' duration, which first led him to Jena, where he

studied modern languages, and afterwards to Holland,

1 See Svcnskt Biogr. Lexikon. The most important of Thomas

Ihre's writings was a Latin Grammar, called Roma in nuce.
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Paris, London, and Oxford. Everywhere he sought the

acquaintance of famous men, and always kept his one

aim, philological erudition, well in view. After his

return at 1733 he was chosen Professor of "Eloquence
and Politics

"
at Upsala, an office which he held till he

died. Like his father, a man of choleric temper and of

witty repartee, he at times offended by his outspokenness.

Once during a hot discussion on natural and revealed

religion Ihre maintained that Reason had the same divine

origin as Revelation. This of course aroused the indigna-

tion of the clergy, and in 1 747 the Diet felt itself con-

strained to issue a missive addressed to the University
of Upsala, in which it was requested that henceforward

philosophy should be kept clear of the hunting-grounds
of theology. Then Ihre, who felt himself particularly

aimed at, wrote, not without irony, to the Chancellor:
"
My Lord ! I lecture on eloquence and political economy.

To become a heretic I possess neither sufficient genius
nor sufficient stupidity, still less sufficient ill-will. I am
therefore most willing to abstain from all interference

with theological questions, and to confine myself to what

may serve my own private edification and progress in

Christianity. I never intended to go further." During
his time at Upsala honours were showered upon him.

In 1745 he was chosen a member of the Royal Academy
of Sciences at Stockholm; in 1756 he received the title

of Kanzleirat together with the patent of nobility. On
this occasion his wit again showed itself. Contrary to

the ordinary custom of changing his name on being raised

to a superior and privileged rank, he retained his plain

old name, saying that "he was not quite unknown under

that name in foreign countries, but if he were to call

himself Gyllenbjorn or Vargstjerna
1

it would take ever

1
Gyllenbjorn means Golden Bear," Vargstjerna

= " Wolf Star."
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so long to present himself to the public in that shape."

In no less a degree Ihre was honoured by the students,

the more so since his wit rarely or never had a sting in

it, though he himself confessed that in his writings

possibly satire sometimes proved stronger than his love

of humanity. Four times he was chosen Rector before

his industrious and beneficent life came to an end in

1780. Like Martial, he desired to be what he was and

wished for nothing else.

His etymological researches date from his translation

of Richard Steele's The Ladies' Library. In 1745 he

published outlines of the History of the Swedish

Language, which was followed by a Lexicon of Swedish

Dialects in 1766. He also wrote an essay on the

language of the famous Codex Argenteus in the library

of Upsala, which he proved to be Western Gothic. But

his greatest work was the Glossarium Suiogothicum, which

took him fully seventeen years to complete, from 1752
till 1769. In his etymology he preferred to go back to

the Icelandic and the Mcesogothic.
1

Another great linguist was Magnus Ronnow, or Dublar,
as the family name really was. He was a son of the

above-named Dean; he was born in 1665, studied at Lund
and Copenhagen, and, being of a restless disposition, set

out for a journey through Germany. In Hamburg he met

with a learned Jew named Esdras Edzardus, who intro-

duced him to the study of the Talmud, a study which he

continued with great diligence at Wittenberg. It was

1 Ihre had been promised the pecuniary support of the Government if

his great Dictionary was completed by 1763. At the Diet of 1766 this

support was nearly withdrawn, the conditions not being fulfilled. But

good sense finally triumphed. See Illustrerad Svcnsk Littcraturhistoria,

ii.
1 2 1 2 ff. Ihre's second wife was of Scottish extraction also : she was

the daughter of Colonel Albr. Gerner.
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a disappointment to the father that his son showed no

inclination for the clerical profession. Though made a

notary at the Royal Consistory, his chief occupation con-

tinued to be the study of Oriental languages, to which he

added that of Latin metrical art. In Latin verse he soon

reached such perfection that he was considered to rank

with Buchanan, the most famous Latin poet of the day.

Having obtained an annual grant of 300 Thaler, he con-

tinued his researches at Utrecht and Leyden ;
but his

great wish to write a Commentary on the whole Talmud,
an undertaking which he had proposed to the Bishop of

Coventry and Lichfield, and for which he hoped to

obtain the necessary funds in England, remained unfulfilled,

as the Bishop could not promise him any fixed sum.

This, of course, was a blow to the ardent scholar: his

appointment as " Translator Regni
"

at Stockholm could

only partly console him. In the meantime he continued

writing Latin verses, and translated amongst other writings

Scriver's devotional exercises. All his life he had been

a very absent-minded and untidy man; the older he

grew, the stranger his eccentricities became. No office

which required regularity and self-discipline could hold

him long. He was Secretary here and Secretary there,

but one fine day he would throw it all up and disappear.

At last we find him in England, the land of his hopes.

The weakness of his own mind and body shattered

them all. The only friend he found in London, a

Dr Morton, rendered him the Samaritan service of

procuring him a bed in a hospital. There he died in

1 735-
One episode in the life of this nomad-scholar deserves

to be mentioned. In the year 1710 he published some

Latin verses in which he called Charles XII. "Magnse
Scandinavian Imperator." This so annoyed Denmark that
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it was actually adduced as one of the reasons for the

declaration of war. 1

Passing on to Medicine, we meet with no lack of

material. The first physician in Sweden of Scottish birth

was the famous " Lifmedikus
"

(Royal Physician) of

Gustavus Adolphus and of Queen Christina, Jacobus

Robertsonius a Struan, so called from his birthplace in

Perthshire. Towards the end of the XVIth century he

came to Sweden and was appointed physician to the king.

In this position he must have shown great skill, for he

was overwhelmed with tokens of royal favour, so much
so that he confessed himself he ought to be the richest

man in Sweden if he had known how to manage. Now he

receives a house, now an estate, and now a garden on the

Schlossplatz ; and what was more, the king not only
assisted him to open an apothecary's shop, which he

licensed as the Schlossapotheke, but he also allowed him

the sum of 200 Thaler for " medicamenta
"
prescribed to

the queen or himself. Finally, he granted him letters of

nobility in 1630, after he had produced his birth-brief,

dated Edinburgh, 2nd July, 1630.
Robertson was not a man of an amiable character.

He was greedy, and constantly applied for new royal gifts ;

his temper was bad
;

his name is often before the magis-
trates of the city; nay, he even disturbed the sanctity of

the Riksrad, where he appeared in great excitement to

complain of the libel of another doctor. In 1619 several

Stockholm citizens accused him of having vilified their

wives and daughters.
2 We have already seen that one

1 Gahms Biogr. Saml.; Library, Upsala. Ronnow published Specimen
Talmudicum and Codex Talm. de estimat'wnilus sive Taxis legalibus at

Utrecht.

2 Kammer-Arkivet. Robertson was privileged to import all drugs frc-e

of duty (1625).
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year before his death, at the age of eighty-four, he

married again.
1 He died in 1652, and lies buried in

Sponger Church near Stockholm, where his tombstone

bears a German inscription. One of the church bells

also has the inscription :
"
Jacobus a Struan Robertsone,

Scotus."

His son Adolf inherited the estate of Kustenwiss in Cur-

land, which had been bestowed on his father by the King of

Sweden in 1626. His fate was a terrible one. Doomed
to death for having murdered his wife when in childbed

(" mense Martio 1656 "), he was imprisoned at Dorpat, but

his execution was delayed in consequence of the Russian

invasion. He died as a prisoner under " Muscovite rule
"

in 1658. His children, three sons and two daughters,
were all sent to Riga, where their grandmother on the

mother's side took care of them. The estate reverted to

the Crown. 2

It sounds like a cruel parody when we read that

Robertson's motto was " Virtutis gloria merces."

Another physician to the king was Samuel Scragge,

though his Scottish origin is but poorly attested. His

father was chaplain to Gabriel Oxenstierna, and afterwards

Dean of Hedemora. Samuel studied at Upsala, travelled

on the Continent, took his medical degree at Franeker in

Holland (1684), and followed the Swedish ambassador to

Russia in 1699. On the journey he discovered a medicinal

spring in Norrland near Gideo Backa. When the war
broke out against Russia, Scragge accompanied Charles XII.

1 See above.

2
Anrep, in his Swedish Genealogy (Svensk. Ad. A'ttar Tqflor),

says of him that once a King of Scotland, pursued by his enemies, came

to a desert island, where there were many wild goats. He promised a

reward to him that would first kill a he-goat, for he was hungry. This

the ancestor of the Scragges is said to have done. He received the name

of Scragge (He-goat), and an estate called Crag (!).
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as his "Lifmedicus" and followed him into Turkey T

staying away for five years. The rest of his life was of a

more peaceful kind. He discovered on his home journey
another mineral-spring at Lunekloster near Liineburg, and

remained there as " Brunnenarzt
"

till the end of his life,

convinced of the miraculous effects of the waters, an

account of which he published in 17I5.
1 He died at

Hamburg in 1718.
We are on safer genealogical grounds when we come

to two other famous members of the Murray family, both

medical men, Johann Andreas and Adolf. The former

received his early schooling in the German school of

Stockholm and from his father. In 1756 he went to

Upsala to begin his study of medicine, profiting much by
the instruction of Linne. So great was his zeal that he

used even the holidays to perfect himself in his calling by

visiting the hospitals and apothecaries' shops. After a

stay of about three years at Gottingen he took his medical

degree in 1763, and commenced lectures on botany. In

1769 he was made a professor, and Director of the

Botanical Gardens. His fame now spread rapidly,

especially after he had come in contact with famous men
and societies abroad. With Linne he always remained on

terms of friendship. The master did him the honour of

calling an insect Cassida Murrayi and a plant of East

India Murraya exotica probably with a slight allusion to

his pupil's connection with foreign lands. Murray, how-

ever, was not a blind follower of the great botanist
;
he

made several innovations in his system, and did not restrict

himself to botany. His essays on pathological and

scientific subjects belong to the best that have been

published in the celebrated Gottinger wissenschaftliche

1 See Sacklcn, Sveriges Lakare H'utoria (History of Swedish

Physicians).
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Abhandlungen. His magnum opus, and an astonishing

proof of his industry, is his Apparatus Medicaminum, a

treasure-house for the future pharmacologists. He was

occupied with it no less than fifteen years, and yet he had

to leave the completion of the work to another hand.

Death surprised him when correcting proofs of the

tenth sheet of the sixth volume on the 22nd of May
1 792. He is described as stern, ceremonious, obstinate, and

distant, having intercourse only with a few, and spending
all his spare time in his botanical garden, the treasures

of which he jealously guarded from visitors. He was

scarcely intimate with any of his colleagues, and still less

did the students like him. Besides being an honorary
member of many learned societies in Bern, Copenhagen,

Stockholm, Paris, Florence, etc., he was made a "Hofrath"

by the King of England, and Knight of the Vasa Order

by the King of Sweden.

Whilst the life of Johann Andreas properly belonged
to Germany, that of his younger brother Adolf was entirely

devoted to his own country. Born on the 1 5th of February,

1751, he could already, in 1764, be enrolled as a student

at Upsala. Such was his progress there that at the age
of seventeen he was appointed Prosector at Stockholm,
and commenced lecturing on anatomy two years later.

At twenty-one he became a doctor of medicine. As-

tonishing as this precocity is, to himself it was probably
" a present from the Danai," and the cause of his early
death. The next years he spent in travelling, and in

visiting Gottingen (where he continued his studies under

Haller), Italy, and Paris. Owing to a most splendid

testimonial of Linne, in which he is called " auditor meus

conjunctissimus, praestantissimus, dilectissimus,"
x he was

1 The testimonial goes on to say: ",Certissimus sum, quod ejus mores

suavissimi candidissimi, me tacente, eum insinuabunt omnium aniniis quibus-
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everywhere received by the famous men of the time and

treated with great distinction. Voltaire hastened to put
on his gala uniform when called upon, and the Empress
Maria Theresa of Austria made him a present of books.

In T 774 he was appointed to the vacant chair of Anatomy
at Upsala, having declined a similar call to the Collegium
Carolinum at Cassel. His desire to see the world, not as

a curious traveller but as a scholar, was, however, not yet

quenched. He obtained leave for another journey, which

extended through Italy, Austria, Hungary, Prag, and

Dresden, and the scientific results of which he has

written down in a voluminous manuscript.

Having returned to Upsala, he commenced and continued

his professional duties with the greatest zeal, unweariedly

assisting the students and attending the sick. Already
since 1788 his health had become impaired, and four years
after his appointment as King's Physician he died, as he

had foretold, from a rupture of a blood-vessel, on the

4th of May, 1803.
A great many essays, speeches, and "disputationes

"
exist

from his hand, proving the close and indefatigable observer.

A family of Scottish origin which has risen to great
distinction in the medical and scientific world of Sweden
are the Gahns or Colquhouns. For centuries the

Colquhouns have been connected with the great copper-

mining and smelting industries of Sweden which centre in

the little town of Falun. Already in 1568 we find a

William Kahun as a Captain in the Swedish service, and

of the sad fate of Peter Kahun in the Mornay Conspiracy
we have spoken above. But the direct connection of

these with the first Colquhoun in Falun has not been

established. A Walter Cahun established a cannon-

innotescat." Datam Upsalae 1772, Jun. 21. Cp. Sacklen, Lc. y i.

334 ff-
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foundry there in the time of Johann III.,
1 of which his son,,

also called Peter, became managing director.

The two famous step-brothers Gahn who concern us

here were both born at Falun, where their father, Hans

Jacob, was landowner and the district-treasurer. Johann

Gottlieb, the elder of the two, saw the light in 1 745, on the

1 9th of August. From his first appearance at Upsala one

might say that his whole life was given up to experiments.

In 1770, the year he left the university, he received a

commission for finding out improved smelting processes of

metals, owing to complaints about the impure copper

produced at Falun. These experiments were followed by
others, which he undertook jointly with other famous

scientists of the day, to produce vitriol and sulphur from

the water of the mines
;
and he introduced new instruments

in mining, for instance one for measuring the velocity of

the wind. His great merits did not remain unnoticed. In

1780 the mining-college caused a gold medal to be struck

in his honour, and from the king he received the title of
"
Bergmastare

"
(Mining-director) for his improving the

quality of the copper. In 1784 he was made a member
of the Mining Board, whilst he was already a member of

many learned societies, and a partner in a chemical factory
at Gripsholm. He was himself quite a complete scientific

institution, by which new discoveries were conscientiously

tested, and whence new ideas were continually being
thrown out. On his laboratory, his books, and his

instruments he spent the greater part of his income. But

this unquenchable thirst for knowledge had its dis-

advantages. Hurrying from one experiment to the other,

he almost entirely relied on his memory, and made few

notes. So it happened that many of his discoveries were

lost to posterity. On the other hand, he had a great gift
1
1568-92.
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of imparting his knowledge to others
;
we are told of a

simple instrument-maker whom he enabled by unwearied

teaching to construct the finest chemical and optical

instruments.

For his native country and the social welfare of the

community he had a warm heart
;

in his conversation he

was unassuming and had the modesty of a true scholar.

He exercised hospitality with an open hand, and many were

the strangers who visited him. Among others the famous

English chemist Thomson 1 called on him during his

journey through Sweden. He says in his journal:

"Probably Gahn is the man in Sweden now possessed of

the greatest store of knowledge."

Johann Gottlieb Gahn died on the 8th of December,
1818. His library was bought by the State and presented

to the Mining College at Falun. 2

His brother, Henry Gahn, was born in 1747. After

having received his first training at the High School of

Vester^s, he studied medicine at Upsala and became

Licentiate of Medicine in 1770. He then undertook the

customary journey through the Continent to see the

hospitals and medical institutions of other countries. At

Gottingen he stayed the whole winter and part of the

summer, and then by way of Leyden he visited England.
Here the offer reached him to accompany Cook on his

voyage round the world, but he declined, fearing that his

regular course of studies would be too much interrupted.

From London, where he worked at St Thomas's Hospital,

he went to Edinburgh, whence he returned in 1772 with

1 Thomas Thomson.
2 The very day before his death Gahn had spent twelve hours before his

writing-desk, to work out detailed rules for the working of the factory of

Gripsholm (near Stockholm). A certain oxide of metal, dark green and

unaffected by acids or alkalis, received the name of gahnit after him.
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a store of new ideas carefully noted down in his diary.

From his first appointment as physician of the town of

Gefle he was promoted to the post of physician to the

Swedish squadron then lying at Stockholm, and later to

that of Head Physician of the Royal Military Academy at

Karlberg. In his private practice he enjoyed unbounded

confidence, and his authority was undisputed. He was the

first who used vaccination in Sweden, and many improve-

ments in the way of erecting military hospital-barracks are

due to him. Full of years and rich in honours, he died on

the 6th of February, I846.
1

The last doctor of medicine who deserves a notice in

this place for his great merits and his extraordinary career

is Casten Ronnow. After his father had died in 1710

during the plague, the son, being then twelve years old,

was sent to his uncle, an army doctor, Johann Ronnow, at

Goteborg. All his life he had a love for a military life.

In 1716 he was present in the campaign against Norway,
and gained so much praise for his prudence and resolution

that the king offered him the responsible post of one of

his war-secretaries. It was only in 1720, after his return

to Stockholm, that he finally adopted the profession of

medicine, and especially that of surgery. Provided with

travelling scholarships, he now commenced his continental
" tour of instruction," which took him through Denmark
and Germany to Paris, where he remained for seven years.

A great part of his time he spent there in drawing the

beautiful plates in Le Dran's Book on Lithotomy, a work
which increased his fame so much that the English

physician Douglas invited him to London to assist him in

his anatomical work. Professor Winslow also tried to

enlist his services. But Ronnow declined. He had in the

meanwhile taken his M.D. at Rheims, and accompanied
1 Sv. Biogr. Lex. Ny Foljd.
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the Austrian General, Count Mercy, on his campaign in

Italy (1734). And now comes the great turning-point of

his life. King Stanislas of Poland had taken notice of

him and appointed him Royal Physician. As a member of

his suite he travelled from Konigsberg to Berlin and the

Netherlands (1736), was created a u conseiller intime,
"

and entrusted with the chief superintendence of the whole

sanitary arrangements and medical institutions of Alsace-

Lorraine. As such he displayed the most remarkable ac-

tivity founding a medical college at Nancy, supporting and

advising the medical faculty at Pont-a-Mousson, improving

hospitals and apothecaries' shops, and carrying on an

enormous correspondence with many of the famous men
of the day. After the death of King Stanislas in 1765 he

was seized with a desire of returning to his native country.
In vain did the Queen of France make him the most

brilliant offers if he would remain in Alsace or Paris. He
remained firm. Endowed with a pension of four thousand

livres for life, he journeyed home in 1767, where he was

made President of the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm.

He died in 1787, eighty-eight years old, leaving many

legacies for scientific purposes, and a name which did not

need the gold medal struck in his memory to save it from

oblivion. 1

As the Gahns are connected with Falun, so too the

Leyels are similarly connected with the great iron-works

of Sweden. We know that one, Jacob Leyel, son of

Patrick Leyel,
" ballivus de Arbrochs," came to Sweden

in 1638, together with two brothers, David and Henry.

Henry's son Adam was a member of the Board of Mining
and a lord-lieutenant. He was ennobled in 1717, and died

in 1744. David's son, another David, was likewise a

1 For a list of other medical men of Scottish blood in Sweden, see

Appendix.
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Bergmastare (inspector of mines), and Bergrid (councillor

of mines), and lies buried in the family vault of Elfkarleby.
Adam Leyel, son of Jacob, was director of the iron-

works at Hammarby, and spent large sums in improving
the productiveness of the silver-mines at Reliefers.

As a scientific genius we may add to the foregoing the

name of Thomas Cunningham. He was the son of another

Thomas, a native of Creall in Scotland, who lived in

Stockholm as a grocer in 1659, and was drowned in 1697.

Beginning as a staff-sergeant with the artillery (1713), he

became lieutenant in 1718, captain in 1734, and colonel

in 1757. Two years later he died at Carlskrona, where he

lies buried in the German church. Of him it is said 1

" that not only was he a brave soldier, but quite a slave

to his profession. He improved the powder-mill, laid the

foundation of a collection of models and drawings, and

procured for the Swedish guns much appreciation and

fame in foreign countries."

In the province of Statesmanship and the like we have

already mentioned at length Alexander Erskine and his

diplomatic achievements during the Thirty Years' War. 2

By his side, though not reaching up to him in influence

or character, we may place Walter Greig or Greigge, the

ancestor of the Swedish noble family of Greniggenschildt.

His father was the well-known merchant at Wolgast in

Pomerania, John Greig, who also owned the estate of

Pritzwald. He was born in 1622, on the ist of May, and

became a Licentiate Juris utriusque in 1654, after various

journeys to foreign countries. In the same year Johann

Oxenstierna, the Chancellor of the University of Greifswald,

nominated him Professor Juris extraordinarius, with leave

to continue his practice as an advocate. Five years later

1 See Anrep, I.e.

2 See Scots in Germany. The name is often written Erskein.

o
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Greig was appointed Head " Auditor'
1

(judge) with the

Swedish army, and in 1669 Assessor or Member of the

Court of Appeal, an office which he held for fourteen years

at various places. After the death of the President he

wrote a petition asking for admission into the Riddarhus,

and for naturalisation as a Swedish noble, on the ground
of his long-continued service to the Crown and his old

noble Scottish descent (2ist February, 1683). His desire

was granted in the same year. His coat-of-arms varies

slightly from that of the Scottish Greigs. In 1697 Walter

(or Gualter) died and was buried in the church of St

Nicholas. He left behind him the name of an honest and

just lawyer.
1

Another Scot who held a high official appointment was

Casten Feif. His career is not a little remarkable. He
was the son of a simple Kryddkramare (druggist), Peter

Feif, in Stockholm, who again was grandson of Alexander

Feif of Montrose (t ante 1628) and Jeaneta Rynd. In his

early boyhood, about 1670, he was sent to a hat-maker in

Finland to learn the trade
;
but not liking this, and his

master failing in business, he returned to Sweden. His

knowledge of the Finnish language recommended him for

the post of clerk in one of the king's offices. After that

he rose rapidly, became Secretary of State in the Ministry
of the Interior, and in 1723 President of the Ministry.

Looking over the events of his life, and reading his letters,

one is indeed at a loss to understand how a man so utterly

without any brilliant gifts, so incapable of any great in-

dependent action, could rise to such a height. But his

weakness became his strength under a monarch of

despotic wilfulness
;

he became the right hand of a

Charles XII., while he would never have left off copying

1 See Leben des Walter von Grciggcnschildt, Greifswald, 1730. Vite

Pomtr., vol. 14.
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under a Gustavus Adolphus. What recommended him to

the king was, besides courage, which he undoubtedly

possessed, just this accommodating way of thinking. In

judging of his character his contemporaries are greatly at

variance. Some call him selfish, a fop, and faithless,

others again praise his industry, his purity of morals, and

his patriotism. Much of this divergence of opinion can

perhaps be explained when we remember that all the

popular discontent and hatred which the financial exactions

of a king, anxious to satisfy his creditors, aroused in

Sweden, were naturally directed against Feif as the king's

willing tool, a man who had no great military qualities to

atone for a ruinous financial policy. Probably Feif was

aware of the rising storm. We know that he proposed
to the king as an extreme measure the melting down of

cannons to pay off part of the debt, but that the king
refused.

Nor was his position less irksome and difficult after he

had been summoned by the king to Bender. The whole

of the administration of Sweden lay in his hands, and yet

messengers between Turkey and that country were but

rarely despatched, and letters were subject to a secret

Royal censure and often opened by the post-officers.

When at last the king's presence in his own land became

an absolute necessity, it was Feif who issued the famous

passport from Pitest, a small place on the Wallachian

frontier, for Peter Frisk (the king), Van Rosen, and Von

DUring, who travel on business to Germany (2jth October,

1714). The only measure of Feif that showed some

statesmanlike forecast of the rise and the importance of

Stockholm was the free grant of that part of the town

called Skeppsholmen to the magistrates for being built

upon.

Feif died in 1739, on the i7th of March, having risen
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to great honours, and having been enrolled among the

Swedish nobles. His two brothers also had remarkable

careers. Peter (1671-1736) commenced as a sailor-boy

and ended as an admiral; John (t 1738) rose from an

overseer in an arsenal to be a captain in the army.
We have come to the end of our task. Not that the

task, properly speaking, could ever be ended. Indeed,

there may be and there must be sources of information

we have overlooked, while new materials will be made

accessible in the future. But with the time, the means,

and the materials at hand, what could be done has been

done. Others will come after and continue the work.

For whilst the words of Tegner, the great Swedish

poet, are quite true, and a lesson not to be forgotten in

the face of much foolish prejudice, where he says
1

" Boast not of fathers' honours ! Each but his own can know.

Canst thou not draw the bow thyself ? is not thine own the bow ?

What value are to thee the things that long ago were buried ?

Strong waves by their own force alone into the sea are hurried
"

it is at the same time quite as valuable to remember the

deeds of our ancestors as a warning and an encouragement
in our struggle of life, and as a strengthening of our

patriotism not a patriotism clad in uniform or relying on

Dreadnoughts, but a nobler patriotism founded on those

deeper qualities which lie at the root of a nation's true

greatness.

1
FritjoPs Saga:

" Yfs
ej af fadrens ara ! en hvar har dock blott sin ;

Kan du ej spanna bagen, ar han ej din ?

Hvad vill du med det varde, som ar begrafvet ?

Stark strom med egna vager gar genom hafvet."
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PART I.

Letter handed to the Magistrates of Stockholm by John

Macfasson (1568).

UNIVERSIS ac singulis quibus patentes hasce meas literas

offerri contingat Egv. Joannes Makfasson Scotus films et

hasres quondam Davidis Makfasson habita cujusque

dignitatis ratione, notum facio et praesentium literarum

vigore testatum volo me jure proprio spontane et libera

voluntate vendidisse honesto ac probo viro Valtero

Richardson Scoto pro se et suis hasredibus in perpetuam

possessionem ementi asdes meas in civitate Regni Scotise

Leicht sitas inter asdes Vilhelmi Foster et Archimbaldi

Pennikuik una cum proximo meo horto ad habendum

tenendum possidendum et quidquid praenominato Vualtero

et ipsius haeredibus deinceps placuerit . . . pro trecentis

thaleris Germanicis quod pretium mihi plene solutum

est ..." i

List of Scottish Citizens of Stockholmfrom 1573 to 1673.

1573. Hans Watson, Thomas Cockbron.

1580. Jacob Patton.

1583. Blasius Dundee.

1589. Thomas Ogilbie.

1617. David Anderson, Kahund (Colquhoun).
2

1624. Jac. Forbus, J. Eskin.

1
Stad-Asrkivet, Radhus, Stockholm.

2 After his death a quarrel arose about his assets between Jean Alard,

the famous gardener of King Erik XIV., and Andr. Keith. It was

suppressed by Royal command. See above : the " De Mornay Trial."

215
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1633. Donat Feif, G. Ross, Halliday.

1636. Alex. Klerk.

1637. Jac. Porteous.

1638. H. Kinnimundt, Jac. Henderson, W. Hay.

1640. W. Guthrie.

1647. Robt. Kinimundt.

1648. Alb. Guthrie, Will. Lindsay.

1649. W. Strang.

1650. J. Primrose, Sander Buchan.

1651. Thos. Parker.

1652. D. Leyel, Hercules Strang.

1660. W. Guthrie.

1 66 1. Thos. Wilson.

1663. W. Buchan.

1670. Alex. Waddel, Adam Leyel.

1676. Hans Kinimundt.

We also find the following settled in Stockholm : Jacob

N'af (1576), Jacob Feift', Crichton, Ramsay, Adam

Finlayson (1613), Thos. Rhind, John Lamb, James

Masterton, Maclier, D. Walker, Alb. Lockhart, Rob.

Ainslie, James Gardiner, David Carnegie, Thos. Glen,

Findlay (Findeloo), Alex. Murray (Murri), Brothers

Andr. and James Dempster, Thos. Dempster (1615),

Hans N'af (1671), James Ross, P. Ugleby, Andr. Gerner

W. Barclay, Simon Haliburton, Seton, J. Gregor (1643),

J. Lesslie, Reid.

Extractsfrom Old Muster-rolls.

I. The Regiment of Colonel Cobron, 1609.!

First Company : Capt. H. Elphinstone.

Lieut. R. Stewart.

Ensign D. Gray.

Serjeants : Thos. Maxwell, J. Johnston.
1
Krigs-A.
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Fouriers : J. Lumsden, A. Cunnigham.
1

Among the men are : John Morrison, Al. Campbell, Thos.

Russell, W. Richardson, Th. Wallace, Rt.

Douglas, J. Stuart, Al. Murray, Arch. Nicholson,

D. Wardrop, J. Burnet, Robt. Mackay, Hector

Munroe, John Munroe, Jas. Finlayson, Richd.

Halliday, D. Laing, A. Meldrum, J. Macnorry

(or rory), John Purvis.

Second Company : Capt. Robt. Poplar (?).

Lieut. J. Stewart.

Ensign Jas. Stewart.

Among the men are : G. Gardiner, Fred. Stewart, Alex.

Stewart, R. Meldrum, J. Manorgan, W. Tait,

W. Fraser, H. Constabill, J. Otterburne, A.

Trumbull, Fr. Garret, John Gun, Thos. Gilbert,

Al. Drummond, E. Coghill, W. Skot, J. Millar,

W. M'Ruddery.
Third Company : Capt. Rob. Muir.

Among the men are : R. Lumley, J. Maxwell, B. Giffard,

Thos. Carpenter, W. Gill, And. Curtis, John

Ingram, J. Csesar (?), J. Flood, J. Jones, Wyatt,
E. Rutherford, Th. Harris, Gilbert Freswell.

1 In 1610 the list of officers in Cobron's regiment in Livland is given

.as follows: Lieut. -Col. Samuel Cobron, Captains, G. Sinclair, Thos.

Crichton, Lieuts. Peter Ugleby (Ogilvie), Thos. Maxwell, G. Hay,
J. Drummond ; Surgeon, J. Cunnigham ; Quartermasters, M. Bronk-

hurst, P. Spens ; Serjeant, Thos. Maxwell. (Kammer-A.)
There is a confusing number of Ogilvies in the Swedish ranks.

About Peter Ugleby in 1602, see Index. Colonel W. Ugleby, a " faithful

servant of the Crown," receives as a donation an estate in Warmland

formerly belonging to the "traitor Joren Posse" (yth June, 1604).
.Still worse is the case of the Stuarts, Munroes, Douglases, Duvalls,

Leslies, etc. Half the clans seem to have flocked to Sweden at the

time of the Thirty Years' War.

Curiously enough the above list of 1609 differs from that given in the

Pay List of the Kammer-A. (See below.)
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II. The Regiment of Colonel Jas. Spens, 1624.

Colonel : James Spens.

Captain : Andrew Beatoun.

Captain : David Wemyss.
Ensign : John Forbes.

Reg. Clerk : Jas. Borthwick.

Surgeon: W. Spang.

Clergyman: A. Bedie.

Sergeant-Major : J. Wemyss,
Sergeants : Rob. Hanna, James Spens.

Quartermaster : J. Liddell.

Captain of Arms : W. Gray.

Corporals: M. Littlejohn, Robt. Home, G. Crawford,

Jas. Frisell, Malcolm Stuart, P. Monorgan.
Tambours : Jas. Spens, D. Manson.

Rottmastare: Thos. Traill, Henry Primrose, John Strang,
David Traill, Robt. Traill, Robt. Craw, Jas.

Patton, James Trummel, John Lawless, Fr.

Kennedy, John Rutherford, Robt. Stenson,

John Tarvet, Andr. Beinston, John Anderson,
W. Falconer, John Forbes, W. Gray, John

Pryde, Thos. Armstrong, J. Thomson, M. Tullar

John Johnston, J. Small, J. Ogilvie, W. Mow,
Thos. Inglis, W. Collin, D. Forrest, Robt. Arm-

strong, P. Douglas, John Weir, W. Duncan,
Ph. Constable, Jas. Alexander, John Logan, W.
Smyth, D. Russell.

Pikemen : Jas. Williamson, Thos. Wyllie, Thos. Norry, G.

Sharp, A. Blackie, W. Christie, Robt. Blythe,

R. Kennedy, John Low, W. Cullen, W. Guillam,

P. Thomson, M. Anderson, Robt. Ferris, Al.

Brown, J. Tweedie, Jas. Duncan, W. Tailor, J.

Johnstone, minor, J. Dowie, H. Beinston, W,
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Pryde, D. Dowie, J. Dalrymple, W. Preston,

D. Anderson, J. Pock, J. Hutton, Al. Browne,
D. Duncan, Thos. Robertson, R. Scott, J. Mar-

shall, W. Harlowe, Andrew Dipplin, G. Robert-

son, Robt. Black, J. Brown, J. Seton, Jas. Stark,

W. Flay, W. Livingstone, Patr. Pitcairn, Thos.

Wright, J. Browne, W. Fluker (?), J. Swinton,

Rob. Byter(?), W. Blakater (Blackadder) .

Musketeers : P. Baxter, Al. Strachan, J. Russell, A.

Riddel, James Elder, John Clerk, A. Sinclair,

John Banks, J. Cook, John Grummull (?), Jas.

Johnston, Andr. Henderson, Jas. Robertson, W.
Chalmers, A. Mearns, John Ewing, John Hunter,

Robt. Ramsay, G. Richeson, Thos. Campbell, Jas.

Reid, Al. Gray, Jas. Acheson, John Traill,

Archibald Clerk, P. Dickson, Th. Livinstone,

Th. Murray, Andr. Granson (?), Al. Ogilbie,

Andr. Lamb, John Simson, Zacharia Muat

(Mowat?), Th. Baines, D. Macdonald, G,

Middleton, Jas. Sandries, J. Dun, J. Keith, John

Robertsone, Al. Ballentyne, Gilb. Hay, J. Ker
?

Th. Finlay, W. Hunter (dead), G. M'Millan,

David Spadin, Jas. Shilg (?), J. Scott, J. Morreis
r

Th. Scott, Alb. Wilson, W. Pumas (?), A.

Spens, D. Law, W. Lies, J. Man, Andr. Henry.
D. Young, J. Lothian, Th. Hay, J. Miller, Al.

Mundro, Gilb. Dumbrok (?).

III. 1630.

In Ruthven's Regiments the company of Captain David

Russell consisted of:

Captain : D. Russell.

Lieutenants : Robt. Crichton, D. Kelly, W. Greig, G,

Christie, D. Lermonth.
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Ensign : W. Russell.

Sergeants: Bent Craig, John Dumbistone, G. Cor-

storphine.

Corporal : M . Grame.

Rottmastare: R. Russell, D. Gunn, Holmar Otteson,

Donald Bruce, W. Walker, Chr. Nielson, Lawr.

Nielsson, J. Kirkpatrick, J. Gray, G. Cooster (?),

W. Stirling, Th. Ollaton, D. Gourlay, Markus

Volt, Hans Oberson, Melchior Meyer, Andr.

Turnbull, Th. Gray, Hans Crabel, D. Gunn, Th.

Young, Charles King, J. Matson, W. Forbes,

Lettow, Hoppener, Rosebery, G. Douglas, Ross,

Dunbar, White, etc. 1

To this may be added the following names from Capt.

Ogilvie's Company (in 1632):

Ensign : John Maxwell.

Sergeant : Rob. Strachan.

Men : Thos. Lawrence, J. Carnegie, Duncan Omeric (?),

M c

lnnes, Miller, Donald, Adonachie, And.

Duncan, Donald Macniell, Fr. Kilpatrick, J.

MacCormick, Wyllie, Pargillies (?), Wishart,
M. Linn, P. Macalister, etc.

IV. Jacob Ramsay's Regiment in 1631.

Colonel : Jacob Ramsay.
Lieuts. : Thos. Cowley, W. Styfvert, J. Fillous

(?),
Da.

Ramsay.

Ensign : John Ramsay.

Sergeants : Th. Perbus, Robt. Hall.

Captain of Arms : Jac. Ramsay.
Clerk of Muster Roll : James Wardlaw.

Fourier: W. Morrison.

1 Observe the sprinkling of foreign names.
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Drummers : John Wilson, Robert Gordon.

Corporals :
l

J. Forrath, J. Wedderburn, Nehemia

Jacobs.

Rottmastare :
l G. Ramsay, Isaac Piatt, H. Punkmann.

Privates : John Hanson, R. Morris, Th. Couper, J. Tiller,

Ismael Trumbull, Nic. Collier, Th. Herdman,

Henry Morrick, H. Redwen, Fr. Popham, J.

Soglar (?), Edw. Robertson, Martin Barbour
;

the rest Germans.

Capt. George Douglas Company: Lieut. P. Kinimund
;

Ensign : Robt. Inglis ; Sergeants : W. Crichton,

John Sterling ; Capt. of Arms : James Hodge ;

Fourier : Robt. Williamson
;

Clerk : Jas.

Finlayson ;
Drummers : W. Focett, Simon

Shasser
(?).

Privates (inter alios) : G. Young, Andr. Nicolson, Donald

Bullar, A. Reid, W. Dickson, John Aberlenni

(?),
W. Bruce, Andr. Ramsay, L. Agnew, Harry

Lee, J. Carbrahn (Cockburn), Allaster Stewart,

John Orr, James Abadoun (?), Jas. Wedderburne,

J. Crichton, P. Taillor, Js. Hamilton, John
Ushom

(?),
W. Charbrat

(?).

Capt. Alex. Hanna's Company : Lieut. W. Hanna
; Ensign

D. Hanna
; Sergeants : R. Sandilands, H. Gulie

(?) ; Capt. of Arms : W. Callander
;
Fouriers :

W. Simson, J. Pierson
; Corporals : A. Porteous,

G. Aberbrunie
(?), Alex. Perrie

;
Rottmastare :

Andr. Alleit, Th. Wass, Th. Newland, J.

Williamson, J. Finlayson.
Privates: J. Kock, J. Maternie (?), Thos. Fuird

(?),

Alex. Clay, Js. Hutchinson, Al. Machihan, Thos.

1 A corporal's squad in those days consisted of about 20 men, divided

into 3 Roten or Rotten, commanded each by a Rottmastare.
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Mackmorran, W. Burnie, Th. Bruntsfield,

J. Clerck, An. Bell, Jas. Anderson, Ed. Burck,

Gregor Winn, Simon Bruce, Alex. Hanna, John

Craig, Gardiner, Mungo Hanna, Arch. Craig,

Al. Morray, John Davidson.

Captain Ballentyne's Company : Lieut. R. Ramsay ; Serg :

Hugh Sherer
;
Fouriers : L. Magill, R. Coniston

;

Clerk: J. Sumervil; Captain of Arms: J. Ewin,
Drummer: J. Henderson; Corporals: G. Brown,
D. Forster; Rottmastare: M. Page, Jas.

Henderson, Jas. Moffat, W. Smith, R. Kinkaid,

G. Wodd, J. Macgreen, John Tinto, D. Hay,

John Macgraw, J. Hunter, Arser (Arthur)

Ramsay, W. Donaldson.

Captain Robt. Douglas's Company: Lieut. Thos. Bamboro;

Ensign : John Wild
; Sergeants : Marmaduke

Walter, Robt. Medlicop ;
Fourier : J. Sterling ;

Clerk : Thos. Todd
; Corporals : Connor

O'Connor, W. Williamson, W. Jurginn, A. Bell
;

Rottmastare : Chester, Power, Corbin, Morton,

Gibson. 1

Privates : David Keith, Jas. Mackannon, Ad. Moffat,

Thos. Hensley, Ad. Smith, E. Patterson, Taig
Maccrmow (?), Brian Macgarrow, L. Jones,

John Gourlay, Thos. Fernie, John Sumervil,

John Bairns, Owen Murrian, John Morton,

John Forrest, Rob. Wilson, Andr. Bennet,

Lewis Derrick, J. Forell, W. Gunn, J. Mackar,

Js. Gill, Taig Maclenan, J. Spens, G. Malboro,

John Stuart, P. Anderson, N. Schott. 1

Captain W. Douglas's Company: Lieut. P. Schaff; Ensign:

W. Bailie
; Sergeants : J. Bromfeld, Thos.

1 Observe the large sprinkling of Irish and English names.
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Turnbull
;
Fouriers : Thos. Monroe, O. Edgar ;

Clerk : P. Cambel
; Corporals : P. Morton,

Andr. Scougal ;
Rottm'astare : Michal, Odden-

burt, David Nas, John Magill, R. Scott.

Privates: W. Turnbull, M. Byrsmy (?), M. Clerck,

J. Gamble, G. Giffin, J. Cranston, J. Anderson,
R. Waddel, Jas. Grymon (?), J. Davidson, Leslie,

J. Hamilton, Alex. Grane, John Hunter, Thos.

Hunter, W. Murrai, E. Simson, Fr. Hoconas
(?),

J. Scot.

From the Pay-Lists.

Very interesting are the numerous pay-lists preserved
in the so-called Kammer-Arkivet at Stockholm. In the

following pages we have extracted the names of Scottish

officers, adding such notes as were afforded by other

sources. The earliest of these lists dates previous to 1609,
and contains the following names : Thomas Aberneti,

1

Will. Barclay, Kinnaird, Kinimund, Lumbsden, Lewensten

(Livingstone), George Ogilbie,
2
Jacob Stuart. In 1609

among Cobron's officers are mentioned P. (or Thos.)

Crichton, Thos. Kamberling (Chamberlain), Marcus Kar,

Hugo Kendrich, Kreyel, and Jacob Stuart. The pay of

Cobron amounts to 2740 Thaler. A year later, 1610, we
find in Col. Spens's company : Jac. Colville, Robt. Muir,
Patr. Rutherford, P. Lermonth, G. Wauchop,

3 Daniel

Hebron (Hepburn), Jas. Kennedy, Andr. Wallace, and

Andr. Rentoun. In Col. Monnichhofen's company there

are : Col. Will. Stuart (t 1613), Capt. G. Duglas, Walter

Scott, J. Cunnigham, Hans Cobron, and J. Gray. Col.

1 This is Thos. Ebbernet of Wejborg Scott, who was sent to Narva in

1599 to treat with the unruly Scots.

2 See previous list, Note.
3
Wauchope is mentioned in one of Spens's letters.
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Patrick Ruthven the famous general of later times

occurs also in 1610, with the pay attached to his name, of

4358 Thaler. With him are mentioned Capts. John

Balfour,
1 G. Sinclair, John Ker, and James Scott

;
then

we find no less than three Crawfords (variously spelt as

Crafoord, Craffert, etc.), Alexander, James, and Laurence,

Robt. Sim, W. Gordon, Laur. Oliver, Jas. Drummond,
A. Gray, J. Rutherford 2

). In 1612, Capt. A. Gray
occurs as Colonel. The following captains serve in his

company : Alex. Feme
(?),

Balthazar Carmichael, two

Stuarts, Robert 3 and Alexander, Andr. Ker, Grieff
(?),

John Cunnigham, who was called a " balbierer
"
(barber)

in 1609, is now advanced to the dignity of "chirurgus
"

;

as Lieut., Donald Macswyn (?)
is mentioned.

The strength of some Scottish Regiments in Sweden*

In 1612 there were in Col. Rudderford's

Company ... 96 men.

Capt. Learmonth's Company . 156
G. Wauchop's 95
W. Morgan's 92

Hendly's 98
Alex. Craffort . 123

660 men.

1 This is the Johannes Balfour, concerning whom King James VI.

writes on the 26th of July 1609. He calls him a "juvenis illustri loco

natus," and the brother of Michael Balfour of Burleigh.

2 Another Rutherford, Anthony, is
"
Hofjunker

" = Gentleman-in-

Waiting, in 1616.

8 His name occurs in the letter of King James just mentioned ;
he is

there called brother to the Earl of Orkney, and " a cubiculis notis

privatis."
4
Cp. Mankell, Uppgifter rorande.
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In 1615 in Cobron's Regiment before Reval 160 men.

Capt. Hans Stifert's (Stuart) . 90

Donoway's . . 90

J~
Patr. Ruthven . . 160

Ramsay . . 120

Gern 140
Wallace . . . 130

940 men.

In 1617 J. Dugall, J. Donoway, and Robt. Duglitz

occupy various strongholds in Finland.

In 1622 the number of Scots is given as 1088.

In 1626 there were mustered at Riga
8 Spens's Regts. . . . 929 men.

8 Drummond's . . . . 588

4 Duwall's . . . 215

1732 men.

In 1627 and 1629 large levies arrived, also Hamilton's

in 1630.
In the Battle of Leipzig (7th Sept., 1631) there were

engaged
12 Companies under Hebron . 786 men.

8 Lumsdel . 608

Col. Mackay's and Munroe's . 800

8 Ramsay's . 470
8 Hamilton's . . . 386
8 Munroe's . . . 528 ,,

3578 men.
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Forbes"s Levy.

Illustrissimo ac Celsissimo Domino, D. Axello Oxin-

sternio, S. Regni Sueciae Archi-Cancellario, nee non

Imperil Germanici Suecicis Armis Acquisiti : Supremo
ac prudentissimo Gubernatori, etcet. Domino suo

Clementissimo.

Secundum Illustrissimae Celsitudinis Vestrce gratiosum

mandatum, rerum mearum Informationem hanc descripsi :

quam cequo animo consulere, Illustrissimam Celsitudinem

vestram humillime rogo. Quadriennio abhinc Sereniss.

Regis (aeternae et felicis memorise) chirographo munitus,

Legionem conscribere aggressus sum
; cumque supra

quadringentos lectos milites collectos haberem et Integram

Legionem transuehere paratus fui, Jacobi Forbesii

Stockholmeensis culpa Impeditus (qui pecuniam sibi

concreditam transmittere neglexit) et Amicorum Im-

portunitate, Inuitus ab Incepto desistere, et milites

conscriptos post tres menses demittere cogebar. Sed

bonae causae et S. R. amore accensus : praeter, Imo contra

amicorum consilium, Iter ad S. R. ingressus, Magno
Infortunio in piratos Dinkerkenses incidi post miseram

spoliationem, et Bimestrem Captivitatem, jnceptum iter

(ante reditum in patriam) de novo aggressus sum Flandria,

Pomerania de inter] acentibus regionibus peragratis tandem

ad S. R. M. in confini Neomarchice Brandenburgensis

conveni. Ibidem commissionem pro duabus legionibus

conscribendis accepi, pecuniar arrhse loco destinata?

dimidiam partem ab Erico Lasone mense Martio sequente,

residuam partem una cum stipendio lustratorio et sumptibus

in vestimenta insumptis tempore Lustrationis accepturus

eram. Ericus Lasonus vere pecuniae mense Martio

debitse vix mediam partem mense Augusto persolvit ;

quinque mensium spacio quotidie secundum promissi
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fidem solutionem expectans plus sumptus feci quam ab

illo accepi ;
centuriones mei et officiates in Scotia a

primo Aprilis in primam Octobris milites conscriptos

supra sexcentos meis impensis alebant, totidem etiam ante

adventum meum pecuniar inopia demittere cogebantur.

Nautas ob maris Baltici pericula tempore hyemis vix pro

navium intcgro pretio milites transvehere volebant

demum cum inservire cogebantur solitum pretium triplicare,

et pro victu in tarn periculoso et hyberno itinere trium

mensium impensa facere cogebar, supra duo millia

hominum meis impensis alui usque dum haec peracta

fuere. Legionibus prasmissio ipse statim subsecutus in

portu prope Gliickstadiam novo infortunio obrutus

inimicis inhumanissimis secunda prasda factus sum. Jam

primum (post biennii pene incarcerationem) libertate

donatus Illustr. Celsit. Vestram (proxime a Deo) tamquam
libertatis vindicem saluto : pro quo beneficio vitam,

fortunas, amicos et quaecunque mihi charissima sunt in

hac militia sacra pro bona causa et Imperii Suecici tutela

et propagatione impendere animo promptissimo paratus

sum. Legiones meas imminutas (Deo favente) restaurabo

et prasterea unam vel alteram
(si

ita facto opus sit)

conscribam, et ante aestatis mediam ad oram Visurgis
lustrationi adhibebo. Summam mihi et legionibus meis

debitam rite ni fallor secundum capitulationem computatam
ad calcem subjeci ; necessitates, telo ictus in prassentia,

tantum expeto quantum hasreditatem meam sub onere

gemiscentem et pro causis prcedictis impignoratam levare

potest ; pro residuo spero et expecto Illus. Gel. Vestram

nostri Immemorem non fore : sed caeteris paribus me
diductos rationibus et per solutis aliquam qualemcumque
satisfactionem accepturum haereditas mea pro quadraginta

quatuor millibus Imperialium impignoratur. Nobilissimas

viduse hie in Germania quae mihi et commilitionibus meis
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in duro carcere ex Christiana Gnfj.ira.7tia perbenigne et

liberaliter prosperavit, pro duabus Millibus debitor

sum. Vestes, seruos, equos, et alia necessaria convenientia

comparare necessitas jubet : pudet enim carceris squalorum
nondum abluisse, de jtineris et morse sumptibus, nullus

dubito quin statim jmpetrabuntur cum vix Bidui sumptus

supersunt. Interim prsesentium gratiosum responsum

tanquam optatas benevolentiae mwptw, etjudicium expecto.

Caeterum, Deo Opt. Max. Illustr. Gels. Vestram Com-

mendo. Datum Francofurt ad Maenum Anno salutis M.

De. xxxiii. Tertio jdus Nouembri. A. FORBES.

1. Imprimis Arrha? Loco, pro 2600 militibus meis

jmpensis transuectis, secundum Capitulationem debentur

20,800 Imperiales.

2. Pro sumptibus in uestimenta Insumptis, secundum

capitulationem cum D. Macky pro singulis Militibus

quinque Imperiales pro mille et quingentis meis Impensis
uestitis debentur 7500.

3. Pro stipendio Lustratorio tot militibus debito,

secundum capitulationem 13,350 pro biennii stipendio

menstruo mihi debito 27,456.
Summa Imperialium 69,106. Pro septemdecem cen-

turionibus et eorum militibus pro biennii stipendio secundum

capitulationem 320,400.
Saluo justo calculo. Quatuor mensium stipendia per

soluta sunt integra an dimidiata ignore. Quid D. Fredericus

Hamiltoun acceperit ignore. Ego a D. Segato Saluio in

carcere accepi 130 et Libertatem adeptus a D. Erico

Anderson 200.
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Two Remarkable Wills.

I. General Kings, f J 652.

Seing all things are variable and nothing more un-

certain than the lijf
of Mane and in speciall pillgremes of

my Professione therefore I have thought fitt for the

avoyding of contention amongst freinds and for the better

informing thame of my affaires to draw up this after-written

note or minut with my hand in place of testament, if no

other in my lyf-tyme by my frie and voluntary will sail be

maide by me posteriore to this for to adde and deminish

to or from this end forma
(?)

to my own disposition.

And in the first place I begweith my Soule to the

Kepingh of the Almighty God and my body to hir mother

the Earth, till in his gracious good time he sail be pleased

to reweint (reunite ?)
and joijne both together againe to

the full frucksion of that everlasting bliss and happiness
which Eye hath none seen nather ear hard nather as it is

ever entered in the heart of mane.

Secondly my movabell and unmovabell goods failing

lawfull begotten cheildring meall or feamell of my own

body, I leive to my lawfull and undented aires my brother's

sons Jhone King's cheildrene to succeed me and for in

this mainer namlye the eldest sone called James and

failing him the secund sone to succeed with this en-

tretting the tuttors, that they will indevore that as they
succeed me in the poor estate I leive thame that they

may also succeed to the honour and dignitie that His

Maj. of Great Bretaine of blessed memory was pleased to

bestowe upon me, but this I remitt to the furtherance and

consideration of my noble freinds and executioners
(!)

of

this my testament. As also I desyre that the foresaid

Tuttors will sie to the satisfaction of my foresaid Debts

that the same be payed out of my lands and moveabels in
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Brittane and Sweden and Germanic as the Inventary at

lenth doth preport.

Thirdly I ordaine my sister Barbara King and hir

cheildring twa hundredth Reixdollars yearly till hir

daughters be provyded with honest matches and they
to have a proportion or tocher good as the condition of

the estat will beare.

Fourthly I ordaine my brother's sone Luftenant Coll.

David Sinckler by and atour the payment of twa thousand

Reixdollars, and four hunder which I am adebted to him

by Vertue of obligations given him, but also to have and

resave money or satisfaction in lands or otherwayes for the

soume of twa thousand fyve hundreth Reixdollars, the

which I lent to his father and my brother William

Sinckler of Seaby as a tocken of my love to him, whom, I

trust, with the assistans of my noble Camarade and

freind General Luft, Robbert Douglas of Whittingame
etc. will sie me honestly buried without any great pompe,
if they shall happen to be wher it shall pleas God to call

me, iff not I must awaite my lotte, how, when or wher it

shall pleas God to call upon me, only I shall be sorrie for

twa things, the first is, if I shall not have tyme fervantlie

to repent me of my mispent bypast lyf, the second is that

I have not been so fortunat as to show any sumptom of

gratitude to hir Sacred Maj. the Queen of Sweden for all

hir M.'s gracious and royall favours showed me, yet in

tocken of my desyres to have done Hir services

I wish all that appertains to me may die in and for Hir

Maj.'s services, not douthing of Hir M.'s gracious protection

to my brother's childreing in respect I and twa of my
Brethrein dyed in Hir M.'s service.

Further seing it may fall out that some of my debters

may prove not so certaine as it may be I hoped they wold,

yet my freinds must use the uttermost means to obtaine
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this, for said debts according to the Tennor of the obliga-

tions which are to be found in this box in my airon Chist

by others my lettors of consequens, the Inventaire of

which shall be adjoynt to this former minut or testament.

Datum Stockholm, lothof Aprill 1651. Eythin.

Then follows a long list of moneys owing to him. The
two chief paragraphs read :

u
Owing to me by her Majie. the Queen of Sweden by

vertue of one account revised by Legat Salvius in

Hamburrie upon the Regent's command to him, to be

found subscryvit with his own hand, by which the rolls

of the foot-souldiers are to be found sub Lit. A.

Thler. 158,000."
"
Owing to me by His Majie. the King of Great Britaine

by Virtue of my service done to him and for depursements
for His M.'s service and for one yeirlie pension His Majie.
of blessed memorie bestowed upon me of one 1000 Pound

St. per annum, now resting eleven years in all which

extends to the somme of 40,000 or Reixdollar 180,000."

Among the minor "
obligations

"
is one from the

Countess of Niddisdale, amounting to 60, and dated

Edinburgh, 27th March, 1647; another, signed by the

Marquis of Newcastle, Earl of Mansfield, Henry Cavendish,

and Will. Carnaby, for 1000.

On the other hand the debts of the General in Sweden

alone amounted to 25,000 Thaler.

II. The Last Will of Col David Ramsay.
1

In the Name of God. Amen.
I David Ramsay, true son and heir of the late General

Major James Ramsay, formerly Governor of Hanau

1 See Reduktionskollegii, Akt. N. 332. Rammer-A.
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[in Hessen, Germany] being at this time in consequence of

my protracted illness, very week yet of clear and capable

understanding and of perfect memory, have thought it

advisable and very necessary to do what is the duty of all

Christians namely to prepare myself for death.

Therefore I leave in the first place my soul in the

hands of Almighty God, my Creator
;

in the second place

I put my house in order and ordain about my worldly

possessions as follows.

I ordain as my last will and Testament that my body
shall be buried in my late dear Mother's grave which I

have ordered to be built at my expense near the Church

of Elligult in Smiland for that purpose.
In the third place I have thought it proper, to put

down a specification of my debts to the best of my memory
which I ordain to be paid first to my (creditors ?)

in Scotland.

First to his Exc. the Master of the Horse of the

Kingdom of Sweden, General Robert Douglas, Lord of

Skalby. . .*;

Secondly to Col. Hugh Hamilton 720 Rixdollars,

capital and interest as the documents show
;

Thirdly to Elisabeth Clerck, Captain James Sinclair's

wife, one thousand four hundred and ninety Rixdollars, in-

cluding the whole interest until the next eleventh of July;

Fourthly to Jane Henderson, late Capt. Jacob Lawder's

widow, three hundred eighty-nine Rixdollars.

Fifthly to Jacob Feiff 2 four hundred and two Thalers
"
Kopper Mynt

"
as my account shows.

Sixthly to Jacob Macklier 2 three hundred ninety nine

Thalers Kopper Mynt and fifty eight Reixdollars which
he paid in my name to Willem Lindsay ;

1 There is a space left blank here.
2 These are all names of Scottish merchants and bankers in Stockholm.

See Part I.
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Seventhly to Hans Primrose l six hundred and fourteen

Thalers K.M. according to his account;

Eighthly to Alexander Buchan l
fifty Rixdollar

;

Ninthly to Hans Halliday
l
thirty Rixdollar

;

Tenthly to Peter Chambers eight hundred and twenty
nine Rixdollar whilst he on his part is to return a diamond

ring valued at two hundred Rixdollar.

Eleventhly to William Cutlar eleven Rixdollar for

which he has my bill of hand on one hundred I have

duly paid him
;

Twelfthly to Major Jacob Keith ten Rixdollar.

In the fourth place I find it advisable here to set down

the sums which are due to me
;
the accounts being in

the hands of my mother's sister, the late Alexander

Livingstone's widow. First then the Earl of Rothes

owes me fourteen thousand Mark Scottish, secondly
Lord Barnes (?) eight thousand Mark, thirdly the Old

College of St Andrews five thousand Mark, fourthly
the New College there two thousand, fifty seven hundred

pound Scotch which my late mother lent to the Council

of Scotland
; Lastly there are some beds and utensils as

well as rings of which a list will be found in my late

mother's chest in Smaland. As to my landed property in

Smaland, which Her Gracious Majesty has permitted me
to hold, to sell or to dispose of as I please,

2 out of this

my said property after my debts have been paid, I leave

the rest to my friends and heirs as follows for various

good reasons as well as for the sake of friendly services

which they have done me or my late Mother.

Therefore I leave in this my last will after my death

1 These are all names of Scottish merchants and bankers in Stockholm.

See Part I.

! This was a privilege granted afterwards, and not in the original dona-

tion. See below.
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first to my sister's child Euphina Monipenny one thou-

sand five hundred Rixdollar together with my furniture in

Smaland as also the third part of my rings together with

the other two of my nieces in Scotland. The bed-clothes

and other utensils in Scotland I leave to Agnes Spens and

Elisabeth Hamilton in equal parts, also the rings in equal

parts with the aforesaid Euphemia. To my cousin Peter

Monipenny, the eldest son, five hundred Rixdollar, to my
cousin William Monipenny the farmes which he already

possesses in so far they belong to the estate left to me
and my heirs

;
to Jacob Douglas three hundred Rixdollars.

My highly esteemed Cousin Colonel John Teillor shall

have the above-mentioned ring with the large diamond in

it, after it has been ransomed
;

. . My faithful servant

Davie Lawson for his services is to receive fourty Rixdollar,

my gray Coat jacket and trousers together with a complete
black suit and twenty Rixdollar added to the ten which

he received annually for his services. The rest of my
property and estates 1 leave to be divided between my
Father's Brother's John Ramsays children.

After the expenses of my funeral have been paid as

well as my debts and legacies as aforesaid I ordain that my
executors shall pay to Captain W. Monipenny five hundred

Rixdollars, item to John Hunter one hundred
;

It is my earnest desire and wish that my highly esteemed

patrons who are mentioned above as my executors to-

gether with my cousin General Robert Douglas' advice

and assent, as well as that of my honoured and true

friend Colonel Hugh Hamilton will not only look to the

administration of my property in Scotland, but in like

manner to everything I possess or might be procured
from Her Maj. of Sweden on my account.

Likewise I earnestly pray that my above-named

executors take care that my mother's body be buried
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with mine when it shall please God to call me

hence.

To corroborate this my last Will and Testament I have

signed and sealed it with my own hand and present wit-

nesses have moreover subscribed it.

Datum Stockholm, March the 29th, Anno 1653.

David Ramsay.

(L. S.) Willem Sinklair, Witness.

Marcus Ker,

John Traill,

Gustavus Adolphus's Prayer after the landing on the Island

of Rugen off the Pomeranian Coast, on ^.th July, 1630.

The following is the report of an eye- and ear-witness. It

is preserved among the documents referring to the "Tyskan

Kriget
"
(German War) in the Riks-Arkivet, Stockholm.

u When His Maj. of Sweden," the writer says,
" had

landed on Rligen and looked round on all the places,

he raised His eyes to Heaven publicly and in the presence
of many officers and captains from Stralsund and prayed
with folded hands thus :

c O righteous and supreme and

insuperable God, Lord of Heaven and Earth. Known to

Thee is my heart and mind and intention that this my
high work has been undertaken not for my honour but

for Thine own and that of Thine oppressed Christian

peoples. Therefore if it be Thy good Will and the proper

time, grant me weather and Wind that my army which I

have collected out of many nations may soon join me.'

"But when the eyes of those standing around him

began to overflow and he saw
it,

he said :

'

Yes, yes, that

alone will not do it
;

but pray with me, for where

there is much prayer there is the much more help !

' "

(5th July, 1630).
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I. A Donation ofGustavus Adolphus, confirmed by Queen
Christina (1641).

We Christina etc. etc. make it known that after the

guardians of the late Jacob Spens's children have laid before

us the open letter and donation of our late dear Father of

glorious Memory and have at the same time humbly desired,

since the same letter be written on paper and showed signs

of decay, that We should order a true Copy of it to be

made for the children's safety in future times, We have

granted their humble request and given orders that the

original of the said letter which is for the greater part un-

impaired and quite legible, be transcribed word for word. It

runs : We Gustaff Adolph by God's Grace King etc. etc.

make it known, that We out of special favour and good-will
for the diligent, faithful and important services which our
" faithful man "

and General over our English and Scotch

regiments, our beloved and noble Jacob Spens, Friherre of

Orrlholmen, Lord of Wormiston, Knight, has rendered us

and is in duty bound still to render us, our dear Consort,

heirs, and the Crown of Sweden, especially since he some

time since has levied and brought across for the service of

the Crown a considerable number of Soldiers from England
and Scotland at his own expense and did not insist on his pay
but considered our own and the Crown's distress and was

satisfied with whatever was given to him
;
moreover resigned

the rest which he had still to claim for account of his late

son James Spens namely 1 500 Riksdaler, We give and grant
him and his legitimate heirs the following estates : in

Upland in the Waxala district and the parish of Old

Upsala Fullerod three Crown farms, in Haglunda
district in the Parish of Ballingstad etc. etc. together

with all their appurtenances in fields, meadows, forests,

fisheries, mills and peat-bogs: nothing excepted, that
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belongs to it or shall belong to
it,

to have to use and to

keep for all time under the privileges of the nobility ;
and

since Herre J. Spentz has on his own free will surrendered

a farm in Hielstadby to Ache Tott . . . and another small

farm which the young Count Thurn now occupies, We give
the aforesaid Jacob Spentz as exchange the demesne of

Crunnby . . . Finally We extend our donations of 1625. . .

by this our Royal Letter to his male and female heirs . . .

with the same privileges and We forbid all those that owe
us obedience to put any obstacle or hindrance in the way
of the aforesaid Jacob Spentz or his heirs in any shape or

form now or in future.

Given in our Camp at Werben, ist Aug. 1631.

(L. S.) Gustavus Adolphus.

To The above We have attached our Seal and the signa-

tures of the Guardians of the Kingdom of Sweden.

Datum Stockholm, i3th Octobris 1641.

II. Donation of Three Leaseholds to Major John Urquard,

subject to the Norrhoping Act. 1

We Christina etc. etc. make it known by this Our open
letter that We by our favour and grace as well as out of

affection have granted, presented and given to our and

the Crown of Sweden's faithful servant and Major, our

1 The "
Norrkoping Beslut

"
or " Act "

was a kind of heritable

enfeoffment. To obviate the danger accruing to the State by the

indiscriminate giving away of crown-lands to private people, the persons to

whom donations of the kind had been given had to solicit a ratification of

the same at each new change of government. When they obtained this

they had still no right to sell or pledge the property without offering it to

the sovereign first. If the feoffee died without male issue, the estate

reverted to the Crown ; if he left a daughter the sovereign was obliged

to give her a " decent dowry.'* On certain conditions, however, the feoff
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loved, noble and high born Johann Urquard for the willing

and brave services in war which he has hitherto rendered

us and shall be obliged to render us as long as he lives and

is able to do so, to him, his wife, and his legitimate

descendants and so on two leaseholds belonging to

Skaggestadh Kloster and one leasehold belonging to the

hospital situated in the province of Upsala, district of

Ulleracker and parish of Bonie, with all their pertinents in

houses, grounds, fields, meadows, woods, pastures, fisheries,

rivers, mills or milling-rights, peat-bogs or peat-digging

rights, together with all other additional privileges
" on the

dry and in the wet," nothing neither near nor far excepted
that ever belonged to them, belongs now or shall belong,
or by law and legal decision can be won, to have, to use and

to keep under privileges of the nobility, free of duty and

socage as his property subject, however, to

the conditions of the Norrkoping Act of 1604 concern-

ing donations of this kind .... Datum Stockholm, iQth

May 1645. Christina.

Extract from the Correspondence of General Arfvid Forbes,

Governor of Pomerania.

In the so-called De la Gardiska Arkivet l at Lund a

very large number of letters to General Arfvidius Forbes

has been preserved.

could be extended to her husband and his heirs. In 1633 (yth June)

the following additions were made : if the wife was mentioned in the

deed together with her husband, she had the use of the estate as long as

she lived as a widow ;
if there were daughters they were to receive three

years' rent as dowry. As the old custom, in spite of these laws, continued,

an Act of 1655 made all donations since the death of Gustavus Adolphus

subject to the "
Norrkoping Beslut." One-fourth part of the rent on

all such property went to the Crown, the so-called " fierde part."
1 So called after De la Gardie.
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These letters throw so much light on the lovable

character of the man to whom they are addressed, and are

in themselves so interesting, not only proving the intense

and touching clannishness of these Scots, but illustrating

the fateful events of the last years of that fearful

struggle in Germany which is known as the Thirty Years'

War, that to omit them from our account of the Scots

in Sweden would be a serious blemish. The difficulty

lay in the selection, where to give all was an impossibility.

In this we have been guided by the general and

personal interest of the letters in question as well as by
the very practical consideration of their legibility, as

will be readily understood if we remember that these

letters were written in Swedish, German, and English, and

in all these languages equally ungrammatically and

unorthographically, not to speak of the handwriting,

which, with most of the old Scottish warriors, proved of

greater difficulty than the wielding of the sword. It can

scarcely been called a child's scrawl. 1

Especially numerous are the letters from the many
members of the Forbes clan. Let us begin with them.

Colonel William Forbes, the same whose diary we have

mentioned in our text, writes on the 8th of March, 1649,
from Leinburg,

2 near Niirnberg, about his wound he had

been shot in the right loin as following: "I thank God
that my wound is better than a month ago. I have made

them cut the loin again and more than 130 pieces of

bone have come out and continue to do so, some of them

several inches long. My condition has improved so much
that I hope with God's help to be restored in a short

while, though I shall never be as strong as before." The
writer expresses a wish to see his uncle u

Vaterbruder,"

1

Many letters were written by a secretary.
'

2A small village of 700 inhabitants.
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as he calls the General since he had only once the

pleasure of meeting him,
"
eight years ago when the army

marched into the Palatinate."

In the letter from Niirnberg, dated 3rd June, Forbes

promises to assist the nephew of the General in his

military career. He also intercedes for a Captain
G. Wardlaw at Leipzig,

" whose wife is a Forbes," and

whose pay is in arrear
;
and very urgently for that poor

widow Isabella Forbes, who has lost her husband some

years ago and has moreover to bring up the children of a

Captain Pringle, "who formerly was in my regiment."

Their mother had been struck by a cannon-ball before

Brieg. Field-marshal Torstensohn allowed Mrs Forbes

some little money, but now she has not received any for

six or eight weeks. "
It would be a work of mercy

indeed if the General would help."

A few days later comes this account of the writer's

wound :
"

I have had my loin cut open again and pierce

the bone," they also " hacked a piece off" (abgehauen)
" in

order to arrive at true seat of the evil
"

(damit man an

den ersten grund gelangen kann).

In a letter of the 3oth of the month of June, he again

pleads for "Isobell."

On the 28th of July he thanks the General most

sincerely for the transmission of a letter from his brother.

That he opened it needs no excuse,
" For I treat or

correspond with nobody on secret matters, such as all

honest men could not read." In conclusion he repeats his

intercession for Mrs Forbes and Captain Abr. Garioch,

whose pay has not been forthcoming.
After this letter there is an interval of three years.

The next communication is dated Stade, the 27th of

August, 1652, and deals with political matters the death

of the King of Denmark, the attitude of France where
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" there is good hope for peace now that the Cardinal

is gone."
The letters of the following year, 1653, are ^ess

interesting; they deal with the levying of recruits, the

scarcity of food, lawsuits, etc. In 1654 the writer died,

and his wound troubled him no more.

Arvid Forbes, a cousin, writes to the General in the

most friendly terms in English, Swedish, and German,

though principally in the last-named language. In one of

the letters he asks for the loan of 50 or 60 Thaler,
" to

buy mourning with" for the death of one of the many
Forbeses. In the same letter he recommends one Thomas

Borthwick, "a weal born gentleman, whose father is a

good friend off myn," but who cannot help his son to enter-

tain himself as a gentleman,
"
considering the hard tymes

and the bad pensions hear." 1 In another writing he begs
the General to assist him in the procuring payment of four

thousand Thaler owing by the Royal Exchequer at

Stockholm to his late brother William,
" inasmuch I

greatly need these moneys to pay the debts of my
brother," so that his honest name may be preserved and
"
nothing evil might be spoken of him in his grave."

2

For the sake of the friendship always cherished by the

General for his brother he entreats him to look to this

matter, and adds that Alexander Buchan,
3 merchant in

Stockholm, would receive payment.
This letter is dated Stade, 1655. Three years later

he protests against the calumny that he was going to

desert the Swedish service, and asks his cousin to do his

utmost to contradict it. This seems to have been done

1 Dated 1663, from Stockholm.
2 Much finer in his German :

" Damit dessen ehrlicher Name erhalten

undt Ihme in seiner Grube nichts Ubels moge nachgeredet werden."
3 See Part I.

Q
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very effectually, for in the last letter of his which we

possess he fervently thanks the General for his good

services, telling him that his letter had filled him with
u uncommon "

joy (1661, 4/14 June).

Of Ernest Forbes, a nephew, there exists a touch-

ing German letter of the year 1649, which we give in

extenso :

"
I could not resist the opportunity," he writes,

" of

troubling my honoured uncle 1 with the present bold

letter, and at the same time of expressing the wish that

God, the Almighty, may keep my honoured uncle, as

well as my dear aunt and all my dear relations, in

good health, to the great joy of myself and my own

dear ones. I must tell my good uncle that I have

received a letter from my dear mother, from which I see

that she would like me to return home, to keep her

affairs straight, because the servants do not know anything
about the management of the estate and go to and fro.

I have answered, and begged my dear mother to have

patience yet a little while, because I cannot get home

with good reason before the troops are disbanded. As

soon as this is done I shall betake myself home. Begging

my honoured uncle to allow me to recommend myself
to him, I shall try with all industry to live and to die as

his faithful servant, ERNESTUS."

The same writer announces the death of his brother

William in another letter. "God be merciful unto his

soul and grant him a joyful rising on the Lord's great

day with all pious Christians." He adds that according

to his mother's wish, and since the invitations to his own

wedding have all been sent out, nothing shall be changed in

the arrangements ;
the funeral to take place on the 26th

1 Herr Vatterbruder."
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of September (1652), and his own marriage on the day
after. 1

Another Forbes, Peter, writes from Denmark, and yet

another, Johann, from Leipzig.
" When I came with my

company to Niirnburg two years ago," the latter relates,
"
steps were taken to get cloth for the soldiers' uniforms,

and General Wrangel granted each company 100 R.

Thaler when it was found that there was no money to

get the cloth made into uniforms. I myself got an

advance of 75 Thaler from my merchant there for

trimmings, etc., so that the uniforms might be finished to

the men's satisfaction. Afterwards we were removed to

Minden, and now the sum borrowed by me has been taken

offmy pay; would the General be so kind, etc., etc." (1649).
In another much later letter the writer tells of the

beheading of the "Marquis of Argyle
"

;
he also sends

newspapers reporting on the progress of the peace-

deliberations at Niirnberg. His wife also adds her kind

love to Lady Forbes.

From a letter of Captain John Ross at Berlin, dated

23rd March 1653, we learn that there was a rumour

then current that Sweden was collecting a considerable

force in order to send it to the assistance of the u
young

King of Scotland
"
against the English. Ross adds that

he would willingly levy soldiers and win officers for that

purpose among those that had lately been discharged.
Count Robert Douglas, another of General Arfvid

Forbes's correspondents, assiduously sends his congratula-
tions every New Year. Now and then he furnishes him

with news from the seat of war. In his New Year's

1 Of Ernestus Forbes there exists a " Lessus (Dirge) filialis quintu-

plex in obitum praematurum viri generosi nobilissimi et maxime strenta

Domini Mathias Forbes, praefecti militias parentis maxime desider-

andi," printed at Riga, 1651.
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letter of 1652 he mentions two small "
pieces of artillery

"

(
u
Stiicke") left with Forbes. Apparently the latter

had expressed a wish to possess them, for Douglas con-

tinues :

U
I have not hitherto alluded to them, because I

have been busy with official matters, and I knew that

they were well kept where they are. Since these pieces

have been given to me by His Excellency, the General

Torstensohn of pious memory after the battle of Jankow,
1

and since I had them removed so far with great expense,

I mean to keep them as a memorial and to adorn my
house with them, and I am minded to buy more of the

same kind, if I can lay hold of them."

What astonishes us most in these letters is the variety

of matters which they bring before the General. Whilst

Hugo Hamilton gives a description of the Coronation of

the Queen, and asks his friend to have an eye on a

certain mistrusted lawyer of his in Stettin, Colonel

Drummond, stationed on the island of Fehmarn, begs to

be assisted in the recovery of his belongings at the house

of a certain Litzmann in Stralsund. Whilst Alexander

Erskine, a great statesman of Gustavus Adolphus, enlarges

in 1648 on the chance of peace and on the enormous

difficulties which had still to be settled by the conferences

of the representatives of the various Powers, chiefly with

regard to the war-indemnity, Captain John Nairn, in

Leipzig, writes in the month of November 1649:
" After

I had moved into your former quarters I had the wardrobe

next to the door of the dining-room opened, for your
servant had taken the key. I found the knives. Con-

cerning the plate I had the two men-servants examined on

their oath, but they pretend to know nothing whatever

about it."

Nairn (Nern) now and then adds an English Postcript.

1 We find him again as Colonel in Goteborg, 1651.
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List of Carl XII. V Officers of Scotch Extraction at the Battle

of Poltawa (1709).

Andersson, Alex. 1

Lieut. Barclay, C. W.

Capt. Belfrage, H. 2

Col. Bennet, W.

Capt. Boye, Andr.

Lieut. Robt. W. Bruce. 3

Lieut. Bruse, J.

L. Col. Clerck, Ths. 4

L. Gen. Clerck, Laurenz,
Bart.

Gen. Adj. Douglas, W.
Count.

Col. Douglas, G. Otto Count.

Lt. Duncan.

Lieut. Duwall, C. Albr. Bt.

Ensign Ennes, B. 5

Ensign Ennes, Enno.6

Ensign Gerner, Alb.

Capt. Gladsteen, Adam. 7

Gen.-Maj. Hamilton, Hugo.
1 Scottish origin not quite sure.

Capt. Hamilton, Ths., Bart.

Major Hay, Carl.

Capt. Hay, Henry.

Hay.

Ensign Ihre, Imm.

Capt. Irving, Alex.

Captain J. Gustaf.

Capt. Jordan, M. Gottfried

von.

Capt. Jordan (Cavalry).

Capt. Kinnimundt, John.

Lieut. Leyel, Jacob.
8

Capt. Livinsteen, G.

(Cavalry).

Capt. Morton, H. Andrew.

Capt. Maclear, Rutger, Bart.

(Cavalry).

Lieut. Col. Nisbeth, M. W.
Capt. Ogilvie, George.

Capt. Ogilvie, George.
110

Andersson deserted to the Russians

in 1712, and was sent by them to Siberia for reward.
2 Skoldebref (patent of nobility) in Upsala (1666). They hailed

from Pennington.
3
Exchanged for a Russian prisoner in 1710.

4 Prisoner in Solikamski, Siberia ; f in 1730.
5 See above.

6 Elder brother of last-named. Prisoner in Wologda ; married there ;

| 1716. The family name was originally Innes. See Part I.

7 Married in Tobolsk in 1715 ; f 1729, as Major.
8 Killed during a rising of the mob in Tobolsk, on 29th April 1712.
9 His son Gustaf changed the name into Maclean (1784).
10 The latter Ogilvie f in prison, 1719; the former returned from

Tobolsk in 1722, and died as Major.
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Capt. Ogilvie, Patrick

(Cavalry).

Ensign Petre, Robt.

Lieut. Pfeif, Jakob.

Lieut. Pfeif, John.
1

Capt. Pistolecors, Adam.

Col. Ramsay, J. Karl.2

Lieut. Ronnow.

L. Col. Sinclair, F. Andr. 3

Capt. Sinclair, Fr. David.

Capt. Sinclair, Malcom. 4

Capt. Spalding, Henry.
Col. Spens, Axel. 5

Capt. Stuart, Charles, Bart.5

Capt. Strang.
7

Capt. Wallace, Gustaf.

Capt. Wright, Henry.

Capt. Young, C. 8

List of Officers imprisoned in Siberia after Poltawa?

C. W. Barclay (Nicolai Saraiski). t

Anders Boye (Moscow).
Axell Spens (Moscow).
Carl Sinclair (Moscow).

J. Carl Ramsey (Castroma).
Alex. Andersson, deserted to the Russians, and by

them sent to Siberia.

Adam Gladsteen.

Gust. Douglas (Wologda).
W. Douglas (Wologda).
R. Duncan (Tobolsk).

1

Captain in the Guards. Ennobled with his brother in 1705.
Wounded at the Battles of Holofzin and Poltawa.

2 Came home from Siberia in 1721. Served in the -Finnish War,

1741 ; f Major-General in 1742.
3

t As General in 1753, seventy-nine years old.

See Text.
5 Count Spens since 1712. Prisoner in Moscow. Major-Geaeral

in 1730; f 1745.
6

f I74* in Batavia.

7 Two brothers Strang.
8

Possibly Dutch ?

9
Krigs-Ar. There are also many lists showing the sums distributed

in aid of many of the prisoners.
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E. Ennes (Wologda).
Th. Klerk (Solikamski).

B. Ennes (Tobolsk).
M. Niesbeth (Wologda).
H. Belfrage, 11716.

G. Liwingstone (Werkaluria).

G. Wallas (Tobolsk).

E. Jordan (Tobolsk) and two other Jordans (Carl

G. and M. G. von).

Maj. Gen. H. J. Hamilton.

J. Lenck. f

G. Lenck.

J. Leyell, murdered in Tobolsk.

R. Macklier (Solikamski).

A. Gerner (Jerner), escaped 1716.

J. Kinimundt (Galitz ; exchanged).

J. Pfeiff (Lavinsky).
1

C. Stuart (Sabaskar).

Mai. Sinclair (Kasan).

C. Duwall (Saranski, murdered).

A. Irwing 1 ,
T T

.

'

I Galitz.
J. Irwing J

E. Ihre.

C. Young, 11710.

G. Ugglevie (Tobolsk).

Patr. Ogilvie (Tomskoj).

George Ogilvie. t

C. Ronnow (Tobolsk).

1
Captain Pfeif arrived quite penniless at Moscow after his long return-

journey from Siberia in 1723. We find him giving a receipt for 19

Rubels and 48 Kop., received as travelling allowance from the Swedish

authorities. (Krigs-A.)
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N. Duncan (Tobolsk).

And. Bruse (Tobolsk) and three other Bruses.

Gabr. Strane. )

Gust.Strang }<
Promsk j)-

Eric Ogilvie.

G. Wright.

Letters of
"
King Charles //." of England to Sir John

Maclier of Gothenburg.

I.

To OUR TRUSTY AND WELL BELOVED. We greet you
well. Although wee know the letter written unto you

by the Lord Chancellor in the name of the Parliament of

this our Kingdome will be sufficient to persuade you to

send hither the armes and ammunition belonging unto us

which are in your hands r yet wee have thought it fit alsoe

to add our own selfe that you will speedily and readily

hasten hither those armes and the ammunition upon the

satisfaction and assurances the gentleman (the messenger)
will offer and propose unto you, and this wee assure you,
wee would esteeme it very acceptable service unto us,

which wee will graciously and favourably take notice of

when any of your concernments shall be presented unto

us and soe wee bid you heartily farewell.

Given at our Court at Perth the 24th Dec., 1650 and

in the second yeare of our reigne.

To the trusty and right well beloved John Maclier,

Esq. at Gothenburg in Sweden.

Charles R.

II.

TRUSTY AND WELL BELOVED. Wee greet you well.

It is not long since wee gave commission to one of our

subjects of this Kingdome to goe unto the Kingdome of
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Sweden for some affaires and unto him our Royal Letter

to you ;
wee hope he is safely arrived, and wee doubt not

that you have done for him all wee desired by our letter

and the other instructions we gave him
;
and now seeing

our well-beloved captain Frederick Cooke the bearer is

going to Sweden wee thought good to give unto him this

our letter of recommendation to you whereby wee doe

desire you will assist and favour him in his reasonable

desires and affaires which wee will take well and accept-

ably from you, wee expect that you will upon all occasions

continue to shew your affection to our service which we
will take notice of and remember when in anything you
desire our Royall favour and soe wee bid you heartily

farewell.

Given at our Court at Rinnaird the 24 Febr. 1651 and

in the 3d yeare of our Reigne.
To our trusty and well beloved John Maclier in Gothen-

burg in the Kingdome of Sweden.

III.

To OUR TRUSTY AND WELL BELOVED. Wee greet you
well. Wee have received so many testimonies of your

good affection to our person and your zeale to our service,

that wee cannot make any doubt of the continuance of it

as often as you shall have occasion to express it, and

therefore wee doe at this time desire you that if any
armes or ammunition yet remaine in your hands which

has heretofore belonged to us that you cause the same

to be delivered to our trusty and well belooed servant

Lieftenant General Middleton or to such one as he shall

appoint to receive the same, he being the person to whose

conduct we have committed the management of the

Martial affaires with reference to our Kingdome of Scot-
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land and for the freing of our good subjects there from

the dishonour of slavery they are at present compelled to

submit to, and therefore whatever assistance you shall give

to him toward soe good a work wee shall esteeme it as

the most seasonable service to us and recompense the

same as God shall enable us as wee shall likewise repay
whatsoever you have or shall disburse for us in the busi-

ness concerning the armes and ammunition and soe not

doubting of your readiness to gratify us herein we bid

you farewell.

Given at the Palace Royall in Paris the 28th day of

December 1652 in the fourth year of our reigne.

To our trusty and well beloved Sir John Maclier, Bart.

His Majies. Obligation for 1350 Rix Dollars.

Charles R."

Whereas our right trusty and right well beloved James
vicount of Newburry hath received for our use from

Cunnigham of Creele Merchant 150 case of Pistols

at 8 Rix Dollars a paire and 50 Carabins at 3 Rix Dollar

a piece, the whole summe for the said Pistols and Carabins

amounting to 1350 Rix Dollars properly belonging to our

trusty and well beloved Sir John Maclier Baronet residing
at Gothenburg, wee hereby declare and promise that we
shall cause the said full summe of one thousand three

hundred and
fifty Rix Dollars to be paid unto the said Sir

John Maclier or his assignes so soone as it shall please

God to enable us.

Given at our Court at Perth, the nineteenth day of

March 1651 in the 3d yeare of our Reigne.
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Letter of Commission to David Wemeys.

Be it known to all men whom these presents concerne

that Whereas David Wemeys, Merchant Burgess of

Dundee being commissioned by our Dread Sovereign

King Charles the Second King of Great Britain, France

and Ireland, together with the Estates of Parliament of

the Reallme of Scottland convened at the present at

Perth conforme to the tenour of my commission bearing

date of the 26th of December 1651 to repaire with all

convenient diligence to Gottenburg in the Kingdome of

Sweden and there to addresse myself to Sir John Maclier

remonstrating him the present necessity and sad condition

of our native country of Scotland and consequently use

all possible meanes to deal and agree with the said Sir

John Maclier for one summe of money disbursed by him

for our Dread Sovereign's service, conforme His Maj.

special orders given to the effect, and for the said Sir

John more security and due payment for his disbursements

was ordained to retaine the portion of Armes and

Ammunition remaining at the time in his custodie, while

he was deuly contented of all such summes of money dis-

bursed by him for His Majies. service, which after deu

perusing his accounts and disbursements by me David

Wemys commissioned by His Gracious Majy. and Estates

finds dewly adebted and owing to the said Sir John Maclier

for ready disbursed money the summe of 16000 and 30
Rix-dollers capital which summe has stood unpaid since the

last of February 1 650. Now seing His Gracious Majy. and

Estates of Parliament could not give at present deu content-

ment to the said Sir John Maclier as they willingly would

have done in case of many inconveniences had not

happened to the country, wherefore His G. M. and Estates

of Parliament authorized me to present Sir John Maclier

an Act of Parliament and Public bond of the Kingdome
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of Scottland for his assurance of thankfull payment of the

above mentioned summe of 16030 Rix-Dollers together

with the due interest at 8 pro cento from the end of

Febr. untill it be deuly contented and satisfied to the

said Sir John Maclier, his Airs, Executors or his Assignes.

So finding the said Sir John Maclier, most willing to

advance to his Gracious Majeies. and country's service

according to his abilities, as well here as heretofore, he

receaving the said Act of Parliament and Public bond for

his security, although the like bond is not usual in

Sweden where he remains he only questionating
l the

same public bond and Act of Parliament not to be sealed

with the Great Seale of the Kingdome of Scottland

although it is to be understood that this is not only one

public bond but alsoe one Act of Parliament subscribed by

My Lord Chancellor in Dominorum prcesentia which is

holden in Scotland the most powerfull warrant that our

country can afford any man for his security of repaying his

disbursements. Nevertheless for the said Sir John
Maclier's more satisfaction for the deu payment of the

above nominated capital and interrest, I herewith oblige

myselfe, my airs, executors and assignes to procure to

the aforesaid Sir John Maclier his aires, executors or

assignes the public bond and Act of Parliament under the

Great Seale of the Realme of Scotland and .that within

the space of six months after the date hereof under the

penalty of 5000 Rix Dollar annexing hereunto that if

the said bond and Act of Parliament should chance to be

miscarried in the transportage or apprehended by the

enemys I in that case should be obliged to provide him

with another when he or one other in his name shall

require the same, in like manner I herewith oblige myselfe

to studie all possible meanes for the said Sir John Maclier's

1 The meaning apparently is : objecting to the Act not being sealed.
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integrity and affection to the King's service, to doe and

procure the speediest contentment for his disbursements

so far as I can contribute my best assistance not only for

the aforesaid summe, but alsoe what moneys he has dis-

bursed for the insurance of Armes and Ammunition sent

by his servants for Scotland the last January 1651 as

well as what money he shall happen to disburse hereafter

for preservation of said Armes and Ammunition as yett in

his custodie pertaining to our Dread Sovereijng, and for

the more verification of these presents, sealed and

subscribed these same in presents of these witnesses.

Done at Gothenburg in the Kindome of Sweden

3oth June 1654.

David Weims

(L. S.)

John Naiton. David Linklaire.

Robert Law. 1

An abregement of Sir John Macliers

Pretensions from His Gracious Majesty of England.

For the year 1651, [9 March. Delivered unto the

Viscount of Newburgh according to His

Mjies. obligation in Ammunition the value of

1350 Riks-Thaler reduced to 4 Riks-T. every
Pound Sterling makes . St. 350.

For the same year 30 June 1651.
Delivered unto Master David

Weims upon His Gracious Mies,

commandment and letter several

sorts of ammunition . .
,, 4007

Payed for transporting those armes . 106

The interest not counted ^4436

1 See below.
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An Account of Damages and Losses of Sir John MacHer :

Who hopes that His M. will graciously be pleased to

consider his losses for the Loyalty of His M. being ever

therefore looked upon as a sworne enemy to the late

usurping Powers by reason whereof he suffered in his ships

and trade and also has received many other injuries and

damages ... for which His M. he hopes will gratiously

reflect upon and suifer that his fidelity to His Mies.

service may [be rewarded].

For the year 1650 last of Febr. His ship Unicorn

whereof Robt. Law was master which carried 12 guns
bound for France was taken by the usurping Power and

with its loading confiscated by the sentence of the

Admiralty ;
sometime after two other ships of his, one

called the Mary which carried alsoe 12 guns where-

upon W. Reger was skipper bound for Portingall, the

other called the Catherine loaden with iron bound for

Ireland were alsoe seized and declared prizes as can be

shown by the city of Gothenburg's attestation and seal.

Reckon only therefore 6000 St.

Attestation.

Wee whose names are hereunder written doe certify that

the Right Worthy Sir John Maclier did assist His Maj.

of Great Britain with all sorts of warlike Provisions for

His Mies, service in the year 1649 whereupon his ship

called the Unicorn was taken by severall of the Common-

wealth fregates as Prize. Wee coming from Gothenburg
on the ... in the year 1650 with two other ships be-

longing to Sir John Maclier together with the Gothen-

burg fleet for Portigall and coming near England wee and

the whole fleet were seized on and brought up the Thames

by five of that Commonwealt's fregates, and being
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brought to an Examination the rest of the fleet was re-

leased and set at liberty to continue their voyage, but

the ships belonging to Sir J. Maclier namely the King
David 1 with 20 iron cannons of 200 last lading where-

of Jonas Lawson was master and the Mary with 12

Iron cannons whereof Will. Keir master were detained,

Goods and lading condemned and declared Prizes and

were put of by that Commonwealth onely because they

belonged to Sir J. Maclier who was counted as an enemy
to that Government by reason of his adhering to His

Majesty the King of England which in all particulars to be

true wee together with two other masters belonging to

the said Gothenburg fleet doe hereby certify under our

names.

Gothenburg 26 Aug. 1650.

Jonas Lawson. W. Keir. Vincent Beckmann.

J. OiErmann.

Scottish Names in the University-Roll of Upsala.

Davidius Stywert (Stuart),

i6u. 2

Jacobus Chytrasus(Guthrie),

1624.

Ant. W. Gree (?), 1632.

David Seton )

John }
Rob. Simon StyiFert 1635.

George \

Jacob > Duwell, 1636.
Gustav )

Adolf Robertson, 1638.
Axel

Jacob

Johann
Petrus

jSpens,
1639.

JTeet,
1642.

Henry Teet, 1643.

John )

Magnus }
Stuart, 1644.

r Forbets, 1644.
Matthew

Alexander

P. Olans Forbets, 1645.
1 There is a discrepancy here between the two statements. See above.

2
Already in 1608, on the iyth of Nov., "a Scot publicly debated

with the Archbishop in the College here at Upsala." See "Diary of

Count Abr. Brahe
"

in Loenlorms Anecdoter om Sv. man, ii. 1 10 f.
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Job. NicolausForbets, 1645.

John Klerck, 1646.

H. Caspar F&rbus, 1647.

J. Donat Pfeif, 1649.

Jacob Macleer, 1651.

Caspar Forbus, 1651.

John Klerck, 1652.

Henry \ ..

William }
Ha

'J>
l65*.

J. Jacob Pfeif, 1654.

Jac. Henricus Forbes, 1654.

Joh. Klerck, 1655.

Joh. Dromond, 1656.

Jac. Zinkler, 1656.

Eric. H. Teet, 1657.
Pet. Mag. Gerner, 1658.
Mawitz I _

Axel }
Duwaldt iM-

Robt. Kindmundt, 1658.
William \ r]
Laurenz /

Clerck
>
l659-

John \

Gustav I Barclay,
William

j
I ^>59-

Carl Magnus J

Petrus Hunterus, 1659.
Nic. Klerck, 1662.

Jac.Kraffer(Crawfurd), 1 662

Jac. Axel Spens, 1662.

Car. Magn. Stuart, 1663.

Fob. Duwaldt, 1663.
David Fr. Futtie, Scotus,

1665.

John Robertson, 1666.

Robt. Kinmundt, 1669.

Charles Nisbeth, 1670.

Jac. Clerck, 1670.

Christ.

Adam Leyel, Jacobi fil.,

1673.
David } . . ^ ...

f Level, Davidis
Petrus >

>

\ fil.. 1677.
Johannes ;

Jacob \

Laurenz( Duwa11
'

Gustav

Andr. Spalding, 1678.

Jonas Styfwert, 1678.

Jac. Andr. Lomb (Lamb?),

1678.

Henricus ) Leyel, Henrici

Adam fil., 1679.

Joh. Diedr.
'

Laurentz

Axel 1

Jacop

Jacob Leyel, 1680.

Andr. Ronnow
"|

iv/r c 1680.
Magnus J
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Scottish Naines on the University Roll of Upsala.

Math. Forbes, 1680.

Ch. N. Ramsius, 1680.

Alex. Forbes, 1682.

Adam Level 1

Henry ,, }
Nicolas \

Eric /Teet, 1683.

Johannes )

Will. Helleday, 1684.

Balthasar

Jacob

Joh. Guthraeus, Aberbroth-

ensis Mag. Phil, 1685.
Nic. Ihre, 1685.
G. Ottho Ronnow, 1685.

Jacobus 1 _

Daniel }
Robsahm

>
' 686

Fred. Wudd, 1686.

Fred. And. Sinckler \

Carl > 1688.

Franciscus

H. Jac. Kinnardt, 1688.

Jac. Mesterton, 1688.

J. W. Wudd, 1689.
Andr. Gerner, 1692.
G. Joh. Forbus, 1693.

J. Joh. Ihre, 1693.

Henr. Feif, 1693.
P. Robsahm, 1694.
David Feif, 1698.

Johann )

Henry j^ahn,
1699.

Alk. Gerner, 1700.
Albrecht \

Peter \Spalding, 1701.

Henry )

Johan. Tottie, 1701.
Ths. Joungh? 1701.
Robt.

Gabr. Lagergoen, 1702.

Joh. Scragge, 1702.
Walter Gahn, 1703.
Martin Leyell, 1703.
Z. Forbus, 1704.
G. Kinnimont, 1704.
Th. Robsahm, 1706.

David, Lars, Peter Leyel,

1707.

G. Pfeif, 1709.

Jac. Porteous, 1711.

Jac. Strangh, 1711.
Andr. Mackej, 171 1.

G. Kinnimondt, 1711.

Jac. Clerck, 1693.

The above names are taken from the University
u
Matrikel," printed up to 1680, and from the University

Album (MS.) in Upsala. I have purposely omitted the

name of Laurinus, as the Swedish authorities differ with
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regard to its origin. Anrep traces it back to Scotland, whilst

the Sw. Biographical Lexicon assumes a French ancestor.

Scottish Names on the University Roll of Lund. 1

Daniel Spalding, 1668.

Muschamp, 1669
Will. Sinklair, nobiliss. Dnus., 1672.

Reinhold Klerckius, 1677.

M. Ronnow,
2 1680.

Eccard Klerck, 1693 } n
r Trl f Three brothers, born at

J. Klerck, 1698
P. Klerck, 1698 )

David Lesle,
3
1701 1 _

, T , f Brothers.
Samuel Lesle, 1701 J

M. Ihre, 1702.

J. H. Fraser, nob., 1727.

And. G. Bruce, 1737.
C. A. Bennet "l

C.W. Bennet}
l734 '

C. J. Ennes, 1738.
Fr. Bennet, liber baro, 1739.

Jacob Feif, 1741.

Otto Klerck, 1743.
Hans Christ. Klerck

)

Nathaniel Klerck $
I748 '

H. W. Hamilton )
T i -LJ -u > comes, I7CC.
Jacob Hamilton j

/JJ

1 The University of Lund was founded in 1 668. It never obtained the

importance or the wealth of its fair sister in the North. Lund now
numbers about 800 students, Upsala 1600.

2
Sjostrom in his Skanska Nation, Lund, 1897, ? H^, seems to doubt

the Scottish origin of the Ronnows.

* The name is sometimes written Lesler, never Leslie ; Scottish origin

probable, but not established.
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David Macklier -\

Rutger Macklier ( 1757.

Gustaf Macklier
)

C. H. Duwall, 1759.

G. F. Klerck, 1768.

Scottish Names among

Extinct.

Adlerstolpe (Donat Feiff),

1727.

Barclay (of Towie), 1648.

Bennet (of Grubet), James,

Bethune (of Balfour), Her-

cules, 1645.

the Swedish Nobility.
1

Flourishing.

Adelskiold (Anders Hans-

son).
2

Adlerstam (Valentin Lulle).
8

Andersson, Alex.,
" Com-

mandant
"

of Nyen
Skantz, 1661. His

mother a Sinclair.

Belfrage, from Pennington ;

Hans B., born 1614, in

Kirkcaldy, came in 1 62 1 to

Sweden with his mother.

Merchant in Venerstorg,
1666.

Bennet, Baronet W. since

1719.

1 The dates are those on which the patents of nobility were received.

2 His Scottish origin is a sort of Robinson Crusoe story. A
certain Andrew fled during the Civil Wars to Sweden with his brother,

their parents having been imprisoned on the charge of high treason.

Andrew is shipwrecked near the Swedish coast, his brother drowned ; a

certain master-mason of the name of Hanson saves him. Andrew enters

his business, falls in love with his pretty daughter, gets married, and

adopts his name.
3 Scottish descent more than doubtful. One Valentin Lulle settles at

Leipzig, and removed to Venerstorg in 1649, as a pearl-embroiderer.
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Extinct.

Bogg, Jakob, 1652.

Boij,von, 1 663, Borgemastare
in Stockholm.

Bordon (of Foddel), 1643.

Bruce, de, 1752.

Canonhjelm (Cahun), Jacob,

1689.

Cedersparre (Arfvid Young
in Bor^s), 1716.

Clerck (from Thurso), Hans,

1648. His son Baronet,

1 6 .

Clerck, Alex., Goldsmith in

Stockholm. His son

Jacob, 1699.

Cvmugbam (Creall), Ths.,

'747-

Doug/is (Chandre?), John,

1669.

Dromond, John, 1649.

Duwall, Mauri tz, 1638.

Ehrensparre (Chr. Feif),

1719.

Feif, Peter, Merchant in

Stockholm. His grandson
Casten made a Baronet

in 1715.

Finlaij, Robt., 1755.

Forath, Alex., 1650.

Forbes, Matth., 1638.

,, Arfvid, 1652, Bart.

,, Jacob of Lund, 1631.

Flourishing.

Boij, A. Fr., 1818.

Bruce (of Clackmannan),

Anders, 1668.

Campbell, Colin, 1687.

Crafoord (Anachie), Jac,

1621.

Douglas, Robt. of Witting-

hame, Count.

Duwall, Baronet, 1674.

Erskein, Alex., 1598 (For-

far).
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Extinct.

Forbes, Peter, 1651.

G^(AfColquhoun), 1809.

Gairdner, Robt., 1658.

Gerner, Andr., 1676.

Gladsteen, Herbt., 1647.

Gyllenschruf (Shrue), 1716.

Guthrie, George, 1682.

Hamilton (of Deserf), Bart.,

1648.

Hercules (Harkles, Preston),

1751.

Hjelmberg (Spalding), 1711.

Hupenfelt (Hoop), 1678.

Irving(ofTulloch),AL, 1 647.

Jordan, 1680.

King, Jacob, 1672.

Kinnemond, P., ennobledwith

his brother, 1650.

Kinninmundt, Robt., 1680.

Leijel.

1 Jacob Leyell de Arbroath, ex familia de Murehill, b. 1612, came to

Sweden in 1638 with two brothers. See Westin's Sam/. Bibl. Upsala,

vol. 997. A copy of their birth-brief, dated Aberbrothok, I5th March,

1655, and signed by J. Ouchterlony, D. Ouchterlony, J. Ramsay, and

F. Person, is in the Genealogical Collection of Af Klercker in the Roy.
Libr., Stockholm.

2
Origin doubtful.

Flourishing.

Fraser, Andr., 1663.

Greiggenschildt (Greig),

1683.

Haij, Henry, 1689.

Hami/ton(ofH2.geby), Count,

1751.
Hamilton (of Hageby), Bart.,

1664.

Ihre (Eyre), Joh., 1757.

Klerck, Ch. Nath., 1780

(Af Klercker).

Klerck, Ad., 1787.

Lagerborg (Skragge ?), 1719.

Lagerbjelke (Fistulator),
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Extinct.

Lenck, Jacob, t 1641.

Lichton, Robt, Count (of

Ullishavin), 1661.

Livensten (Livingston) (from

Linlithgow), 1668.

Mackenzie (of Macleod),

1756.

Maclean, David, 1708, Bart.

Makeleer(ofDowart), 1649.

Mannerstam(Wess\o), 1 805.*

Mel (Maul from Dundee),

1664.

Myhr (Muir), 1680.

Flourishing

Lagergren (Laurin), 1647.

Leijel, David, 1716.

Leijonancker (M. Young),
1666.

Lilljebrun (Eric And.

Kiorbiaw),
2
1641.

Lindsfelt (Hytthon), Sam.,

1717.

Maule (of Glittuc, County

Kinnaird),
2
1782.

Maul
I, Jac, 1716.

Montgomery, J., 1736.

Murray (Perth), Gust.,

Bishop of Westerns, 1810.

Netherwood, Ch., 1649.

Nisbeth,W., i664.(Tirleton).

Qg-//i;/>,P.(Inchmartin), 1 642.
Orebarton (proves a descent

of sixteen), 1664.

1
Origin doubtful.

2 The spelling of Scotch names of places is incredibly bad in Anrep's
Sv. Adds Attartaflor, from which the above list is mainly drawn.
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Extinct.

Primrose, H., 1651.

Robertson (of Struan), 1635.

Rosenschmidt, J., 1640

(Smith).

Ronnow, C., 1759.

Scott (J.)
of Craighall, 1650.

Sinclair, Francis, 1649.

David, 1655.

Andr., 1680.

,,
Carl Lud., Count,

1771.

Spaldencreutz (Spalding),

1756.

Spalding, J., 1678.

Spens.

Stewart, Simon, 1634.

Stuart, Carl M., Bart.,

1703.

Flourishing.

Pfeif, J.-J., Bishop of Reval,

1678. His grandson

Baronet, 1772.

Philp, 1638.
Pistolekors (G. O. Scott),

1645.

Ramsay, H., 1633.

Robson, Af. He afterwards

wrote his name Robsahm.

Seton, 1785.

Silverstolpe (Mascoll), 1751.

Spens, Count, 1712.

Stjerncreutz (Tait?), 1648.

Stjernstedt (ThessJefF), called

after his coat-of-arms,

1697, Bart. 1719.

Stuart, David, 1625.

Teet, H., 1652.

Thomson, Th., 1642.

Udnie, 1649 (from Bomaledy

Leyd?).i
1 Birth-brief of 2Oth Jan., 1636. A copy, attested by the Senate of
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Extinct.

Urquhart, J. (Cromarty),

1648.

Wardlaw, J., 1679.

Willemson, 1679.

(Wood), P., 1646.

Klas,
1
1707, t 1710

in Moscow as Lieut. -Col.

Flourishing.

Wright, G., 1772.!

Narva, is in the Libr. Upsala Palmskiold, vol. 247. A Robert Udnie,

son of Arthur Udnie de Minneis and Marg. Pittendreich, settled at Narva.

1 I have purposely omitted the Scraggenskiold and Scraggenstjerna

families, as their Scottish origin seems altogether legendary.

Cp. Anrep, S*u. Adelns -
Attartaflor ; also Sv. Adelns - Kalendar,

1905.
In a few cases birth-briefs were either not forthcoming, or they were

considered insufficient. Patrick Traile applies for reception into the

Riddarhus in 1642 on the loth of May. His " noble descent from one

Joannes Traill de Blebo (?) in Provincia Fifensi, Comarchi," is proved by
Will. Spens, Lud. Leslie, Francis Sinclair, P. Ogilvie, and Will. Mouat

(Moffat). Again, Capt. Andr. Frisell, son of Thomas Frisell, a page

of Jacob Spens, the elder, has the same service done to him by Hugo
Hamilton, Ths. Hamilton, and Jacob Spens in 1663, on the ist of

December, at Stockholm. Lastly, Capt. Robt. Moffat receives a sort of

provisional letter of nobility from Queen Hedwig Eleonora on the i8th of

November 1665 (Palmskiold Saml., vols. 208, 226, 246; Upsala Bibl.).

In the Sveriges Rikes Riddarskaps och Adelns Wapcn-Bok, Stock-

holm, 1746, coats-of-arms of the following Scots-Swedish noble families

are to be found : Douglas and Douglies, Crafoord, Clerck, Barclay,

Bennet, Bethune, Boye, Bruce, Dromund, Duwall, Feif, Forbes,

Fraser, Gardiner, Glattsteen, Hamilton of Deserf and Hageby, Irving,

Jordan, King, Kinimundt, Kininmont, Leyel, Maul, Macleer, Netherwood,

Nisbeth (1664), Oggilvie, Orcharton, Pistolecors, Pfeif, Primrose, Philp,

Robertson, Sinclair, Skott, Spalding, Stewart, Stuwart, Teet, Urquhard,

Wardlaw, Wood.
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Some More Medical Men. 1

Of the Belfrage, Dickson, Haij, and Helleday families

several members became Doctors of Medicine.

Thes Boij, son of the Stockolm Borgmastare Anders Boij,

was born in 1683, and went to Upsala in 1699. After

having travelled to London, Oxford, and Leyden (Boerhave),
he took his degree in 1709, and was appointed army-
doctor in the same year. As such he accompanied the

Swedish force on the campaign in SkUne. On his return

he settled at Stockholm, where he soon made himself

known to the Admiralty by his proposals for the improve-
ments of barracks. He died in consequence of one

of his own experiments. Convinced that intermittent

fever could be cured by the application of cold baths

before each attack, he tried to prove his doctrine,

remained ever afterwards an invalid, and died two years

after the experiment, in 1739.

John Ouchterlony, born at Stockholm in 1794, studied

at Upsala, became an M.D. in 1822.

Benj. Hunter, born at Danzig, settled at Stockholm;
took his degree at Reims in 1733. He lived in scholarly

retirement, much occupied with scientific researches on

his estate of Nas in Ostergotland, where he died in 1785,
on the 7th of April. He left many legacies for schools,

poorhouses, and hospitals.

His wife's name was Spalding, Scotch also.

The name of Key, traced back to the famous Mackay in

the Thirty Years' War, is represented by the Professor

of Anatomy, E. Axel Key, at the Carol. Inst. in

Stockholm. He was born in 1832, and wrote a famous

work on the Nervous System, for the completion of which

he received a Government grant of four thousand Thaler

1
Cp. Sackeen, Sv. Lakare Hist, and Ny foljd.
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Stray Notes.

A Col. W. Bonar was severely wounded at Glogau in

1649. He became governor of the small fortress of

Vechla,
1 after having sent a letter to the Pfalzgraf, Karl

Gastav, asking for a donation or a pension,
" inasmuch as

he was quite incapable of seeking his fortune elsewhere,

owing to his grievous wound" (1653).

Sinclairsholm, the seat of the Sinclair? in Skdne, was

erected by Henry Sinclair, a relation of Lord Sinclair of

Dysart. One Andrew Sinclair lived there in 1607.

Col. Gunn, an "
arch-Catholic, on whom there is no

reliance," Baner writes to Oxenstierna in 1637, Aug. loth.

Alex. Irving, son of Col. Alex. Irving (11659),
married the widow of a Judge Kinnemundt, and fell in a

duel with Aaron Morner in 1665.

Two brothers Spalding, one of them a Major, were

killed before Frederikshall in 1716.

Frederick Spalding is mentioned as Secretary to the

Swedish Embassy at Petersburg. His son, born in 1 770,
became a Russian General.

Robt. Guthrie, Capt. His widow married again and

became the mother of the famous Swedish General,

Forsten Stalhansk.

Will. Guthrie was appointed interpreter "for the

English and Scottish languages
"
by the Magistrates of

Stockholm in 1680, July 7th. He was also a Notarius

Publicus. In one document he signs himself " Minister

in Scotland."

George Guthrie, the son of Walter, a merchant in

1
Vechla, a small town in Oldenburg, not far from Bremen.
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Stockholm, was appointed Director of the Royal Customs

in Pomerania. After having procured letters of noble

descent from Montrose and Dundee, he prays to be

allowed to use the privileges of nobility now, without

waiting for the next meeting of the Swedish Diet. His

reasons are that he is on the point of leaving for

Pomerania, and that he fears his father's being in trade

and having married one not of noble birth might be

adduced against him. His prayer is granted on the 1 2th

of February 1681 (Upsala Bibl. Palmsk. Saml.).

Of the Helleday family no less than three have been

clergymen: G. Magnus, chaplain to the king, 1815;
H. Gustaf, chaplain to the king, 1756-1818 ; Johann,

Magister of Wittenberg, Dean 1754, t 1764.

Mackey, Isac, landowner in Hammarby, t 169-.

(Hiilphers, Gestrikeland Beskr., p. 174.)

Duncan, N. G., was Postmaster in Abborfors, near the

Russian frontier. He was used by the Swedish

Government as a spy, opened letters, and reported their

contents to Tessin.

(E. G. Malmstrom, Sv. Pol. Hist., iii. 477.)

Towards the end of the XVIth century one Cassel came

from Edinburgh to Sweden. He entered the army
Descendants of the family are still living.
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